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1.1 Geolology and Topography
Geology
The geology of the area is London Clay overlain by Pleistocene 
river terrace gravels capped in some places by brickearth.
Table 1 indicates the top height of the surviving brickearth 
and gravels at excavated sites of the Eastern cemetery.
SITE CODE      BRICKEARTH         SAND/GRAVEL     STREET LEVEL
ETN88             11.28
HAY86             11.70
MNL88             11.62                 11.07
WTN88             11.10                 10.80
SCS83               ??                   ??
HOO88            ?10.80                 10.60
*heights shown in m above Ordernance Datum
*for site locations see Fig 9.
At HOO 88 the natural was banded sand and gravel with some 
patches of "possible" brickearth at 10.80m OD and at 10.67m OD 
overlying the sand and gravels at 10.50m OD (see sub-groups 
1.3 and 1.4). Elsewhere on site the natural sand and gravels 
occured at 10.60m OD.
Topography
The present day topgraphy of the area is a slope from North to 
South towards the Thames. The general slope of North to South 
would  presuambly  have  existed  in  Roman  times  but  any 
variations to this will have been hidden by the post-medieval 
dumping and pitting (rake out from the fire of London)  which 
raised the level by up to 2.50m at HOO 88 (see appendix 2) and 
found on other sites in the area. 

The topography of the site  pre cemetery appears to be have 
been produced by the presence or absence of quarry pits (Group 
3).
Where  quarrying  has  not  taken  place  natural  survives  to  a 
height  of  10.80m  OD,  where  quarrying  occurs  natural  was 
reduced down to 9.20m OD but only backfilled to 10.10m OD in 
the North to 9.50m OD to the South. Unless there was a period 
of  truncation  the  cemetery  deposits  accumulated  over  the 
partially filled quarry pits.
   
Over certain parts of the site a post-cemetery plough soil was 
identified (Group 11) presumably destroying the later phase(s) 
of cemetery ground surface. The cemetery deposits certainly 
raised the ground level over time.Possible surfaces have been 
identified at ????m OD and other factors such as cremation 
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vessels  buried  close  to  the  ground  may  indicate  a  ground 
surface at ???m OD.
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1.2 ?Glacial Stream
A major  linear  feature was sealed by the "brickearth" slab 
(group 1.3) in the N-W corner of the excavated area.  This was 
investigated by digging three machine trenches across it and 
recording a section of each. Due to safety considerations, it 
was  
not possible to establish either the maximum depth or width of 
the feature. Running approximately N-E to S-W, it could not be 
traced out of the agreed area of excavation. The feature was 
over 
six metres wide and three metres deep.
Cutting  the  Pleistocene  gravels  but  sealed  by  sandy 
brickearth,  the  MoL  environmental  department  was  satisfied 
that this was a natural feature, probably a drainage channel 
caused by glacial outwash. The fills consisted of redeposited 
sands,  silts,  clays  and  gravels,  with  occasional  vivid 
staining caused by the waterlogged anaerobic conditions. No 
organic materials were observed.  
Section 48 
Not illustrated for this level III archive. Site copy only
Section 49 Fig 11
1)   dark orange sand    
2)   orange/brown sand(20) and gravel(80)
3)   grey/green sand with occasional pebbles
4)   grey/green silty clay with occasional lenses of orange 
sand      and pebbles. Sample 103 taken from this deposit
5)   dark orange sand
6)  orange/brown silty  clay with occasional sand and small 
pebbles
7)   orange sandy clay with medium pebbles
8)   dark orange sand
9)   orange/brown sand/silt/clay
10)  orange/brown sand and gravel with patches of grey/green 
clay
11)  light brown silty clay 
12)  orange sandy silt
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13)  light brown clay with small pebbles
14)  orange/brown sand and gravel
15) dark orange/brown sand  with occasional clay patches and a 
lens of light grey sand
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16) orange/brown sand  with occasional pebbles and lenses of 
light grey sand. One patch of black gritty material, sample 
101 
17)  orange sandy clay with occasional pebbles
18)  orange/brown  sandy  clay  with   frequent  white  staining 
(?degraded chalk). Sample 102 taken from this deposit 
19)  dark orange sand with medium and small pebbles
20)  light  brown/orange   sand  with  white  staining  and 
occasional      pebbles
21)  orange/brown clay
22)  orange/brown sand and gravel
23)  orange sand and white staining
24)  orange/brown  sand(50)  and  gravel(50)   with  occasional 
white      staining
Section 51    
Not illustrated in level III archive, site copy only 
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1.3 excavated natural
The following contexts, on excavation, appeared to be natural 
deposits 
Figures
stratigraphic sequence

context descriptions
[1001]    ?brickearth layer, 0.33M thick, surface at 9.63M od. 

Overlies natural sands and gravel. (See discussion)
[1030]     grey/brown  silt(45)  sand(45)  and  pebbles(10). 

Excavated as a layer. Probably a band of natural sand and 
gravel

[1033]    ?brickearth layer, 0.30M thick, surface at 9.59M od. 
One sherd of pot and some mussel shell was found in this 
deposit.  It  is  heavilly  truncated  and  could  have  been 
contaminated. (See discussion)

[1026]    brown sandy silt with frequent small and medium 
pebbles,  occasional  coarse  pebbles.  Layer  0.05M  thick, 
overlying natural gravels. Surface at 10.39M od. ?Deposit 
represents the weathered/worm/root sorted top of natural 
sands and gravel

[1261]    orange/brown sandy silt with frequent coarse and 
small pebbles. Layer 0.10M thick, surface at 10.48M od

[906]     ?brickearth, disturbed or contaminated by cemetery 
activity. Layer 0.24M thick, surface at 10.67M od
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[905]     ?brickearth layer, 0.30M thick at max, highest point 
at      10.52M od. Lies below [906]. Uncontaminated natural. 
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[726]     layer of grey/brown brickearth, 0.12M thick, highest 
point at 10.68M od. Mottled appearance due to worm/root 
action

[729]     orange brown brickearth layer, 0.18M thick, highest 
point at 10.49M od. Lies below [726] and directly over the 
gravels

  
[868]     layer of orange brickearth overlying  banded sands 

and gravels and sealing the ?glacial stream (group 1.2). 
Highest  point  10.63M  od,  excavated  only  to  a  depth  of 
0.15M

[848]     layer of orange/brown brickearth, 0.40M thick at 
max, highest point at 10.63M od

[1014]    orange/brown brickearth, 0.18M thick, surface at 
10.53M
[1015]    orange/brown brickearth, 0.20M thick, surface at 
10.48M
    
Discussion of 1.3
The surviving natural in the Western part of the site conforms 
with the general pattern set out under sub-group (1.1). In the 
NW of the site,from c.10.67M od, a brickearth-like deposit was 
located, a matrix of silt sand and clay, but with a low clay 
fraction. That this deposit is confined to the area over and 
around the ?glacial stream (1.2) may suggest that it relates 
to the natural silting up of that feature and is not part of 
the more widespread "brickearth slab" found on sites N and W 
of Hooper Street (eg MSL87, ETN88). 
The natural gravels, occuring below around 10.50-10.40M od, 
are  quite  loosely  packed,  interupted  by  frequent  bands  of 
sand.     
      
Contexts [1001] and [1033], although at first thought to be 
natural or disturbed natural deposits of brickearth, in fact 
occur too low (c. 9.60M od) for this to be the case. They must 
therefore be the fills of cut features not recognised on site 
due to the extensive truncation. This may provide evidence for 
a  more  extensive  quarried  area  than  would  be  suggested  by 
Group 3 (see discusion of that group)     
It is not clear if the apparent slope of the natural from N 
(10.63M  od)  to  S  (c.10.40M  od)  is  part  of  the  natural 
topography or a result of truncation.   
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1.4 excavated natural
The  following  sub-group  of  contexts  were  excavated  and 
subsequently appeared to be natural deposits.
Figures 13
stratigraphic sequence

context descriptions
[635]     ? brickearth layer 0.15m thick overlying natural 

sand and gravels with occasional small frags of pottery 
and tile.

[411]     recorded as irregular linear cut running N-S, 0.53m 
deep. Excavated banding in natural sand and gravels.

[412]     brown sand (80) silt(20) with moderate pebbles, 
recorded as fill of [411] but really natural.

[520]     ?brickearth layer 0.15-0.20m thick overlying natural 
sand and gravels(recorded as [411]/[412]).

[519]     ?brickearth layer (depth not recorded) overlying 
natural sand and gravels.

[569]/[568]    initially recorded as cut and fill but on 
excavation appeared to be irregularity in natural, not as 
clean as [635].

discussion of 1.4
[635][520] and [519] are all a natural deposit capping the 
sand  and  gravels  being  possible  brickearth  surviving  from 
10.80m - 10.47m OD and being up to 0.20m thick.
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1.5 excavated natural
Figure 13
stratigraphic sequence
                  (13.55)[1438]
***************************|*****************
                           |
                        [1448]
(1.5)                      |
                        [1514]
***************************|*******************
                        natural

context descriptions
[1514]    grey-brown sand and pebbles irregular layer 0.26m 
thick.
[1448]    grey-brown sand(50) clay(50) with freq. pea grits, 

irregular layer.

discussion of (1.5)
Heavily  truncated  "layers"  that  appear  to  be  excavated 
natural, however there is the possibility that they represent 
the continuation of the quarrying to the E, that is (3.6).
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GROUP 2 DITCHES CUT BY GRAVES
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Introduction
The ditches cut by graves (Figure 14) have been placed in one 
group as distinct to the other ditches excavated on site that 
have  no  direct  relationship  with  inhumation  or  cremation 
burials.  This  does  not  mean  they  could  not  have  been 
contemporary with other ditches, but they had gone out of use 
and backfilled before or during the cemetery phase and graves 
dug  into  the  backfill.  The  backfills  of  the  this  group 
therfore  have  terminii  post  quos  before  the  end  of  the 
cemetery phase !!

2.1 ?ditch
 
Figures 14,15
stratigraphic sequence
     (5.1) [555]
*************|***********
           [545]
(2.1)        |
           [546]
*************|***********
          natural
context descriptions
[546]     ?sub rectangular cut with rounded corners, vertical 
sides and flat base at 10.40m OD.
[545]     brown sandy silt with frequent pebbles and occa. 
pottery, charcoal flecks, bone and Fe nail. Fill of [546], 
0.27m deep.
discussion of 2.1
Possible linear cut as a terminus  to a  ditch that is cut by 
inhumation (5.1) however with vertical sides and flat base the 
profile could be that of a grave.
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2.2 ditch
Figures 14,15
stratigraphic sequence
     (5.3) [465]
*************|***********
           [456]
(2.2)        |
           [455]
*************|***********
          natural
context descriptions
[455]     linear cut running NE - SW, gentle sloping sides 

with      base at 10.14 - 10.10m OD sloping from from SW 
to NE.

[456]      brown  sand(60)  clay(40)  with  few  pebbles  and 
charcoal flecks. Fill of [455], 0.46m deep.

Discussion of 2.2
Ditch cut by grave (5.3).
 
2.3 ditch 
Figures 14,16
stratigraphic sequence
 (3.13)[1727]       *
    ______|_______  *
    |     |      |  *
    |  [1732] [1753]* (5.98)[1717] (4.19)[1260]    (5.113)
[1418]
****|*****|******|*************|************|****************|
**  
    |     |______|             |            |                |
 [1772]       |                |            | 
[1395]
    |_________|                |            |         _______| 
              |                |            |         |      | 
              |                |            |      [1488]    |
           [1773]              |            |         |      |
              |                |            |      [1489]    |
              |                |            |         |______|
              |                |            |                |
           [1774]           [1787]          | 
[1409]
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              |                |            |                |
           [1775]           [1789]       [1791] 
[1512]
              |                |            |                |
           [1776]===========[1788]=======[1790]===========[139
6]
**************|****************|************|****************|
**
              |________________|____________|________________|
                                     |
                                  natural
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context descriptions
[1776][1788][1790][1396]      linear  cut,  oriented  NW-SW, 

excavated  in  several  segments  and  allocated  different  
numbers in each, as appropriate. A terminal end to 

the NW, forms a feature with gently sloping sides and a 
rounded base   
becoming more "V" shaped in profile as it runs SE. The cut 
is 1.90M wide at the terminal, but c.1.50M wide for most 
of its length. The base is at c.9.03M od, with no fall 
detectable, but the base is slightly irregular, esp at the 
NE, where it cuts unstable banded sand and gravel. The 
highest surviving point is at 10.33M od

[1775][1789][1791]       primary (surviving) fills of the 
above  cuts.  Very  pale  yellow  to  white  sand(70)  and 
gravel(30). No finds or inclusions. Max. depth 0.50M

[1512]    orange/brown to white sand(50) and gravel(50), the 
primary (surviving) fill of [1396]. Max. depth 1.0M. 
[1774]     grey  sand(30)  silt(50)  and  gravel(20),  fill  of 

[1776], max. depth 0.28M
[1773]    light grey sandy silt with frequent pebbles, fill of 

[1776].
[1772]     dark  grey  silt(65)  sand(20)  and  clay(15)  with 

frequent  pebbles  and  occasional  charcoal  flecks,  max. 
depth 0.15M. The upper (surviving) fill of [1776], highest 
point 9.64M od

[1787]     orange  grey  clay(10)  pebbles(20)  silt(20)  and 
sand(50),  with  lenses  of  white  sand.  Upper  (surviving) 
fill of [1788], max. depth 0.30M. Highest point 9.55M od

[1409]     orange/brown  silt(90)  and  pebbles(10),  with 
occasional ragstone frags, mortar and charcoal flecks and 
occasional animal burrows. Fill of [1396] 

[1489][1488]    Ephemeral  traces  of  a  cut  [1489]  and  its 
grey/brown sand and silt fill. Not adequately recorded, 
but seems to be related to [1396], either as a recut or 
more  likely  a  slight  variation  in  cut  [1396]  itself, 
wrongly assigned a separate number

[1395]    dark grey/brown sand(50) and silt(50) with frequent 
gravel, occasional lumps of mortar and ragstone (up to 
0.05x0.05x0.10M), pottery and bone. Upper surviving fill 
of [1396], highest point 10.41M od

This  feature  was  recorded  in  section  at  two  points.  The 
recorded  fills  do  not  follow  those  excavated  in  plan  and 
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illustrate some of the problems of excavating a ditch silting 
and being backfilled with clean, natural deposits.   
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section 78 Figure 17
1)    grey  clay(15)  sand(60)  and  silt(25)  with  occasional 
pebbles
2)   orange/red sand with occasional pebbles
3)   as 1)
4)   light grey sand(20) and silt(80) with frequent pebbles
5)  light yellowish brown  silt(40) and sand(60) with frequent 
large pebbles  
6)  Dark grey/brown  silt(20) and sand(80) with frequent small 
pebbles
7)   Orange sand with frequent small pebbles
8)   white sand with some greenish staining
section 67 Figure 17
This section has no soil descriptions, but illustrates the cut 
profile at its SE end. The figure is a reconstruction from pre 
excavation section 67.
Discussion of 2.3
For  general  discusion  of  this  ditch  in  relation  to  the 
development of the cemetery landscape see Group 2 discusion
See  also  the  discussion  of  sub-groups  3.12-3.14.  The  only 
reasonably  clear  relationship  between  group  3  features  and 
sub- group 2.3 is that 3.13 post dates the initial filling of 
ditch [1776]
The changing profile of the feature along its length appears 
to reflect the changes in the natural strata. To the NW, it 
cuts unstable bands of sand and thin bands of gravel, to the 
SE, it cut through a thick band of gravel 
[1395] contains material that might suggest it represents a 
deliberate levelling fill during the use of the cemetery
The alignment, form and fills of this feature closely resemble 
sub-groups 4.26 and 2.7. Perhaps they are related?
See also trial work trench 10, section 14, context [194]&[195]
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2.4 ?ditch    
Figures 14,18
stratigraphic sequence
 (5.78)[855]   (5.79)[895]   (5.80)[865]
*********|*************|*************|****
         |_____________|_____________|
(2.4)                  |
                     [902]
                       |
                     [901]
***********************|******************
                    natural
context descriptions
[901]     linear cut, running NW to SE, with steeply sloping 

sides and a narrow, flat base. Max. width 0.60M, depth 
0.46M, lowest point at 10.02M od

  
[902]     Orange clay/silt(70) with pebbles(30). Find free 
Discussion of 2.4
Presumed not a natural feature, pre-dates several graves in 
the area and shares a common alignment with many of the linear 
features  of  Groups  2  and  4.  Truncation  and  limits  of 
excavation make any interpretation speculative eg ?boundary, ?
enclusure, ?drainage channel etc
 
  
2.5 and 2.6 were not used
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2.7 ditch
Figures 14,16
stratigraphic sequence
   (3.7)[1739]
***********|******
        [1754]
           |
        [1755]
           |
        [1761]
***********|******  
        natural
context descriptions
[1761]    linear feature running NW to SE with terminal end to 

the SE. Width 1.10M, depth 0.47M, lowest point at 8.98M. 
Steeply sloping sides, near vertical at the terminal, with 
concave base

[1755]    grey/white clay(20) sand(30) and gravel(50) with 
frequent  iron  panning  towards  the  base  of  the  context. 
Primary (surviving) fill of [1761]
[1754]     yellow/grey  silt(70)  and  clay(30)  with  moderate 

medium pebbles. Upper (surviving) fill of [1761] 
Discussion of 2.7
For discussion of this feature in relation to the development 
of the site see Group 2 discussion
Recorded in the field as being cut by Group 3 features. See 
Group 3 discussion
On basis of common alignment, form, fills and levels, this 
feature seems to be related to sub-groups 2.3 and 4.26
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2.8 ditch
Figures 14,19
stratigraphic sequence
          (6.21)[993]      unstrat
******************|***********|********
               [1010]         | 
                  |           |  
                [912]         |
                  |           |
(2.8)           [913]         |
                  |           | 
               [1019]       [770]
                  |           |
                [911]=======[790]
******************|***********|********
        __________|           |
       |          |           |
(1.3)[906]     [884](5.69)  natural 
context descriptions
[911][790]     Linear cut, running N-S, steep sided with 

rounded base. Surviving max width 1.15M, depth 0.85M. Base 
falls from S (9.86M od) to N (9.52) over the surviving 
length of 3.50M  

[770]      grey/brown  silt(60)  clay(30)  and  gravel(10). 
Recorded      as the homogenous fill of [790]. At the base 
of the deposit was a redeposited cremation vessel (SF 
770) with intact contents, lying on its side, neck facing 
South. Max depth of deposit 0.85M

[1019]     dark  grey/black  clay(50)  silt(50)  with  frequent 
charcoal flecks, moderate pottery, burnt (?human) bone, 
gravel  and  charcoal  lumps  up  to  10x10x10mm.  Max  depth 
0.20M

     Primary (surviving) fill of [911]
[913]     grey/brown to orange clay(40) silt(60) with moderate 

gravel,  occasional  pea  grit,  burnt  bone  and  charcoal 
flecks.

     Fill of [911], max depth 0.27M     
[912]     grey clay(40) silt(60) with frequent charcoal, burnt 

bone and pottery, occasional gravel. Fill of [911], max 
thickness 0.27M 
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[1010]     dark  grey/brown  silt(70)  and  clay(30)  frequent 
pebble,      moderate charcoal, burnt bone and pottery. Upper 
(surviving)      fill of [911], max thickness 0.06M
Discussion of 2.8
Ditch  alignment  at  variance  with  many  on  site,  but 
perpendicular to (4.27) and (4.28). 
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Function is not clear, but sharp fall suggests drainage from S 
to N (odd, as natural drainage seems to be N to S
Inclusions in fills suggest the ditch was backfilled/silted up 
at a time of cremation activity or a period of disturbance of 
cremated  material.  As  recorded  on  site,  this  sub-group  is 
earlier than Group 7, the "cremation area", separated from it 
by  6.23.  If  however  6.23  is  really  part  of  the  activity 
outlined  in  Group  7,  then  it  is  concievable  that  these 
features were all open at the same time, perhaps all related 
to the cremation process. See Group 7 discussion
If this is the case, 2.8 may be seen as draining one or more 
of the brickearth lined scoops described in Group 7, possibly 
draining a suspension of water, ash and charcoal to enable the 
sorting of pyre residues, and the backfill may indicate the 
abandonment of the area. Cremation vessel (SF 770) has been 
spot dated to 120-200 AD, pottery in other fills of this ditch 
to 70- 180 and probably mid/late second century. These dates 
are similar to those for (7.4/5/6), the abandonment of that 
cremation related feature.     
    
 
Group 2 Discussion
Ditch (2.8) appears to be associated with Group 7 activity, so 
see Group 7 discussion and the relevant sub-groups.
"Ditch" (2.1) may be a truncated inhumation grave  rather than 
a 
landscape feature/boundary.   
(2.2) and (2.4) seem to be minor ditches that have gone out of 
use before or during the life of the cemetery. They echo the 
alignment of Group 4 ditches and this may reflect changing 
boundaries in the (?cemetery) landscape, but could be small 
enclosures around graves not located during excavation.
(2.3) and (2.7) is a major ditch, related to Group 4 features 
in terms of scale and alignment, that has been backfilled and 
subsequently cut by graves (5.98) - 270-400 AD and (5.114) - 
200- 400 AD. The edges of the ditch were somewhat obscurred by 
worm and root action, but (2.3) and (2.7) are recorded as 
being cut by Group 3 quarrying. This appears to be evidence of 
considerable continuity in the sub-division of the landscape 
during the Roman period, with quarrying along the edges of 
this ditch, (within a plot of land defined by the ditches?) 
the quarrying filling up followed by the cemetery and other 
ditches, many aligned parallel or perpendicular to the early 
ditch. Some of the "late" ditches may in fact be recuts of 
earlier pre-quarrying boundaries that remained in use and have 
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therefore been obliterated.  See Group 3 discussion etc.  The 
ditch (2.3/7) may  thus have  influenced the       
alignment of graves indirectly.  (2.3) and (2.7) have terminal 
ends, leaving a gap between them of c. 10.00M, possibly a 
former access to the enclosure of which the ditch was part.
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GROUP 3        QUARRY PITS
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3.1 quarry activity/disturbed natural?
stratigraphic sequence
(5.11)[542]    (5.9)[417]    (6.47)[487]     (4.7)[452]
********|*************|**************|**************|********
        |_____________|______________|              |
(3.1)                 |                             |
                    [589]                         [586]
**********************|*****************************|********
                      |_____________________________|
                                      |
                                   natural 
context descriptions
[589]     loosely compact grey-brown silty sand with frequent 

pebbles, 3 frag pottery including SF 147 ?prehistoric  
pottery, 0.15m-0.40m thick. Difficult to distinguish 

from underlying natural. Top of layer at 10.40m OD.
[586]     loosely compact brown sandy silt with some pottery, 

0.15m thick. 
discussion of (3.1)
These two contexts represent the earliest activity in this 
block of archaeology and were excavated as layers. No cuts 
could be discerned, and both contexts truncated on all sides 
and it appears that they represent disturbed natural rather 
than the quarrying which occurs to the S.
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3.2 quarrying
Figures 20,21,22,23
stratigraphic sequence
  

context descriptions
[528]     orange-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some pebbles and 

occasional frag. pottery. Deposit extends over southern 
bay of Area A, 16.00m E/W and 8.00m N/S with the top at 
10.19m OD to 9.28m OD and a maximum depth of 0.45m.

discussion of [528]
 
[528]  was  the  general  context  number  given  to  unexcavated 
"quarry" pit fills in this area of the site. Sections were dug 
through  it  to  natural  and  these  sections  were  recorded  in 
detail with seperate context numbers given to the different 
fills seen. Thus [528] equals all these fill numbers.
[661]     light brown silt(80) sand(10) clay(10) with some 
pebbles  and  one  frag.  pottery.  1.90m  x  1.50m,  maximum 
thickness  0.15m.  Excavated  as  layer  but  given  description, 
height etc it is the top of [528].
section 43
[696]     undulating cut(s) into natural recorded in section 

only (S.43), lowest point at 9.31m OD. 
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[697]     orange-grey silty sand with frequent pebbles and 
some      iron pan staining, no finds. Fill(s) of [696].
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section 41
[693]     undulating cut(s) into natural recorded in section 
(S.41), lowest point at 9.48m OD, no real edges.
[686]     orange-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some oyster 

shell, pottery and chalk flecks. Maximum depth 0.42m. Fill 
of [693]. (see also section 39).

section 42
[692]     undulating cut(s) into natural recorded in section 

(S.42) and in plan of 1.40m wide strip excavated through 
[528].Lowest point at 9.31m OD, no real edges.

[684]      orange/yellow-brown  sand,  silt  and  pebbles  in 
varying      proportions with some pottery (same as from 
[679]??). Maximum  depth  0.45m.  Series  of  similar 
fills of [692].

section 44
[699]     undulating cut(s) into natural recorded in section 

(S.44). Lowest point at 9.40m OD, no real edges.
[698]     orange-brown  silt, sand and gravel in varying 

proportions, maximum depth 0.45m. Fills of [699].
section 46
[528]     (see above) filling undulating cut(s) into natural 

recorded in section with lowest point at 9.32m OD.
section 39
[693]     see section 41
[686]     see section 41
[685]     light brown sandy silt with moderate pebbles and 

some pottery, tile and animal bone. Maximum depth 0.30m, 
fill of [693].

[680]     light brown sand (10) silt(90) with pebbleas and 
some pottery, tile, mortar and oyster shell. Maximum depth 
0.28m.

Note possible remnants of a cremation burial in pottery vessel 
(SF 778, sample 60) were seen in the section. No cut could be 
seen and the ?cremation has been attributed to this context, 
however it was cut into this layer.
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section 38
[649]     orange-brown silt(90) sand(10)  with some pebbles 
and      pottery, 0.21m thick.
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discussion of sections 39,41,42,44 and 46
These sections were excavated through [528] to reveal a series 
of shallow cuts perhaps orientated E-W, to a depth of 9.31m 
OD. No relationship between the cuts could be seen in the 
fills,  which  were  very  similar,  and  these  series  of  cuts 
appear to have been open together and then backfilled with 
similar  material  into  which  they  had  been  cut.  The  fills 
contained very small amount of artefacts of any sort.
 These contexts have been interpreted as a series of "pits" 
dug  to  extract  the  natural  sand  and  gravels  and  then 
backfilled with similar material.
For discussion of section 38 see sub-group (4.11)

The  following  contexts  were  excavated  as  layers  but 
subsequently appeared to be the upper fills of the "quarry" 
pitting described above. 

[679]     light brown silt(60) sand(40) with some pebbles, 
tile,pottery (same as from[684]??) and chalk and charcoal 
flecks. Maximum depth 0.10m, 4.30m x 1.30m.

[675]      orange-brown  silt(50)  sand(50)  with  occasional 
pebbles and charcoal flecks. 

[497]     grey silt(80) sand(20) with occasional animal bone 
and      pottery, 80mm thick.
[662]     yellow-brown silt(60) sand(40) with some pebbles, 
pottery and charcoal flecks.
[660]     grey-brown sand (50) silt(50) with moderate pebbles. 
[671]     grey-brown sand(70) silt(30) with freq. pebbles and 
occasional pottery, maximum thickness 0.10m.
See also trail work trench 6, sections 5&6, contexts [37] to 
[41] and [140] to [148].

3.3 quarry activity
Figures 20,21,22
stratigraphic sequence
(5.35)         [1132]
******************|***********
               [1154]
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(3.3)             |
               [1155]
******************|************
               natural
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context descriptions
[1155]     heavily  truncated  cut,  surviving  portion  slopes 
gradually to a flat base at 9.54m OD.
[1154]    orange-brown sand(50) silt(50) with some pebbles. 
Maximum depth 0.58m. Fill of [1155].

3.4 quarry activity
Figures 20,21,22,23
stratigraphic sequence
(5.40)[1408]   (5.36)[1368]   (5.34)[1132]
*********|**************|**************|*****
         |______________|______________|
                        |
(3.4)                [1352]
                        |
                     [1365]
************************|********************
                (3.5)[1467]
         
context descriptions
[1365]    sub-circular cut, W side steeply sloping other sides 

slope less acute, flat base at 9.30m OD, 4.00m N-S.
[1352]    orange-brown silt(80) sand(20) with moderate pebbles 
and some bone and pottery, 0.55m thick. Fill of [1365].

3.5 quarry activity
Figures 20,21,22
stratigraphic sequence
(5.48)[1342]  (5.41)[1554] (6.4)[1403]  (13.13)[1139] (3.4)
[1365]
*********|*************|***********|**************|
***********|***
         |_____________|___________|______________|
___________|
                                   |
                                 [1467]
                                   |
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(3.5)                            [1466]
                                   |
***********************************|
*****************************
                               natural
context descriptions
[1466]    heavily truncated ?sub-circular cut with irregular 
sides and uneven base at 9.25m OD. 
[1467]    orange-brown sand(50) silt(30) and pebbles(20) with 

some pottery. Maximum thickness 0.40m. Fill of [1466].
discussion of (3.4) and(3.5)
These two features were fully excavated (as opposed to the 
other "quarry" pits in this bay which were sectioned) as their 
edges could be defined. They both have similar fills and are 
both sub- circular, irregular shallow cuts. (3.4) and (3.5) 
being excavated in plan are examples of how the other sub-
groups  of  group  3  in  this  bay  would  appear  if  not  only 
sectioned.

3.6 "quarry" pits
Figures 20,21,22
stratigraphic sequence
                                                  [1493](9.6)
                                                      |
(9.8)[1325](8.8)[1467](9.7)[1540](6.9)[1435](9.6)[1515](9.5)
[1500]
*******|***********|**********|**********|*********|**|
********|***
       |___________|__________|__________|_________|_<|
>_______|
                   |                     |            |
                [1283]                   |         [1504]
                   |                     |            |
                [1284]                   |         [1505]
                   |                  [1465]          |
                [1416]                   |            |
                   |                     |            |
                [1262]       =        [1559]          |
                   |_____________________|____________|
                              |
******************************|
************************************
                           natural
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context descriptions
[1505]    heavily truncated cut, steep sided, irregular base 

at 9.45m OD.
[1504]    orange sandy clay(60) pebbles(40). Depth 0.27m , 

fill of [1505].
[1559]    undulating cut(s) into natural exposed in section 63 

and in an excavated N-S strip. Lowest point at 9.31m OD.
[1465]    orange-brown silt(80) sand(20) with freq. pebbles, 

maximum depth 0.50m. Fill(s) of [1559] only partially  
excavated.

[1262]    (=[1559])  cut  numbered  in  working  section  later 
excavated as [1559]
[1416][1284][1283] (=[1465]) fills numbered on working section 
later excavated as [1465]       
3.7 "quarry" pits
Figures 20,24,25
stratigraphic sequence

context descriptions
[1739]     undulating  cut(s)  into  natural,  only  partially 
excavated. Lowest point at 9.19M od
[1738]    mid grey/brown silt/sand/clay with gravel. Maximum 

depth  0.40M.  Only  the  western  end  of  this  deposit  was 
excavated. Backfill(s) of [1739], although appeared as a 
homogenous deposit             
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Discusion of 3.7
Recorded as cutting N edge of ditch [1761], group 2.7, with 
the proviso that the edges of both cuts were somewhat obscured 
by worm/root action. If this relationship is correct, then it 
provides  evidence  of  considerable  continuity  in  the  sub-
division  of  the  landscape  during  the  Roman  period,  with 
quarying along the edges of ditch [1761], quarries filling up, 
then the cemetery and other ditches, many of these features 
aligned parallel or perpendicular to the ?early ditch
The activity forming this sub group is equated with the rest 
of group 3 on the basis of the form of cuts, the similarity of 
backfilling,  position  in  the  stratigraphic  sequence,  OD 
heights etc
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3.8 "quarry" pits          
Figures 20,24,25
stratigraphic seqence

context descriptions
[1665/1686]    shallow undulating cut(s) into natural, only 

investigated  with  slip  trenches.  Context  sub-division 
was arbitrary. The lowest point was at 9.34M od

[1704/1741]    shallow undulating cut(s) into natural, only 
seen in plan where the upper part of the fill ( [1668] ) was
    spitted off.Context sub-division is arbitrary. The lowest
    point was 9.20M od
[1664/1685]    yellow/grey sandy silt with frequent coarse 
pebbles.  Maximum  depth  0.35M.  Backfill(s)  of  [1665/1686], 
survives as an homogenous deposit, containing few finds
[1703/1737/1668/1736]     brown/orange  silt/sand/clay  with 

frequent pebbles. Fill(s) of [1704/1741]. [1703] is the 
same as  [1737].  [1668]  was  also  part  of  this 
apparently homogenous deposit, and represents the upper 
part of the fill, spitted off to make sure no graves cut 
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into the "quarrying" had been missed. [1736] is a lens of 
clean silt/sand/clay below the "hearth" (3.9)             

See also trial work trench 7, section 7, context [232].
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3.9 "quarry" pits
Figures 20,24,25
stratigraphic sequence  
(3.10)     [1722]
**************|***********
           [1725]
              |
(3.9)      [1729]
              |
           [1733]
**************|***********   
(3.8)      [1736]
context descriptions
[1733]    Compact red/brown to black silt/sand clay. A small 

lens      of burnt "brickearth", 0.03M thick, 1.00M E-W, 
truncated by unstrat to N and S   

[1729]    Grey sand(30) silt(60) with charcoal(10) and burnt 
pebbles. Matrix of [1725].

[1725]    Burnt organic deposit, sampled 100%, with [1729], 
overlying [1733]     
Discussion of 3.9
Apparently the remains of a small, temporary hearth. Whether 
this  is  an  interlude  in  the  backfilling  of  the  "quarry" 
pitting or a later event is not absolutely clear, but the 
former seems more likely as the hearth is sealed by (3.10), 
apparently backfill identical to the rest in group 3

3.10 "quarry" pits 
Figures 20,24,25
stratigraphic sequence
(13.8)[1617]    (4.18)[1689]
*********|***************|******
         |_______________|
                |
(3.10)       [1722]
                |
****************|***************
(3.9)        [1725]
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context descriptions
[1722]     grey/brown  sand(30)  and  silt(70)  with  coarse 

pebbles,      occasional animal bone and pottery. Up to 
0.20M thick, with a surface height of 9.59/9.68M od     

Discusssion of 3.10 
May be the same as [1668] in group (3.8), but ? divorced from 
it  by  unstrat  activity.  The  surface  height  of  the  deposit 
compares favourably with that of the other "quarry" fills at 
the E end of this area      
3.11 "quarry" pits
Figures 20.24,25
stratigraphic sequence

 

context descriptions
[1655]    undulating cut(s) into natural sand and gravel. No 

edges within area of excavation. Lowest point is 9.13M od,
     with flat base
[1679]     orange  sand(60)  with  grey/brown  silt(40),  and 

pebbles. Merges with natural sand. Lies in a band in the 
base of cut [1655].

[1656]     grey/brown  silt(70)  and   orange  sand(30)  with 
frequent fine to coarse pebbles. Backfill of cut [1655]. 
Depth of 0.20 to 0.48M.

Discussion of 3.11
For  parallels  of  form,  levels,  position  in  the  sequence, 
fills,  dating  etc,  see  the  rest  of  this  group  and 
(???????????). [1679],
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although recorded as a fill of [1655], seems more likely to be 
a stained band in the natural
See also trial work trench 12, section 16, context [226].
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3.12 "quarry" pits
Figures
stratigraphic sequence

   
context descriptions
[1769]    undulating cut(s) into natural sands and gravels, 

lowest   point  is  9.05M  od.   Partially  excavated  to 
investigate form of cuts. Base is flat with low ridges of 
natural,  suggestive  of  recuts  or  a  series  of  cuts  not 
differentiated by thier fills

[1786]     orange/grey  sand(60)  and  silt(40)  with  frequent 
gravel  and  occasional  charcoal  flecks.  Probably  just  a 
variation within [1770], but as its extent was restricted 
to a small area beside and over ditch [1788], Group (2.3), 
it  may  relate  to  the  filling  of  this  feature.  See 
discussion of this       
text section

[1770]    grey/brown sand(40) and silt(40) with fine to coarse 
pebbles(20).  Depth  0.12M  to  0.40M.   Apart  from  root 
disturbance in the surface of the deposit, it appears to 
be homogenous, backfill(s) of [1769]

 Discusion of 3.12
Like  many  other  group  3  features,  the  impression  is  of  a 
series of cuts into natural, the relationships between them 
now lost, the fill being homogenous 
The relationship between groups 3.12 and ditch [1788] (group 
2.3), was obscured by worm/root action and by the similarity 
of the backfills, ie. redeposited natural. [1786] appears to 
suggest that this sub-group post dates group 2.3, but this is 
not felt to be a secure relationship. It is possible that 
[1786] is an upper fill of the ditch, or that the two features 
were filling up simultaneously     
Section 79 shows a N-S section across [1769] and [1760]. 
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3.13 "quarry" pits
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(10.37)         [1588]
*******************|********************
                [1726]
                   |
                [1727]
        ___________|________________
(3.13)  |          |               |
        |       [1731]          [1740]
        |          |               |
        |       [1732]          [1745]
        |          |               |
        |          |            [1746]
        |          |               | 
        |          |            [1752]
        |          |               |
        |          |            [1753]
********|**********|***************|****
(2.3) [1772]       |               |
        |__________|_______________|
                   |
                [1773] 
                    
context descriptions
[1753]    cut of pit, heavily truncated by unstrat. Lowest 

point at 9.36M od 
[1752]     brown/grey  sand(60)  and  silt(40)  with  moderate 

gravel  and  occasional  charcoal  flecks.  Depth  0.18M, 
backfill of [1753]

[1746]    cut of pit, heavily truncated. Lowest point at 9.40M 
od
[1745]    grey clay(10) silt(45) and sand(45) with frequent 

pebbles. Depth 0.12M, lower fill of [1746]
[1740]    brown sand(20) and silt(80) with moderate pebbles. 

Max depth 0.20M, upper fill of [1746]
[1732]    cut of pit, heavily truncated. Lowest point at 9.32M 
od
[1731]    brown clay(15) silt(25) sand (60) with moderate 

pebbles, backfill of [1732]. Depth 0.20M.
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[1727]    truncated cut of shallow pit. Lowest point at 9.26M. 
[1726]     grey/brown  clay(15)  silt(40)  and  sand(45)  with 
moderate      pebbles. Backfill of [1727], depth 0.11M
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Discussion of 3.13
The shallow nature of these cuts, their OD heights, fills and 
positions suggest that they fit most comfortably in this group 
Note the clear relationship recorded between the pitting and 
ditch [1776] (group 2.3)
The form of these cuts does seem slightly different from those 
in  the  other  sub-groups  of  group  3,  ie.  they  seem  to  be 
smaller cuts with distinguishable fills, but they have been 
heavily truncated by modern activity and may relate to group 
3.8 to the N
3.14 "quarry" pits
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(5.98) [1717]       [1710] (5.99)
**********|************|*********
          |____________|
                |
             [1759]
(3.14)    ______|_______
          |            |
       [1781]       [1780]
          |____________|
                | 
             [1782]
****************|****************
             natural
context descriptions  
             
[1782]     undulating  base  of  extensive  cut(s),  no  edges 

surviving. Lowest point is at 9.22M od.   
 
[1780]  [1781]   brown  mixed  sand,  silt  and  gravel,  in  two 

isolated areas. Lower fill(s) of cut [1782]. Depth 0.20M
[1759]    brown silt, clay and sand with frequent gravel. 

Depth 0.20M, recorded as dump layer. 
Discussion of 3.14
[1759], although recorded as a dump layer, is on the basis of 
its surface levels and composition likely to be a fill of 
[1782] either as a direct backfill or as material dumped to 
make up the       
ground
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NB The relationship of cut [1782] to ditch [1788], group 2.3, 
could not be established due to soil conditions
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GROUP 4    DITCHES
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Introduction
The ditch features included in this group (Figure 27) have no 
direct relationship with any inhumation or cremation burial 
unlike those ditches in Group 2.

4.1 ditch
Figures 27,28
stratigraphic sequence
     (4.2)[428]
************|***********
          [413]
            |
          [421]
(4.1)       |
          [462]
            |
          [463]
************|***********
          natural
context descriptions
[463]     linear cut running N-S with base at 9.70m OD.
[462]     grey-brown sand(95) silt(5) with occa. mortar flecks 

and ?prehistoric pottery ( SF 194&195). O.30m deep, fill 
of      [463].

[421]     recorded as linear cut directly overlying [463] but 
really the interface between fills [462] and [413].

[413]     brown sand(35) mortar(35) flint(20) and ceramic 
building  material(10)  including  "complete"  tegula  (SF 
304). 0.52m thick, backfill of [463].
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4.2 ditch
Figures 27,28
stratigraphic sequence
     (13.3) [420]
**************|***********
            [413]
(4.2)         |
            [428]
**************|***********
        ______|______
       |             |
(4.1)[413]         [451](13.2)

context descriptions
[428]     linear cut running N-S, parallel and E of cut [463].
[414]     brown sandy silt(80) ceramic building material(10) 
with      occa. pottery and charcoal flecks. Backfill to 
[428].
discussion of 4.1 and 4.2
These  two  sub-groups  were  badly  recorded  in  the  field, 
reconstructing a section from the plans it appears this is 
only one linear cut feature with two distinct fills.
Cut [463] equals [428] with fill [462] formed by silting up 
and/or collapse of the sides of the feature whilst open. It 
was then backfilled with [413] = [414]. Two sub-groups have 
been used as (4.2) may represent a re-cut of (4.1) although 
the interpretation above is more likely.
If (4.1) and (4.2) represent one cut feature and symmetrical 
along  its  long  axis  it  would  be  some  3.00m  wide  with  a 
surviving depth of 0.95m and a base at 9.70m OD.
The  backfill  of  this  feature  [413]/[414]  contained  a 
significant  amount  of  ceramic  building  material,  flint 
nodules, and mortar. It presumably derived from the demolition 
of some structure, the only in situ structure on site (apart 
from  grave  linings)  was  located  in  the  trial  work  (see 
appendix 2).  The only known Roman structures from this area 
are the foundations for funerary structures such as found at 
ETN88 MSL87 MST87 etc.. 
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4.3 ditch
Figures 27,28,29
stratigraphic sequence
     (4.4)[434]
************|*************
        ____|____
       |         |
     [469]  =  [566]
(4.3)  |         |
     [468]  =  [565]
       |_________|
            |
************|***************
     (1.4)[635]
context descriptions
[468]     linear cut running N-S, "V" profile with flat base 

at 9.93m OD and 0.84m wide, slightly decreasin in width to 
S.

[469]     orange-brown silt(100) no inclusions. Fill of [468], 
0.30m deep.

[565]     linear cut running N-S, "V" shaped profile with flat 
base at 10.15m OD. 1.20m wide, slightly wider at N than S.
[566]     orange-brown silt(100) occa. pebbles. Fill of [565], 
0.66m deep.

disccussion of 4.3
These two linear cuts are part of one ditch i.e given their 
similar profile, size, alignment and fill. There is a 0.23m 
difference  in  the  height  of  the  base,  however  the  ditch 
appears to sloping N to S and decreasing in size from N to S. 
This ditch is cut by (4.4) so (4.3) is an earlier phase of 
ditch.
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4.4 ditch
Figures 27,28,29
stratigraphic sequence

     (12.5)[404]
*************|************
           [442]
             |
(4.4)      [443]
             |
           [434]
*************|************
   (4.3)[566]=[469]
context descriptions
[434]     linear cut running NW-SE with no terminus. 2.40m 

wide at W and decreasing to 1.80m at the E. Sharp break of 
gradient at top and base with steep sides and a flat base. 
The base is at the W is 9.67m OD and 9.50m OD at the E. 
The base is somewhat irregular but appears to slope from W 
to E.

[443]     grey fine silt(100) with freq. pebbles and occa. 
pottery. Primary fill of[434] max. 0.20m thick.

[442]      yellow-brown  fine  silt(80)  sand(20)  with  some 
pebbles,  bone  and  occa.  tile  and  pottery,  including  ?
prehistoric (SF 197). 1.10m deep, backfill to [434].

discussion of 4.4
One of a series of parallel ditches, (see also 4.5, 4.7 and 
4.8). Fill [443] represents erosion/slump whilst the ditch was 
open. The backfill [442] of one homogenous near sterile fill 
shows it was backfilled in one operation but not with the 
material that was dug out to produce the ditch.
The lack of any slumping (especially given the steepness of 
the sides and friable natural) suggests the ditch was either 
not  open  very  long  or  cleaned  out  (re-cut)  soon  before 
backfilling occured.
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4.5 ditch
Figures 27,28,29
stratigraphic sequence
     (13.4)[507]
*************|***********
           [429]
             |
           [430]
             |
(4.5)      [445]
             |
           [446]
             |
           [444]
*************|************
     (13.1)[636]
context descriptions
[444]     linear cut running NW -SE tapering to a terminus at 

NW, 1.32m wide at E. and 0.80m at W. The base slopes by 
0.36m from the W at 10.11m OD to 9.75m OD at the E. The 
cut has two profiles; at the W a continuous "V" shaped 
profile, at the E end there is a marked change of gradient 
halfway down the side from gentle to steep with a rounded 
bottom.

[446]     orange-brown clay(60) sand(40) with some pebbles and 
mortar, 0.15m thick, earliest fill of [444].

[445]     orange-brown clay(70) silt(20) sand(10) with freq. 
pebbles and occa. pottery and oyster shell. Fill of [444].

[430]     grey-brown sand(50) clay(50) with pebbles and occa. 
pottery,glass and oyster shell. Fill of [444].

[429]     brown silt(80) sand(20) with pebbles and occa. 
mortar,  bone,  oyster  shell,  pottery  and  tile.  Fill  of 
[444].

discussion of backfilling(4.5)
Fills [446][445][430] appear to have been to have been tipped 
in from the S, filling the cut on the S side leaving a linear 
strip along the N edge of the cut which is then filled by 
[429].
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4.6 ditch
Figures 27,28,29
stratigraphic sequence
     (13.4)[506]
*************|***********
           [479]
(4.6)        |
           [480]
*************|***********
      (1.4)[569]
context descriptions
[480]     curvi-linear cut curving from W to E with a "V" 

shaped profile and the base at 10.13m OD at the N to 
10.19m at the S. Maximum width at N is 1.42m and depth is 
0.56m. 

[479]     grey-brown clay(60) sand(40) with occa. bone, tile, 
chalk and ragstone frags, oyster shell and Fe objects. 
Single backfill of [480].

discussion of (4.5) and (4.6)
After ditch (4.5) was excavated (4.6) was seen in section in 
the  side  of  cut  [444],  thus  with  the  fills  being 
indistinguishable the relationship between these two ditches 
was lost. From an examination of levels and fills it appears 
that the two ditches were open at the same time. It is not 
possible to discern, if not dug at the same time, which ditch 
cut the other. 
The  change  in  profile  of  ditch  (4.5)  occurs  where  it  is 
"joined" by (4.6). The break in gradient in the sides of (4.5) 
occurs at the same height as the base of (4.6) although there 
was nothing in the fills of (4.5) to suggest that this ditch 
had been re-cut when (4.6) was dug.
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4.7 ditch
Figures 30,31,32,33,34
stratigraphic sequence
               unstrat          (12.4)[402]        (13.6)[504]
                  |                     |                  |
******************|*********************|******************|
****
                  |                     |                [513]
                  |                     |                  |
                  |                     |                [512]
                  |                     |                  |
                  |                     |                [556]
                  |                     |                  |
                  |                     |                [527]
                [436]                   |                  |
                  |                     |                [559]
                [437]              _____|___               |
                  |               |         |            [579]
     _____________|________     [617]       |              |
    |    |     |     |     |      |       [471]          [567]
 [454] [633] [590] [634] [609]  [618]       |              | 
    |____|_____|_____|_____|      |         |______________|
                   |              |                 |
                 [452]   =      [619]     =       [470]
                   |_____________|                  |
                          |                         |
**************************|*************************|
***********
                          |                       [586](3.1)
                          |_________________________|
                                       |
                                   natural

context descriptions
Note  on  method  of  excavation ditch  (4.7)  had  a  series  of 
complicated fills which became impossible to excavate in plan. 
The ditch was therfore dug in a series of "boxes", recording 
the  sections  of  each  baulk.  Each  excavated  "box"  and  each 
baulk was assigned a seperate fill number to maintain some 
spatial control on the finds (particularly in respect of the 
bone  midden).  The  E  end  of  the  feature  was  dug 
stratigraphically.
Sections were described in detail but not assigned context 
numbers. The numbered descriptions in the text describing the 
sections  refer  only  to  the  sections  and  are  not  context 
numbers.
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[452]=[619]=[470]    linear  cut  running   NW-SE  with  fairly 
steep  sides  and  an  irregular  flat  base  with  a  maximum 
width 1.00m. The ditch is truncated to the N and S with 
the maximum surviving width 2.80m at the W. The base from 
9.15m OD to 9.56m OD with no general direction of slope 
being discernable.
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The fills survive to a greater height than the edges of 
the cut so (from the fills) the maximum depth of the cut 
is 1.40m at the W.

[454]     fill of [452] excavated between sections 32 and 33. 
Finds included pottery, bone, building material, mortar, 
Fe 
nails (SF 783), opus signinum (SF 234) glass (784) and a 
large part of an amphorae.
     A lens/tipline of cut fragments of animal bone and 
charcoal occured on the N side of the fill. It was 100% 
sampled (samples 18 and 20). This fill tipping into the 
ditch from the N side continued through baulk fill [634] 
and fill [590], this was also 100% sampled (sample 42) and 
fill [607], smaple 47.
  

section 32 Figure 30
of fill [454] of cut [452]
1.   grey-brown sandy silt with some pebbles.
2.   orange sand with some pebbles.
3.   orange-brown sandy silt (60) pebbles(40).
4.   orange-brown sandy silt with some pebbles and animal 
bone.
5.   orange-brown sandy silt (80) pebbles (20)
6.   yellow-brown silt(90) pebbles (10) with some animal bone, 

building material including opus signinum.

section 33 Figure 30
of fill [454]=[634] of cut [452]
1.   yellow-brown coarse sand(50) pebbles(50).
2.   yellow brown coarse sand(50) pebbles (50).
3.   yellow-brown silt with some pebbles and animal bone.
4.   yellow-brown silt with moderate pebbles.
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5.   grey-brown silt with moderate charcoal and occasional 

tile and ?burnt daub.
6.   grey brown silt with some pebbles.
7.   yellow-brown silt(20) pebbles(80).
8.  yellow-brown silt with occasional pebbles, pottery and 
animal bone.
9.  brown silt with freq. mollusc remains and some pebbles and 

animal bone.
[634]     excavated baulk, see section 33, one glass frag (SF 
131).
section 36 Figure 30
of fill [634]=[590] of cut [452]
1.   grey-brown silt with frequent pebbles.
2.   yellow-brown silt(80) sand(20) with frequent pebbles.
3.   yellow-grey sandy silt with frequent pebbles.
4.   brown-grey silt with some pebbles, tile and charcoal 
flecks.
5.   yellow-brown sandy silt with some animal bone and mortar 
flecks.
6.   yellow-brown sandy silt(50) frag of animal bone(50) with 

some charcoal flecks and pebbles. 
7.   mid-brown silt with lenses of yellow sand and occasional 

mortar frags, tile and pottery.
8.   brown silt with occasional charcoal flecks, pebbles and 

tile.
[590]     finds included charcoal flecks, building material, 

mortar, shell, pottery and Fe nails.

section 34 Figure 30
of fill of [590]=[633] cut [452]
1.orange sandy silt with occasional pebbles.
2.brown sandy silt with occcasional pebbles and pottery.
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3.   brown sandy silt with frequent pebbles.
4.   brown sandy silt with occasional pebbles, ragstone, chalk 

and mortar.
5. silty sand with moderate animal bone.
[630]     excavated baulk, see section 34, finds included 

pottery, bone and building material.
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section 35 Figure 30
of fill [633]=[607] of cut [452]
1.grey sandy silt with some pebbles.
2.pebbles(80) sand(20).
3.   sand with frequent pebbles.
4. brown "brickearth" with some pebbles.
5. brown "brickearth" with freq. pebbles and some animal bone.
6.??
7.?? with some animal bone and mortar.
8.brown "brickearth" with some pebbles.
[607]      excavated  fill  of  [452]  finds  included  bone, 

building  naterial,  pottery,  oyster  shell,  2  coins  (SF 
112,113) and Fe nails (SF 773). The bone tip seen in fills 
to the W was also in this fill and 100% sampled (sample 
47).

discussion of sections 32,33,34,35,36 
Along the N side of the this portion of ditch (4.7) a bone 
midden tip was present that was 100% sampled along its length. 
Apart from this tip the other fills were very similar being 
orange- brown sandy silts with varying amounts of inclusions.
The  lowest  fills  on  these  sections  appear  to  be  material 
collapsed/eroded from the sides of the ditch. Sections 33,35 
and 36 appear to have a re-cut containing fill number 8 (see 
sections) although this does not appear on section 32 or 34. 
[437]      brown  silt(70)  sand(20)  clay(10)  with  frequent 

pebbles and occasional baone and a coin (SF 57) dated to 
AD 259-68.

[436]     grey-brown silt(70) sand(20) silt(20) with frequent 
pebbles.
discussion of [437] and [436]
These two contexts overlie each other and were excavated as 
layers but subsequently appear to be the upper surviving fills 
to [452] of ditch (4.7).
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[618]     grey-brown silty sand. Primary fill of [619].
[617]      grey  sandy  silt   with  frequent  pebbles  and 

occasional pottery and tile. Secondary fill to [619].
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discussion of [618] and [617]
Fills of truncated section of ditch (4.7) cut [619]

section 37 Figures 30,34
of fill [471]=[556]/[527]/[567] of cut [470]
[471]     brown sandy silt with frequent pebbles with some 

chalk  frags,  oyster  shell,  charcoal,  ceramic  building 
material, Fe nails, ?painted plaster and a coin (SF67) 
dated to AD 270- 300. Within this fill was a portion of an 
articulated horse skeleton including ribs, verterbrae and 
shoulder bones.

     Fill of [470] excavated as one fill to the W of section 
37.

1.   pea-grits and small pebbles.
2 -11.    a series of brown silty sands with varying amount of 

and size of pebbles apart from 5 which has frequent shell 
fragments.     

The following contexts were excavated fills of [470] excavated 
to  the  E  of  section  37  and  should  relate  to  those  fills 
recorded in the section possibly as in Fig 34
[567]      grey-orange  clay(60)  sand(20)  silt(10).  Primary 
fill.
[579]     orange-grey sand (50) silt(40) pebbles(10) and some 

pottery.
[559]     orange-grey sand(50) silt(50) with charcol flecks 

and building material.
[527]      orange-brown  sand(50)  silt(50)  with  frequent 

charcoal  flecks  and  some  mortar  frags,  also  one  human 
femur, glass and Fe frags.

[556]     yellow-grey sand(70) clay(30).
[512]     recorded as re cut to ditch to E end [470] however 

in retrospect part of ditch fills and this is an interface 
between [527] and [513].

[513]     brown-grey sand(60) silt(40) with some pottery, 
bone,  charcoal  and  horse  ribs  possibly  part  of  the 
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assemblage found in the fill [471] to the E. Fill of ditch 
cut [470].       
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discussion of ditch (4.7)
A large ditch orientated NW/SE with a complicated sequence of 
fills showing it was not filled in one episode (contrast with 
ditch  4.4)  and  more  likely  gradually  filled  up.  The  fills 
contained some bone midden refuse and amounts of "domestic" 
rubbish and building material. 
The presence of a human femur in [527] is interesting and 
human  bone  is  also  in  the  backfill  of  some  of  the  other 
ditches see Group 4 discussion.
The articulated horse skeleton in [471] and [513] is a feature 
found in other ditch fills see Group 4 discussion

4.8 ditch
Figure 35
stratigraphic sequence
          (12.4)[402]
******************|*******************
                  |
          ________|________
         |                 |
       [419]    ?=?      [410]
         |                 |
(4.8)  [424]               |
         |                 |
       [418]             [409]
*********|*****************|***********
       [589](3.1)          |
         |_________________|
                  |
               natural
context descriptions
[418]      linear  cut  running  NW/SE  with  steep  sides  and 

rounded  base  at  9.61m  OD-9.53m  OD.  Surviving  width  of 
0.61m with a terminus at the W and 0.66m deep.

[424]     grey-brown sandy silt with freq. pebbles. Primary 
fill of [418].

[419]  orange-brown silty sand with freq. pebbles and some 
pottery, tile, bone and oyster shell. Backfill to [418].
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[409]      linear  cut  running  NW/SE  with  steep  sides  and 

rounded  base  at  9.41m  OD  -  9.30m  OD.  Widest  surviving 
portion of cut 0.75m and 0.79m deep.

[410]     brown sandy silt with freq. pebbles and some chalk 
frags, pottery and Fe nails. Backfill of [409].
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discussion of ditch 4.8
[409] equals [418] separated by a later feature. The ditch 
increases in width from W to E and also slopes W to E i.e away 
from the end of the ditch.
This  ditch  may  have  continued  further  W  outside  area  of 
investigation as other ditches on the site appear to have been 
dug in sections ( see 2.3,2.7 and 4.26). The terminal end of 
this ditch also appears to line up with terminus on ditches 
(2.3) and 
(4.5). 
Fill [424] was formed from the collapse/erosion of the sides 
of the cut. Fill [419] = [410] being the backfill to the 
ditch.
4.9 not used

4.10 ditch
Figures 36,37
stratigraphic sequence
     (4.11)[621]
*************|************
           [651]
(4.10)       |
           [650]
             |
*************|************
          natural
context descriptions
[650]     oval shaped irregular cut 0.50m x 0.18m, and 0.17m 

deep with the base at 8.66m OD.
[651]     loose yellow-grey sand(50) pebbles(40) silt(10), no 

inclusions. Fill of [650]
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4.11 ditch
Figures 37,38
stratigraphic sequence
               (10.1)[489]
***********************|*****************
                     [490]
                       |
                     [620]
                _______|_______
               |               |
               |             [674]
               |               |
               |             [682]
(4.11)       [591]             |
               |             [646]
               |               |
               |             [700]
               |_______________|
                        |
                      [621]
                        |
************************|*****************
       _________________|________________
       |                |               |
(3.2)[649]           [651](4.10)      [668](13.5) 

context descriptions
[621]     linear cut running SE/NW, maxiumum surviving width 

3.00m (E side of cut not extant). Sides slope gradually 
for 2.00m then change to a steeper gradient to the base. 
At the N the base of the cut is flat at 8.72m OD, at the S 
end of the cut the base shows two cuts divided by a ridge 
of natural at 8.86mOD with the two cuts bases at 8.75mOD.

     The top of the N end of the cut is truncated however the 
surviving portion of the cut appears to be a real end to 
the ditch. The surviving cut curves around the base rises 
up (see plan and section 45) suggesting the ditch may have 
ended here or certainly substanially changed its profile.

     [621] cuts the earlier parallel cut at the base of this 
feature [650] see also (4.13 and 4.17).

[700]     grey silt(80) clay(20) with occasional charcoal 
flecks.

Primary fill of [621].
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[646]     grey pebbles(50) sand(20) silt(20) and clay(10) with 

frequent pottery and some Fe nails, glass frags and a cu 
alloy ring (SF270) and enamel brooch (SF174). Primary fill 
of [621].

[682]     loose yellow sand, no inclusions, lens within [646].
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[674]     brown silt(80) sand(20) with occasional pottery,tile 

and pebbles. Fill to [621].
[591]     brown pebbles(70) silt(30) with freq. pottery, tile 

and some bone, chalk, glass and mortar flecks. Fill of 
[621] lying directly on W side of cut.

[620]     grey-brown silt (90) sand(10) with occasional Fe 
nails, ragstone and glass frags. Fill of [621].

     
[490]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some pottery, 

bone, tile, mortar, shell, cu alloy objects including a 
coin of AD 270-73 (SF117)  and a "ligula" (SF119) and 
glass frags. Main backfill of [621] showing tip lines from 
W-E in section within the same material.

discussion of 4.10 4.11
Ditch 4.11 runs SE/NW with a possible real N end. 4.10 appears 
as an earlier parallel cut at the base of 4.11. These two 
ditches continue to the S as 4.13 and 4.17 and further S as 
4.19. 
4.12 ditch
Figure 39
stratigraphic sequence
          (10.3) [440]
*******************|************
                 [503]
(4.12)             |
                 [502]
*******************|*************
            _______|______
            |            |
   (13.54)[690]        [668](13.5) 
context descriptions
[502]     linear cut running NW/SE with steep side and a flat 

base at 9.62m OD - 9.48m OD and maximum depth of 0.66m.
[503]     brown sandy silt with some pottery, pebbles, tile, 

bone, glass and a coin dated to AD 270-300. Backfill to 
[502].

discussion of 4.12 and 4.8
The surviving W edge of 4.12 is on a similar line to the W 
edge  of  4.8  but  the  W  edge  of  4.8  does  not  appear  where 
projected on 4.12. This may be because the ditch widens beyond 
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the  limits  of  excavation.  The  levels  on  the  ditches  are 
dissimilar by 0.30m. However,the fills are similar and given 
the alignment they are probably part of the same ditch. 
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4.13 ditch cut
Figures 40,41
stratigraphic sequence
 (4.14)  [1764]  [1615]       [1705]  [1763]
************|*******|************|*******|*******
            |_______|            |       |
                    |            |       |
(4.13)           [1616]       [1702]  [1766]
                    |            |       |
********************|************|*******|*******
          __________|            |_______|
          |         |                |
  (3.8)[1664]    [1768](13.46)    natural                   
context descriptions
[1616][1702][1766]  Heavily truncated linear feature, running 

NE to SW, surviving <0.40M wide, <0.25M deep, lowest point 
at 8.74M. The rounded base is slightly irregular, with no 
clear fall along its length. The eastern side of this cut 
survived to a higher level than was planned,  as seen from 
Figure 40, highest point c. 9.57M, on these

4.14 primary fills
Figure 40
stratigraphic sequence
(4.16)      [1601]   [1670]    [1760]
***************|********|**********|*********************
       ________|        |          |
       |       |        |          |
     [1757] [1615]   [1701]     [1762]
       |       |        |          |    (4.14)
     [1764]    |     [1705]     [1765]
       |_______|        |          |_________
               |        |          |        | 
               |        |       [1763]      |
***************|********|**********|********|*************
(4.13)      [1616]   [1702]     [1766] *    |_________        
                                       *    |         |
                                       * [1778]    [1771]
context descriptions
[1615]    light grey clay(10) sand(40) silt(50) with gravel 

and fine pebbles. Primary fill of [1616], max depth 0.25M 
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[1664][1667]   contexts equivalent to [1615] excavated N of 
section 76A
[1705]    grey clay(20) silt(20) and sand(60) with moderate 
pebbles. Primary fill of [1702], max depth 0.15M 
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[1701]    grey sand(70) and clay(30) with frequent pebbles. 
Fill      of [1702], overlying [1705], max thickness 0.30M
[1763]     light  grey  sandy  silt  with  pebbles,  primary 

(surviving) fill of [1766], max thickness 0.32M
[1765]    brown sandy silt with frequent pebbles, heavily 

mottled with dark brown silt.
[1762]    light brown sandy silt, upper surviving fill of 

[1766], max thickness 0.15M. Highest surviving point 9.89M 
od, the highest in this sub-group         

Discusion of 4.14
These primary deposits may be a result of slow silting and 
collapse of the gravel edges of ditch (4.13). They do not 
appear  to  be  deliberate  backfill  deposits,  nor  are  they 
obviously formed or modified by water as is the case with 
(4.17)  
4.15 ?ditch
Figures 40,42
stratigraphic sequence
(4.18)    [1689]
*************|*********
             | 
          [1720]
(4.15)       |
          [1721]
             |
*************|*********
          natural
context descriptions
[1721]    Cut, semi-circular in plan (truncated), steep sided, 

up to 0.99M deep, with a flat base at 9.83M
[1720]    yellow/brown clay(10) sand(40) and silt(50) with 

moderate pebbles and occasional tile flecks. The only fill 
of [1721]            

Discussion of 4.15 
Interpretation of this feature is hampered by poor survival. 
May be a small pit, but it could be the terminal of a ditch 
running parallel to those in sub-groups 4.13 and 4.16. This 
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may be supported by an apparent cut close to the east edge of 
excavation  
visible in sections 76 and 76A, and on plans of [1616],not 
recorded as such on site
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4.16 Ditch
Figures 40,43
stratigraphic sequence
(4.17) [1758] [1602]     [1691]    [1750] [1751]
**********|******|**********|*********|******|********
          |______|          |         |______|
(4.16)       |              |             |        
          [1601]         [1670]        [1760]
             |_______       |             |
*************|******|*******|*************|***********
(4.14)    [1757] [1615]  [1701]        [1762]
context descriptions
[1601][1670][1760]       linear feature, cutting and running 

parallel  to  (4.13)  and  (4.14).  Over  3.50M  wide,  with 
gently sloping sides and a "U" shaped profile at the base. 
The base is slightly irregular, with low points between 
8.74 and 8.83M od, but with no visible fall. 

Discussion of 4.16
This feature appears to be a recut of ditch (4.13) 
4.17 primary fills
Figures 40,44
stratigraphic sequence
(4.18)  [1756]    [1527]    [1689]             [1550] 
***********|*********|*********|******************|********
           |         |         |                  |
        [1758]    [1614]    [1691]             [1749]
           |         |         |          ________|______
(4.17)     |      [1602]       |          |             | 
           |         |         |       [1750]        [1751]
           |_________|         |          |_____________|
                |              |                  | 
****************|**************|******************|********
(4.16)       [1601]         [1670]             [1760]  
context descriptions
[1602]     grey  silt(20)  clay(40)  and  gravel(40)  with 

occasional      ragstone frags and iron pan staining. 
Survives to a max of 0.59M  thick.  Primary  fill  of 
[1601] 
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[1614]    grey silt(20) sand(20) and clay(60) with moderate 

gravel and small pebbles. Becomes siltier with depth.  
Overlies [1602], a fill of [1601]

[1758]    number assigned to both [1602] and [1614] when they 
were excavated N of section 76A.   
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[1691]    grey clay(80) and silt(20) with moderate pebbles, 

occasional tile, pot, charcoal and ragstone. Primary 
fill

     of [1670], 0.72M deep. Deposit is mottled with v. dark 
grey  to  blue,  especially  towards  the  S,  giving  it  a 
"gleyed" appearance.

[1750][1751]    dark grey clay with small silt element with 
frequent small pebbles and pea grit, occasional pot, bone 

and charcoal. Contains (?redeposited) disarticulated 
inhumation [1751], surviving as a heap of ribs and arm 
bones with cranium on top, partly truncated by Victoran 
foundations.

[1749]    brown slightly clayey silt with occasional pebbles, 
survives c. 1.00M thick at most
Discussion of 4.17 
These  deposits  are  the  primary  surviving  fills  of  ditch 
(4.16). Most appear to be water lain deposits, "gleyed" and 
"sticky",  and  contain  water-rounded  pebbles.  Possibly  the 
result of water standing in the ditch over a long period. The 
other possibility is that the clay deposits are deliberate 
backfills  which  have  impeded  drainage  and  become  "gleyed". 
Against  this  may  be  put  the  apparent  absenceof  contexts 
representing the erosion of the ditch sides ( [1602]  only)
The  inhumation  may  be  redeposited  in  the  ditch,  disturbed 
either  during  or  after  its  construction,  or  may  have  been 
deliberately "disposed" of in this manner, and subsequently 
disturbed by animal/water action etc  
See also trial work trench 7, section 7 contexts [25] to [31].
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4.18 other fills/"recuts"
Figures 40,45
stratigraphic sequence
                     unstrat      
                ________|_______________________
                |       |          |           |
(13.47)      [1487]     |        [1549]     [1472]
****************|*******|**********|***********|***********
         _______|       |          |           |
         |      |       |        [1576]=====[1550]
      [1735] [1526]  [1611]        |           |________
         |      |       |        [1577]        |       |
      [1756] [1562]  [1627]        |        [1653]  [1742]   
         |      |       |        [1618]        |       |
(4.18)   |   [1527]     |          |        [1643]  [1748]
         |      |       |        [1575]        |       |
         |      |       |          |        [1551]     |
         |      |       |        [1623]        |       |
         |      |       |__________|___________|       |
         |      |                  |                   |
         |      |                [1669]                |
         |      |                  |                   |
         |      |                [1689]                |
*********|******|******************|*******************|***
         |      |                  |__________         |
         |      |                  |         |         |
(4.17)[1758] [1614]              [1691]      |      [1749]
                                      _______|_____
                           ***********|***********|********
                             (4.15)[1720]  *   [1722](3.10) 
  
context descriptions
(See general discusion of 4.13-4.18 for method of excavation/ 
conditions/soil types. The recuts and contextsub-divisions in 
this sub-group are not all reliable)
[1689]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 

[1691] and [1669]
[1669]    orange/brown silt(40), sand(40) and gravel(20) with 
frequent fine pebbles, pot, bone, tile and shell flecks and 
small  fragments  of  building  material  (ragstone  and  chalk). 
Ditch fill
[1748]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 

[1749] and [1742]
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[1742]    grey/brown fine silt with occasional pebbles. Ditch 
fill.     
[1623]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 
[1669] and [1575]
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[1575]    orange/brown silt(60) sand(30) and clay(10) with 

frequent  pebbles  and  pea-grit,  occasional  pottery  and 
shell. Fill of ditch

     
[1618]     grey/brown  silt(60)  sand(20)  and  clay(20)  with 
occasional  pebbles,  mollusc  shells,  pot,  tile,  and  small 
ragstone frags up to 50x50x80mm. Fill of ditch
[1577]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 

[1618 and [1576]
[1576]     grey/brown  silt(65)  sand(20)  and  clay(15)  with 

moderate      charcoal flecks, shell, tile, occasional 
pebbles, pot,      mortar lumps and ragstone frags up to 
50x50x50mm.  Highest surviving  fill  that  can  be 
identified as such rather than a sealing layer. Highest 
point 10.04M od.  Same as [1550]

[1551]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 
[1669] and [1643]

[1643]    orange/brown silt(60) sand(30) and clay(10) with 
frequent pebbles     
[1653]     grey/brown  silt(60)  sand(20)  and  clay(20)  with 

occasional pot, mortar lumps and fine pebbles. Fill of 
ditch

[1550]    orange brown silt(70) sand(20) and clay(10) with 
moderate pebbles, occasional charcoal flecks, shell, pot, 
bone and mortar lumps. Same as [1576]. Highest surviving 
deposit that can be identified as a fill rather than a 
sealing layer, max height 10.47M od

[1627]    dark blue/grey silty(30) clay(70) with occasional 
pebbles, tile, pot, bone and building material (frags of 

chalk and sandstone. Fill of ditch
[1611]    blue/grey silty(10) clay(90) with occasional pebbles 

and fragments of ragstone. Fill of ditch     
[1527]    recorded as a cut, probably the interface between 
[1614] and [1562]
[1562]    grey silt(20) sand(30) and clay(50), with moderate 

gravel, occasional chalk, mortar and tile. Fill of ditch
[1526]    brown silt(40) and clay(60) occasional pot, tile, 

bone, pebbles, building material (chalk, limestone, mortar 
and ragstone lumps up to 100x100x100mm). Fill of ditch
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[1756]    Number assigned to a ditch fill removed N of section 

76A for finds retrieval. Only recorded on that section
[1735]    grey/brown clay(400 silt(60) with frequent gravel, 

pot,       moderate  chalk,  tile  and  charcoal  flecks, 
occasional ragstone frags up to 100x100x200mm. Upper 
surviving  fill  of  ditch,  probably  same  as  [1550]  and 
[1576], highest point 10.27M od
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Section 76 Figure 40
1)  grey silty clay  with gravel, pebbles, tile, ragstone and 
iron pan staining. ?= [1615/[1764] in cut [1616]
2)   grey silty clay with few inclusions, occ. gravel and 
pebbles
     ?= [1705] in cut [1702]  
3)   grey brown sand and silt
4)   light grey brown clayey sandy silt mottled with orange 
sand      with moderate gravel. ?= [1757]
5)   light brown grey silty clay with frequent gravel and 
pebbles
     ?= [1757]
6]  grey silty sandy clay  with  moderate gravel and pebbles, 

heavilly mottled with iron pan staining 
7)  grey silty sandy clay  with gravel and pebbles, chalk 
ragstone and mortar frags 
               
8)  brown silty clay  with gravel, chalk, mortar and ragstone 
frags 
Section 76A Figure 40
Contexts numbered on section as they were excavated from this 
baulk
Section 77 Figure 40
Most  contexts  numbered  as  excavated  and  visible  in  the 
section.
1)   yellowish/brown sand
2)   area of over cutting 
Discussion of 4.13 - 4.18
These  sub-groups  were  excavated  in  four  segments  by  four 
different sets of excavators. Conditions were not favourable, 
and  the  fills  consisted  largely  of  varying  proportions  of 
natural  sands,  silts  and  gravels.  Interfaces  were  hard  to 
detect and many fills could not be traced from one segment 
under  excavation  to  the  next.  This  explains  the  lack  of 
cohesion, particularly in (4.18) where it must be suspected 
that most of the context subdivisions and perhaps all of the 
re-cuts are unreal
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The site running matrix and the sections of eachsegmentofthe 
ditch do clearly show the following sequence:
(4.13) Ditch dug
(4.14) Fills to an unknown level, the lower part of the fill 
suggests silting and collapse rather than dump/backfill
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(4.16) Ditch is recut on the same alignment
(4.17) Ditch begins to fill, apparently due to deposition of 
clay      and silt in water
     
(4.18)Ditch  fills  up.  Most  of  these  deposits  consist  of 
redeposited  natural,  reworked  with  typical  cemetery  finds 
and  building/demolition  rubble.  No  firm  evidence  that  this 
is backfilling rather than a slow silting/accumulation. 
Because of the lack of clarity of context interfaces during 
excavation,  caution  must  be  exercised  when  looking  at  the 
dating evidence and other finds.
Sub-groups (4.13) to (4.18) are part of the same series of 
linear features as (4.19) and (4.10) to (4.11)    
4.19 ditch
Figures 46,46A
stratigraphic sequence
(10.40) [1556]          unstrat 
***********|***************|*******
           |               |
        [1570]==========[1302]
           |               |
        [1571]==========[1259]
(4.19)     |_______________|
                   |
                [1260]
                   |
*******************|***************
(2.3)           [1791]
context descriptions
[1260]    Linear cut running NE to SW, heavilly truncated, 

surviving  0.46M  deep  and  2.10M  wide  at  most.  Gently 
sloping sides meet a rounded base. From N to S there is 
little sign of a fall, the base being slightly irregular, 
the lowest points at 8.77M od to 8.62M od

[1259][1271]     grey  to  light  grey  (at  base  of  context) 
clayey(25) silty(25) sand(50) with frequent small pebbles, 

building  material  (chalk,  tile  and  ragstone  up  to 
190x190x190mm), charcoal flecks and pottery, including two 
redeposited cremation vessels (SF 409) and (SF 411). The 
primary fill of cut [1260], surviving up to 0.45M thick
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[1302][1570]   orange/brown to grey sandy(30) silt(70) with 

frequent  gravel,  occasional  pot,  large  tile  frags  and 
charcoal  flecks.  Upper  surviving  fill  of  [1260],  max 
thickness 0.25M, highest point 9.40M od
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Sections 69 and 72 Figure 46
The above contexts recorded in section 
Discussion of 4.19
This sub-group is part of the same linear feature as (4.13-
4.18) and (4.10-4.11) and will be discussed in ???????
The  presence  of  redepositsed  cremation  vessels  in  [1259] 
places the filling of the ditch within or after the period of 
cemetery activity. It does not so place the initial cut 
The ditch fills appear to be redeposited natural, but whether 
backfill or a result of slow accumulation is not clear as 
either  could  have  led  to  the  incorporation  of  the  pot, 
charcoal, cremations building material etc if filling occured 
during the use of the cemetery. 
The relationship of this ditch to the ditch in sub-group (2.3) 
is of  considerable  importance for the relative  chronology 
of the   
site
  
4.20 ?ditch
Figure 47
stratigraphic sequence
         (4.22)[732]     [858](13.23)   
*****************|*********|**************
                 |         |
               [736]=====[862]
  (4.20)         |         |
               [735]=====[861]
                 |_________|
**********************|*******************
               (1.3)[868]
context descriptions
[735][861]     shallow linear cut, running NE to SW, bisected 

by trial trench. Survives between 0.20 and 0.40M deep, 
0.53 to 0.90M wide. "U" shaped in profile with slightly 
irregular base at 10.12M od. 

[736][862]     light brown sandy clay silt ("brickearth"), 
with      moderate small pebbles and occasional oyster 
shell. The only surviving fill of [735/861]

Discussion of 4.20
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Function  of  feature  unknown,  but  positioned  early  in  the 
stratigraphic sequence. Cut is on the same alignment as the 
ditches in sub-groups (4.13-4.19 etc) but its base is at a 
much higher od and its fill is dissimilar. Definitely pre-
dates the NW-SE ditch (4.21-4.25)
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4.21 Ditch
Figure 28
stratigraphic sequence
(4.22)    [732]
************|***********
            |
          [734]
(4.21)      |
          [733]
            |
************|***********
(1.3)     [868]
context descriptions
[733]     Recorded as a shallow linear cut, 0.30M wide and 

0.07M deep, lowest point 10.11M od. It is almost certain 
that this is in fact a lower continuation of cut [732]
(4.22)

[734]     light brown sand(50) silt(40) clay(10) with frequent 
charcoal  flecks,  moderate  pebbles  and  mortar  flecks. 
Recorded as the fill of [733], but see above

Discussion of 4.21
This  sub-group  should  be  incorporated  into  (4.22).  [733] 
appears to be the lower part of cut [732]
4.22 ditch
Figures 49,50
stratigraphic sequence
                            unstrat
         (4.23)[725]==========<|>========[730]      (4.24)
[776]              
*****************|*************|***********|****************|
****
                 |             |           |________________|
                 |           [742]                 |
               [731]==========<|>================[738]
(4.22)           |           [741]                 |
               [732]==========<|>================[737]
                 |             |                   |
*****************|*************|*******************|
*************
         ________|___          |                   | 
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         |           |         |                   |
(4.21)[734]  (4.20)[736]     [858](13.23)        [868](1.3)
context descriptions
[732][737]     linear cut running NW to SE, surviving up to 

2.20M      wide and 0.30M deep. Irregular sides sloping to 
rounded, uneven base at 10.18 to 10.03M od 
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[741]      Heavily  truncated  cut,  apparently  on  the  same 

alignment as [732] and [737], probably part of the same 
feature, surviving at a higher level

[731][738]     orange/brown silty sandy clay ("brickearth") 
with  frequent  charcoal  flecks  and  coarse  pebbles, 
occasional oyster shell, disarticulated human bone, tile, 
pot and small      ragstone frags. Thickness up to 0.35M, 
but heavily truncated
 by the cuts of sub-groups (4.23) and (4.24). Fill of 

[732]  and  [737].  Sample  <91>  for  particle  size 
analysis

[742]     brown silt and clay with frequent medium pebbles, 
occasional small mortar and chalk frags. Fill of [741]. 
Sample <93> for particle size analysis

    
Discussion of 4.22
Sub-group  (4.21)  should  be  amalgamated  with  (4.22),  ie 
[733]=[732]
  
The fills of this feature have the appearance of deliberate 
backfill, but the homogeneity of the "brickearth" fills may be 
a product of slow erosion of the edges of the feature
4.23 ?ditch re-cut
Figures 49,51
stratigraphic sequence 
(4.25)  [723]             [851]
**********|*****************|*********
          |               [783]
(4.23)    |                 |
        [725]=====??======[730]
**********|*****************|*********
(4.22)  [731]             [738]
context descriptions
[725]     linear cut, (but possibly just an interface) running 

NW to SE, lowest point 10.31M od
[730]     linear cut (a real one!), running NW to SE, up to 

1.08M      wide and 0.34M deep, with steeply sloping sides 
and flatish base at 10.08m od

[783]      green/brown   clay(30)  silt(70)  with  frequent 
pebbles,      occasional pot, bone, chalk and ragstone frags. 
Fillof      [730]. Sample <89> for particle size analysis
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Discussion of 4.23
Apparently a recut of ditch (4.22). The equation of [725] and 
[730] is far from certain, especially given the difference in 
level. ?Related to (4.24)
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4.24 ?ditch re-cut
Figures 49,52
stratigraphic sequence
(4.25)   [851]
***********|*********
         [782]
(4.25)     |
         [776]
***********|*********
(4.22)   [738]
context descriptions
[776]     Linear cut, running NW to SE, surviving 0.76M wide 

and 0.30M deep. Steeply sloping sides and flatish base at 
10.30M od                 

[782]     Green/brown sandy silty clay with frequent charcoal 
and  chalk  flecks,  occasional  pot,  bone,  tile,  oyster 
shell, and building material (mortar/ragstone frags). Fill 
of [776]. Sample <87> was taken for possible particle size 
analysis

Discussion of 4.24
Apparently  a  recut  of  ditch  (4.22).  Possibly  related  to 
(4.23), but they need not be contemporary. It is still an open 
question as to whether these fills are backfill or natural 
silting, but samples may resolve this 
4.25 ditch fills
Figures 49,53
stratigraphic sequence
                 unstrat
            ________|________
            |               |
************|***************|**********
          [804]             |
            |               | 
(4.25)    [721]             |
            |               |
          [723]===========[851]
************|***************|**********
            |       ________|________      
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            |       |               |   
    (4.23)[725]  [783]      (4.24)[782]       
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context descriptions
[723][851]     brown silty clayey sand, the matrix for a 

deposit  of  small  to  medium  ragstone  frags  up  to 
0.26x0.09x0.19M, chalk, tile and mortar frags, occasional 
pebbles,  cobbles,  pot,  and  bone  (c.  50/50  matrix  and 
inclusions). A fill or dump sealing (4.24)

[721]     brown silty sand with occasional building material. 
Small area of fill or dump overlying [721]
[804]     light brown sandy silt with charcoal flecks and 

small      frags of building material. The highest deposit 
recorded as being  a  fill  of  [725],  surface  height 
10.74M od, max

Discusion of 4.25
Upper fills or levelling deposits over this ditch sequence 
(4.21 to 4.25). Notable for the quantities of (?demolition) 
rubble. This may help in establishing the relative chronology 
of the site (cf with rubble in other features etc) 
            
Section 47 Figure 49
West facing section through ditch/es (4.21) to (4.25). Clearly 
shows  the  sequence  of  deposition  at  the  eastern  limit  of 
excavation
Discussion of 4.21-4.25
Sequence outlined is of a ditch, running NW-SE (4.21-4.22); 
recut twice (4.23-4.24) and finally being filled with dumped 
material including building material.
The ditch may be related to those on similar alignments on the 
east side of the site, (4.7-4.8)
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4.26 ditch
Figures 54,55
stratigraphic sequence
(12.10) [907]    [909]    unstrat   (13.29)[957]   [876] 
[989]     
**********|********|*********|***************|*******|*******|
**
          |        |         |               |       |_______|
          |        |         |               |           |
        [910]    [920]     [945]             |        [1009]
          |        |         |               |           |
        [933]    [923]     [948]             |        [1016]
          |        |         |               |           |
        [940]    [950]     [949]           [977]      [1017]
          |        |         |               |           |
        [954]    [987]     [953]           [972]      [1018]
(4.26)    |        |         |               |           |
        [955]    [961]     [973]          [1003]      [1024]
          |        |         |               |           |
        [960]    [982]     [974]           [882]      [1023]
          |________|         |_______________|___________|
              |                              |         
            [919]                          [944]
              |                              |
**************|******************************|
******************
(1.3)      [1261]                         natural
context descriptions
                
[919][944]     Linear feature, running NW to SE, with steep 

slightly convex sides stepping to a flat but irregular 
base      at 8.97-9.15M od. Survives 1.40-2.00M wide, and 
runs for      20.00M within the area of excavation. This 
run is interupted by a ridge of natural in the base 
of the ditch, but due to truncation from unstrat features 
it  could  not  be  determined  whether  this  was  a  genuine 
break in the ditch or just an irregularity in its base. 
[919] is the number assigned to the ditch to the NW of 
this ridge, [944] to the SE.  Maximum 
depth of the feature is  1.31M      

    
[960][882][974][982][1023]    Light greenish tinged greysandy 

silty clay with frequent small pebbles (up to 40% of  
deposit).  The  primary  fill  of  [919][944],  average 

thickness 0.10M, but up to 0.60M deep in places.
other fills
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For full descriptions of the upper fills of the feature, see 
Level II archive and sections 55,56,58,60,63,64,66 - figure 54
The  ditch  was  dug  in  a  number  of  sections  and  absolute 
equation across the unexcavated baulks could not always be 
made. 
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Sections 55,56,58,60,63,64,66 Figure 54
Cut  and  primary  fill  context  numbers  are  shown  on  all 
sections,  numbers  otherwise  relate  to  groups  of  broadly 
similar contexts, refering to the descriptions in the text 
below
1) [954][955][961][973][987][1003][1024]     slumped sands and 

gravels  in  varying  proportions,  typically  50/50  with 
mostly coarse, angular pebbles. These contexts consist 
of  redeposited  natural  and  appear  to  be  the  result  of 
erosion of the edges of the feature 

2)    [910][920][923][933][940][945][948][949][950][953][972]
[977]
     [1009][1016][1017][1018]      brown to grey silts with 

varying proportions of sand clay and gravels. Very few 
finds.

     Backfill or result of slow silting of the feature
Discussion of 4.26
Ditch,  apparently  filling  in  three  broad  stages  -  rapid 
silting, erosion of the sides, and finally either silting or 
backfilling with natural deposit
The alignment of the ditch in sub-group (4.26) matches that of 
the ditches in (2.3) and (2.7) so precisely as to suggest they 
are  part  of  the  same  activity.  There  is  a  c.  0.10-0.20M 
difference in the od heights of their bases but this may be 
explained in terms of the changing character of the natural 
across the site or of a genuine fall in the ditch from W to E
  
The ditch (4.26) is cut by pitting (13.29) at its eastern end, 
but due to truncation it could not be determined if this might 
relate to the large scale quarry pitting (Group 3) on the 
eastern side of the site. The very sparse finds from the fills 
of this feature may suggest that it pre or post dates the 
cemetery activity phase.
4.27 ?ditch
Figures 56,57
stratigraphic sequence
         (8.23)[880]
*****************|*************
         ________|_______
         |       |      |  
       [932]   [925]  [924]
(4.27)   |_______|______|
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                 |
               [926] 
*****************|**************
        (13.28)[998] 
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context descriptions
[926]     ?linear cut running NW to SE with terminal end at 

NW. Slightly irregular gently sloping sides and rounded 
base, lowest point at 9.97M od. SE surviving end of the 
feature has a very irregular side to the S, but this was 
apparently genuine. Maximum depth 0.31M, length 5.50M

[932][925][924]     dark grey/brown silt(30) clay(70) with 
frequent mixed pebbles, occasional pot, and small ragstone 
frags. The only surviving fill of [926]

Discussion of 4.27
Interpretation of feature is hampered by truncation of its 
south  eastern  extent.  The  fill  was  homogenous  and  had  the 
appearance of deliberate backfill.
Could be related to other Group 4 ditches (4.26) or (4.28), 
but its fills and relationship with [880], Group (8.23) are 
almost identical to (4.28) but very dissimilar to (4.26). See 
figure 56. Function unknown
4.28 ditch
Figures 56,58
stratigraphic sequence
        (8.23)[880]
****************|***************
        ________|_______
        |       |      | 
        |     [918]    |
        |       |      | 
      [892]===[890]==[1004]  
(4.28)  |       |      |   
      [891]===[889]==[1005]
********|*******|******|*********
        |       |______|
        |          |  
     natural    [1012](13.27)
context description
[891][889][1005]    linear cut running E-W, with even sides 

sloping to a slightly rounded base, 9.67M od at the W, 
9.61M od at the E. Cut survives only 4.60M long and up 
to 0.80M deep

[892][890][1004]    dark brown fine silty sand with moderate 
flint pebles, occasional pot and small chalk frags, the 
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primary fill of cut [891][889][1005], and the only 

fill except at the extreme E
[918]      isolated,  truncated  deposit  of  small/medium 

pebblesand  gravel  in  a  matrix  of  dark  brown  silt.  Max 
thickness 0.09M, survives only at the extreme E of the 
feature, overlying the main backfill

Discussion of 4.28
No sign of silting up/collapse of the gravel edges of this 
feature  to  suggest  it  had  been  open  or  un-scoured  for 
anylength  of  time.  Homogeneous  fill  suggests  deliberate 
backfilling
May be related to ditch (4.27), see sections 52 and 53, figure 
56
The gravel deposit [918] is very similar to [921](7.5), and 
may  be  related  to  this  surface  (which  seals  the  dump  of 
cremated  material  (7.3)  ),  but  stratigraphically  they  are 
unrelated    
Unless the feature is connected with the Group 7 activity (? 
bringing water into that area) there is no other clue as to 
its purpose other than the catch-all of "boundary feature"

GROUP 4 DISCUSSION
For a full list of samples taken for wet sieving (mainly for 
retrieval) from the ditch fills see Appendix 10. 
Pattern
The Group 4 ditches (all with no relationship to graves) can 
be  discussed  in  terms  of  pattern  of  alignment  and 
distribution.
A series of ditches running (OS) N-S or E-W appear to form 
part of a "grid" pattern, dividing the area into rectangular 
plots of land. These ditches are: (4.4), (4.5), (4.7), (4.8), 
(4.10-11),  (4.12),  (4.13-18),  (4.19),  (4.20),  (4.21-25), 
(4.26).  Equation
of some of these  ditches have  been mentioned  in the  sub-
group
discussions, summarised thus:
                               (4.26)=(2.7)=(2.3),
                                    
                               (4.10)=(4.13)
       
                               (4.11)=(4.16)=?=(4.19) 
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                               (4.7)=?=(4.22)
  
                               (4.8)=?=(4.12)
Other  ditches  run  (OS)  WSW-ENE  or  NNW-SSE  (parallel  and 
perpendicular to the site grid). Only short lengths of these 
ditches survive, being: (4.1-2), (4.3), (4.27), (4.28). They 
do not appear to indicate such a large scale division of the 
landscape as the N-S and E-W ditches, but account should be 
taken of truncation.
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OD Heights
To test the equations made above. Basal OD heights:
     (4.26), c.9.18m,   (2.7), c.8.98m,    (2.3), c.9.03m,
     (4.10), c.8.77m,   (4.13), c.8.74-79m, 
     (4.11), c.8.74m,   (4.16), c.8.83-74m,   (4.19), c.8.77-
62m.                                      
     (4.7), c.9.15-56m,   (4.22), c.10.05-18m,   
    
     (4.8), c.9.30-61m,   (4.12), c.9.48-61m. 
Backfills
Backfills may provide evidence for contemporary activities and 
hints for the chronology of the site:
(4.1-2) - large quantity of ?demolition rubble
(4.4) - apparently a single sterile backfill
(4.3) (4.5) - "dirty" backfills
(4.6) - very dirty backfills, semi articulated horse skeletons 
and a midden of butchered ?horse bone
(4.8) (4.12) - "dirty" backfills
(4.10)  (4.13)  -  very  "dirty"  backfills,  with  some  primary 
silting
(4.11) (4.16)(4.19) - waterlain   deposits, "dirty" backfills, 
including    redeposited  cremations, 
inhumations  and  building  material. 
(4.20) - shell only with silt or backfill     
   
(4.21-25)  -  "dirty"  backfills,  redeposited  human  bone  and 
building material  
(4.26) - almost sterile, slow silting and possible levelling 
fills
(4.27) (4.28) - apparently an homogenous "dirty" backfill   
When full finds info is available, this should help isolate 
periods of disturbance to cemetery deposits, demolition etc 
and help in dating/phasing.  
Dating and Phasing
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Full dating evidence not avialable (See Level III index). 
  
If the equation of (4.26) with (2.3+7) is valid, this is an 
early ditch, contemporary with or earlier than the Group 3 
quarrying
Some ditches are clearly later than the quarrying (4.10-11) 
(4.13-18)  (4.19)  but  these  seem  to  be  recut  versions  of 
boundary features which existed before Group 3 and determined 
its siting (see Group 3 discussion).
As regards the other ditches, it is not valid to date them by 
their backfilling. Many were certainly open during the use of 
the area for burial, and have influenced the organisation of 
the cemetery (see below). Several have surviving evidence of 
recuts and others may have been so thouroughly scoured as to 
obliterate their earlier forms 
Ditch (4.27) is certainly a late feature, as it cuts a pit 
containing a coin of 367-78 AD.
The pattern of (OS) N-S and E-W ditches may have originally 
been a single to organisation of the landscape, most probably 
a field system, with entrance ways (see Group 2 discussion). 
Part  or  all  of  one  of  the  resulting  plots  of  land  has 
subsequently been used  for quarrying (Group 3).
Cemetery Organisation
Where there is a relationship between Group 3 quarrying and 
burial, burials are later. Burial across the whole site may 
post date Group 3. The cemetery layout seems to have used pre-
existing 
plots  of  land  (cf.  Sparey  Green  1982  pp  63-66)  and  many 
burials are aligned on the boundary ditches (eg 5.10/11/16, 
5.93/96/97). Other ditches may have been dug to sub-divide the 
area into smaller plots. 
The late ditch (4.27), ?associated with (4.28), is on theWNW-
ENE  orientation  and  may  represent  a  change  in  cemetery 
layout ? late in the fourth century. A number of burials share 
this orientation (eg. 5.74/77/81/82/85).    
Road 
Prior to excavation at Hooper Street, a Roman road had been 
identified  at  SCS83  and  MNL88  (Haynes,  in  prep;  Ellis,  in 
prep). Although the dating, status and exact alignment of this 
"road"  remain  unclear,  a  tentative  projection  suggested  it 
might be expected on Hooper Street - certainly if it was a 
major road and possibly if it was a cemetery service road.
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No road surfaces were found at Hooper Street. However, ditches 
(4.4 and 4.5) and (4.7 and 4.8) form two pairs of parallel 
ditches  with  a  c.8.00m  space  between  them.  Although  these 
could be seen as flanking ditches to a road, they have filled 
up in very different ways (above) and may not be contemporary.
The area between these ditches had been removed by post-Roman 
pitting.    
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                     GROUP 5  THE INHUMATIONS
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Introduction
The inhumation burials are grouped together on the basis of 
similar activity rather than being a recognisable group soley 
on the basis of stratigraphy or chronology. However they do 
fit into the broad band of cemetery activity on site within 
recognisable phases of pre and post cemetery deposits.
A description of the inhumation and associated contexts of 
each sub group is given with the dimensions of each grave seen 
on the skeleton drawings (see figs 68-160) which also serve as 
visual summaries of the burial arrangement. For ease of access 
and flexibility of the data, the information concerning each 
inhumation is recorded on a computer database (see appendix 
5).
The identification of phases within the development of the 
cemetery over time in respect of the inhumation burials is 
problemmatical because;
1. a large number of the graves are isolated cut features with 
no physical/stratigraphical links to other graves.
2. where intercutting of graves does occur this does not rule 
out these graves being near contemporary with the intercutting 
a result of not recognising the exact limits of some earlier 
grave  but  still  part  of  the  same  phase  of  the  cemetery. 
Obviously some intercutting does relate to the development of 
the cemetery.
3. the recognition of grave cuts can be difficult especially 
where graves are backfilled with the same material that was 
dug out. Where a deposit is cut by some graves and appears to 
seal  others  caution  must  be  shown  before  distinguishing 
different phases of the cemetery.
The inhumation burials have been ascribed to one group for 
their decription as individual sub groups and then attempts 
will be made to breakdown this group into chronological groups 
and discuss the various aspects of the burial rite. 
Excavation and recording techniques for inhumations
(See appendix 3 for copies of recording sheets)
All parts of the burial arrangement eg coffin stains, grave 
goods  etc  were  planned  at  1:10  with  the  grave  cuts  being 
planned at 1:20. The skeletons were vertically photographed 
(where practical) with two targets of known co ordinates and 
scale, thus allowing the photographs to be enlarged to 1:10 
and  combined  with  the  1:10  drawings  to  produce  a  burial 
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summary drawing. As a precaution and in order to record levels 
the major joint of the skeleton were planned and levelled. The 
in situ coffin nails were planned and bulk "small found".
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5.1 inhumation
Figures 59,60,68
stratigraphic sequence
      [562](12.5)
********°********
      [554]
        °
      [571]
        °
      [555]
********°*********
(2.1) [545]
context descriptions
[555]     N-S grave cut, grave cut extended under concrete 
footings so it was partially excavated in section.
[571]     extended supine adult inhumation, head would have 
been      located at N. Right arm flexed over pelvis and legs 
extended. In situ Fe nails indicate burial in wooden coffin.
[554]     orange/brown sandy silt grave backfill.
5.2 inhumation
Figures 59,60,69
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|***************
        [501] 
   _______|_______
   |             |
  [511]         [526]  (5.2)
   |_____________|
          |
        [500]
**********|***************
       natural
context descriptions
[500]     N-S grave cut
[526][511]     extended supine adult inhumation with head 
located      at N. Arm bones that survive lying at side of 
body. Body      contained  within rectangular coffin stain 
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[511] and      associated Fe nails showing burial in a wooden 
coffin 0.65m      wide, and 0.37m deep.
[501]     brown sand(60) silt (40)
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5.3: inhumation
Figures59,60,70
stratigraphic sequence of deposits
          unstrat
*************|***************
           [466]
             |
           [467]    (5.3)
             |
           [465]
 ************|****************
 (2.2)     [456]
context descriptions
[465]     N-S grave cut
[467]     extended supine adult inhumation with head at N. 

Right      arm flexed 90 degrees at elbow with hand lying 
on lower ribs. Left arm flexed at elbow with hand lying 
on  pelvis.       Both  legs  extended.  No  evidence 
(survives?) for any coffin.

[466]     brown silt(60) sand (40), grave backfill.
       
5.4: possible grave
Figures 59,61,71
stratigraphic sequence
(12.5)        [460]
****************|**********
              [472]
                |       (5.4)
              [473]
****************|**********
             natural
context description
[473]  heavily truncated cut with real S edge. Vertical side 
with        flat base at 10.15mOD.
[472]  orange-brown redeposited brickearth with one Fe nail.
Discussion of 5.4
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Given the location of this cut, in an area of graves, this is 
a possible truncated grave cut. It may be the S end to grave 
cut [482] (5.6) given the similarities of fill although there 
is 0.30m difference in the base of these two cuts.
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5.5: inhumation
Figures 59,61,72
stratigraphic sequence
(12.5)       [460]
***************|*********
             [584]
               |
             [585]    (5.5)
               |
             [583]
***************|*********
             natural
context descriptions
[583]     N-S grave cut.
[585]     extended supine adult inhumation, head would be at 

the N. Right arm lying at the side of the body and legs 
extended. No evidence of a coffin (survives).

[584]     brown-grey sandy silt, grave backfill.
5.6 inhumation
Figures 59,61,71
stratigraphic sequence
(12.5)          [460]
******************|************
                [493] 
        __________|__________
        |                   |
       [498]              [496]     (5.5)
        |___________________|
                  |
                [482]
 *****************|**************
(1.4)           [520]
context descriptions
[482]     N-S grave cut (see also 5.4)
[498][496]     extended supine inhumation [498]with head at N, 

contained in coffin stain [496] and associated Fe nails 
showing burial in a wooden coffin 0.65m wide and 0.19m 
deep.
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     Pottery vessel (SF 87) placed outside the NW corner of 
coffin stain [496].
[493]     orange-brown redeposited brickearth, grave backfill.
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5.7 inhumation
Figures 59,61,73
stratigraphic sequence
(12.5)          [460]
******************|**********
                [495]
                  |
                [525]   (5.7)
                  |
                [494]
******************|***********
(1.4)           [520]
context descriptions
[494]     N-S grave cut
[525]    extended supine adult inhumation with head at N. Both 

arms  extended  with  hands  lying  on  their  side  of  the 
pelvis. Both legs extended. Body buried in wooden coffin 
as indicated by in situ Fe nails.

     Pottery vessel (SF 86) placed outside the N end of the 
coffin as shown by the Fe nails of the coffin.
[495]     brown sand(60) gravel(40), redeposited natural sand 
and      gravel grave backfill.
5.8 inhumation
Figures 59,61,74
stratigraphic sequence
    
          unstrat
**************|***********
            [492]            
              |
            [518]     (5.8)
              |
            [481]
**************|***********
(1.4)       [520]
context descriptions
[481]     N-S grave cut
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[518]     extended supine adult inhumation with head at N. 
Both      arms extended and hands lying at side of body. Both 
legs      extended. Body was buried in a wooden coffin as 
shown by in      situ coffin nails.
      
     Fe object (SF 64) found at the NE corner of the coffin 
line      and may be ?grave good or ?coffin fitting/nail.
[492]     orange-brown sandy silt, grave backfill.

5.9 inhumation
Figures 59,62,75
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|***********
           [415]
             |
           [416]  (5.9)
             |
           [417]
*************|*************
(3.1)      [589]
context descriptions
[417]     E-W grave cut
[416]     extended supine adult inhumation with head at W. 

Right      arm flexed at the elbow with hand lying over 
centre of pelvis, left arm slightly flexed at elbow 
with hand lying on top of left leg. Right leg extended, 
left leg slightly flexed at knee. 

     
     Burial in wooden coffin as shown by in situ coffin nails. 

The coffin being 1.80m x 0.65m at W - 0.55m at E, and 
0.32m deep.

[415]     brown-orange sand (40) silt(40)  and gravel (20) 
with freq. tile and occa. oyster shell. Grave backfill.
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5.10: inhumation
Figures 59,62,76
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
**************|**********
            [475]
     _________|________
     |                |     
   [476]            [499]  (5.10)
     |________________|
              |
            [474] 
**************|************
(5.11)      [539]
context descriptions
[474]     E-W grave cut
[476]     extended supine inhumation, head would have been at 

W. Both legs extended. The feet appear to be very tight 
against the end of the coffin as shown by their position 
in relation to the in situ Fe nails.  

[499]     "chalk" deposit >50mm thick, surrounding inhumation 
[476] and both contained within line of wooden coffin as 
shown by in situ Fe nails.             

[475]     brown clay(20) silt (80) with occa. frgs  mortar, op 
sig and wall plaster. Grave backfill containing some 

building material.
5.11 inhumation
Figures 59,62,76
stratigraphic sequence
(5.10)         [474]
 ****************|************
               [539]
       __________|_________
       |                  |
      [540]              [541]   (5.10)
       |__________________|
                 |
               [542]
*****************|*************
(3.1)          [589]
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context descriptions
[542]     E-W grave cut
[541]     very truncated ?supine ?extended inhumation, head 

would  have been at the W.
[540]     "chalk" surrounding inhumation [541] and delineating 

the  wooden  coffin  as  also  shown  by  the  associated  Fe 
nails.  

[539]     brown-orange sand(50) silt(30) building debris(20). 
Grave backfill containing building material.   

     
5.12 possible grave
Figures 59,52,77
stratigraphic sequence
(10.3)         [408]
*****************|************
               [533]
                 |       (5.12)
               [532]
                 |
*****************|*************
(3.2)          [528]
context descriptions
[532]     sub-rectangular corner of truncated cut, 0.10m deep.
[533]     orange-grey silt(90) sand(10) with large amount of 

stone lying at base of cut[532]. This stone (SF 77) was 
mainly ragstone blocks some of which had mortar adhering, 
there was also one chalk block and tile frags. Along with 
the stone etc. was a frag of Roman "tombstone" (SF 75) 
lying on the base of the cut (see appendix 9). Also in 
this fill were three Fe nails.

discussion of (5.12)
Given the position, orientation and scale of cut [532] it is a 
possible S end of a grave cut. The collection of building 
material at the base of the cut could be the remnants of some 
grave packing as seen utilised in other inhumations on the 
site. The "tombstone" (SF 75) is seen as just another piece 
of  available  building  material  rather  than  having  any 
particular relevance to this possible grave.        
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5.13 inhumation
Figures 59,62,77
  
stratigraphic sequence
(5.14)        [624]
****************|**********
              [641]
                |
              [642]     (5.13)
                |
              [643]
****************|**********
(9.2)         [528]
context descriptions
  
[643]     E-W grave cut
[642]     extended supine inhumation, head would have been at 

W, only lower legs survive. Associated in situ Fe nails 
indicate burial in a wooden coffin, 0.60m wide.

     Cu alloy pin (SF 134) located outside the coffin may be a 
grave good.
[641]     orange brown sandy silt with freq. pebbles. ragstone 

packing?, grave backfill.
5.14 inhumation
Figures 59,62,78
stratigraphic sequence
(10.4)        [427]
****************|***********
              [622]
                |
              [623]    (5.14)
                |
              [624]
****************|************
(5.13)        [614]
context descriptions
[624]     E-W grave cut
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[623]     extended supine inhumation, head would have been at 

W,  only  right leg survives. Associated in situ Fe nails 
indicate burial in a wooden coffin.    

[622]     grey brown silt(60) sand(40), grave backfill. 
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5.15 inhumation
Figures 59,62,79
stratigraphic sequence
(8.2)        [543]
***************|*********
             [615]
               |
             [616]     (5.15)
               |
             [614]
***************|**********
(3.2)        [661]   
context descriptions
[614]     E-W grave cut
[616]     extended supine inhumation with head located at W. 

Both      hands located over centre of pelvis suggesting 
both arms flexed  at  elbow,  however  right  ulna  and 
radius appear disarticulated and exhibit bone tumble as 
does a large proportion of the rest of the inhumation. The 
sacrum  is  displaced  by  90  degrees  and  some  of  the 
vertebrae are scattered within the rib cage. The right 
femur is upside down with its patella lying underneath. 
The  right  tibia  overlaps  and  lies  alongside  the  right 
femur with the fibula lying under the left tibia. The left 
leg appears flexed at the knee with some displacement of 
the lower leg. The ?right foot is in line with right leg 
but the ?left foot is o.30m N of the  line of the left 
leg. 

     This  inhumation  exhibits  bone  tumble  (see  Group  5 
discussion) and may      have been put into the grave on 
its  left  side  facing  N.  Associated  in  situ  Fe  nails 
indicate burial in a wooden coffin.

[615]     brown sand(50) gravel(50), grave backfill.
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5.16 inhumation
Figures 59,62,78
stratigraphic sequence
(8.2)         [543]
****************|**********
              [570]
                |
              [596]     (5.15)
                |
              [582]
****************|**********
(3.2)         [528]
context descriptions
[582]     E-W grave cut
[596]     heavily truncated inhumation with lower right leg 

and      right right foot surviving, head would have been 
at W. In stitu Fe nails indicate burial in wooden coffin.

[570]     brown silty sand with freq. pebbles, grave backfill.
5.17 inhumation
Figures 59,62,79
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)      [400]
**************|***********
            [426]
              |
            [459]    (5.17)
              |
            [425]
**************|************
      ________|_______
      |              |
(8.2)[543]         [521] (8.1)

context descriptions
[425]     E-W grave cut
[459]     extended supine inhumation with head located at the 

W. Both arms flexed at elbow with left hand lying on base 
of spine and right hand lying on left lower arm. Both legs 
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extended. Associated Fe nails indicate burial in wooden 
coffin.

[426]     brown silt(70) clay(30) with some calk and ragstone 
flecks.
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See also trial work trench 6, section 6, contexts [36]=425] 
and [35]=[459].
5.18 inhumation
Figures 59,62,81
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1) [441]          [407]
        |_______________|
*****************|*************
               [524]
                 |
               [530]
                 |      (5.18)
               [531]
                 |
               [529]
*****************|*************
(9.1)          [663]

context descriptions
[529]     E-W grave cut
[531]     extended supine ?infant inhumation with head at W 

lying on      right side. Both arms flexed at elbow and 
hands lying on      pelvis. Both legs extended. Associated 
in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden coffin.

[530]     orange brown silt(50) sand(50) with freq. gravel, 
grave      backfill.
[524]     brown silt(50) sand(50) with freq. gravel, excavated 

as layer but due to similarity with [531] and contained 
within cut [529] is really grave backfill.

5.19 inhumation
Figures 59,62,82
stratigraphic sequence  
(5.20)        [648]
****************|*************
              [672]
                |
              [676]     (5.19)
                |
              [673]
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****************|**************
(3.2)         [686]
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context descriptions
[673]     N-S grave cut
[676]     extended supine ?infant inhumation with head at N 

lying  on right side. Both arms flexed at elbow with hands 
lying  on  their  respective  side  of  pelvis.  Both  legs 
extended. Parts of skeleton exhibit bone tumble such as 
the mandible, lower left arm and lower legs.

     Associated in situ Fe nail indicate burial in wooden 
coffin 0.40m wide.

[672]     grey brown sand(40) silt(40) and gravel(20), grave 
backfill      

5.20 inhumation
Figures 59,62,83
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)   [441]          [407]
***********|**************|*********
           |______________|
                   |
                 [640]
           ________|_______
           |               |
         [667]           [652]
           |_______________|
                   |
                 [648]
*******************|****************
            _______|______
            |            |
   (5.19) [672]         [661] (3.2)

context descriptions
[648]     large E-W grave cut
[652][667]     extended supine inhumation[652] with head at W, 

lying on right side. Both arms flexed at elbow with hands 
lying  on  opposite  sides  of  pelvis.  Both  legs 

extended.
     Body contained within rectangular coffin stain [667] with 

associated  in  situ  Fe  nails  indicating  burial  in 
wooden coffin 0.45mx1.80m (depth not evident).
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[640]     brown sand(50) gravel(50), grave backfill
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5.21 inhumation
Figures 59,62,84
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)  [441]         [407]
**********|*************|********
          |_____________|
                 |
               [516]
                 |
               [517]
                 |
               [514]
*****************|****************
       __________|________
       |         |       |  
(9.4)[653] (9.3)[665]   [660](3.2)

context descriptions
[514]     E-W grave cut
[517]     extended supine inhumation with head at W with head 

lying on right side. Due to extensive bone tumble/ ?
disturbance  original  position  of  limbs  difficult  to 
ascertain. Associated Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin.

[516]     brown sand(50) silt(50)with occa flecks of mortar 
and       chalk. Redeposited disarticulated human bone was 
found in the fill including a cranium, mandible and two 
femurs.         

        
discussion of 5.21
The presence of a considerable amount of redeposited human 
bone in this grave may suggest it had cut through an earlier 
grave, however there was no evidence for another grave cut, so 
either;
i.   "charnel" bones derived from disturbance elsewhere
ii.  later horizontal truncation has removed an earlier but 
shallower grave   
iii.  grave cut [514] cut directly into the earlier grave from 
which the human bone was derived and completely removed it. 
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5.22 inhumation
Figures 59,62,85
stratigraphic sequence
(5.23)        [577]
****************|*************
              [433]
                |
              [551]      (5.22)
                |
              [432]
****************|*************
(3.2)         [685]
context descriptions
[432]     E-W grave cut
[551]     extended supine inhumation, head would been located 

at      W. Right arm flexed from shoulder with the arm 
lying straight and the hand lying over centre of pelvis. 
Associated in situ coffin nails indicate burial in wooden 
coffin.

[433]     brown orange sand(70) silt (30) freq gravel and occa 
frags of chalk, tile and mortar, grave backfill.
5.23 inhumation
Figures 59,62,86
stratigraphic sequence
(5.27) [438]          [659](5.24)
*********|**************|***********
         |______________|
                |
              [578]
         _______|________
         |              |
       [599]          [601]
         |______________|
                |
              [577]
****************|*******************
(5.22)        [433]

context descriptions
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[577]     E-W grave cut
[599][601]     extended supine inhumation, head would have 

been      located at W. Right arm extended at side of body 
with hand outside the right leg. Left arm truncated 
with  hand  lying  over  pelvis  an  left  leg.  Both  legs 
extended.

   
     Inhumation [599] was associated with "chalk" deposit 

[601],  both       were  buried  in  a  wooden  coffin  as 
indicated by the outline of the "chalk" and associated Fe 
nails  (giving  a  width  of  0.45m).  The  chalk  was  mainly 
under the body with a small amount over the torso.

[578]     brown sand(70) silt(30) with freq gravel and occa. 
frags of tile and ragstone being very similar to grave 
fill [433].      

     
5.24 inhumation
Figures 59,62,87
stratigraphic sequence
(5.25)            [611]
********************|*****************
                  [656]
           _________|________
          |                  |
        [657]              [658]   (5.24)
          |__________________|
                    |
                  [659]
********************|******************            
(5.23)            [578]
context descriptions
[659]     small E-W grave cut
[658][657]     infant inhumation [658] with head at W and 

associated chalk deposit [657] were lifted as a block due 
to the fragility of the very small infant and excavated 
off site under controlled conditions. No in situ Fe nails 
were  seen  althougth  the  presence  of  chalk  presuambly 
indicates burial in a wooden coffin. 

[656]     brown sand(60) silt(30), grave backfill.
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5.25 inhumation
Figures 59,62,87
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)         [400]
*****************|*************
               [612]
                 |
               [613]     (5.25)
                 |
               [611]
*****************|**************             
(5.24)         [656]

context descriptions
[611]     small E-W grave cut 
[613]     supine extended infant inhumation, head would have 

located at the W. Badly truncated by concrete footings, no 
evidence of a coffin (survives).

[612]     brown silt(90) sand(20) with occa mortar and chalk 
flecks, grave backfill.
discussion of 5.24 and 5.25
(5.25) infant burial lies physically directly on top of (5.24) 
infant burial as do their grave cuts, due to truncation and 
the size of these features they may actually be contained in 
the same grave.
         
5.26 inhumation
Figures 59,62,87
stratigraphic sequence
(5.29)  [477]        [438] (5.27)
**********|************|**********
          |____________|
                |
              [608]
                |
              [609]      (5.26)
                |
              [610]
****************|****************         
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(3.2)         [685]
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context descriptions
[610]     E-W grave cut
[609]     truncated inhumation head would have been located at 

the W, only lower legs  survive. Associated in situ Fe 
nails indicate  burial  in  a  wooden  coffin  possibly 
0.20m deep.

[608]     brown sand(60) gravel(40) with two ragstone blocks 
0.30mx0.30m at the E end of grave possibly being packing 
in the grave backfill?

        
5.27 inhumation
Figures 59,62,88
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)            [400]
********************|*******************
                  [439]
          __________|_________
          |                  |
        [483]              [464]   (5.27)
          |__________________|
                    |
                  [438]
********************|********************          
          __________|__________
          |                   |
 (5.26) [608]        (5.23) [578]

context descriptions
[438]     E-W grave cut
[464][483]     extended supine infant inhumation with head at 

W. Left arm extended, right arm flexed 90 degrees at elbow 
with hand lying on left side of rib cage. Legs extended 
with feet together.

     
     Associated "chalk" deposit [483] on top of body but only 

15mm   thick and does not extend (survive) over entire 
body.  Line  of  "chalk"  and  associated  in  situ  Fe  nails 
indicate burial in a wooden coffin 1.15mx0.33m

[439]     brown sand(80) silt(20) with freq gravel and occa 
chalk, mortar and stone frags, grave backfill.
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5.28 inhumation 
Figures 59,62,89
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)        [400]
****************|*************
              [603] 
        ________|_______
        |              |
      [630]          [627]    (5.28)
        |______________|
                |
              [602] 
****************|*************
         _______|_______
        |               |
(13.53)[681]          [680](3.2)

context descriptions
[602]     E-W grave cut
[630]][627]    truncated inhumation [630] head would have been 

located at the W. Bones exhibit tumble/disturbance. Legs 
possibly flexed at knee and arrangement of bone suggest 
body  mat  have  been  lying  on  its  side  facing  N  and 
subsequent decomposition has lead to displacement of bones 
such as the pelvis????

     Body lying on chalk deposit [627] >10mm thick with 
associated Fe nails indicating burial in a wooden coffin.

[603]     brown sandy silt with freq. ,gravel, grave backfill.
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5.29: inhumation 
Figures 59,62,89
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)           [400]
*******************|***************
                 [478]
                   |
                 [536]
                   |
                 [548]        (5.29)
           ________|_______
           |              |
         [547]          [549]
           |______________|
                   |
                 [477] 
*******************|*****************
           ________|_______  
           |              |
  (5.28) [603]    (5.26)[608]

context descriptions
[477]     E-W grave cut
[547][549]     possibly prone extended infant inhumation [549] 

with head at W. The inhumation exhibits a high % of bone 
tumble especially with the pelvis and legs and poor state 
of preservartion so the attitude of the bones is hard to 
determine. However both arms are flexed at the elbows with 
the wrists under the lower spine (i.e in front of the 
body). The left femur lies over the right at 90 degrees 
although the lower legs appear extended.

     
     Coffin stain [547] contains the inhumation in plan and 

also  overlies  it  apart  from  where  [548]  has  collapsed 
through the lid, the stain also survived under the body. 
This indicates burial in a wooden coffin with a lid 1.30m 
x 0.27m(W) - 0.37m(E) and 0.10m surviving depth.

     One Fe nail (SF 91) was found on top of the inhumation 
but does not appear to be in situ, no in situ Fe nails 
were  found  associated  with  this  excellent  coffin  stain 
suggesting the wooden coffin was constructed with wooden 
pegs.
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 An incomplete lamp holder (SF??) was found in the coffin 

backfill[548] over the lower legs and is a possible grave 
good.     

[548]     orange grey silt(50) clay(50)  contained within 
coffin stain [547], grave fill collapsed into coffin.

[536]     grey sand(60) clay(40) with some frags pottery, 
chalk      and ragstone. Lower grave backfill covering and 
surrounding sides of coffin stain [547].

[478]     brown silt(70) clay(30) with some building material, 
pottery and disarticulated human bone. A line of Fe nails 
(SF 74) were also within this upper fill.

     Given that this grave cuts at least two other graves this 
upper fill with the human bone and Fe nails may result 
from the disturbance of one of the other graves. 

5.30: inhumation
Figures 59,62,90
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|************
           [604]
             |
           [605]    (5.30)
             |
           [606]
             |________
*************|********|****
(5.31)     [1153]   [681](13.53)
context descriptions
[606]      E-W grave cut
[605]     extended supine inhumation with head at E, lying on 

left side. Right arm extended with hand at side of right 
leg.  Left  arm  flexed  at  elbow  with  hand  on  left 

clavicle. Both legs extended.
     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 

coffin 1.85mx0.45m.
     
     Feet lifted in block due to poor state of preservation 

and  some  possible  hobnails  (SF  205)  were  found  when 
excavating the "foot block" off site.
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[604]     grey sand(50) silt(30) gravel(20), grave backfill.
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5.31 : inhumation
Figures 59,63,91
stratigraphic sequence
(5.30) [606]        [1114] (5.32)
         |____________|
***************|******************
             [1153]
               |
             [1158]      (5.31)
               |
             [1152]
***************|******************
             natural               
        
context descriptions
[1152]    E-W grave cut
[1158]    extended supine inhumation with head at W. Right arm 

extended with hand over right wing of pelvis, left arm 
flexed at elbow with hand next to right hand?. Both legs 
extended with feet together.

     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin.

[1153]    grey sand(60) silt(20) gravel(20) with some frags of 
ragstone and occa. mortar and burnt bone. Grave backfill.
5.32: inhumation
Figures 59,63,92
stratigraphic sequence
(10.5)       [1121]
****************|************
             [1115]
                |
             [1116] (5.32)
                |         
             [1114]
****************|************             
(5.31)       [1153]
context descriptions
[1114]    E-W grave cut
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[1116]    extended supine inhumation with head at W lying on 

right side. Both arms flexed at elbow with both hands over 
centre of pelvis.

    
     Associated in situ Fe nail indicates burial in a wooden 
coffin.
[1115]    grey/brown sand (70) silt(20), grave backfill.

5.33: inhumation
Figures 59,63,92
stratigraphic sequence
(10.7)    [1100]
*************|************
           [1102]
             |
           [1108]
      _______|_______
     |               |
  [1123]          [1131]      (5.33)
     |_______________|
             |
           [1132]
*************|***************
(3.3)      [1154]

context descriptions
[1132]    E-W grave cut
[1131][1123]   heavily truncated extended supine inhumation 

[1131] with head, upright at W. Right humerus extended.
     Small amount of "chalk" deposit [1123] over and under 

body and associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial oin a 
wooden coffin.

[1108]     grey/green  sand  with  some  mortar,  charcoal  and 
chalk.      Fill delineated in plan by line of body [1131] 
and coffin nails, collapsed backfill into coffin.

[1102]    yellow sand with some mortar, charcoal and chalk, 
grave backfill.
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5.34: inhumation
Figures 59,63,93
stratigraphic sequence
(10.9)       [1190]
****************|**************
             [1202]                       
                |
             [1238]
                |        (5.34)
             [1258]
                |
             [1239]
****************|*************** 
(3.4)        [1352]

context descriptions
[1239]    E-W grave cut
[1258]    extended possibly prone inhumation with head at W. 

Both arms extended with hands at side of body and both 
legs extended.  

     Slight coffin stain indicates burial in a wooden coffin, 
only one possibly associated Fe nail.

     This inhumation exhibits bone tumble particulaly with the 
skull displaced and the pelvis with one pelvic wing 
on the right knee. The poor state of preservation 
gives little clue to the displacement of the ribs and 
vertarbrae although the limbs appear to be in the 
right line if somewhat rotated.

[1238]    brown gravel sand, grave backfill.
[1202]    grey/brown sand (30) clay (70) with some pottery and 
CBM, secondary backfill to grave. 
    
     [1238]  and  [1202]  difficult  to  distinguish  from 
surrounding      deposits caused by slumping of grave cut 
[1239].
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5.35: inhumation
Figures 59,63,94
stratigraphic sequence
(5.36)      [1368]
***************|************              
            [1397]
               |
            [1400] 
               |
            [1398]
***************|************
           natural
context descriptions
[1398]    heavily truncated E-W grave cut, irregular sides and 

base indicating slumping.  
[1400]    grey silt coffin stain 0.10m thick with some wood 

surviving  (sample  175).  Truncation  has  removed  any 
skeletal remains and dimensions of coffin.

     Two shale bracelets (SF 495 496) and one ?tortoise shell 
bracelet (SF 497) were associated together within the 
coffin stain. The small diameter of the bracelets 
would suggest a juvenille inhumation.

[1397]    grey/brown sand (50) gravel (50), grave backfill.

5.36: inhumation
Figures 59,63,95
stratigraphic sequence
(5.38) [1339]   (10.10) [1188]  (5.37) [1200]
**********|****************|**************|**********
          |________________|______________|
                           |
                        [1366]
                           |
                        [1367]     (5.36)
                           |
                        [1368] 
***************************|**************************
                    _______|______
                   |              |
           (5.35)[1397]         [1352] (3.2)
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context descriptions        
[1368]    E-W grave cut
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[1367]    exteneded supine inhumation with head at W, lying on 

right side. Both arms extended with hand lying at sides 
of pelvis. Left leg extended, right leg flexed at 

knee.  The  right  foot  points  N  and  the  left  appears 
vertical.

     Immediately E of the feet were the remnants of a pair of 
hobnail boots (SF 474), the feet appeared to be propped up 
against these boots.

     The  hobnail  boots  were  not  blocked  lifted  as  an 
assemblage of beads were under and around the boots. The 
assemblage  comprised  of  over  500  blue  glass  beads  (SF 
481), 27 small gilded glass beads (SF 480) and 3 large 
gilded glass beads (SFs 506, 507, 516). The beads all had 
holes for threading and one peice of the possible thread 
was  found,  however  it  was  not  possible  to  discern  the 
original position of the beads only delimit the resultant 
spread of beads.

[1367]/continued
     Associated in situ Fe nails indicates burial in a wooden 

coffin, O.55m wide. The relationship of the hobnail boots 
and  beads  to  the  coffin  was  not  discernible  due  to 
truncayion to the N and a borehole to the S removing any 
coffin nails from the E end of the coffin.

[1366]    grey/brown silt(60) sand(20) clay(20) with some tile 
and pottery frags, grave backfill. O.15m depth of this 
fill was  found  beneath  the  the  inhumation  [1367], 
this may relate to an attempt to cover the earlier grave 
(5.35) that [1368] had cut into.

5.37: inhumation
Figures 59,63,96
stratigraphic sequence
(10.9)        [1190]
*****************|***************     
              [1316]
                 |

         [1199]
                 |
              [1201]       (5.37)   
                 |
              [1200]  
*****************|***************
(5.36)        [1366]
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context descriptions
[1200]    E-W grave cut

[1201]    extended supine inhumation with head upright at 
W. Left humerus extended, right humerus extended with hand 
lying on ulna which lies on right side of pelvis, i.e the 
lower right 

     arm is somewhat displaced.
     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 

coffin.
[1199]    grey silt(60) clay(20) sand(20), grave backfill.
[1316]    grey-brown clay(40) sand(40) silt(20), 0.20m deep 

with the top at 10.04m OD. Originally excavated as layer 
but is the tiop fill of [1200], grave backfill.

See also trail work trench 6, plan 1, contexts [137]=[1200], 
[138]=[1199] and [139]=[1201].
5.38: inhumation
Figures 59,63,96
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|***********
          [1388]
             |
          [1345]    (5.38)
             |
          [1339]
*************|***********
(5.36)    [1366]

context descriptions
[1339]    E-W grave cut
[1345]    extended supine infant inhumation with head upright 

at W. The attitude of the bones suggest the infant was 
buried lying on its right side. The left femur is lying on 
top of the right femur. The lower leg bones are beneath or 
next to the femurs suggesting the lower legs were flexed 
back towards the pelvis.
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Associated Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden coffin. 
These nails included one (SF 588) recovered from the mouth 
of [1345] and an uncorroded "tack" (SF 572).

     The distance between the ends of the femurs and the end 
of  the  coffin  would  not  allow  the  lower  legs  to  be 
extended. This, plus the attitude of the inhumation would 
suggest the infant was buried in a "foetal" position lying 
on its right side.

[1338]    grey/brown sand(40) clay(60) with some pottery and 
charcoal, grave backfill.
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5.39: inhumation
Figures59,63,97
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|*************
          [1180]
             |
          [1222]
             |
          [1179]
*************|************
         natural
context descriptions  
[1179]    E-W grave cut
[1222]    extended supine inhumation with head at W. Bones 

subjected to mineral staining from the gravels and also 
exhibit bone tumble or displacement. 

    The cranium and mandible are disarticulated from each 
other and the cranium appears to have rotated. The right 
arm is flexed at the elbow with the the lower arm lying 
across the chest at 45 degrees, the lower left arm is 
flexed  at  the  elbow  and  lying  across  the  right  at  60 
degrees. Both legs are extended.

[1180]    brown sand(90) silt(10) with some pottery, grave 
backfill. 

5.40: inhumation
Figures 59,63,98
stratigraphic sequence
(8.4)          [1391]
*****************|**************
               [1406]
                 |
               [1421]
          _______|_______  
         |               |
      [1407]          [1410]  (5.40)
         |_______________|
                 |
               [1408]
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*****************|**************  
(3.4)          [1352] 
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context descriptions
[1408]    E-W grave cut
[1407]    extended supine inhumation with head lying on right 

side at E. Right arm flexed at elbow with hand on right 
shoulder.  Left  humerus  slightly  displaced  but 

certainly the arm is flexed at the elbow with the right 
hand lying with the left hand on the left shoulder. Both 
legs extended.

[1410]    grey coffin stain >30mm thick   indicating burial of 
[1407] in a wooden coffin, 1.75mx0.35m .

     There were only two associated Fe nails, one (SF 591) at 
the  right  elbow  with  mineralised  wood  adhering  (sample 
179)and one (SF 603) at the SE corner of the coffin. It 
would appear the coffin had wooden ?pegs instead of iron 
nails apart from these two nails.    

[1421]     grey  sand(60)  silt(20)  gravel(20)  delinmited  by 
coffin      stain [1410], grave fill collapsed into coffin.
[1406]    orange/grey sand(50) silt(20) gravel(30) with some 
pottery, bone and charcoal, grave backfill.
see also (8.4) a circulsr pit dug into the grave backfill that 
may be related to this grave.
5.41: inhumation
Figures 59,63,99
stratigraphic sequernce
(5.42)         [1534]
******************|************
               [1552]
                  |
               [1553]    (5.41)
                  |
               [1554]
******************|************
(3.5)          [1467]         

context descriptions
[1554]    heavily truncated ?N-S grave cut.
[1553]    only one fragment of skull survives at the possible 
N      end of the grave
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[1552]     grey/brown sandy clay with freq. gravel, grave 
backfill.
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5.42: inhumation
Figures 59,63,100
stratigraphic sequence
(5.43)         [1508]
******************|*************
               [1532]
                  |
               [1533]    (5.43)
                  |
               [1534]
******************|**************
(5.41)         [1552] 

context descriptions
[1534]    E-W grave cut
[1533]    extended supine inhumation, head would have been 

located at the W. Right arm truncated but hand by top of 
right leg so would have been extended. Left arm flexed at 
elbow  45  degrees,  hand  lost  to  truncation.  Both  legs 
extended with feet together.

     One/two?? hobnail boots (SF 668) found below left foot, 
due      to the nature of the surrounding soil it was not 
block lifted but recorded in the ground.

     No evidence for a coffin (or none survives).
[1532]    orange/brown sand(60) silt(30) gravel (10) with some 

animal, human and burnt bone, CBM and ragstone.

5.43: inhumation
Figures 59,63,99
stratigraphic matrix
(5.45)         [1348]
******************|**************
               [1506]
                  |
               [1507]    (5.43)
                  |
               [1508]
******************|**************
((5.42)        [1532]     
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context descriptions
[1508]    NW-SE grave cut
[1507]    supine extended inhumation, head would have been 
located at the SE. Both arms lost to truncation but hands 
located on/around either side of pelvis so arms could have 
been extended or flexed and crossed?? Both legs extended.  
     
     Slight coffin stain and associated in situ Fe nails 

indicate      burial in a wooden coffin 0.30-0.35m wide. 
One Fe nail(SF 638) had mineralised wood attached.

[1508]    orange/grey sand(70) silt(20) gravel(10) with some 
human bone, pottery, CBM, wall plaster(SF 626), charcoal and 
ragstone. Grave backfill with some building material.
5.44: inhumation
Figures 59,63,101
stratigraphic sequence
(5.45)         [1348]
******************|**************
               [1246]
                  |
               [1247]    (5.44)
                  |
               [1245]
******************|***************
(8.10)         [1361]

context descriptions
[1245]    E-W grave cut
[1247]    extended supine inhumation, head woud have been 

located       at W. Left arm extended with hand on left 
side of pelvis, both  legs  extended.  Left  tibia  may 
show some pathology???

     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin.
[1246]    brown/grey silt(90) sand(10) with some human bone, 
pottery and charcoal, grave backfill.
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5.45: inhumation
Figures 59,63,102,103,104
stratigraphic sequence
(5.46)         [1388]
******************|*******************
               [1349]
                  |  
               [1357]+[1454]
                  |
               [1404]
                  |
               [1411]            (5.45)
         _________|_________
        |                   |
     [1405]              [1474]
        |___________________|
                  |
               [1348]
******************|*********************
          ________|_________
         |                  |
(5.44)[1246]        (5.43)[1506]  
context descriptions
[1348]    Large E-W grave cut 2.70mx1.50m with base at 8.70m 
OD.
[1474]    inhumation with large displacement of the bones 

making it difficullt to understand the original attitude 
of the body. The general arrangement of the bones would 
suggest the 

     it was an extended supine inhumation with the head at the 
W. The cranium is locate on the legs and mixed with foot 
bones. This may be result of bone tumble but given the 
general attitude of the body it may be decapatation.
   

     The left arm may have been extended, the right arm is 
very      displaced but if the left arm is extended the 
fingers located at the left shoulder suggest the right 
arm  was  flexed  and  the  hand  on/near  the  left  shoulder 
woith the arm crossing the body.

     The original attitude of the legs is not discernible, the 
feet are at the E end of the grave, some actual on the 
skull.One piece of the pelvis was found at the E end of 
the grave this may be a peice of the mandible (not found 
with the skull) and if this is so show the deliberate 
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removal or tumble of the cranium from one end of the grave 
to the other

[1405]    coffin stain 2.10mx0.50m and 0.30m deep indication 
burial of [1474] in a wooden coffin, no Fe nails actually 
directly associated with this stain. The later fill was 
excavated around the coffin stain to leave the coffin as 
an upstanding block. The plan of top of the coffin stain 
in its relationship to the skeleton plan shows how the 
coffin tipped over to the S on its decomposition and/or 
under the weight of the backfill.

[1411]    brown/grey silt(70) and(15) gravel(15) with some Fe 
nails,  pottery  and  human  bone.  Fill  contained  within 
coffin stain [1405] and over skeleton [1474].

[1404]    brown/orange silt(75) sand(25) with some Fe nails 
and      human bone. Fill contained within coffin stain [1405]
[1357]    grey silt(90) sand(10) with some human bone and 

pottery. Fill contained but on top of coffin stain [1405]. 
[1357] contained a pottery cremation vessel (SF 587). A 
number of Fe nails were found in this fill immediately to 
the west of the cremation vessel (see fig 102). They do 
not appear to relate to the coffin for inhumation [1474] 
and the wooden structure they represent may be a secondary 
box for cremation vessel (SF 587) or some other wooden 
structure placed on top of the coffin.  

[1454]     fill of cremation vessel (SF 587). Thin layer of 
silt      covered the top of the cremated bone after which 
the bone was very clean, it had no flot. 

[1349]    brown/orange silt(25) sand(25) gravel(50) with some 
pottery ,human bone and Fe nails, grave backfill.

discussion of 5.45
This grave has a complicated series of deposits. The deposits 
may be explained thus; 
1.large grave [1348] dug 
2.inhumation  [1474]  put  into  grave  in  wooden  coffin 
represented by coffin stain [1405]. The coffin appears to have 
been  constructed  with  wooden  pegs  and  have  had  a  lid 
represented by[1357]. The inhumation exhibits a large degree 
of  bone  tumble  and  the  skull/cranium  may  have  been 
deliberately moved/decapitated.
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3.A cremation in a pottery vessel was placed on the lid [1357] 
and may have had some associated wooden structure.
4.The  grave  was  backfilled  with  [1349]  and  eventually 
collapsed into the coffin as represented by [1411] and [1404].
5.The presence of disarticulated human bone and Fe nails in 
the fills presumably come from the various graves that [1348] 
has seriously truncated eg. (5.43), (5.42) and (5.41).
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5.46: inhumation
Figures 59,63,105
stratigraphic sequence
(5.47)[1294]  [1291](8.7)  [1314](5.49)
*********|*******|************|**********
         |_______|____________|
                 |
               [1347]
                  |
               [1387]
                  |     (5.46)
               [1386]
                 |
               [1388]
*****************|*************
(5.45)         [1349]
        
context descriptions
[1388]    possible infant grave cut (see discussion of 5.47).
[1386]    infant inhumation with head at W. Due to smallness 

of      bones  original attitude hard to assess but it may 
have been in a foetal position/curled up. No evidence 
for coffin

[1387]    grey silt(90) sand(10), fill over inhumation [1386].
[1347]     brown/grey  silt(90)  sand(10)  with  some  gravel, 

pottery, human bone, CBM and ragstone. 0.45m thick, fill 
of [1348]. see discussion of 5.47.

5.47: inhumation
Figures 59,63,105
stratigraphic sequence
(8.7)          [1221]
*****************|******************
               [1295]
                 |
               [1293]    (5.47)
                 |
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               [1294]   
*****************|******************
(5.46)         [1347]
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context descriptions
[1294]    irregular E-W possible grave cut(see discussion)
[1293]    extended supine infant inhumation head at W. Right 

arm      flexed at elbow 45 degrees, with hand lying on 
chest. Left arm  extended.  No  evidence  of  a  wwoden 
coffin (survives).

[1295]    brown silt (90) sand(10) with some pottery, CBM and 
bone. Grave backfill.
discussion of 5.45-7 
After  the  inhumation  in  [1348]  was  put  in  the  grave  and 
partially backfilled with [1349] infant [1386] was laid in the 
grave and [1348] was backfilled with [1347]. Infant inhumation 
[1293] was either cut in to the top of this fill or, like 
[1386] laid in the fill. 
If it was the case the adult burial and two infant  burials 
was deliberate act i.r.o of some relationship or advantage was 
taken during the backfilling of the grave to dispose of two 
more burial.
5.48: inhumation
Figures 59,63,106
stratigraphic sequecnce
(8.7)     [1269]
*************|*************
          [1343]
             |
          [1344]    (5.48)
             |
          [1342]
*************|*************  
(3.5)     [1467]
context descriptions
[1342]    E-W grave cut
[1344]    heavily truncated extended supine inhumation, head 

would have been located at the W. Both legs extended.  
Associated  in  situ  Fe  nails  indicate  burial  in  a 

wooden coffin.
[1343]    brown/grey silt(30) sand(50) and gravel(20) with 
some      ragstone frags. Grave backfill. 
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5.49: inhumation
Figures 59,63,106
stratigraphic sequence
(8.7)     [1269]
*************|**********
          [1315]
             |
          [1323]    (5.49)
             |
          [1314]
*************|***********
         ____|____
        |         |
(5.46)[1347]    [1289](8.6)
context descriptions
[1314]    NW-SE grave cut
[1323]    extended supine juvenille inhumation with head! at 

E. Both arms extended, and both legs extended. Cranium and 
mandible  ?articulated  and  lying  on  the  ankles  i.e 
decapatation.

     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin. The top of the vertabrae line is right at the E. 
end of the  coffin and the decapitated head is contained 
within the coffin.

     Lying at the base of the skull was a Cu alloy coin (SF 
469), presuambly a grave good originally ?in the mouth.

     As well as the coffin nails a number of ?hobnails were 
found      around the inhumation but it was not possible to 
see  a       discrete  boot(s)  pattern.?hobnails  were  also 
recovered from      wet seiving the grave fill.
[1315]    grey/black silt(60) sand(40) with frequent gravel 

and      some charcoal, burnt bone, pottery and Fe nails. 
Grave      backfill with a significant amount of burnt 
material, this may reflect that the grave was ?dug 
into and backfilled with earlier cremation residues. 
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5.50: inhumation
Figures 59,63,107
stratigraphic sequence
(5.51)         [1242]
******************|************
               [1299]
                  |
               [1298]    (5.50)
                  |
               [1300]
******************|*************   
            ______|______
           |             |
  (8.15) [1313]        [1193] (8.11)
context descriptions
[1300]    E-W grave cut
[1298]    supine extended inhumation with head at W. Both arms 

extended with hands lying at side os the body. Left leg 
extended, right leg slightly flexed.

Only two Fe nails were found, on at each shoulder, no 
other evidence for burial in a wooden coffin (survives).
     
A glass vessel (SF 240) was recovered from a section of 
grave fill revealed by the removal of a post-med feature 
and would have been located to the S of the lower right 
leg.

[1299]    grey/brown sand(60) silt(20) gravel(20) with some 
burnt      bone, charcoal, oyster, ragstone and Fe nails.

5.51: inhumation
Figures 59,63,108
stratigraphic sequence
(5.52)    [1177]
*************|***************
          [1241]
             |
          [1243]
(5.51)       |
          [1242]
*************|***************
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(5.50)    [1299]
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context descriptions
[1242]    NW-SE grave cut
[1243]    extended supine adult inhumation, head would have 

been  located  at  the  W.  Right  arm  flexed  at  elbow  45 
degrees with hand probably on left shoulder. Left arm lost 
to truncation but fingers found in right ribcage which 
sugests the left arm was flexed and crossed over the body. 
Both  legs  extended.  (see  (5.52)  for  truncation  and 
redeposition of [1243]).

     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin.

     A coin (SF 398) was found between the ankles and a ?glass 
vessel (SF 402) was located to the N of the lower left 
leg, both of these are possible grave goods.

[1241]     black/brown  silty  clay  with  some  oyster  shell, 
pottery, CBM and burnt bone, grave backfill.

5.52: inhumation
Figures 59,63,109
stratigraphic sequence
(10.14)        [1146]
******************|**************
               [1178]
                  |
               [1213]    (5.52)
                  |
               [1177]
******************|**************
(5.52)         [1241]
context descriptions
[1177]    E-W grave cut
[1213]    extended supine adult inhumation with head at the W. 

Right arm slightly flexed at elbow and hand lying on right 
side of pelvis, left arm extended. Both legs extended.

     No evidence for burial in a wooden coffin (survives).
[1178]    black/brown silt(50) sand(50) with some pottery, 

CBM, animal bone and human bone. grave backfill containing 
human bone including a cranium, mandible frag and others 
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that may be redeposited from inhumation (5.51)  that it 
cuts to the E.
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5.53: inhumation
Figures 59,63,110,111
stratigraphic sequence
(5.56) [1249]      [1242](5.51)
**********|***********|*************
          |___________|
                |
              [1317]
                |
              [1373] 
          ______|______
         |             |
      [1502]        [1425]
         |_____________|
                |
              [1426]
                |
              [1427]
                |
              [1318]
****************|********************
(8.15)        [1315]

context descriptions
[1318]    large NW-SE grave cut 2.55mx1.12m           
[1427]     structure  lining  edge  of  cut  [1318],  outside 

dimensions  2.35mx0.75m  and  <0.48m  deep,  maximum  width 
0.15m of one side. Constructed of small ragstone and chalk 
blocks average size 0.15m3 some held in a mortar matrix 
and some in a clay matrix.

[1426]    supine extended adult inhumation  with head at the 
W. The cranium lies upside down with the mandible under 
the right humerus. The right arm is slightly flexed with 
the hand appearing to lie on its lower arm!!! The left arm 
is slightly flexed. Both legs are extended with the feet 
together at the end of the left leg.

     The upper body exhibits bone tumble/dispacement which may 
relate  to  burial  position,  pre-burial  decomposition, 
effects of a shroud etc see discussion of Group 5.

[1425]    grey sand(70) clay(30) with some gravel, pottery and 
CBM and Fe nails. Grave fill contained within structure 
[1427]. Included pot (SF 659) dated to 100-150AD and may 
have been deliberately placed in the grave.
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[1502]    grey sand(70) clay(30) matrix around ragstone and 

mortar frags. Deposit confined to the the "feet" end of 
the grave and overlies the inhumation, possibly part of 
structure [1427].
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[1373]    "rubble and mortar set in matrix of brown sandy 
silt. The "rubble" consisted of ragstone blocks up to 0.50m3 
and chalk blocks up to 0.10m3 with lumps and spreads of 
mortar, there was also occasional CBM and flint cobbles. Some 
of the "rubble" was contained within the line of structure 
[1427] whereas the rest was tipping into the centre of the 
grave cut.
[1317]    grey/brown sandy silt with some chalk and ragstone 
frags. Grave backfill.
discussion of (5.53)
This inhumation was put into an insubstanial structure lining 
the grave cut something like a cist. Although Fe nails were 
found  in  some  of  the  fills  they  did  not  form  a  cohesive 
pattern  for  eg  a  wooden  coffin.  [1502]  is  the  possible 
remnants  of  some  packing  over  the  body  although  it  only 
exists/survives over the lower legs. There is no evidence for 
a wooden cover to the inhumation, or a wooden structure that 
the walls of [1427] could have the supported.
The rubble fill gave the appearance of a robber trench fill 
suggesting the grave structure was robbed out. However there 
was no evidence for a re-cut and the ragstone blocks were to 
large to have been part of a possible above ground structure 
supported  by  [1427].  So  the  building  material  may  have 
originated from elsewhere and been used as a grave fill or 
used in a more deliberate manner such as on top of a wooden 
lid and subsequently collapsed. (see also discussion on (5.56)
see also cut feature (8.13) which may be part of grave cut 
(5.53)
5.54: inhumation
Figures 59,63,112
stratigraphic sequence
(5.55)[1492]        [1336](8.7)
*********|*************|***********
         |_____________|
                |
             [1518]
                |
             [1519]      (5.54)
                |
             [1525]
                |
             [1544]
                |
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             [1545]
****************|*********************
(8.8)        [1469]
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context descriptions
[1545]/[1544]  cut and fill recorded as seperate feature but 

are part of grave cut [1525] and grave fill[1518]
[1525]    NW-SE grave cut.
[1519]    extended supine adult inhumation, with head at NW 

lying on right side. Right arm extended with hand over 
pelvis, left arm flexed at the elbow with the hand back on 
the leftv shoulder. Both legs extended.

     Associated in situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden 
coffin, 0.62m wide.
[1518]    grey silty clay, grave backfill.
see also cut feature (8.17) which may be part of grave cut 
(5.54). 

5.55 inhumation
Figures 59,63,113
stratigraphic sequence
(8.7)     [1322]
*************|*************
          [1490]
             |
          [1491]    (5.55)
             |
          [1492]
*************|*************   
(5.54)    [1518]
context descriptions
[1492]    E-W grave cut
[1491]    supine semi flexed adult inhumation with head at W 

lying on right side. Right arm extended, left arm flexed 
at  elbow  90  degrees  with  lower  arm  lying  across  body. 
Right  leg  extended,  left  leg  flexed  at  the  knee,  90 
degees, with the knee on the left leg. The attitude of the 
body  suggests  it  was  buried  in  a  semi  foetal  position 
facing S.

     No evidence of burial in wooden coffin (survives).
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[1490]    grey/brown silt(70) sand(30) with some chalk and 
ragstone frags, pottery and charcoal, grave backfill.
see also cut feature (8.17) which may be part of grave cut 
(5.55).
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5.56: inhumation
Figures 59,63,114,115
stratigraphic sequence
(8.19)         [1236]
******************|****************
               [1263]
                  |
               [1429]
                  |
               [1431]    (5.56)
                  |
               [1430]
                  |
               [1249]
******************|****************  
        __________|_______________
       |          |               |
(8.16)[1303]   [1317](5.53)    [1540](9.7)

context descriptions
[1249]    E-W grave cut
[1430]     ?supine  extended  inhumation  with  head  at  E. 

Inhumation  exhibits  bone  tumble/displacement  making  it 
difficult  to  ascertain  the  attidue  of  the  body.  The 
cranium is upright facing S with the mandible in a prone 
position.  Right  humerus  lying  on  ribs  with  lower  arm 
flexed back over the humerus to right shoulder. The left 
arm is extended. The legs appear to be extended.

     Burial was in a wooden coffin as shown by associated Fe 
nails although they do not make a coihesive pattern, and 
by a distinct coffin fill.

     A shale bracelet (SF 562) lay under the the left humerus. 
The grave had a large assemblage of pottery within the  

coffin.  Some  of  the  pots  were  located  beside  the 
skull in the SW corner of the coffin and other pottery 
fragments  lay  under  the  body.  Some  of  these  pottery 
fragments joined the near complete pots next to the head 
so the pots were broken before they were put into the 
grave.(  awaiting  examination  of  pottery  to  tell  which 
pottery fragments come from which pots etc. see also MSL 
87)

[1429]     grey  silt(60)  sand(40)  containing  the  pottery 
assemblage. Lower fill of coffin.
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[1431]    5 ragstone blocks <0.15m3 lying along axis of coffin 

over inhumation[1430]. 
                    
[1263]    grey sand(40) silt(40) clay(20) with some ragstone 
frags <0.40m and bone. Grave backfill.
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see also cut feature (8.16) which may part of grave cut (5.56)

5.57: inhumation
Figures 59,63,116
stratigraphic sequence       
(8.20)    [1237]
*************|************
          [1271]
             |
          [1278]    (5.57)
             |
          [1270]
 ************|*************
(3.6)     [1283]    
context descriptions
[1270]    heavily truncated E-W grave cut
 
[1278]    skull lying on right side at presumed E end of 

heavily truncated grave.
[1271]     brown-grey  silt(40)  sand(20)  silt(40),  grave 
backfill.
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5.58 inhumation
 
Figures 59,66,117
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|*********
         [845]
       ____|_____
       |        | 
     [854]    [852]   (5.58)
       |________|       
           |
         [820]
***********|*********
(1.3)    [868]
context descriptions
[820]     N-S grave cut
[854] [852]    extended supine infant inhumation with head 

located  at N. Surviving (left) arm slightly flexed,lying 
by  side.  In  situ  Fe  nails  and  "chalk"  deposit  [852] 
packed  around  the  post  cranial  skeleton  0.11M  deep 
indicate burial in a wooden coffin 0.80m. long. Two glass 
vessels were located inside the coffin at its S. end (SF 
227) and (SF21),the latter recovered when the S-W corner 
was damaged during machine clearance

[845]    Brown sand(20) clay(40) silt(40) with mod. frags 
mortar  op  sig  and  occ.  frags  ragstone.  Grave  backfill 
containing some building material

5.59 inhumation
Figures 59,66,117
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|**********
      _____|_____
      |         |
    [779]     [803]
      |         |
    [780]       |      (5.59)
      |         |
    [778]=====[802]
      |________|
***********|**********
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(1.3)    [868]
context descriptions
[802] [778]    E-W grave cut,bisected by unstrat. activity
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[780]     ?Extended supine inhumation with head located at the 

W.      Attitude of body uncertain as only the skull and a 
small      part of the post cranial skeleton survive. A 
few phalanges      lying above the left shoulder may 
suggest that the right arm was  flexed  to  this 
position.In  situ  Fe  nails  indicate  burial  in  a  wooden 
coffin. An uncorroded tack (SF 160) lay by the skull

[779] [803]    Grey/brown sand(20) silt(80) grave backfill
5.60 inhumation
Figures 59,66,118
stratigraphic sequence
(5.61)   [759]
***********|***********
         [760]
      _____|_____
      |         |
    [785]     [809]  (5.60)
      |_________|
           |
         [784]
***********|***********
(1.3)    [868]
context descriptions
[784]      Grave  cut,heavily  truncated  by  unstrat 

activity.Recorded as double grave,but so little survived 
that  it  is  possible  that  the  relationship  between  two 
graves      has been lost. Orientation probably E-W

[785]  [809]     Two  inhumations,of  which  only  the  feet 
survived.                 Attitude  of  bodies  is 
uncertain,the  legs  appear  to  be  extended.  In  situ   Fe 
nails indicate  burial  in one or more

     wooden coffins.The position of the feet and nails suggest 
that the head of [785] would have been located at the W. 
end of the grave,but in the case of [809] this is less 
clear
 

     A pierced bone disk (SF199)lay with the feet of [809],a 
pair       of  hobnail  boots  (SF175)  across  the  feet  of 
[785],possibly       in  a  worn  position.Three  groups  of 
articulated bird bones      were identified,overlain by [785]
[760]     Grey/brown silt/clay with occ. frags of mortar 
ragstone,
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     and flecks of chalk. Grave backfill with some building 
material
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5.61 inhumation
Figures59,66,118
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|********
       [781]
         |
       [764]
         |      (5.61)
       [761]
         |
       [759]
*********|********
(5.60) [760]
context descriptions
[759]     E-W grave cut
[761] [764]    Cranium and cervical vertebrae only survive. 

Head      located at E. end of grave,attitude of body 
unknown.  In  situ  Fe  nails  and  the  outline  of  "chalk" 
deposit [764] indicate burial in a wooden coffin 

[781]     Grey/brown silt/clay grave backfill
5.62 inhumation
Figures 59,66,119
stratigraphic sequence
(10.29)  [798]
***********|*********
         [811]
           |
         [812]  (5.62)
           |    
         [810]
***********|*********
(1.3)    [868]
context descriptions
[810]     E-W grave cut, heavily truncated by unstrat activity
[812]     Head located at W. end of grave, presumably supine 

but      post cranial skeleton destroyed. In situ Fe nails 
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indicate burial in a wooden coffin. A radius lies N of the 
skull

[811]      Dark  brown  silt/clay  grave  backfill  with  some 
building material 
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5.63 inhumation
Figures 59,65,118
stratigraphic sequence
(5.65)   [846]
***********|**********
         [844]
           |
         [843]  (5.63)
           |
         [842]
***********|**********        
(1.3)    [729]
context descriptions
[842]     N-S grave cut
[843]     Infant (?foetal) inhumation, head located at S. end 

of      grave. Attitude of body unknown, as many bones 
were only      recovered from sieving of the grave fill, 
and others were      lacking distinctive features. No 
evidence for coffin, the                one Fe nail 
recovered (SF 214) was not in situ

 
[844]     Orange/brown sand(20) clay(80) grave backfill
5.64 possible grave
Figures 59,65,119
stratigraphic sequence
(5.65)   [846]
***********|**********
         [728]
           |    (5.64)
         [727]
***********|**********
        natural
context descriptions
[727]     Heavily truncated corner of a near vertical sided 
cut
[728]     Grey brown sand(20) clay(80) fill with six lumps of 

ragstone c.150x100x100mm lying on the base of the cut
Discussion of 5.64
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Given  the  location  of  this  feature  in  a  burial  area,  its 
analogous shape and fill to definite graves in the vicinity,
this seems likely to be a grave, with packing deposit
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5.65 inhumation
Figures 59,65,119
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|*********
         [847]
      _____|_____
      |         |
    [853]     [765]  (5.65)
      |____ ____|
           |
         [846]
***********|*********
(5.64)_____|_____(5.63)
      |         |
    [728]     [824]
     
context descriptions
[846]     E-W grave cut. At the E end of the cut, a level 
"step"      has been formed, 0.20M above the base of the 
grave, and is      not attributable to slumping
[853]  [765]     Only  torso  [853]  and  skull  [765]  survive 

unstrat      truncation. Head located at E (correct) end 
of grave on its     right side with face inclined  down 
(ie ?prone), on the      "step" ,along with the upper 
cervical vertebrae. The body lies prone on the base of the 
cut,  left  arm  flexed  with  hand  below  the  sternum.  The 
right humerus is extended beside the body, but the lower 
arm has been lost
     The separation of head from body may be explained 
either by decapitation (no damage to cervical vertebrae 
seen in situ) or by the decomposition of a corpse interred 
intact, with head pillowed on the "step"
      A Cu alloy coin (SF 221) lay beside the right 
shoulder.  There  was  no  clear  evidence  of  a  coffin.  A 
single uncorroded tack lay on the right scapula

[847]     Dark greyish brown sand(40) clay(60) fill. Grave 
backfill, colour distinct from others in this part of the 

site. Charcoal, burnt bone and burnt glass imply the 
redeposition  of  cremated  material.  Some  nails  from  the 
fill  (SF  224,229,230)  may  relate  to  decomposed  organic 
grave furniture 
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5.66 inhumation
Figures 59,65,120
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [831]
        |
      [839]
        |    (5.66)
      [832]
        |
      [830]
********|********
(1.3) [726]
context descriptions
[830]     E-W grave cut
[832] [839]    Supine extended infant inhumation, head located 

at W end of grave, arms and legs slightly flexed at elbows 
and knees. In situ Fe nails indicate a coffin 0.75M long, 
0.35M wide at the west end and 0.30M wide at the east. The 
body was partially covered with a "chalk"  deposit [839] 
0.06M      deep, with an  outline suggesting interior 
dimensions for the coffin of 0.72M long and a width of 
0.30M at the W, 0.25M at the E

[831]     Orange brown sand/silt grave backfill
5.67 inhumation
Figures 59,65,120
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [838]
        |
      [837]  (5.67)
        |
      [836]
********|********
(1.3) [726]
context descriptions
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[836]    Grave cut, probably E-W, but very heavy truncation 
makes this uncertain
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[837]    Inhumation,  only  skull  and  one  humerus  clearly 

identifiable, suggesting a supine attitude with head to 
the W. Disturbance has occured from unstrat activity and 
damage during machine clearance

[838]     Grey/brown sand(20) clay(80) grave backfill
5.68 inhumation
Figures 59,65,121
stratigraphic sequence
(5.69)   [883]
***********|**********
         [1021]
           |
         [1022]  (5.68)
           |
         [1020]
***********|**********
        natural
context descriptions
[1020]    E-W grave cut
[1022]    Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head located at 

W.       Arms lying by side of body, slightly flexed, with 
right hand over the head of the right femur (pelvis 
does  not  survive).  In  situ  Fe  nails  indicate  a  wooden 
coffin 2.00M long and 0.40M wide
     Across the feet were a pair of hobnail boots (SF 366) 
and Fe buckle (SF 368). To the S of the ankles, apparently 
outside  the  coffin,  was  part  of  an  articulated  bird 
skeleton

[1021]     Grey/brown  sand/silt/clay  grave  backfill,  with 
extensive iron panning, presumably from the decay of the 
objects in this grave and (5.68) the overlying one

5.69 inhumation
Figures 59,65,122
 stratigraphic sequence
(2.8)   [911]
**********|**********
        [884]
          |
        [885]
          |     (5.69)
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        [900]
          |
        [883]
**********|**********
(5.68)  [1021]
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context descriptions
[883]     Base of almost totally truncated E-W grave
[885] [900]    Supine ?infant inhumation with legs extended. 

head would have been located at the W, but the body has 
been truncated above the pelvis by (4.29).  Left lower arm 
rests across pelvis. The right hand and femur have been 
disturbed,  possibly  by  (7.7).  In  situ  coffin  nails 
indicate a wooden coffin. A thin deposit of "chalk" (900) 
lay beneath the body.
     On the left wrist was a Cu alloy bracelet (SF 278), 
and amongst the disturbed bones of the right hand  were 
four jet
beads (SF 264,265,266,274),perhaps from another bracelet.
     Within the coffin, at its E end and above [900], was 
a composite object (SF 359) which was block lifted. This 
proved to be the badly decayed remains of a wooden box and 
its metal fittings

[884]     Grey/brown silt(70) clay(30) grave backfill with 
iron pan staining

5.70 possible grave
Figures 59,65,123
stratigraphic sequence
(5.71)  [821]
**********|***********
        [841]
          |    (5.70)
        [840]
**********|***********
(1.3)   [906]
context descriptions
[840]     Cut, only the E side of which survives truncation by 

unstrat and (5.71). This side is vertical and aligned N-S
[841]     Grey brown sand(40) silt(60) fill containing in situ 

Fe nails. The nails seeem to preserve the line of the 
south end and  west side of a wooden coffin, 0.50M wide

Discussion of 5.70
Although  no  human  remains  were  found,  the  in  situ  nails 
indicate a wooden coffin in N-S grave cut [840] 
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5.71 inhumation
Figures 59,65,123
stratigraphic sequence
(5.74)  [772]
**********|**********
        [822]
          |
        [823]  (5.71)
          |
        [821]
**********|**********
(5.70)  [841]         
context description
[821]     E-W grave cut
[823]    Adult inhumation with legs extended. head would have 

been located at W. Attitude of body uncertain, possibly 
supine on evidence of leg position. Truncated above mid 
femoral shaft by unstrat and below ankles by (7.54). In 
situ Fe nails show burial in wooden coffin

[822]     Orange/brown sand(15) silt(85) with occasional frags 
of  oyster,  mortar  and  chalk.  Grave  backfill  with  some 
building material and ?food remains

5.72 inhumation
Figures 59,65,124
stratigraphic sequence
(5.74)  [772]
**********|**********
        [824]
          |
        [826]  (5.72)
          |
        [825]
**********|**********
(1.3)  [906]
context descriptions
[825]    Heavily truncated E-W grave cut. only part of base 
survives
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[826]     Extended supine adult inhumation, left (surviving) 

arm flexed so that hand would have lain over pelvis. Right 
half of body lost to unstrat, loss of grave cut and lower 
left leg suggests horizontal truncation. No evidence of 
coffin
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[824]     Brown sand/clay grave fill containing occasional 

building  material (chalk,tile)
Discussion of 5.72
Cause of horizontal truncation may be either 
a) over machining or
b) ground reduction at any time after this burial
However,  the  inhumation  is  at  a  very  high  O.D.(10.65M)  in 
comparison with most others, suggesting
a) casual disposal in shallow grave or
b) substantial ground reduction at some time after the burial
5.73 inhumation
Figures 59,65,124
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|*********
       [792]
         |
       [793]  (5.73)
         |
       [791]
*********|**********
(1.3)  [906]
context descriptions
[791]     Very shallow E-W grave cut
[793]     Prone ?adult inhumation, left arm flexed so that 

hand lies in front of sacrum, right arm extended by side 
partially overlain by right wing of pelvis. Head would 
have been located at W, but has been removed,?by unstrat 
activity. Position of legs is less clear, possibly flexed 
at knees , but the lower legs have been lost to some 
unrecorded horizontal truncation. No evidence of a coffin. 
(?survives)
     Some hobnails (SF 182) were recovered above the right 
shoulder, probably grave goods disturbed from this burial

[792]     Silt/clay grave backfill
Discussion of 5.73
See discussion of (5.72), noting that this burial is at an 
O.D. of c.10.56M
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5.74 inhumation
Figures 59,65,125
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [773]
        |
      [799]  (5.74)
        | 
      [772]
********|********
   _____|______
   |          |
 [822]      [824]
(5.71)       (5.72)
context descriptions
[722]     E-W grave cut
[799]     Extended supine adult inhumation, skull located at 

W,  lying  on  its  left  side.  Arms  crossed  over  lumbar 
vertebrae, with left hand over right humerus. In situ Fe 
nails indicate a wooden coffin 1.80M x 0.40-0.45M. Fe obj 
(SF 190) may be a coffin fitting
     The inhumation exhibits limited "bone tumble" at the 
ankles, knees and right elbow. 

[773]     Brown silt/sand grave backfill

5.75 inhumation
Figures 59,65,126
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [775]
        |
      [777]  (5.75)
        |
      [774]
********|********
(1.3) [906]
context descriptions
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[774]     E-W grave cut, mostly truncated
[777]    Adult inhumation, head would have been located at W. 
Only lower legs survive unstrat truncation. ?In situ coffin 
nails indicate wooden coffin
[775]     Light  brown  sand/silt  grave  backfill,  containing 

frequent burnt (?human) bone
Discussion of 5.75
Another shallow burial, O.D.10.30M; ?may be part of a phase of 
similar inhumations cf (5.71/5.72/5.73/5.75). Some of these 
(5.71/5.72) are definitely earlier than deep burial (5.74)
5.76 inhumation
Figures 59,65,127
stratigraphic sequence
(8.21)  [997]
**********|***********
        [981]
          |______   (5.76)
          |     |
        [999]   | 
**********|*****|*****
(9.9)     |   [1011]
          |_____|           
             |
           [867]
context descriptions
[999]     N-S grave cut (see discussion)
[981]     Extended supine adult inhumation, head located at N, 

in  upright  position.  Forearms  crossed  over  pelvis,legs 
extended and parallel.

          No evidence for a nailed wooden coffin, but a 
"canopy"      of re-used tiles (SF 342,343,344) had been 
constructed over the head and chest. 

          At least one hobnail boot (SF 318) had been 
deposited  with the body, as a scatter of hobnails 
was recovered from the  area  of  the  feet.  Whether 
originally  buried  worn  on  the  body  or  in  some 
position near the feet must remain unknown, as they 
have been disturbed by the slumping of [981] into the 
patially filled pit (9.9)
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Discussion of 5.76
This inhumation has been carefully laid out vv arm position, 
provision of the "canopy", ?the boot/s and the orientation of 
the body on one of the prefered alignments in the cemetery (N-
S). 
The grave cut has been recorded as an extension of a pit 
(9.9),  with  the  inhumation  inserted  when  this  pit  was 
partially  filled  (see  Figs  ????).  It  is  possible  that  the 
grave  cut  was  not  detected  in  the  upper  fill  of  the  pit 
(8.21), but this seems unlikely as tip lines within this fill 
were also noted to overlie the body in cut [999] 
Insertion of a body into a partially filled pit may be seen as 
"casual", ie involving less effort than a normal grave, but 
the care taken with the laying out of the body suggests that 
some aspects of mortuary behaviour were percieved as vital. In 
this context it should be noted that the inhumation would not 
have fitted in the pit if laid N-S, which may explain the 
necessity for cut [999]
See also groups (8.21)+(9.9) for the full sequence of deposits 
in the pit and group 7, which on stratigraphic grounds could 
be contemporary
5.77 inhumation
Figures 59,65,128
stratigraphic sequence
(5.85) [814]   [720] (5.84)
         |       |
         |_______|
*************|***************
           [748]
       ______|______
       |           |
     [749]       [865]  (5.77)
       |___________|
             |
           [747]
*************|***************
(8.21)     [998]
context descriptions
[747]     N-S grave cut 
[749] [865]    Supine adult inhumation [749], head would have 

been  located  at  N,  but  truncated  by  unstrat  above  the 
lumbar vertebrae. Left arm flexed over pelvis, right 
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arm slightly flexed to the W, away from the body. Legs 
also flexed to the N   

          Inhumation lay on a layer of "chalk" [865] 0.06M 
thick      with the same material over the feet, left 
lower leg,right arm and part of the pelvis. This layer 
had parallel sides, suggesting a coffin 0.40M wide. Fe 
nails were found in the backfill but were not recorded as 
in situ;if so this may be seen as evidence for the use of 
pegging or jointing for some coffins
     Attitude of body suggests an intended "lean" to the 
W, or some "settling of the contents" during/pre burial

[748]     Grey/brown sand(20) silt(80) with occasional oyster 
and tile frags. Grave backfill with some building material 
and ? food remains
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5.78 possible grave
Figures 59,65,126
stratigraphic sequence
(5.84)  [720]
**********|**********
        [856]
          |    (5.78)
        [855]
**********|**********
(2.4)   [902]
context descriptions
[855]     Cut, sub-rectangular in plan with steeply sloping 
sides
[856]     Grey/brown sand(20) silt(50) with frequent pebbles 

and occasional frags of chalk, ragstone, mortar, tile and 
op sig.(ie building materials)

          A line of Fe nails were recorded as in situ. 
Disarticulated human and animal bones were recovered. In 
the  S-W  corner  of  the  cut  were  semi-articulated  bird 
bones, in      the S-E more bird bones and at least one 
hobnail boot (SF 256). The exact position of these objects 
as recorded may reflect the slumping of the loose gravel 
into which the feature was cut

  
Discussion of 5.78
Interpreted,on analogy with similar features in the area, as 
the S end of a N-S grave, with the S end of the coffin,and 
grave  goods  possibly  placed  outside  it.  The  disarticulated 
human bone may be redeposited, but equally could be a result 
of "bone tumble" (see Group 5 discussion)
5.79 possible grave
Figures 59,65,129
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [896]
        |    (5.79)
      [895]
********|********
(2.4) [902]
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context descriptions
[895]     One corner of a ?rectalinear cut, largely destroyed 

by unstrat activity
[896]      Brown  silt(50)  with  pebbles(50).  Backfill  of 
redeposited natural 
Discussion of 5.79
No skeletal remains or in situ coffin nails were recovered, 
but on location, fill and shape it seems logical to interpret 
this feature as a grave cut
5.80 inhumation
Figures 59,65,129
stratigraphic sequence
(5.83)  [870]
**********|*********
        [864]
          |
        [869]   (5.80)
          |
        [865]
**********|*********
(2.4)   [902]
context descriptions
[865]     N-S grave cut
[869]      Extended  supine  infant/neonate  inhumation,  head 

located at S. of grave. Left arm flexed ?with hand resting 
on abdomen, legs extended
     No evidence for a coffin

[864]     Orange/brown silt(40) and gravel(60) grave backfill
Discussion of 5.80
1) Infant burial has been seen as an indicator of
     a) Afterlife belief
     b) Christianity
2) It could however indicate
     a) Changing Roman customs/laws/cults
     b) Changing settlement structure
     c) Soil types and archaeological methods favourable to 
the         suvival/recovery of infant skeletal material
     d) Survivalof theRoman groundsurface/sub surface. Infants
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        need not be buried so deep as adults, and any 
horizontal         truncation could destroy this part of the 
cemetery 
        population 
     e) Zoning of burial area - ie infants/juvenilles in 
distinct         areas
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5.81 inhumation
Figures 59,65,130
statigraphic sequence
(5.82)  [833]
**********|*********
        [828]
     _____|_____
     |         |
   [745]     [829]  (5.81)
     |_________|
          |
        [827] 
**********|*********
(6.23)  [860]
context descriptions
[827]     E-W double grave cut
[745]     ?Adult inhumation, head located at E. Attitude 

of  body  is  unknown  due  to  poor  bone  survival,  legs 
probably extended, arms probably extended by sides, with 
the possibility that the right forearm was flexed over the 
pelvis

[829]     Extended supine adult inhumation, head located at E, 
in  an  upright  position,  mandible  slumped  onto  chest. 
Forearms  crossed  over  pelvis  (right  over  left),  legs 
extended parallel with body

[828]     Brown/grey pebbles(40) and silt(60) grave backfill. 
In      situ Fe nails indicate a wooden coffin, but with 

insufficient detail to show if each inhumation was in 
a separate box

     
Discussion of 5.81
This appears to be the only double burial of its type on the 
site. Differential preservation of human inhumations has been 
shown  to  be  related  to  a  wide  variety  of  biological, 
environmental and chemical factors (see Group 5 discussion).
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5.82 inhumation
Figures 59,65,131
stratigraphic sequence
(8.24)  [794]
**********|*********
        [834]
          |
        [835]
          |     (5.82)
        [758]
          |
        [833]
**********|*********
(5.81)  [828]
context descriptions
[833]     E-W grave cut 
[835] [758]    Extended supine adult inhumation, head located 

at W, slumped onto its left side. Arms slightly flexed 
with  the  right  hand  resting  on  the  right  wing  of  the 
pelvis and the left hand on the left pelvic wing
     The inhumation lies on a "chalk" deposit [758], which 
is unevenly spread in the base of a wooden coffin (in situ 
nails). Deposit does not cover any bones

[834]      Dark  brown  silt  with  frequent  pebbles,  and 
redeposited human bone. Grave backfill, the human bone may 
be derived from (5.81)

5.83 inhumation
Figures 59,65,132
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|********
       [871]
         |
       [872]  (5.83)
         |
       [870]
*********|********
(5.80) [864]
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context descriptions
[870]     N-S grave cut
[872]     Adult inhumation. Legs (all that survive) extended 

and parallel. Head would have been at N, attitude of body 
probably extended and supine
     In situ Fe nails indicate a wooden coffin 0.50M wide

[871]     Brown silt(60) with pebbles(40), grave backfill

5.84 inhumation
Figures 59,65,133
stratigraphic sequence
(8.24)      [795]
**************|*************
            [815] 
              |
            [739]
              |     (5.84)
            [722]
              |
            [720]
 *************|*************
 (5,77) ______|______  (5.78)
        |           |
      [748]       [856]
context descriptions
[720]     E-W grave cut
[722] [739]    Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head would 

have      been located at W. Arms flexed over pelvis, but 
disturbance by  unstrat  makes  precise  position 
uncertain.  Legs  extended  with  feet  together.  A  wooden 
coffin may be indicated by two Fe nails, possibly in situ
          "Chalk" deposit [739] overlay parts of the body, 
particularly the right side. Max thickness 0.06M

[815]     Orange brown sand(20) silt(80) with gravel and 
occasional  oyster  and  ?mussel.  Grave  backfill,  largely 
redposited natural

See  also  trial  work  test  pit  1,  contexts  [184]=[720],
[185]=[722] & [186]=[815].
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5.85 inhumation
Figures 59,65,134
stratigraphic sequence
(8.24)  [795]
**********|*********
        [796]
          |
        [813]  (5.85)
          |
        [814]
**********|*********
(5.77)  [748]
context descriptions
[814]     N-S grave cut 
[813]     Extended supine adult inhumation, head would have 

been located at N. Right hand over proximal end of right 
femur, left arm may have been flexed with hand over pelvis 
but radius position suggests "bone tumble". In situ Fe 
nails indicate a wooden coffin c 0.40M wide at its S end

          Two large peices of tile (SF 203) had been placed 
within  the  coffin  (why?),  against  its  eastern  side. 
Outside the coffin, at the south end of the grave was a 
pottery vessel (SF 198), lying on its side, from which 
bird bones (?once articulated)

     were recovered.
     During finds processing of the inhumation, a numberof 
hobnails (SF 238) were found amoung the foot bones. It 
seems likely these were missed by the excavator and that 
one or more boots were amoung the grave goods

[796]      Brown  sand  and  gravel/cobble  grave 
backfill,redeposited natural

5.86 inhumation
Figures 59,65,135
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*******
        [788]
          | 
        [786] (5.86)
          |   
        [787]
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**********|*******
(8.24)  [740]
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context descriptions
[787]     E-W grave cut
[786]     Inhumation,?adult. Despite the lack of intrusion, 

only the shafts of the right and left femur and tibia 
survive  the  soil  conditions.  Legs  were  extended,  head 
would have been located at W. In situ Fe nails indicate a 
wooden coffin 0.50M wide, at least 1.70M long

          On the right side of the distal end of the right 
tibia, was a hobnail boot (SF 184). Between the distal 
ends of the tibiae, was an assemblage of jet beads (SF 
173)  a  jet  die  (SF  172)  and  two  Cu  alloy  coins  (SF 
170+171)

[788]     Brown silt/clay grave backfill
Discussion of 5.86
1)   Length of grave cut and space between coffin and E end of 
cut may indicate over digging and thus question relationship 
of (5.86) and (8.24)
2)    Preservation  of  bone  may  be  result  of  Fe  or  Cu 
interaction
or  to  textile/other  organic  material  either  on  body 
(shroud/clothes) or containing the artefact assemblage. (see 
Boddington et al 1987) 
5.87 inhumation
Figures 59,65,136
statigraphic sequence
(12.10) [976]
**********|*********
        [941]
          |
        [942]  (5.87)
          |
        [943]
**********|*********
       natural
context descriptions
[943]     N-S grave cut

 
[942]     Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head at N, arms 

slightly  flexed  with  hands  resting  on  their  respective 
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wings of the pelvis. Legs extended and parallel (such as 
they are).
     No evidence of a coffin survives

[941]      Grey/brown  sand(60)  and  clay(40)  ,  redeposited 
natural grave backfill
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5.88 inhumation
Figures 59,64,137
stratigraphic sequence
   unstrat
******|******
    [1484]
      |
    [1485]  (5.88)
      |
    [1483]
******|******
   natural
context descriptions
[1483]    E-W grave cut 
[1485]    Extended inhumation, head would have been at E, but 

its fragmentary remains lie between the femora. Probably 
supine,      but disturbance by unstrat is considerable. 
Thus skull may be decapitated or disturbed. Surviving arm 
slightly flexed by side, legs extended and parallel
     One (?in situ) Fe nail may indicate wooden coffin. A 
Cu alloy ring (SF 617) was located between the pelvis and 
the expected position of the hand, ?a "worn" item

[1484]    Dark brown/black stained gravel(80) and sand (20), 
redeposited natural as grave backfill

5.89 inhumation
Figures 59,64,138
 
stratigraphic sequence
(6.31) [1694]    [1628]  (10.31)
**********|********|************
          |________|
               |
             [1652]
               |
             [1676]
          _____|_____     (5.89)
          |         |
        [1675]    [1682]
          |_________|
               | 
             [1659]
***************|****************
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(3.7)        [1738]
context descriptions
[1659]    NE-SW grave cut
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[1676]     Grey/brown  silt(40)  sand(20)  pebble(40)  within 

[1675]. collapsed grave backfill, ? within coffin, <0.20M 
deep

[1682] [1675]  Infant inhumation [1682] head to SW, skull on 
right  side.  Probably  supine  and  extended  but  bone 
preservation poor. Burial in wooden coffin indicated by in 

situ  Fe  nails  and  compact  grey  silt  coffin  stain 
[1675]

          
[1652]     Grey/brown  sand(10)  silt(90)  pebbles(10),  grave 
backfill
Discussion of 5.89
This grave presents a problem. 
1)   Infant inhumation c 0.80M long in coffin c 0.95M long 
but:
2)   Coffin fill and stain suggest a coffin 1.60M long
Either  the  excavator  was  misled  by  differential 
sorting/settlement of the grave backfill or, more likely, the 
"coffin stain/fill" represents another wooden structure within 
the grave without nails (outer coffin/palette/etc)
5.90 inhumation
Figures 59,64,139
stratigraphic sequence
(6.32)  [1565]
***********|*********
        [1574]
           |
        [1606]
           | 
        [1631]  (5.90)
           |
        [1673]
           |
        [1674]
***********|*********
(3.7)   [1738]
context descriptions
[1674]    NE-SW grave cut
[1673]    Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head at NE in 

upright position. Left arm flexed with hand resting on 
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sternum, right arm flexed with hand resting on right wing 
of   
pelvis.  Legs  extended  and  parallel.In  situ  Fe  nails 
indicate a wooden coffin O.60M wide and c 1.80-1.90M long

          A Cu alloy bracelet (SF 781) was worn on the left 
forearm. Within the coffin, SW of the feet were placed a 
miniature pottery vessel (SF 794) and a ?pewter bowl (SF 
829). Immediately N of the right humerus, clearly not worn 
on the body, also within the coffin was an assemblage of 
jet "jewelery". Jet beads of several forms (SF  ?????), 
glass beads (SF ?????), decorated jet bead (SF 905), jet 
spacer      bead (SF 906) and a jet "medusa" medalion 
(SF  ?????),  lying  decorated  side  down,  ?remains  of  a 
necklace.  Because of the nature  of the soils it was not 
possible to lift the assemblage as a single block

          A broken flagon (SF ?????), its base inverted over 
the medalion lay above this assemblage. Further sherds of 
the flagon lay beside and above the skull

[1631] [1606] [1574]     Grey/orange sand(90) and silt(10) 
with  frequent  gravel  and  occasional  tile  frags.  Grave 
backfill with some building material, excavated in three 
stages  in  an  attempt  to  identify  coffin  stain.  Within 
[1606]  an  irregular  rectangular  area  0.53x1.90M  was 
defined,on the basis of its very highsilt content. ?This = 
backfillentering the coffin

 while the lid remained largely intact, ?coffin = 0.42M deep
Discussion of 5.90
For discussion of the positioning/function of grave goods see 
(?????). The breaking of vessels seems to be widespread in 
mortuary  practice,the  inversion  of  flagon  base  over  the 
medalion may be of particular significance here (+ jet/myth)
5.91 possible grave
Figures 59,64,140
stratigraphic sequence
(11.3)  [1636]
***********|********
        [1646]
           |
        [1654]  (5.91)
           | 
        [1645]
***********|********
(3.8)   [1668]
context description
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[1645]   Cut, steep sided, rectangular in plan, long sides 
oriented NE-SW. Dimensions 1.00x0.50M
[1654]   Grey/orange sand(50) silt(50) with pebbles. Slight 

silty  stain  in  base  of  fill  recorded  as  possible  body 
stain

[1646]   Brown/grey clay(30) silt(70) with moderate pebbles. 
Upper fill of [1645]
Discussion of 5.91
Given  the  location,  orientation,  shape  and  size  of  this 
feature, it is interpreted as the grave of an infant, where 
the           skeleton has been destroyed by the acidic 
gravels. The cartilaginous  bone of neonates is especially 
vulnerable to acid  
attack.  No  trace  of  coffin,  but  this  compares  with  other 
infant inhumations.  (see 5.94)
5.92 inhumation
Figures59,64,141
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|********
       [1608]
         |
       [1677]  (5..92)
         |
       [1607]
*********|********
(3.8)  [1668]
context descriptions
[1607]    N-S grave cut
[1677]    Extended supine adult inhumation, skull located at N 

on its right side. Arms slightly flexed, hands ?meeting 
over sacrum. Legs extended. (see discussion of this sub-
group)
     In  situ  Fe  nails  indicate  wooden  coffin  c. 
1.80Mx0.40M. A single hobnail boot (SF 834) lay below the 
skull, oriented E-W. A single green glass bead may or may 
not be residual

[1608]    Grey/brown silt(60) with orange brown clay(20) with 
moderate pebbles: redeposited natural, grave backfill
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Duscussion of 5.92
This inhumation provides an interesting example of the "bone 
tumble" effect. Although the limb position conforms roughly to 
the description given above, the lumbar vertebrae have moved 
out of position, the finger bones are scattered as far as the 
knees, both patellae lie beside the left femur, the left tibia 
is articulated at the knee but its distal end overlies that of 
the  right  tibia,  the  left  fibula  remaining  in  the  correct 
position. Both feet are also scattered, but this may due to 
the tight fit of the coffin at that end suggested by the 
nails. For a general discussion of "bone tumble" see Group 5 
discussion.
See also trial work trench 10, section 14, contexts [195],
[193]&[212].
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5.93 inhumation
Figures59,64,142
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|********
      [1619]
        |
      [1650]
        |     (5.93)
      [1649]
        |
      [1620]
********|********
(3.8) [1668]
context descriptions
[1620]   NNE-SSW grave cut, horizontally truncated, surviving 

0.30M deep at max
[1650]    Grey/brown sandy silt deposit 2.28x0.58x0.10M above 

and around skeleton, defined within backfill. Interpreted 
as the silting of a decaying coffin with lid

[1649]   Inhumation, ?adult. Original attitude of body unknown 
due to extreme "bone tumble". See fig 142 + discussion of 
this sub group. In situ Fe nails indicate a coffin 2.30M 
long. A miniature pottery vessel (SF 777) lay on its side, 
open neck facing SSW, within the coffin

[1619]     Orange  sandy  silt  with  frequent  gravel,  grave 
backfill
Discussion of 5.93
The "bone tumble" seen here is very severe. The body may have 
been extended, but all bones appear to have moved, eg cranium 
on left side lying on ribs, pelvic wings 0.30 M apart, one in 
area of abdomen, the other ?between the legs
In  this  context  it  should  be  noted  that  "bone  tumble"  is 
present in a grave at a low OD (9.07), cut into the gravels, 
with evidence of a coffin surviving with an intact lid long 
enough for silt to accumulate over the body
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5.94 possible grave
Figures 59,64,140
stratigraphic sequence
          ?
**********|*******
        [1683]
          |    (5.94)
        [1684]
**********|*******
(3.11)  [1656]
context descriptions
[1684]   Cut, oriented NNE-SSW, 0.86 (slightly truncated by 
[1459]) x 0.40M, steep sided, rectangular in plan
[1683]    Grey/brown silty sand with moderate pebbles. In the 

N-W corner of the fill was a pottery vessel (SF 800), a 
baby's feeding beaker. This was broken, its base lying 
0.25M away from the main group of sherds, against the west 
edge of the feature

Discussion of 5.94
By analogies in form etc and type of ritual (broken vessel), 
this feature is interpreted as the grave of an infant/neonate, 
where all bone has been destroyed by the acid gravels
See  anthropological  literature  etc  for  "ritual  killing"  of 
artefacts to be used as grave goods. Cf grief behaviour
 
In the field this burial was first defined below (3.11), but 
on the basis of the relationships of other graves with Group 3 
features, the suggestion must be that the cut was missed at a 
higher level and cut (3.11), being directly backfilled and 
therefore hard to distinguish. Where the grave was originally 
cut from cannot be established
5.95 possible grave
Figures 59,64,143
stratigraphic sequence
(8.25)  [1590]
**********|********
        [1672]
          |     (5.95)
        [1671] 
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**********|********
(3.11)  [1656]
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context descriptions
[1671]   Steep sided cut with level base at 9.35 OD, only 

truncated remnant survives.
[1672]    Grey sand (20) silt(20) clay(60), with occasional 

pebbles. Backfill of cut ?derived from [1656]
Discussion of 5.95
No finds or human bone in fill, but shape, OD and location in 
an  area  of  burial  suggests  that  this  feature  may  be  the 
truncated corner of a grave. Orientation could be either N-S 
or E-W, and may be related to (5.94/5.100) -  N-S burials or 
(5.101/5.102/5.103) - E-W burials  
5.96 inhumation
Figures 59,64,144
 
stratigraphic sequence
(8.28)  [1638/9]
************|*********
          [1692]
            |
          [1715]  (5.96)
            |
          [1693]
************|*********
(3.12)    [1770]
context descriptions
[1693]    N-S grave cut
[1715]    Extended supine adult inhumation, head would have 

been located at S. Arms flexed, left hand over right hip, 
right  hand  ?over  base  of  sternum.  Legs  extended  and 
parallel, but with some "bone tumble" particularly visible 
in the position of the left tibia (proximal end by right 
knee)  and  the  feet  (tarsal  bones  displaced  to  S  of 
expected position
     In situ Fe nails indicate a wooden coffin 0.50M wide

[1692]    Dark brown/black silty clay, with frequent gravel, 
moderate charcoal flecks and frags of cremated bone. Grave 
backfill

Discussion of 5.96
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1)   Fill  seems  to  be  derived  from  cremation  activity  or 
alternatively the grave was cut through [1638/9] (very similar 
material) and the relationship was missed 
2)   For discusion of "bone tumble" see Group 5 discussion
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5.97 inhumation
 
Figures 59,64,145
stratigraphic sequence
(8.29)  [1714]
**********|********
        [1723]
          |
        [1728]  (5.97)
          |
        [1724]
**********|********
(3.12)  [1770]
context descriptions
[1724]    NNE-SSW grave cut
[1728]    Extended supine ?juvenille inhumation, head located 

at  NNE.  Arm  lying  by  sides,  very  slightly  flexed  with 
hands accross proximal ends of femora. Left leg extended, 
right leg slightly flexed, such that right foot is beside 
left foot. No evidence survives for a coffin. A Cu alloy 
coin (SF 848) found in the backfill to the right of the 
skull, seems likely to be an intentional deposition

[1723]    Grey sand(50) and clay(50) with frequent pebbles, 
grave backfill

Discussion of 5.97
This inhumation may prove to group out with other similarly 
oriented along side the ditches (eg 5.98/5.93/5.104)
5.98 inhumation
Figures 59,64,143
stratigraphic sequence
(8.30)  [1713]
***********|*************
        [1718]
           |
        [1719]  (5.98)
           |
        [1717] 
***********|*************
(2.3) _____|_____  (3.14)
      |         |
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   [1787]    [1759]
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context descriptions
[1717]    NNE-SSW grave cut
[1719]   Infant inhumation, head located at NNE. Bone survival 

extremely poor, only fragments of the cranium and a few 
teeth  survive  (?cartilagenous  bone  destroyed  by  acid 
gravel/b'earth) 
     In situ Fe nails indicate burial in a wooden coffin 
0.90x0.30M. Within and on the east side of the coffin was 
a miniature pottery vessel (SF 840) lying on its side, 
open      neck to the N. Its position in relation to the 
body is      unclear, as none of the post cranial skeleton 
survives. A      few hobnails were found in the backfill 
(SF  898/899),possibly  grave  goods.  (However,  a  block 
lifted outside the coffin on the east side as a hobnail 
boot proved on X-ray to be iron pan)

[1718]     Grey  sand(10)  silt(20)  clay(70)  with  frequent 
gravel.      Grave backfill
5.99 possible grave
Figures 59,64,146
stratigraphic sequence
(8.31)  [1708]
***********|**********
        [1709]
           |    (5.99)
        [1710]
***********|**********
(3.14)  [1759] 
context descriptions
[1710]    Steep sided rectilinear cut with flat base at 9.30 

OD. Mostly truncated.
[1709]    Grey/orange sand/silt, with one frag of ?worked 
stone      (SF 836) 
Discussion of 5.99
Either  the  W  end  of  an  E-W  grave  (on  basis  of  shape, 
orientation, location and OD) or another feature, or something 
the excavator made up
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5.100 inhumation
Figures 59,64,147
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1360]
***********|*********
        [1524]
           |
        [1557]  (5.100)
           |
        [1558]
***********|*********
(8.25)  [1590]
context descriptions
[1558]    N-S grave cut 
[1557]   Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head located at S 

lying upside down, facing W. Left arm extended with hand 
on  left  side  of  pelvis,  right  arm  flexed  with  forearm 
resting across abdomen. Legs extended, but lower leg bones 
are disarticulated and lying parallel with the femora but 
with their proximal ends level with the mid point on the 
femur  shaft

          In  situ  Fe  nails  indicate  a  wooden  coffin 
1.82x0.41M. A miniature pottery vessel (SF 650) lay within 
the coffin, to the E of the distal end of the right femur

[1524]    Grey brown silt with occasional frags of tile. Grave 
backfill with some building material

Discussion of 5.100
Some  signs  of  "bone  tumble",  ie  cranial  position  and 
divergence of right ulna /radius 
Disarticulation  of  both  legs  needs  another  explanation  as 
there is no room at the N end of the coffin for the legs to 
have been extended. Possible explanations are:
 
1)   Legs disarticulated at time of insertion into coffin 
(why?)
2)  Body interred with legs raised at the knees, subsequently 
collapsed. (Why?/how long does rigor mortis last)  
3)   Whole body has slipped down the coffin (ie femora have 
slipped over the tibiae
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4)    Wierd post-depositional processes
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5.101 inhumation
Figures 59,64,148
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1360]
***********|*********
        [1440]
           |
        [1482]   (5.101)
           |
        [1496]
***********|*********
(8.26)  [1585]
context descriptions
[1496]    E-W grave cut
[1482]   Supine extended ?adult inhumation, head located at W 

lying on its side facing S. Left arm extended beside body, 
right arm flexed with hand over left hip, legs ?extended 
(but truncated across femora)
     Two ?in situ Fe nails may indicate a wooden coffin

     
[1440]    Grey/brown silt with frequent pebbles, occasional 

tile and ragstone frags. Grave backfill with some building 
material

5.102 inhumation
Figures 59,64,149
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1360]
***********|********
        [1439]
           |
        [1477]
           |    (5.102)
        [1494]
           |
        [1476]
***********|********
(8.26)  [1585]
context descriptions
[1476]    E-W grave cut
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[1494]   ?Supine adult inhumation, head located at W, crushed 

by weight of backfill. Left arm flexed across body with 
forearm at 90 degrees to the humerus. Right arm flexed 
with  hand  ?over  sternum.  Leg  position  unclear,  see 
discusion below. No evidence for a coffin (survives)
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[1477]    Grey/brown sand/silt and gravel with occasional 
ragstone blocks up to 0.20x0.15x0.10M and some human bone. 
Grave backfill with some ?building material

   
[1439]     Grey  silt(40)  clay(60)  with  frequent  pebbles, 

moderate Fe nails (not recorded as in situ) and a possible 
redeposited cremation. Upper fill of grave 

Discussion of 5.102
State of bone is poor, with most of torso missing. Bones lie 
in three distinct groups; skull, arms, pelvis with legs. This 
can partly be explained by the decay of the torso, but the 
groups of bones appear to have moved out of position relative 
to a standard inhumation 
Note  the  position  of  femora  overlying  tibiae.  This  can  be 
closely paralleled with (5.100) where some attempt has been 
made  too  explain  the  process.  Inhumations  displaying  these 
characteristics  may  be  worth  pursuing  as  a  group.  See 
discussion of the "bone tumble" in (5.100)
Presence of Fe nails in the backfill leaves some doubt as to 
the use of a coffin in this instance
5.103 inhumation
Figures 59,64,150
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1360]
***********|**********
        [1457]
           |
        [1458]  (5.103)
           |
        [1459]   
***********|**********
(8.27)  [1539]
context descriptions
[1459]    E-W grave cut
[1458]    Extended supine ?adult inhumation, head located at E 

on      its left side. Left arm flexed with hand just 
below mandible, right arm extended by side of body with 
hand behind pelvis. Legs extended with exception of lower 
left leg, flexed so that right foot overlays left foot 
     No clear evidence for a coffin
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[1457]     Dark  brown  silty  sand(60)  with  gravel(40)  with 
occasional tile. Grave backfill with some building material
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Discussion of 5.103
Coffin nails noted in fill, not recorded as in situ. However 
the inhumation is remarkable for the parallel arrangement of 
its  limbs,  suggesting  that  the  body  was  confined  eg  by  a 
coffin, shroud, or strapping
5.104 inhumation
Figures 59,64,151
stratigraphic sequence
(10.43)  [1447]
************|**************
         [1486]
            |
         [1495]
            |    (5.104)
         [1783]
            |
         [1784]
      ______|______
      |           |
    [1792]     [1793]
      |___________|
            |
         [1785] 
************|*************
(6.45)   [1687]  
 
context description
[1486] [1495]  Excavated as an extremely irregular cut and its 

brown sand/clay/silt fill, [1486]. Subsequently realized 
that this random hole was in fact part of grave [1785] 
which was not defined at this stage 

[1785]    NNE-SSW grave cut 
[1793] [1792]  Inhumation, ?adult [1793], head located at SSW. 

Attitude of body unknown due to extensive "bone tumble". 
Cranium  disarticulated  from  mandible  and  from  torso, 
having  rotated  and  lying  face  up.  Arm  position  also 
unknown.  Location  of  pelvis  in  relation  to  femora  may 
suggest  supine  burial.  Legs  were  extended  with  left 
crossing right at ankle. (Lower legs were retrieved from 
section where they ran under unstrat wall)
     Inhumation  was  contained  in  a  wooden  coffin, 
indicated  by  coffin  stain  [1792]  0.45M  wide,  which 
survived in places as (?mineralised)wood, but mostly as a 
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purple/grey silt. There was no evidence to suggest that 
nails had been used in its construction    

[1784]    Brown  silt(40)  with  orange  sand(20),  grey/green 
silt(20)  and  gravel(20).  Lower  grave  fill,  possibly 
related to collapse of coffin, but lacked definition
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[1783]    Brown sand/clay/silt(70) with gravel(30). 
Redeposited natural grave backfill
Discussion of 5.104
1) Coffin may have been pegged
2)[1495] may indicate the slumping ?surface of the backfill 
after the coffin had collapsed
3)  For  general  discussion  of  "bone  tumble"  see  Group  5 
discussion  +Possibility  of  water  (?spring  line  on  gravel 
terrace) causing some of these effects in cases where coffin 
survival permitted bone movement after rotting of soft tissues 
4) NB common alignment of this grave on ditches (4.13-4.19), ?
grouping with (5.93), (5.98) etc
5.105 possible grave
Figures 59,64,146
stratigraphic sequence
(5.108)  [1442]
************|********
         [1452]
            |   (5.105)
         [1453]
************|********
         natural
context descriptions
[1453]    Unexcavated, orientation unknown
[1452]   Grey silty chalk deposit, with clay(20) and sand(20). 
Fill of cut, unexcavated due to standing walls
Discussion of 5.105
Comparable  to  inhumations  in  this  burial  area  packed  with 
"chalk".  Must  be  seen  as  a  probable  grave.  See  also  the 
discussion of (5.108) - it could be part of the same grave
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5.106 inhumation
Figures 59,64,152
stratigraphic sequence
(5.108)              (5.109)
       [1442]  [1310]
**********|******|**********
          |______|
              |
            [1384]
              |
            [1414]   (5.106)
              |
            [1415]
              |
            [1385]
**************|*************
(9.10)      [1478]
context descriptions
[1385]    NNE-SSE grave cut
[1414] [1415]  Supine extended adult inhumation [1414] head 

would have been located at NNE. Arms very slightly flexed 
with hands lying on their respective wings of the pelvis, 
legs  extended  and  parallel.  In  situ  Fe  nails  indicate 
wooden coffin

          Body lay on a bed of "chalk" [1415] within the 
coffin,  with  some  of  the  deposit  over  the  body,  but 
appearing mixed with the grave backfill. 0.10M deep at max

[1384]    Grey/brown clay(20) sand(30) gravel and silt(30) 
with frequent "chalk"(20), grave backfill

5.107 inhumation
Figures 59,64,153
stratigraphic sequence
(5.111)  [1265]
************|*********
         [1288]
            |
         [1280]  (5.107)
            |
         [1279]
************|*********
(9.12)   [1379]
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context descriptions
[1279]    E-W grave cut
[1280]   Inhumation ?juvenille, head located at E. Only the 

cranium and mandible survive truncation, lying on their 
left side, possibly indicating supine burial

          In situ Fe nails indicate a wooden coffin c 0.40M 
wide. Within the cofffin, the skull lay pillowed on a re-
used tile

[1288]    Grey/brown sand(40) clay(30) gravel and silt(30), 
grave backfill

Discussion of 5.107
Tile packing and structures occur on this site eg (5.76/5.85). 
In the Eastern burial area, an inhumation lying in a tile 
"cist" was excavated at MSL 88
5.108 possible grave
Figures 59,64,153
stratigraphic sequence
(6.46)  [1144]
***********|**********
        [1441]
           |   (5.108)
        [1442]
***********|**********
(5.105)    |     (5.106)
     ______|_______       
     |            |
  [1452]        [1384]
context descriptions
[1442]    Cut, only part of one steeply sloping edge remains, 

with  a  base  at  9.44M  (AOD).  Orientation  of  feature 
therefore unknown, orientation of edge is NNE-SSW

[1441]     Grey/brown  sand(40)  clay(40)  gravel(40)  with 
occasional mortar and tile. Fill containing some building 
material

Discussion of 5.108
A  possible  grave,  for  the  usual  reasons.  However  it  looks 
rather as if this cut may in fact be the same as possible 
"chalk" grave (5.105), although excavated as distinct features
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5.109 inhumation
Figures 59,64,154
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1257]
************|**********
         [1309]
            |
         [1327]
            |    (5.109)
         [1350]
            |
         [1310]
************|**********
(5.106)  [1384]
context descriptions
[1310]    E-W grave cut
[1350] [1327]  Extended supine infant inhumation [1350], head 

located at W. Left arm extended beside body, right arm ?
disturbed  during  excavation  as  the  humerus  stood 
vertically  by  the  ribs  but  the  ulna  and  radius  are 
missing.  Legs  are  almost  extended,  knees  apart,  feet 
together
     Wooden coffin indicated by outline of the "chalk" 
deposit [1327] that was packed around the body 0.14M deep, 
covering all but the top of the cranium. Two Fe nails at 
the  W  end  of  the  grave  may  relate  to  this  coffin  or 
another  structure  at  the  head  of  the  grave  or  be 
redeposited

[1309]    Grey/brown sand(50) silt(25) clay(25) with frequent 
pebbles. Grave backfill
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5.110 inhumation
Figures 59,64,154
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1227]
************|**********
         [1340]
            |  
         [1358]  (5.110)
            |
         [1341]
************|**********
(9.11)   [1480]
context descriptions
[1341]    NNE-SSW grave cut
[1358]    Inhumation ?adult, head would have been located at 

NNE. Only the extended legs of this burial survive, in a 
position  which  suggests  a  supine  attitude.  In  situ  Fe 
coffin nails indicate a wooden coffin

[1340]    Grey/brown sand(40) clay(30) silt and gravel(30), 
grave backfill

5.111 possible grave
Figures 59,64,155
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1257]
************|**********
         [1264]
            |    (5.111)
         [1265]
************|**********
(5.107)  [1288]
context descriptions
[1265]   Steep sided cut, sub-rectangular in plan, truncated 
vertically by unstrat. Flatish base at 10.08M (AOD)
[1264]     Orange/brown  sand(50)  gravel(20)  silt(20)  and 
clay(10),      fill of [1265]
Discussion of 5.111
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On basis of form, OD, location in this area of burial, this 
feature  is  tentatively  interpreted  as  a  grave.  Probable 
orientation of cut is E-W
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5.112 inhumation
Figures 59,64,156
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1175]
************|**********
         [1253]
            |
         [1254]  (5.112)
            |
         [1252]
************|**********
(9.12)   [1379]
context descriptions
[1252]   E-W grave cut, V-shaped in profile, apparently as a 

result of being cut into very loose natural gravels
[1254]    Supine extended ?adult inhumation, head located at W 

in  upright  position.  Arms  flexed  with  forearms  crossed 
over pelvis (slight "bone tumble" of right arm ?due to 
settlement)  , legs extended

          Fe nails ?in situ may indicate wooden coffin, but 
only      three were found at the foot end of the grave 
and one at the head

 
[1253]     Orange/brown  silt(70)  sand(20)  gravel(10),  with 

moderate  mortar  frags  and  ragstone  lumps  up  to 
0.16x0.15x0.12M.  Grave  backfill  containing  considerable 
quantities of building material

5.113 inhumation
 
Figures 59,64,155
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1175] 
************|********
         [1417]
            |
         [1428]
            |    (5.113)
         [1432]
            |
         [1418]
************|********
(2.3)    [1395]
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context descriptions
[1418]    E-W grave cut
[1432]    Extended supine infant inhumation, head located at 

the      W slightly tipped to the left lateral side. Arms 
extended by sides, legs probably extended, but mostly 
truncated

          Fe nails ?in situ, may indicate a wooden coffin, but 
only  four  were  found.  A  decorated  beaker  (SF  611  ?
miniature) lay in the very NW corner of the cut, therefore 
outside any coffin

[1428]   Light grey sand and gravel(75) with silt(25) and 
occasional mortar frags up to 0.06M dia. Grave backfill 
with some ?building material

[1417]    Grey/brown silt(50) sand(50) with frequent pebbles, 
occasional mortar and op sig frags. Upper grave fill, with 

some  building  material.  Kept  distinct  from  [1428] 
because poor definition at the surface may have led to 
some mixing of [1417] and ditch fills of (2.3)

5.114 inhumation
Figures 59,64,157,158,159
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1175]
************|*******
         [1228]
            |
         [1229]
            |
         [1231]   (5.114)
            | 
         [1230]
            |
         [1227]
************|*******
(9.13)   [1419]
context descriptions
WARNING! THIS TEXT SECTION IS WIERD
[1227]    E-W grave cut. E end truncated by (12.9)
[1230] [1231]  Extended supine adult inhumation [1230] head 

would  have    been  located  at  W,  but  isn't.  Undamaged 
mandible and cervical vertebrae including axis and atlas 
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are ?in situ at the top of the spine, cranium lies face 
down  in  pelvic  cavity.  Arms  extended  by  sides,  legs 
extended and parallel (all below distal ends of the femora 
have been removed by (12.9) but patellae survive)
     In situ Fe nails indicate a wooden coffin <0.42M 
wide. Within this coffin, preserving a similar outline was 
a  light  grey  silt(70)  sand(10)  and  gravel(20)  deposit 
[1231], with frequent flecks of chalk, 0.21M deep at max. 
This  material  changed  with  depth,  gradually  becoming  a 
normal "chalk" packing deposit, dug as the same context, 
but with an outline exactly matching that of the coffin 
nails.  The  upper  part  of  the  deposit  overlay  all  the 
skeleton  save  the  top  of  the  cranium,  while  the  true 
"chalk" deposit lay between and under the bones, 0.04M at 
max

[1229]     Grey/brown  silt(50)  sand(40)  gravel(10)  with 
occasional small frags of ragstone. Context preserved a 
rectangular outline slightly more extensive than the upper 
part of [1231], with three Fe (?coffin) nails at the W 

          At the surface of the deposit were: at the W a 
pottery  vessel  (SF  442,painted  bowl)  lying  upright, 
further E approximately over the abdomen of [1230] was a 
roughly  shaped  limestone   slab  (SF  444),  lying  flat, 
hexagonal in plan. 

          This deposit was c 0.10M thick
[1228]    Sand(30) silt(70) with frequent pebbles and mortar 

flecks, occsaional shell, animal bone and charcoal. this 
fill is remarkable for the large ragstone blocks up to 
0.40x0.30x0.20M encountered throughout its depth, but only 
in the area above the coffin. A large Fe object (SF 424), 
possibly  a  key,  lay  in  amoungst  these  blocks. 
Brokenpottery vessel (SF 426) came from the soil fill

Interpretation of 5.114 (ie formation processes)
[1227]    Grave cut
[1230]     Inhumation. Perfect articulation of post-cranial 
skeleton argues against the cranium having reached its present 
position as a result of "bone tumble". A case of either: 
     
     a)   Cutting, a very tricky job given all the ligaments 
etc that would need to be severed - presumably post mortem. 
Note that no damage to mandible/vertebrae was visible while 
the material was in situ or
     b)   Removal of cranium after partial/total rotting of 
soft tissues         
[1231]    "Chalk" deposit as per the normal burial rite, 
showing original outline of coffin. The upper, silty part of 
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this context may be the silting/collapse of the coffin, the 
presence of the "chalk" in this material  an indication of a 
fluid         environment within the coffin or natural sorting 
of soils
[1229]   The position of  nails, small finds and the shape of 
this context suggest the collapsed lid of the coffin, mixed 
with some backfill. Note that the bowl overlies the expected 
position of the cranium if this was a normal burial. ?Bowl and 
hexagonal slab were originally resting on the coffin lid
[1228]    a) Localisation of large ragstone boulders to the 
area over the coffin may indicate that these were piled over 
the coffin lid prior to backfill. The plans of the stones made 
as the fill was taken down (see Fig 157) suggest there was a 
gap over approximate position of the pottery vessel (SF 442), 
and therefore over the position where the skull would have 
been.  No  stratigraphic  evidence  exists  to  indicate  whether 
this was left void or immediately filled with soil backfill
          b) Backfill, with ?food remains, either deposited 
with the ragstone, or after they were piled up
Discussion of 5.114
A  complex  burial!  Some  attempt  to  explain  the  formation 
processes at work has been set out above. Further problems 
remain
-  Function/form  of  "chalk"  at  time  of  introduction  into 
coffin. If it hastened the decomposition of soft tissues, this 
may explain how, if not why, the cranium was removed without 
damage
-  The ragstone in the fill may be perceived as preventing 
access to or egress from the coffin. Its arrangement over the 
coffin suggests more than just disposal of unwanted rubble. An 
outside possibility is that the boulders represent an above 
ground marker (?cairn) which has collapsed into the grave on 
the collapse/rotting of some organic structure within it. The 
origin context of these rough hewn boulders is unknown (cf 
[1638/9])
-  If the gap in the ragstone deposit was ever void, did it 
act as a post setting/libation funnel etc. Note that ?key (SF 
424) came from this area
-Our lackof knowledge ofRomanfunerary ritual/religion/custom
or  symbolism  makes  interpretation  of  the  material  evidence 
difficult. The small finds, burial arrangement and backfilling 
may have meanings which we lack the information to interpret
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In  conclusion,  this  burial  represents  the  (?unique) 
combination  of  the  well  known  practice  of  decapitation 
(however achieved) with that of inhumation in a coffin packed 
with a "chalk" deposit. The placement of grave goods and the 
quantity/arrangement of boulders in the fill combine to make 
(5.114) the most distinctive and therefore unrepresentative 
indicator of "mortuary behaviour" on the site
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5.115 possible grave
Figure 59
stratigraphic sequence
(10.3)    [422]
************|****************
          [669]
(5.115)     |
          [670]
************|****************
(3.2)     [697]
context descriptions
[670]     truncated cut with vertical side and flat base at 

9.22m OD. 0.12 x 0.55m and 0.70m deep.
[699]     yellow brown sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles. Fill of 

[670].
discussion of (5.115)
Given the sacle, OD height and position  of this cut it is 
probably the E end of a E-W grave.
Note (7.3) fig 160, see Group 7 (7.3) for description and 
explanation.
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Note; the following inhumation sub groups (5.116) to (5.133) 
were located during trial work outside the areas of subsequent 
excavation. These inhumations were not excavated and therefore 
do  not  appear  on  the  inhumation  database  or  individual 
drawings.
5.116 inhumation
Figure 161
location trench 2, section 20
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
*********|**********
       [354]
         |
(5.116)[355]
         |
       [353]
*********|**********
      natural
[353]     cut seen in section probably orientated E-W. Base of 
cut at      9.70m OD.
[355]     articulated supine inhumation, head would have been 

located at the W. No bone recovered.
[354]     grey sandy silt, 0.20m deep. Fill of [353].
discussion of (5.116)
This grave survived in area heavily truncated by post Roman 
quarry pits and is important in showing the possible extent of 
the cemetery outside the areas of excavation.
5.117 inhumation
Figure 161
location trench 5, section4
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)   [136]
************|***********
          [166]
(5.117)     |
          [165]
************|***********
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(14.13)   [167]
context description
[165]     steep sided flat base cut seen in section with the 

base at 9.55m OD. Possibly orientated N-S.
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[166]     grey brown silty clay with two ?femurs protuding 
from the section, no bone recovered. Fill of [165].
discussion of (5.117)
A N-S inhumation located to the N of ditch (4.7) that was not 
located in subsequent excavation of the area.

5.118 to 5.132 inhumations
Figures 161
location  trench 5, section 17, plan 3
stratigraphic sequence

subgroup * orientation * skeleton * lowest OD * small finds * 
5.118          N/S           -        9.35m        SF 7
5.119          ?          skull      10.00m         -
5.120          E/W           -       10.10m         -
5.121          ?             -       10.40m         -
5.122          ?             -       10.10m         -
5.123          ?             -       10.10m         -
5.124          ?             -       10.00m         -
5.125          ?           rib       10.05m         -
5.126          ?             -       10.10m         -
5.127         N/S         [283]       9.90m         -
5.128          ?             -        9.90m         -
5.129          ?             -        9.90m         SF 8&12
5.130          ?          [314]       9.91m         -
5.131         N/S            -       10.13m         -
5.132          ?          [315]      10.30m         SF 13&14  
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Table 3. Summary of trial work inhumations (5.118-132)
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discussion of (5.118) to (5.132)
A  series  of  inhumations  and  possible  inhumations  found  in 
trial  work  trench  5  and  outside  the  area  of  subsequent 
excavation. They consist of a series of rectangular cuts in 
plan or steep sided flat bottomed cuts in section some of 
which contained articulated skeletons. None of these features 
were excavated .
These inhumations continue the dense burial activity seen to 
the E and W  in the  excavation areas.

5.133 inhumation
Figure 161
location trench 6, plan 4
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
*********|**********
       [318]
         |
(5.133)[319]
         |
       [317]
*********|**********
     unexcavated
context description
[317]     linear cut running E-W, 2.20m x 0.80m.
[319]     unexcavated inhumation with head at the E.
[318]     brown sandy silt with occ. tile and charcoal flecks 

and Fe nail (SF 15).
discussion of (5.133)
E/W  inhumation  found  in  trial  work  that  was  in  area  of 
excavation, however given the high density of burials in this 
area  it  is  not  possible  to  confidently  equate  it  with  an 
excavated inhumation.  
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                       Group 5 discussion
Introduction
The  lack  of  specialist  reports  available  means  these 
discussions are only cursory. The inhumated bone report is 
forthcoming (see appendix 12) and some pottery dating evidence 
and initial comments are available (see appendix 15). 
The  information  concerning  each  burial  is  recorded  on  a 
database  (see  appendix  5)  and  will  be  updated  as  more 
information becomes available.
 
For  the  purposes  of  this  discussion  the  inhumations  only 
located  in  trial  work  are  not  included  apart  from  in  the 
discussion on distribution of the inhumations. So the figures 
mentioned below are of an assemblage of 115 inhumations.
Lack  of  dating  information  does  not  allow  for  attempted 
grouping of contemporary inhumations, especially as many of 
the inhumations are isolated features.

Bone preservation
When the bone report is complete it is hoped to compare the 
amount of bone surviving for each skeleton with the amount 
that  could  be  expected  to  survive  with  respect  to  the 
truncation. The factors affecting bone survival are many and 
interactive  eg.  biological,  chemical  and  environmantal, 
Boddington et al 1986.
Two interesting cases at Hooper Street are;the double burial 
(5.81)  where  the  preservation  of  bone  is  considerably 
different between the two skeletons in the same grave, and 
inhumation  (5.86)  where  there  was  minimal  survival,  those 
bones that survived were adjacent to a grave good assemblage, 
indicating some relationship? 
Bone tumble or displacement
A  number  of  skeletons  exhibited  displacement  of  the 
arrangement of the skeleton see table 4 and Boddington et al 
1986. It is hoped to catagorise this displacement and compare 
it  to  other  variables  eg  the  presence/absence  of  a  wooden 
coffin.  The  reasons  for  this  displacement  of  the  skeletal 
arrangement could be many eg. post burial disturbance, affects 
of shroud burial, pre burial decomposition or displacement by 
ground water etc. 
Preservation  is  also  related  to  bone  recovery  by  the 
archaeologist and this was concentrated on at this site, see 
appendix 8.
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Attitude of the body
A majority of the skeletons were supine, extended with the 
legs parallel and the arms in a variety of positions, see 
table  5.  A  majority  of  the  E-W  inhumations  the  haed  was 
located at the W and of the N-S inhumations a majority had the 
head at the N.
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Decapitations
Two graves (5.114) and (5.40) had the cranium  and cranium and 
mandible  removed  and  placed  elsewhere  in  the  grave. 
Inhumations (5.65) and (5.45) were possible decapitations.
Coffins
Wooden coffins
90 inhumations showed evidence of burial in a wooden coffin 
through either a wood stain and/or arrangement of iron nails, 
see  table  6,  and  fig  161a.  Some  of  the  coffins  were 
constructed with wooden pegs as they had wood stains but no 
iron nails. It is hoped to study the form of construction of 
these coffins from the drawings of the coffin nail location 
and orientation. Some of these coffins certainly had lids but 
it is no means certain that they all did.
Only  four  fragments  of  coffin  survived  and  are  awaiting 
analysis. (see appendix 16).
Tile coffins
Some inhumations appeared to have used tiles as a form of 
coffin, the best example of this was (5.76) where the head and 
torso were covered by an arrangement of tiles. The head of 
inhumation (5.107) 
was lying on a tile and two tiles were found possibly leaning 
against the inside or outside of a wooden coffin in (5.85).

"Chalk" burials
A Roman burial rite was to cover or surround the body in a 
chalk/plaster like substance. The reasons for this are still 
unclear partly because the end product may differ from the 
chemical composition of the substance when it was originally 
used, i.e was it to preserve or to aid decomposition. Another 
reason may be that bodies that are not going to be buried for 
some time the coffin is filled with a substance that inhibits 
decay and smell and lossof body fluids.
Study of the "chalk" samples will hopefully reveal wether the 
substance was originally a liquid or a powder and its original 
composition.
At Hooper Street there were 21 "chalk" inhumations of which 4 
also had burial goods see tables 7 and 8, and fig 161b.
Burial goods
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43 inhumations had associated burial goods, see table 9 and 
fig 161c. The burial goods can be catagorised as;
Vessels     pottery
            glass
            pewter
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Personal jewellery    jet
                      cu alloy
                      glass
                      tortoise shell
                      shale
                      bone
Coins
Animal remains
Hob nail boots
Wooden box
The obvious bias on the site is against organic burial goods. 
Discussion of these burial goods (when the specialist reports 
are available) will be on their; position, function, date, 
comparison  to  other  variables  eg.  age  and  sex  and  common 
associations of burial goods and burial rite.
Two inhumations (5.90&56) showed that pottery vessels had been 
deliberately broken before being put into the grave.
Grave cuts and backfills
The grave cuts are fairly uniform rectangular cuts with steep 
sides and a flat base with the height on the base varying from 
??>?? mOD to ??>?? m OD.
The backfills usually reflect the deposits through which the 
grave  was  cut.  Inhumations  such  as  (5.40)  have  a  large 
percentage of "cremation" type material in its backfill being 
dug  into  an  area  containing  dumps/fills  of  this  type  of 
material. On the whole the backfills tend to be redeposited 
natural  or  derived  from  the  earlier  quaarry  pit  fill  (see 
Group 3).
Grave structures
No in situ mauselea such as found at MSL87 and SCS83 were 
found at Hooper Street. However, one structure was located in 
trial  work  (see  14.6&7,  and  fig  16)  that  may  possibly  a 
funerary  structure.  A  number  of  truncated  features  were 
excavted that may relate to funeresy structures see (10.29),
(13.24) and (13.4). 
Also  some  cut  features  contained  large  amount  of  Roman 
building  material  in  their  backfills  eg  (4.2)  and  (13.16) 
possibly derived from colllapsed or demolished above ground 
funerary structures.
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Inhumation  (5.53)  was  contained  in  a  line  of  ?mortared 
building material perhaps with a wooden lid.
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Distribution of age and sex
Awaiting specialist report, see appendix 12.
A  number  of  infants  and  neonates  were  found  including  a 
possible still born. The infant burials appeared to have a 
similar range of burial rite that is, burial goods, coffins 
and  "chalk"  burials  and  did  the  adult  burials.  The  `care' 
taken over the infant burials may be an indicator of afterlife 
beliefs and also reflects the attitude of the Romans to infant 
death  i.e  they  are  disposed  of  with  similar  rites  to  the 
adults. Whether the number of infants reflects the expected 
number for this size of population is best compared across all 
the Roman London burial sites as to take in to account the 
possibility of zoning.

Disarticulated and redeposited human bone
Awaiting specialist report for a context list and possible 
"joins" from intercutting graves.
Many  contexts  on  site  contained  redeposited  human  bone 
presumably  reflecting  disturbance  of  earlier  graves.  Some 
inhumations  contained  redeposited  human  bone  eg  (5.52) 
contained a cranium and humerus.
Orientation and alignment
Again  this  discussion  is  awaiting  further  analysis  by 
measuring the orientation of the grave cuts/skeleton, adding 
to the database and sorting the results into measured groups. 
This is an important task as the inhumations are not in neat 
rows or one or two strict orientations.
At  the  moment  there  appear  to  be  a  number  of  common 
orientations  which  may  relate  to  the  development  of  the 
cemetery in the changing of the orientations.
To the NE of the site inhumations (5.2-8) appear to be on a 
similar N-S alignment. 
Ditches  (4.7)  and  (4.8/12)  and  at  right  angles  ditch 
(4.10/11/13-  19)  appear  to  have  inhumations  alongside  them 
that have a parallel alignment running E-W and N-S, perhaps 
dug on the edges of some enclosure described by these ditches. 
These two orientations are reflected in other inhumations
Along with the alignments described above there is another E-W 
alignment with a corresponding N-S alignment.
Distribution and density
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The density of inhumations across the site varies considerably 
from dense intercutting to open areas. This is not a feature 
of later trunaction and actually reflects the broad appearance 
of how the areas of the site were used.
The area of highest density is a band of inhumations runs from 
E- W  across the site  to the S of ditches (4.7) and (4.8). 
This is particularly notable when the inhumations located in 
trial work are taken into consideration, see fig161d.
A feature of the site is the areas where no burials inhumation 
or  cremation  has  taken  place  implying  a 
reson/motive/preference for particular parts of the cemetery 
for burial. The reasons for this could be many;
1. such as ownership/control of the cemetery land, 2. other 
activities or landscape features taking place in the "open 
areas" which limit or define the land available for burial.
3. relecting relationship, social or otherwise that existed in 
life,
4.  burials collecting around or along some landscape feature 
such as a ditch or road.
5. the "open areas" may be acess routes through the cemetery 
see also Group 2 discussion of the gap between ditch (2.3) and 
ditch (2.7).
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Table 4. inhumations exhibiting bone tumble.
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Table 5. attitude of inhumation.
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Table 7. "chalk" burials
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Table 8. "chalk" burials with burial goods
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Table 9. inhumations with burial goods.
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sub-group skele fill small    description
                     find
------------------------------------------------------------
5.006     498  496   87       pot vessel 
5.007     525  495   86       pot vessel 
5.013     642  641   134      cu. alloy pin outside coffin?
5.029     549  548   919      incomplete lamp holder
5.030     605  604   205      hobnails
5.035       0 1397   495      shale bracelet
                     496      shale bracelet
                     497      ?tortoise shell bracelet
5.037    1367 1366   474      hobnail boots
                     481      blue glass beads
                     480      small gilded glass bead
                     506      large gilded glass bead
                     507      large gilded glass bead
                     516      large gilded glass bead 
5.042    1533 1532   668      ?one/two hobnail boots
5.045    1474 1357   587      pottery cremation vessel
5.049    1323 1315   469      cu. alloy coin
                      ?       ?hobnail boots, retrieved in 
seiving
5.050    1298 1299   240      glass vessel 
5.051    1243 1241   398      coin
                     402      ?glass vessel
5.053    1246 1425   659      pottery vessel
5.056    1430 1429   562      shale bracelet
                     427,545,560,565,568,566,595,594,593,561,5
92,
                     582,583  broken pottery assemblage   
5.058     854  852   227      glass vessel
                      21      glass vessel
5.060     785 760    175      hobnail boots
                              + 3 groups fowl bones
5.060     809 760    199      pierced bone disk
5.065 765/853  ?     221      cu. alloy coin
5.068    1022 1021   366      hobnail boot
                     368      Fe. buckle
5.069     885  884   278      cu. alloy object
                     264-6,274 4 jet beads
                     359      wooden box + metal fittings
5.073     793  792   182      hobnail boot
5.076     981  998   342-4    tile canopy
5.078       0  856   256      hobnail boot
                      -       bird bones ?articulated
5.085     813  796   203      tile packing
                     198      pot vessel, containing bird 
bones
                     228      hobnail boots 
5.086     786  788   184      hobnail boot
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                     173      jet beads
                     172      jet die
                     170-1    2 cu. alloy coins
5.088    1485  1484  617      cu. alloy  ring ?worn
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sub-group skele fill small    description
                     find
------------------------------------------------------------
5.090    1673  1631  781      cu. alloy bracelet, worn
                     794      pottery vessel
                     829      pewter bowl
                     905-?    jet beads, medusa pendant
                      ?       broken flagon
5.092    1677 1608   834      hobnail boot
                      ?       glass bead
5.093    1649 1650   777      pottery vessel
5.094       0 1683   800      pottery vessel
5.097    1728 1723   848      cu. alloy coin
5.098    1719 1718   840      pottery vessel
                     888/9    hobnail boot
5.100    1557 1524   650      pottery vessel
5.107    1280 1288    -       tile as "pillow"  
5.113    1432 1428   611      pottery vessel 
5.114    1230 1229   442      painted pottery bowl
                     444      limestone slab
              1228   424      Fe. ?Key
                     426      broken pottery vessel      
7.003     956  946   305/6   hobnail boots 
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                     GROUP 6  THE CREMATIONS
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Introduction
As with the inhumation burials the cremation burials (Figure 
162) have been grouped together on the basis of similarity of 
activity rather on the basis of stratigraphy, although like 
the  inhumations  they  fall  into  the  broad  band  of  cemetery 
activity within recognisable phases of  pre and post cemetery 
activity deposits.
Each cremation or possible cremation and associated deposits 
are  in  one  sub  group  and  described  in  this  group.  The 
cremation cuts and burial arrangement are shown on drawings 
(Figures  163-180  )  and  the  information  concerning  each 
cremation is on a computer database (see appendix 6). 
The cremations are of two main types;
1. contained a ceramic vessel and buried
2. not  contained in a ceramic vessel, buried in the ground, 
assumed to be human bone, referred to as ?cremation
Obviously  those  that  are  in  a  ceramic  vessel  are  easily 
identifiable  whereas  those  that  are  just  in  a  pit  remain 
conjectural. They are identified by the size and shape of the 
cut and the presence of burnt bone and charcoal in the fill 
and many of them contain a variety of Fe nails.
The cremations will be discussed under the following topics in 
the Group 6 discussion.
     -stratigraphy/chronology
     -ceramic containers and arraignment
     -evidence for other containers
     -burial markers
     -burial goods 
     -comparison of burial goods in Groups 5 and 6
     -evidence for "ritual" 
     -relationship to inhumations
     -distribution of aged and sexed burials
     -spatial arrangement in cemetery
     -horizontal truncation and its effects
     -redeposited cremations
For details of cremations sampled and wet sieved see Appendix 
10
For full report on the cremated human remains see Appendix 13
For  report  on  the  carbonised  organic  material  from  the 
cremations see Appendix 14
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For dating evidence esp cremation vessel spot dates see Level 
III index and Appendix 15 

6.1 cremation
Figures 162,163
stratigraphic sequence
(10.1)         [489]
*****************|************
               [593]
                 |
(6.1)          [594]
                 |
               [592]
*****************|************        
(13.7)         [600]
context description
[592]     circular pit cut
[594]     burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 100) with 20% 

of      fill being silt. The cremation vessel (SF 100) was 
covered      by a tile lid (SF 99) and rested on two more 
tile fragments (SF 103).

[593]     brown grey silt (65) sand(20) pebbles(15). Backfill 
of [592].

6.2 cremation
Figures 162,163
stratigraphic sequence

(8.32)    [552]
************|************
          [523]
            |
          [563]
(6.2)       |
          [564]
            |
          [522]
************|*************
(3.2)     [528]
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context description
[522]     square pit cut with vertical sides and flat base
[564][563]     sitting upright in the centre of the cut was a 

globular amphora (SF 72) with a narrow neck and two strap 
handles. Before the amphora had been put into the cut 

its base had been removed, a pottery cremation vessel (SF 
89) and lid (SF 90) were placed on the base of the cut, 
the amphora was then placed over both the the cremation 
vessel and lid.

     The  cremation vessel  was lying on  its  side  with the 
lid in fragments (it was very poorly fired) around the 
vessel presumably having fallen over. [564] the burnt bone 
fill of the cremation vessel was mixed with silt which 
entered after the vessel had fallen over and "lost" its 
lid.

     The top of the amphora was covered by a tile lid (SF 85) 
and  not  backfilled  (as  was  6.34).  [563]  brown-grey 
silt(90) sand(10) filled the bottom c.20% of the amphora 
as a result of silt entering through the cracked tile lid.

[523]     brown-grey silt(50) sand(50)  with some pot and 
burnt      bone. Backfill of [522].
discussion of 6.2
The lid of the amphora was seen at the same level as the top 
of the cut at 10.67m OD with very little fill over it, if the 
lid was to allow libations etc to be conducted after burial 
then  this  would  suggest  that  the  lid  was  at  or  near  the 
contemporary land surface. Compare with the burial "marker" 
level of cremation (6.12)

6.3 ?cremation
Figures 162,164
stratigraphic sequence
(10.12)   [1203]
*************|***********
          [1233]
             |
(6.3)     [1234]
*************|***********
(8.6)     [1289]
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context descriptions 
[1234]    sub-circular pit cut
[1233]    grey-black silt(50) sand(50) with burnt bone and 
charcoal flecks, some Fe nails (SF 844) were recovered from 
seiving. 

6.4 ?cremation
Figures 162,164
stratigraphic sequence
(8.3)     [1383]
*************|**********
          [1402]
(6.4)        |
          [1403]
*************|**********
(3.5)     [1467]
context descriptions
[1403]    circular pit cut
[1402]    friable black "ashy" deposit with some lenses of 

orange      clay and freq. burnt bone and some pottery. Fe 
nails (SF 900) were recovered from seiving.

6.5 ?cremation
Figures 162,164
stratigraphic sequence
(8.33)    [1165]
*************|***********
          [1218]
(6.5)        |
          [1219]
*************|***********
(8.7)     [1220]
context descriptions
[1219]    sub-circular pit cut
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[1218]    grey-black silt(70) clay(30) with moderate burnt 

bone and charcoal frags, also  some tile and Fe nails (SF 
839).

6.6 ?cremation
Figures 162,165
stratigraphic sequence
(10.13)   [1159]
************|************
          [1194]
(6.6)       |
          [1195]
************|************
(8.33)      [1165]
context descriptions
[1195]    circular pit cut
[1194]     black-grey  silt(60)  clay(30)  sand(10)  with  much 
burnt      bone and charcoal. Fe nails (SF 843) and glass 
fragment (SF      621) recovered from seiving.

6.7 ?cremation
     
Figures 162,165
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|**********
          [1170]
(6.7)        |
          [1171]
*************|**********
(8.33)      [1165]
context description
[1171]    sub rectangular pit cut
[1170]     the  central  part  of  the  fill  was  a  grey-brown 

silt(70)      clay(20) sand(10) with moderate burnt bone, 
charcoal and large fragments of burnt wood (sample 130). 
The fill surrounding this was similar but contained 30% 
pebbles and some flecks of chalk and tile and a piece of 
op sig (SF 371).
Fe nails (SF's 372 and 850) were also found.
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discussion of 6.7    
The burnt wood and nails produced no cohesive pattern as for a 
wooden  container  for  the  ?cremation  and  may  be  debris 
collected along with the burnt bone from the pyre, ie either 
firewood or the burnt remains of some wooden coffin/bier.
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6.8 cremation
Figures 162,163
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|************
          [1173]
             |
(6.8)     [1174]
             |
          [1172]
*************|************
(8.33)    [1165]
context descriptions
[1172]    circular cut truncated in half to the N
[1174]     pottery  cremation  vessel  (SF  351)  was  standing 

upright      with "mortar" lid (SF 353) on top. [1174] 
bone fill with some brown silty sand.

[1173]     brown-grey  sand(70)  clay(20)  silt(10)  with  few 
flecks      charcoal.
See also trial work trench 6, section 5B, plan 4, contexts 
[296]=[320]=[1172], [298]=[1174] and [297]=[321]=[1173].
6.9 cremation
Figures 162,166
stratigraphic sequence
(8.8)     [1433]
*************|************
          [1434]    
             |
          [1461]
(6.9)        |
          [1511]
             |
          [1435]
*************|************
       ______|______   
      |             |
   [1283]         [1465]     (3.6)
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context descriptions
[1435]    circular pit cut
[1511][1461]   pottery cremation vessel (SF 590) stood upright 

on      the base of the cut with ceramic lid (SF 596) on 
top.  The  lid  had  partially  collapsed  into  the  vessel 
leaving the edge of the lid on the outside of the rim of 
the vessel, the lid appeared to be of the "specially" made 
type  rather  than  utilising  a  dish  or  plate  etc. 
Immediately  to  the  N  of  the  cremation  vessel  stood  a 
flagon (SF 563).
Burnt  bone   fill [1511]  at the  bottom of the cremation 
vessel  contained  a  a  burnt  bone/chalk?  spindle 
whorl/gaming piece? (SF 640). Above this fill was [1461] 
black silt with no cremated bone presumably the result of 
silting through the cracked lid.

[1434]    grey-black sandy clay. Backfill of [1435]
discussion of 6.9
This  cremation  burial  is  the  only  one  with  another  vessel 
placed next to it, however this practice is common in the 
inhumation burials of the Eastern cemetery and seen there as a 
container  for  food/liquids  etc.  This  cremation  also  has  a 
"grave" good placed in the burnt bone fill which could have 
been burnt along with the body or placed in the pot as a 
separate item.
6.10 ?cremation
Figures 162,166
stratigraphic sequence
(10.14)        [1146]
******************|***********
               [1209]
                  |
(6.01)         [1207]
                  |
               [1206]
******************|***********
(8.15)         [1315]
  
 context descriptions
[1206]    circular pit cut
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[1207]    black silty clay with frequent charcoal and  some 

burnt      bone and unburnt pottery. Fe nails (SF 879) and 
Cu alloy  frags  (SF's  877,  878,  882  and  883)  were 
recovered from seiving.

[1209]    brown clay (80) silt(20) with some tile flecks and 
oyster shell. This deposit appears to be an upper fill to 
this possible ?cremation.

6.11 cremation
Figures 162,166 
stratigraphic sequence
(12.3)    [1216]
*************|************
          [1135]
             |
          [1136]
(6.11)       |
          [1137]
             |
          [1138]
*************|************
(8.20)    [1237]
context descriptions
[1138]    sub circular pit cut truncated on the W side
[1137][1136]   pottery cremation vessel (SF 332) contained 

burnt      bone fill [1137] and an upper fill [1136] 
orange-brown silty sand with some burnt bone.

[1135]    orange-brown silt(90) sand(10). Backfill to [1138]. 

6.12 cremation
Figures 162,167,168
stratigraphic sequence
(10.21)        [1119]
******************|**************
               [1130]
                  |
               [1148]
                  |
 (6.12)        [1523]
                  |
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               [1226]
                  |
               [1129]
******************|**************
(8.20)         [1237]

context descriptions
[1129]    square pit cut with rounded corners, vertical sides 
and      flat base.
[1266][1523]   pottery cremation vessel (SF 335) stood upright 

on      the base of the cut  covered with a pottery lid 
(SF 336) which had partially collapsed into the cremation 
vessel. The burnt bone fill [1226]  was 60% burnt bone and 
40% yellow- brown silty sand and almost filled the vessel. 
It was sealed by [1523] a yellow-brown clay(30) sand(70) 
with part of the lid lying within it being silting in the 
vessel after the lid had collapsed.

[1148]    orange-brown silt(70) clay(30) with a series of Fe 
nails,  studs  relating  to  the  cremation  vessel(see 
discussion). Primary backfill to [1129].
[1130]     brown-grey  silt(60)  clay(40)  with  some  pottery, 

ragstone and tile. In the top of this deposit a circular 
band of building material lay inside the cut. Secondary 
fill to [1129] with some "marker" arrangement of building 
material  fragments  (see  discussion  below  and  "burial 
markers" in the Group 6 discussion)

discussion of 6.12
The cut appears to large for this cremation vessel, however at 
the base of the cut were many Fe "studs" (SF 364) and a small 
circle of similar Fe "studs" (SF 365) 50mm diameter. These 
suggest a wooden or textile object lying on the base of the 
cut onto which the cremation vessel was laid, this cut being 
large enough to accommodate this "object".
Another  series  of  Fe  nails  (SF,s  339,346,350  and  354)  and 
possible "brackets" (SF 355) surrounded the cremation vessel 
suggesting the vessel was in a wooden box with dimensions of 
c. 0.30m square.
This cremation burial appears to have a "marker" as seen in 
[1130] at 10.38m OD. If this was a marker (ie meant to be 
visible) this would at or near the contemporary ground surface 
which is some 0.29m lower than that postulated in (6.2).
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6.13 cremation
Figures 162,168
stratigraphic sequence
(10.21)   [1119]
*************|***********
          [1160]
             |
(6.13)    [1161]
             |
          [1162]
*************|************
(8.20)    [1237]
context descriptions
[1162]     circular  pit  cut,  shallow  appears  that  some 

horizontal truncation.
[1161]    burnt bone fill of cremation vessel (SF 348). The 
vessel and hence this fill was broken and spread out.
[1160]    brown silt (60) sand(40). Backfill to [1162].

6.14 cremation
Figures 162,168
stratigraphic sequence
(10.22)   [1208]
*************|*************
          [1449]
             |
(6.14)    [1517]
             |
          [1450]
             |
          [1451]
*************|**************    
(13.17)   [1424]
context descriptions
[1451]    sub-circular pit cut
[1450][1517]   pottery cremation vessel (SF 597) stood  in 

the centre of the cut. Burnt bone fill [1450] was 60% 
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burnt bone and 40% clay silt. Fe ?hobnails (SF 643) were 
found on top of this fill. [1450] was sealed by [1517] a 
yellow-brown  sandy  clay.  Both  these  fills  were 
considerably  thicker  on  one  side  of  the  pot  vessel 
reflecting the final attitude of the cremation vessel in 
the ground.

[1449]    brown-grey sand(60) clay(40). Backfill to [1451].
discussion of (6.14)
"grave goods" and cremations, (6.9) and (6.14) both contain 
objects in the burnt bone fill. Are these burnt along with 
body or added afterwards? If burnt along with the body these 
objects  would  be  under  represented  in  the  archaeological 
record.  By  examining  the  pyre  debris  in  Group  7  a  more 
representative notion of cremations and burial goods may be 
seen.
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6.15 cremation
Figures 162,169
stratigraphic sequence
(10.22)   [1208]
*************|***********
          [1285]
             |
          [1537]
(6.15)       |
          [1287]
             |
          [1286]
*************|************            
(13.55)   [1275]
context descriptions
[1286]    sub-circular pit cut
[1287][1537]   pottery cremation vessel (SF 415) stood in the 

centre of the cut with a pottery lid (SF 428) which had 
collapsed into the pot. [1287] the burnt bone fill was 
very compact and over 60% burnt bone. The lid was lying on 
top, one Fe nail (SF 661) was recovered from this deposit. 
[1537]  sealed  [1287]  being  a  yellow-brown  sand(70) 
clay(30), it contained portions of the lid which appeared 
upside down and one Fe nail (SF 662).

[1285]    grey-brown clay(80) silt(20) with some chalk flecks 
and      glass frag (SF 431) and Fe nail (SF 433). Backfill to 
[1286].
  
discussion of 6.15
Presence of Fe nails in the burnt bone deposit, remnant of 
wooden  coffin/stretcher  on  which  body  placed  on  the  fire? 
collected by accident with the burnt bone from the fire? more 
common association between burnt bone deposits and Fe nails 
when not placed in vessel.
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6.16 ?cremation
Figures 162,170
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|********
       [763]
         |    (6.16)
       [762]
*********|********
(1.3]  [868]
context descriptions
[762]     Cut of small pit, possibly rectangular/square in 

plan, mostly truncated by unstrat
[763]     Brown clay(20) with orange sand and gravel(80), with 

frequent burnt ?human bone. Provisionally interpreted as a 
cremation burial lacking a pottery vessel

6.17 cremation
Figures 162,170 
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*********
        [808]
          |
        [807]  (6.17)
          |
        [806]
**********|*********
(5.63)  [844]
context descriptions
[806]     Cut of small pit, circular in plan, only the lower 

part of which survives horizontal truncation
[807]      Burnt  bone  fill  of  pottery  vessel  (SF  215). 

Contamination possible due to above mentioned truncation
[808]     Dark brown sand(20) and clay(80) with occasional 

pebbles and burnt bone frags. Backfill of [806]
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Discussion of 6.17
Horizontal truncation indicates shallow burial for cremations 
with subsequent erosion etc or substantial ground reduction, 
the former seeming more likely
6.18 cremation
Figures 162,170
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat 
********|*********
      [818]
        |
      [819]  (6.18)
        |
      [817]
********|*********
(1.3) [726]
context descriptions
[817]     Small pit cut, mostly truncated by unstrat (modern 

basement). Form of cut unknown
[819]     Burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 208), both 
heavily truncated 
[818]     Grey clay(50) and silt(50) with occasional gravel. 

Backfill of [817]
6.19 ?cremation
Figures 162,170
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|*********
       [801]
         |    (6.19)
       [800]
*********|*********
(1.3)  [729]
context descriptions
[800]     Cut of small shallow pit, sub-circular in plan, 

disturbed during machine clearance
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[801]     Grey/brown sand(40) clay(60) with moderate pebbles, 

occasional charcoal flecks and burnt bone frags. Backfill 
of [800], the majority of the deposit destroyed by machine 
bucket tooth

Discussion of 6.19
Form of cut and inclusions in fill can be compared with other 
Group  6  features  provisionally  interpreted  as  cremation 
burials without pottery vessels. In this case the amount of 
burnt bone (surviving) is slight, so a similar interpretation 
must rate lower on Rahtz' "likely" scale
6.20 cremation
Figures 162,171
stratigraphic sequence
(7.7)  [1036]
**********|*********
        [928]
          |
        [929]  (6.20)
          |
        [927]
**********|*********
       natural
context descriptions
[927]      Small  pit,  circular  in  plan,  truncated  in  the 

horizontal plane by [1036]
[929]     Burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 290). Only the 

lower part of the vessel survived truncation, and this was 
badly degraded and friable

[928]     Gravel(75) with grey/brown silt(25), backfill of 
[927]
Discussion of 6.20
1)  Poor state of vessel fabric may indicate use of "seconds" 
for the disposal of the dead (pers. comm. Helen Rees)
2)  If dating of this sub-group is possible,it will be of 
relevance to Group 7, as 7.7 stratigraphically floats within 
it
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6.21 ?cremation
Figures 162,171
stratigraphic sequence
(7.1)  [1000]
**********|*******
        [992]
          |    (6.21)
        [993]
**********|*******
(2.8)  [1010]
  
context descriptions
[993]     ?Sub-circular cut
[992]      Grey  silt(60)  sand(30)  and  pebbles(10)  with 

occasional flecks of charcoal and burnt bone. Backfill of 
cut [993]

Discussion of 6.21
Interpretation is uncertain. May simply be a cremation without 
a pottery vessel, but as feature is truncated to S by unstrat 
and to E by [1000], its apparent sub-circular form may be 
deceptive. It is possible that it relates to the disposal of 
pyre debris or the site of a pyre pre-dating the Group 7 
activity (see Group 7 discussion and group 2 discussion).
6.22 cremation
Figures 162,171
stratigraphic sequence
(7.3)  [946]
*********|********
       [984]
         |
       [995]  (6.22)
         |
       [1025]
         | 
       [983]
*********|********
(7.1)  [1008]
context descriptions
[983]     Cut of small pit, sub-circular in plan
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[995] [1025]   Fills of pottery vessel (SF 313). Upper fill 

[995],  a  brown  sand(20)  silt(80)  with  occasional  burnt 
bone, may be backfill that has entered the vessel with the 
collapse of its neck. The lower fill [1025] is a deposit 
of burnt bone with occasional pot (?sherds of SF 313) and 
Fe nails (? coffin nails). 

          In situ Fe nails(SF 315) in [984], around the 
cremation      vessel indicate that it may have been contained 
in or      covered by a wooden structure 
[984]     Brown/orange silt(60) sand(20) and pebbles(20) with 
occasional charcoal flecks. Backfill of [983]
Discussion of 6.22
This cremation lies between ?pyre debris (7.3) and primary 
fill (7.1)
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6.23 cremation
Figures 162,172
stratigraphic sequence
(5.81)   [827]
***********|**********
         [860]
           |
         [863]  (6.23)
           |
         [859]
***********|**********
(8.22)   [888]
context descriptions
[859]     Pit cut, sub-rectangular in plan, with steep sides 

and a rounded base. In the NW corner of the base is a 
circular inset, tapering to a point.

[863]     Burnt bone with dark brown sandy silt, fill of 
pottery vessel (SF 251). The vessel sits upright in the 

inset  in the base of [859], but has been damaged by 
a grave 

     (5.81)
[860]      Brown/orange  silt(60)  with  pebbles(40)  with 

occasional  charcoal  flecks  and  burnt  bone.  Backfill  of 
[859]

Discussion of 6.23           
The  form  of  cut  [859]  may  be  unusual.  Alternatively  those 
cremations recorded as having  small circular cuts not much 
bigger than the vessel itself may have lost the full extent of 
these cuts to truncation.     The base of [859] is at 10.03 M 
od, lower than most in the western part of the site
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6.24 cremation
Figures 162,172
stratigraphic sequence
(6.25)  [743]
**********|*********
        [979]
          |
        [980]  (6.24)
          |
        [978]
**********|*********
(8.24)  [740]
context descriptions
[978]     Cut of small pit apparently circular in plan, but 

edges indistinct due to overlying cremation (6.25)
[980]     Burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 309). The 

vessel  has  been  damaged  by  the  insertion  of  another 
cremation, (6.25), which accounts for the high proportion 
of sandy silt in the upper part of [980]

[979]     Dark brown/green silt(80) and sand(20), backfill of 
[978]

Discussion of 6.24
The  relationship  of  [978]  to  (8.24)  cannot  be  regarded  as 
certain due to disturbance from (6.25) and the similarity of 
soils in the vicinity. It may be that (8.24) is disturbed 
cemetery soil, as most of the deposit was stripped by hand as 
a defining layer
6.25 cremation
Figures 162,173
stratigraphic sequence
      unstrat
*********|********
       [744]
         |
       [746]
         |
       [743]
*********|********
(6.24) [979]
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context descriptions
[743]     Cut, possibly sub-rectangular in plan, with a scoop 

in  its  NW  corner.  Edges  very  difficult  to  distinguish 
against soil layer (8.24), indicating worm etc sorting

[746]     Burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 247). A 
pottery lid (SF 248, not matching) had collapsed partially 
into the vessel and partially onto its shoulders, causing 
some contamination of [746] with grey brown silt. Lumps of 
ragstone and chalk were used as packing around the vessel

[744]     Grey brown silt with occasional pebbles and tile 
frags,      backfill of [743]
6.26 cremation
Figures 162,173
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
        [754]
          |
        [755]  (6.26)
          |
        [753]
**********|********
(8.24)  [740]
context descriptions
[753]     Cut. Form unknown as only the very base survives
[755]     Burnt bone fill of fragmentary pottery vessel (SF 

143),       disturbed  by  unstrat  and  likely  to  be 
contaminated. Fe object (SF 145) is associated with this 
deposit

[754]     Brown silt(80) and clay(20), what little remains of 
the backfill of [753]

6.27 cremation
Figures 162,174
 
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
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***********|*********
         [751]
           |
         [752]  (6.27)
           |
         [750]
***********|*********
(1.3)    [906]
context descriptions
[750]     Cut of small pit, circular in plan
[752]     Burnt bone fill of pottery vessel (SF 142), subject 

to      horizontal truncation, and contaminated with brown 
silty clay

     
[751]     Brown silt/clay, backfill of [750]
Discussion of 6.27
Many of the cremations on the Western part of the site were 
found at about the same level (10.50-60M od), at or just below 
the interface of Roman and post-Roman deposits. This clearly 
implies that such burials were not generally placed in deep 
cuts  (NB  implications  in  terms  of  cremations  lost  to  even 
slight  disturbance),  unless  one  is  to  postulate  a  post 
cemetery general ground reduction (see Group 6 discussion)
6.28 ?cremation
Figures 162,174
stratigraphic sequence
         unstrat
************|********
         [1560]
            |    (6.28)
         [1561]
************|********
(13.44)  [1716]
context descriptions
[1561]    Cut of shallow pit, circular in plan
[1560]    Black silt(40) charcoal(40) sand(10) and gravel(10), 

with  frequent  burnt  bone  and  occasional  animal  bone. 
Backfill  of  [1561].  A  number  of  Fe  nails  may  indicate 
cremation of a body on/in a wooden structure (?coffin) or, 
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if  unburnt,  may  indicate  the  burial  of  the  cremated 
remains in a wooden container

6.29 ?cremation
Figures 162,174
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
       [1591]
          |   (6.29)
       [1592]
**********|********
(3.7)  [1738]
context descriptions
[1592]    Cut of small pit, possibly circular in plan
[1591]    Dark grey/black silt(80) charcoal(10) sand(10) with 

occasional  small  fragments  of  burnt  bone.  Backfill  of 
[1592]

6.30 ?cremation
  
Figures 162,174
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|*********
        [1598]
           |
        [1600]  (6.30)
           |
        [1599]
***********|*********
(3.7)   [1738]
context descriptions
[1599]    Cut of small pit, possibly circular in plan
[1598]    Dark grey/brown silt(70) sand(10) and charcoal(20) 

with moderate burnt bone. Upper fill of [1599]
[1600]    Grey/brown sandy(10) silt(90), lower fill of [1599]. 
Either silting of the feature or a result of over-excavation
6.31 ?cremation
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Figures 162,175
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
       [1625]
          |   (6.31)
       [1694]
**********|********
(5.89) [1652]
context descriptions
[1694]    Cut of small pit, sub-rectangular in plan 
[1625]     Dark  grey/brown  silt(90)  charcoal(10)  with 

occasional burnt bone. Backfill of [1694], Fe nails (SF 
895) were recovered from sieving 

6.32 ?cremation
Figures 162,175
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|**********
       [1564]
          |    (6.32)
       [1565]
**********|**********
(5.90) [1574]
context descriptions
[1565]    Cut of small pit, oval in plan
[1564]    Grey/black sand(70) and silt(30) with occasional 

charcoal and burnt bone. Fe nails were recovered from  
sieving this context, backfill of [1565]

6.33 ?cremation
Figures 162,175
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|***********
        [1566]
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           |     (6.33)
        [1567]
***********|***********
(3.7)   [1738]
context descriptions
[1567]    Cut of small pit, rectangular in plan
[1566]     Black  (with  grey  mottling)  sand(40)  silt(30) 

charcoal(20)  and  pebbles(10),  containing  frequent  burnt 
bone, occasional pot and Fe nails (SF 689/869). The nails 
did not form a recognisable pattern

Discussion of 6.33
A major problem in the interpretation of these features, ie - 
is  this  burnt  human  bone?  -how  much/what  parts  of  the 
body/carcass are represented? -do the organics from the fills 
compare with those from the possible pyre of Group 7 (see 
Appendix 13)  
The origin of the nails in many of these fills is not clear. 
The arrangement of some of clearly indicate containers for the 
cremated remains, the form of others should indicate their 
function as coffin nails/hobnails/fixings from other wooden 
grave furniture. Their condition (presence/absence/degree of 
burning)  may  give  information  on  their  function  and  pyre 
technology
6.34 cremation
Figures 162,176
stratigraphic sequence
 
(11.3)   [1468]
************|**********
         [1663]
            |
         [1666]
            |    (6.34) 
         [1700]
            |
         [1667]
************|***********
(3.8)    [1668]
context descriptions
[1667]    Cut of medium sized pit, square in plan with rounded 

corners,  steeply  sloping  sides  and  a  flat  base  with  a 
slight depression in the centre
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[1700] [1666]  Sitting upright in the centre of the cut was a 

globular bodied amphora (SF 769), its neck missing. In the 
base of this vessel was a smaller pottery vessel (SF 816). 
Lying  on  its  side,  neck  facing  NW,  it  contained  fill 
[1700],  burnt  bone  mixed  with  brown  silty  clay.  The 
cremation vessel was missing part of its rim. Over the 
neck of this vessel was a "dog bowl" pottery lid (SF 817)

          The amphora was backfilled with [1666], a grey 
sandy(20) silt(80) with moderate pebbles and occasional 
pot,     including part of vessel (SF 817). No evidence 
for a cover for the amphora survives

[1663]    Grey/brown sand(10) clay(30) silt(60) with frequent 
pebbles and moderate pot sherds. Backfill of cut [1667]. A 
Cu  alloy  cylinder  (SF  779)  with  traces  of  an  organic 
residue inside it was found near the top of the backfill 
in the SE      corner of the cut. Sherds of the amphora 
were found at the base of the fill.  

Discussion of 6.34
For parallels for amphora cremations see (Whittaker in prep)
  
Damage to cremation vessel may be explained either by funerary 
"ritual"  or  by  subsequent  disturbance  of  the  burial  (no 
evidence)
Cu  alloy  cylinder  ?a  marker/strapping  on  a  wooden 
object/remains of a libation tube etc
The sherds of amphora in base of cut suggest that the neck of 
the vessel was broken while it was in situ, before backfilling
6.35 ?cremation
Figures 162,177
stratigraphic sequence
(11.3)   [1468]
************|*********
         [1528]
            |    (6.35) 
         [1529]
************|*********
(3.8)    [1668]
context descriptions
[1529]    Cut of small pit, probably semi-circular in plan
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[1528]    Grey/black silt(50) charcoal(30) and gravel(20) with 

frequent charcoal frags and lumps, occasional Fe nails (SF 
871) burnt bone and pottery frags. backfill of cut [1529]

See also trial work trench 7, section 7 contexts [234]=[1529] 
and [235]=[1528].

6.36 ?cremation
Figures 162,177
stratigraphic sequence
(10.32)   [1589] 
*************|**********
          [1596]
             |    (6.36)
          [1597]
*************|**********
(3.8)     [1685]
context descriptions
[1597]    Cut of small pit, oval in plan
[1596]     Grey/black  sand(40)  silt(30)  charcoal(20)  and 

pebbles(10) with frequent cremated bone, occasional pot 
and      Fe nails. Backfill of [1597]. The nails were too 
few and chaotic too suggest a wooden container for the 
remains

6.37 ?cremation
 
Figures 162,177
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1360]
***********|**********
        [1522]
           |    (6.37)
        [1521]
***********|**********
(3.11)  [1656]
context descriptions
[1521]    Cut of small pit, sub-circular in plan
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[1522]    Grey/black silt and charcoal with frequent burnt 

bone and some lenses of clay, backfill of [1521]
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6.38 ?cremation
Figures 162,177
stratigraphic sequence
(8.25)  [1590]
***********|***********
        [1634]
           |   (6.38) 
        [1635]
***********|***********
(3.11)  [1656]
context descriptions
[1635]    Cut of small pit, sub-circular in plan
[1634]   Grey/brown  silt/pebbles/sand  with  burnt  organic 

material  (30%  of  total)-charcoal  and  bone.  backfill  of 
[1635]

6.39 ?cremation
Figures 162,178
stratigraphic sequence
(8.25)  [1590]
***********|**********
        [1647]
           |    (1647)
        [1648]
***********|**********
(3.11)  [1656]
context descriptions
[1648]    Cut of small pit, probably sub-circular in plan
[1647]    Grey/black silt(50) and charcoal(50) with occasional 

burnt bone, pot sherds and Fe nails (SF 886). Backfill of 
cut [1648]

6.40 ?cremation
Figures 162,178
stratigraphic sequence
(8.25)   [1590]
************|**********
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         [1633]
            |    (6.40)
         [1640]
************|**********
(3.11)   [1656]
context descriptions
[1640]    Cut of small pit, sub-circular in plan
[1633]     Grey/brown  silty  sand(50),  charcoal  and  burnt 

bone(50).  Inclusions  of  occasional  Fe  nails  and  pot 
sherds. Backfill of [1640]

6.41 ?cremation
Figures 162,178
stratigraphic sequence
(8.25)  [1590]
***********|*****************
        [1662]
     ______|_____
     |           |     (6.41)
  [1660]       [1661]
     |___________|
           |
***********|*****************
(3.11)  [1656]
context descriptions
[1660]  [1661]   Two  small  pit  cuts,  sub-circular  in  plan, 

intercutting but no relationship could be defined
[1662]    Grey/brown sand(20) silt(20) clay(40) with frequent 

charcoal  and  burnt  bone,  occasional  Fe  nails  and  pot 
sherds. Apparently homogeneous backfill of both cuts
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6.42 cremation
Figures 162,179
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1351]
***********|************
        [1436]
    _______|_______ 
    |             |
    |          [1445]    (6.42)
  [1444]          |
    |          [1473] 
    |_____________|
           |
        [1446]
***********|************
(8.28)  [1638/9]
context descriptions
[1436]    Grey brown silt(60) and clay(40) with moderate frags 

of tile, pot, animal bone, occasional burnt bone and burnt 
brick-earth flecks. Forms a thin layer, apparently sub- 
circular in plan, overlying [1444]

[1446]    Cut of small pit, possibly sub-circular in plan
[1445] [1473]  A pottery vessel (SF 204), damaged by trial 

trenching, contained a lower fill [1473] of burnt bone(50) 
and brown clay(10) silt(40). Partially sealing this were 
some  sherds  of  very  poorly  fired  pottery  (SF  581), 
possibly the collapsed lid. The upper fill of the vessel 
was [1445],      a very silty clay with charcoal flecks, 
burnt bone and Fe objects, including a fused Fe/bone lump 
(SF 614)

[1444]     Orange/brown  clay(20)  sand(35)  silt(35)  with 
frequent charcoal flecks, moderate animal bone, pot and 
tile  frags.  Backfill  of  cut  [1446],  ?redeposited  and 
contaminated natural

Discussion of 6.42
Layer [1436] may represent the levelling off of the immediate 
area  after  the  burial  or  perhaps  the  disturbance  of  the 
underlying  feature  by  whatever  activity  formed  (11.4).  The 
latter would support the interpretation of most of Group 11 as 
a ploughsoil
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The use of poorly fired vessels in funerary contexts is well 
known in the eastern cemetery (pers. comm. Helen Rees). It was 
not clear if (SF 581) was a true lid or simply a few sherds 
utilised for this purpose
6.43 ?cremation
Figures 162,179
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1351]
***********|**********
        [1695]
           |    (6.43)
        [1696]
***********|**********
(8.31)  [1708]
context descriptions
[1696]    Cut of small pit, possibly circular in plan
[1695]    Grey/black clay(20) sand(20) silt(60) with frequent 

charcoal, moderate burnt bone and occasional Fe nails(SF 
884)

6.44 cremation
Figures 162,179
stratigraphic sequence
(10.43)  [1447]
************|************
     _______|_______
     |             |
  [1463]         [1462]  (6.44) 
     |_____________|    
            |
         [1464]
************|************
(8.31)   [1708]
context descriptions
[1464]    Cut  of  small  pit,   possibly  circular  in  plan, 

survives only 0.06M deep
[1462]    Orange/grey clay(20) sand(35) silt(45) with very 

frequent burnt bone, becoming almost entirely bone at base 
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of deposit. The fill of the surviving part of a badly 
fragmented (?poorly fired) pottery vessel (SF 609).

[1463]    Orange/grey clay/sand/silt, backfill of cut [1464]
Discussion of 6.44
This  feature  provides  evidence  of  substantial  horizontal 
truncation,  which  has  destroyed  most  of  the  vessel  and 
contaminated its fill. Cause is not clear. May be erosion in 
the vicinity of ditch (4.19), post cemetery ploughing etc 
6.45 ?cremation
Figures 162,180
stratigraphic sequence
(5.104)  [1785]
************|***********
         [1687]
            |     (6.45)
         [1688]
************|***********
(8.31)   [1708]
context descriptions
[1688]   Cut of small pit,  surviving part of which suggests 
it      was rectangular in plan
[1687]    Grey/black sandy silt with frequent charcoal flecks 

and  lumps,  burnt  bone,  occasional  pot  and  Fe  nails. 
Backfill of cut [1688]. The arrangement of some of the 
nails  suggests       that  the  cremated  material  was 
contained in a wooden box. One of the nails (SF 818) had 
mineralized wood attached to it. A Cu alloy coin was found 
in the centre of the deposit (SF 812)

6.46 ?cremation
Figures 162,180
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1257]
************|***********
         [1143]
            |     (6.46)
         [1144]
************|***********
(5.108)  [1441]
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context descriptions
[1144]    Cut of small pit, irregular in plan 
[1443]     Brown/black silt(20) clay(20) sand(60) with
    occasional flecks of charcoal, burnt bone and pot sherds. 

Backfill of cut [1144]. A Cu alloy coin was found in this 
deposit (SF 383)

Discussion of 6.45 and 6.46
If the burnt bone in these features is human in origin, then 
the (?deliberate) inclusion of a coin in these instances can 
be paralleled with similar occurrences among the inhumations. 
There are probably many examples of common mortuary practice 
between the two superficially different rites of cremation and 
inhumation

6.47 cremation
Figures 162,169
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
************|***********
          [486]
            |
          [484]
            |
          [485]
            |
          [487]
************|************
(3.1)     [589]

context descriptions
[487]     circular pit cut truncated to the S and at the top 
of      the surviving archaeology so little survives.
[485][484]     pottery cremation vessel (SF 61) filled with 

[485][486] having 20% burnt bone and sand(60) silt(40).
[486]     orange-brown sand(70) silt(30). Backfill to cut 
[487].
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6.48 cremation located during trial work
Figure 162
location trench 10, section 14

stratigraphic sequence
(14.23)   [211]
************|***********
          [197]
            |
          [198]
            |
          [196]
************|***********
          natural
context description
[196]     shallow cut seen in section
[198]     fill of cremation vessel (SF 3) not recovered.
[197]     grey sandy silt, fill of [196].
discussion of (6.48)
A cremation in ceramic vessel only seen in trial work not in 
subsequent excavation.         
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DISCUSSION OF GROUP 6
Introduction
The report on the cremated human bone (Appendix 13) is not yet 
available, nor are the full pottery and small finds reports. 
Other available information has been entered on the cremation 
database (Appendix 6) and selected tables (Tables 10-12) are 
drawn from this.            
Thus the discussion below is limited by information available 
and should be taken as a series of discussion topics to be 
expanded on as more data is returned, as a lead-in to Level 
IV.
Stratigraphy and Chronology
Many cremations are sealed by u/s or sealing layers such as 
Group 11 and cut natural deposits or Group 3 quarrying. These 
are  of  little  help  in  stratigraphically  determining  the 
relative chronology of the cemetery. 
Cremations directly cut by graves are: (6.23) (6.4) 
    
Cremations indirectly earlier than graves: (6.2) (6.9) (6.38) 
(6.39) (6.40) (6.41) (6.22) (6.21) (6.20)
Cremations directly cutting graves are:(6.17) (6.31) (6.32) 
(6.46)
Cremations  indirectly  later  than  inhumations:  (6.3)  (6.5) 
(6.6/7/8)  (6.11/12/13)  (6.21)  (6.23)  (6.24/5/6)  (6.42) 
(6.43/4/5) 
Cremations directly cutting other cremations are: (6.25)
Cremations indirectly later than other cremations are: (6.3) 
(6.6/7/8) (6.11/12/13) (6.23) (6.24/5/6)
In the case of the indirect relationships, see full sub-group 
matrices  and  texts,  as  the  problems  of  the  formation  and 
recognition of some of the "sealing layers", "cemetery soils", 
"dumps"  etc  mean  that  these  relationships  should  only  be 
accepted with caution.
A cremation is inserted in the interval between the deposition 
of (7.2) and cremation residue (7.3).
Redeposited cremations are found in sub-groups (12.11) (8.21) 
(13.29) (4.19) (13.16) and others.
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These  cremations  and  ones  with  direct  relationships  with 
features outside Groups 5/6/7 will help establish the relative 
chronology and dating for the whole site.
Spot dates: see Level III index for spot dates of ceramic 
vessels  and  lids  by  Helen  Rees.  Other  dating  not  yet 
available. overall, the picture is of cremation burial being 
most common in the C1st and C2nd and continuing into the C3rd 
with inhumation burial ranging from the C2nd to the C4th.
ceramic containers and their use as cremation vessels
The ceramic containers are still under study but it appears 
that certain shapes were preferred above others and that many 
of the pots were "seconds", see H.Rees in appendix 15.
The  vessels  were  filled  with  the  cremated  bone  and  place 
upright on the base of the cut. Sometimes a lid would be 
placed over the top of the vessel and then the cut backfilled. 
The  lids  were  a  varying  types  such  as;  reused  tile,  an 
inverted bowl, mortar lumps or specially made ceramic lids 
such as is the case with (6.9).
There are two cremation burials that have an amphorae as a 
secondary container (6.2) and (6.35), that is, the cremation 
vessel  and  lid  are  contained  within  the  amphorae. 
Interestingly in one instance (6.2) the base of the amphorae 
has been removed and then the amphorae placed over the primary 
vessel, and in (6.34) the top of the amphorae has been removed 
and the primary vessel inserted into the amphorae.
One cremation vessel (6.1) had reused tile packing the cut or 
maybe to support the vessel?
other containers
The ?cremations in cuts often have an associated assortment of 
Fe  nails  which  may  represent  the  remnants  of  wooden 
containers. One ?cremation in a cut had substantial amounts of 
burnt wood fragments with it (6.7) perhaps indicating a box. 
Cremation  (6.12)  in  a  ceramic  vessel  was  surrounded  by  a 
series of Fe nails that formed a box like pattern indicating a 
wooden box used as secondary container.
Any organic container such as leather or textile would not 
survive on this site.
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burial markers
Only one example of a cremation burial marker was discovered 
(6.12).  This  consisted  of  a  band  of  building  material 
surrounding the top of the cremation vessel but within the 
cut. 

burial goods
As with the inhumations the bias of cremation burial goods is 
against organic material. With the cremations the bias is also 
against any burial goods surviving if they were burnt along 
with the body and a more representative notion of cremation 
and  burial  goods  may  be  seen  from  Group  7,  the  cremation 
residue.
Analysis of the burnt bone from the cremations and Group 7 
should indicate whether animal/bird remains were burnt along 
with the body.
The burial goods found in ceramic cremation vessels consisted 
of; a bone disk (6.9), ?hob nails(6.14), nails (6.15) pottery 
and nails (6.22), an iron object (6.26) a cu alloy cylinder 
(6.34) and an iron object fused to burnt bone (6.42).
The burial "goods " associated with the cremations in pits 
were pottery and glass fragments, a range of iron nails, cu 
alloy fragments and two coins.
The nails and iron objects found in the cremations in vessels 
and ?cremations in cuts may be the remnants of some stretcher/
coffin that the body was in when it was burnt on the fire. The 
nails found in the ?cremations in cuts may in some instances 
represent wooden containers in which the cremation was buried.
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Comparison of cremation and inhumation burial goods
Burial            cremation  ?cremation  Group 7    inhumation
Good by material  in vessels  in cuts    cremation
                                          residue
_________________|___________|_________|____________|
___________
Fe nails         |    /      |   /     |    /       |
hobnail          |    /      |   ?     |    ?       |    /
bone object      |    /      |         |    /       |    /
glass            |           |   /     |    /       |    /
coin             |           |   /     |            |    /
Cu alloy         |           |   /     |    /       |    /
pottery          |    /      |   /     |    /       |    /
jet,shale,       |           |         |            |    /
tortoise shell   |           |         |            |    /
pewter           |           |         |            |    /
animal remains   |    ?      |    ?    |    ?       |    /
Table  13.  comparison  of  burial  good  material  between 
inhumations,           cremations and cremation residue.
Many of the small finds are still awaiting sorting especially 
from  the  sampled  material  from  Group  7,  also  the  animal 
remains are yet to be identified from the cremated material. 
However the initial appearance is that many of the burial good 
materials are found in the cremations and residue. Much of 
this material is fragmentary in the cremation contexts.
From group 7 there was much evidence of ?burial goods such as 
pottery and glass being burnt and it will be illuminating to 
compare these assemblages with the inhumated pottery and glass 
vessel burial goods.
Initial analysis of the cremation material has shown that they 
contain botanical remains, see appendix 14, such as lentils 
and grains possibly indicated food remains.
distribution of cremation burials 
No clear patterning or zoning emerges in the distribution of 
the  cremation  burials  as  being  spatial  distinct  from  the 
inhumations. They occur in the areas also used for inhumation 
burials apart from the group of inhumations on the NE side of 
the site (5.1-8).
? horizontal truncation
Many of the cremations particularly  on the W part of the site 
were found just below the interface of Roman and post Roman 
deposits. They were not buried as deep as the inhumations and 
perhaps  close  to  the  surface.  Any  post  cemetery  ground 
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reduction or disturbance such as ploughing may have removed 
many cremations and biased their numbers in the archaeological 
record.
redeposited cremations
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Table 10.  cremation burials  and burial type
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Table 11. ?cremations in cuts without ceramic vessels
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Table 12. cremation burials with associated finds.
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HOO 88: GROUP 7: ?CREMATION AREA: SUB GROUP MATRIX
  
       [879] (8.22)                      (10.32) [904]        
***********|***************************************|**
           |_________________________________      |
           |                                |      |
         [921] (7.5)      | [914] 
       |                                |      | (7.6)
         [938] (7.4)                        |    [915] 
           |                                |      | 
   [956]-[946] =============================|=== [916]
           |_______________________         |      | (7.3)
           |                      |         |      | 
           |                ******|******   |      | 
           |                *   [984]   *   |      |
           |                *           *   |      | 
           |                *   (6.22)  *   |      |
           |                *           *   |      |
           |                *   [983]   *   |      |
           |                ******|******   |      | 
           |                      |      ___|_     |    
           |                      |      |    |  [935] 
         [996]                 [1008]   [1007]|    | 
           |                       |      |   |  [936] (7.2)
           |__________             |      |   |    | 
           |          |            |      |   |  [934]
           |          |            |      |   |    |
           |          |            |      |   |    |
        [1000]     [1037]       [1034] [1035] |  [917] (7.1)
           |          |            |      |   |    |
           |          |            |      | [1036] |  (7.7)
           |          |            |      |   |    |
***********|**********|************|******|***|****|******* 
       |         |____________|______|   |    |
  (6.21) [992]                 |            [928]  | (6.20)
                            natural                |
                                                natural

 
          Group 7  ?Cremation Area

Although  these  features  appear  closely  associated  with 
cremation activity, they have been kept separate from Group 6. 
The  features  of  the  latter  Group  are  stratigraphically 
disparate, but apparently have a common function, namely the 
disposal  of  small  quantities  of  burnt  human  remains.  In 
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contrast  Group  7  features  form  a  stratigraphically  and 
physically cohesive context group and appear to be concerned 
with the same activity, ie ?burning and/or disposal of large 
quantities of human remains and burnt ?pyre material
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7.1 Cuts
 
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(7.2)  [996]              [1008]      [1007]      [934]
*********|*******************|***********|**********|*********
         |_________          |           |          |
         |        |          |           |          |    (7.1)
      [1000]   [1037]     [1034]      [1035]      [917]   
         |        |          |           |          |
*********|********|**********|***********|**********|*********
         |    *   |__________|___________|__________|
         |    *                    | 
(6.21) [992]  *                 natural
context descriptions
[1000]    Large ?pit cut, steep sided with flattish base at 

9.70- 9.75M od, inclining slightly from N to S. Surviving 
part is "half ovoid" in plan, but has been truncated to 
the  S  by  modern  disturbance,  making  original  extent 
uncertain

[917]      Cut  of  ?pit,  truncated  to  N  and  S  by  modern 
disturbance. The gradually sloping E and W sides of the 
feature  meet  an  irregular  base  (see  plan  ????????)  at 
9.60-
9.70M od. Shape in plan uncertain
     

[1037]    Cut of ?pit steep sided, with irregular base between 
9.48-9.68M od. Shape and extent in plan unknown as the 
feature is truncated to the S by a modern wall and to the 
E it runs out of the area of excavation

[1034]    Linear cut, oriented E-W, with gradually sloping 
sides  and  a  rounded  base.  Runs  out  of  the  area  of 
excavation to the E

[1035]    Cut, possibly linear in plan, oriented NW-SE, with a 
closed end to the NW 

Discussion of 7.1
These  cuts  have  been  grouped  together  on  the  grounds  that 
their  fills  (7.2/7.3  etc)  are  very  similar  and  suggest  a 
common activity rather than simple backfilling. Although no 
clear  stratigraphic  relationships  could  be  determined  to 
indicate the sequence of cuts, all except [917] occupy the 
same position in the recorded stratigraphic sequence
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[917] is divorced from the other cuts by modern disturbance, 
but could fit in the same position in the sequence. It is 
another pit cut with a similar function to the others, either 
separate from or a part of [1000] or [1037]. Its basal od 
height is closest to [1000], but its irregular base is more 
closely paralleled by [1037]
Cut [1035], although its fill is much the same as the others 
in (7.2), should be treated with caution. Its shape in plan 
and orientation are similar to many of the grave cuts on the 
site. Its position vv the lower legs of inhumation [956] (see 
plan ????????) suggests a possible link that was missed during 
excavation. See discussion of (7.3)
The  overall  impression  of  these  cuts,  with  the  possible 
exception of [1035] is of  a series of intercutting pits with 
the same function. The sequence of cutting is not clear due to 
the similarity of the fills of (7.2) and to modern truncation
Note the relationship of (7.1) to ?cremation (6.21)
7.2 primary fills
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
                                    [879] (8.22)
                                      |
 [956]-[946]==========================|===========[916] (7.3) 
         |                            |             |
         |                            |             |
         |             [983] (6.22)   |             |
         |               |            |             |
*********|***************|************|*************|*********
         |               |            |             |
         |               |            |           [935]
         |               |            |             |
       [996]          [1008]       [1007]         [936] (7.2) 
         |               |            |             |
         |_______        |            |           [934]
         |      |        |            |             |
*********|******|********|************|*************|*********
         |      |        |            |             |
      [1000]  [1037]  [1034]       [1035]         [917] (7.1) 
context descriptions
[996]      Yellow/grey  clay/silt(60)  with  lenses  of  black 

silt(20) and pebbles(20), frequent pot sherds, moderate 
human bone and animal bone, including a human juvenile 
skull and a large mammal (?cow) skull. The primary fill of 
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cuts [1000] and [1037]. Deposit fills the base of both 
features and appears to "line" the edges of [1000]

[1008]    Yellow/grey clay/silt with frequent pebbles. Primary 
fill of [1034]

[1007]     Yellow/grey  clay/silt  with  moderate  pebbles  and 
lenses of dark grey silt. Primary fill of [1035]. Fragment 
of humerus and a Fe (?coffin) nail recorded as [956], but 
overlying this deposit, suggest that [1035] was concerned 
with inhumation. (See discussion of Group 7.1)

[935] [936] [934]   Yellow/grey silt(60) clay(30) sand(10) 
with      occasional pebbles, charcoal flecks and burnt 
bone frags. The lower deposit, [934], "lines" the entire 
cut, but the other deposits appear as lenses below Group 
7.3  contexts.  The  central  deposit,  [936],  contains  a 
higher percentage of clay and charcoal

Discussion of 7.2
These  deposits  have  been  grouped  together  as  they  are  all 
primary  deposits,  of  similar  character,  and  presumably 
representing a similar activity         
[996] [1008] [1007] All seem to be redeposited brick-earth, 
with  contemporary  inclusions.  No  relationship  between  the 
three contexts could be determined
[935]  [936]  [934]  Similar  deposits  to  those  above,  in  a 
similar position in the sequence, but physically divorced from 
them by modern truncation
Function of these deposits unknown. Inclusions esp pot and 
human/animal  bone  may  relate  to  the  activity  that  created 
them.
7.3 burnt deposits
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(7.4) [938]                           (7.6) [915]  
********|*************************************|*********
        |                                     |
[956]-[946]=================================[916]  (7.3)
        |                                     |
********|*************************************|*********
        |___________                        [935] (7.2)
        |          |
(7.2) [996]      [984] (6.22)
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context descriptions
[946]  [956]     Dark  grey/black  charcoal(30)  silt(60)  and 

pebbles(10),[946], with frequent pottery, burnt bone and 
unburnt animal bone. Fill of [1000], [1037] and [1034]. 
This context was sampled 100%, wet sieved and floated. 
This  yielded  many  small  finds  including  Fe  nails  of 
several types, burnt and unburnt glass and a burnt bone 
die. Within this context, near to its N extent were the 
articulated lower legs of a human skeleton, [956]. These 
lay  extended  and  parallel,  orientation  E-W,  with  feet 
towards the east. A pair of hobnail boots (SF 305/306), 
their outline preserved by the Fe nails and mineralised 
leather lay beneath the feet and at right angles to them, 
heels to the N. No grave cut was identified, so either 
this is a partially truncated "casual" burial made during 
the formation of [946], or a normal burial (?related to 
[1035] in (7.1) ) that has been      truncated or has 
slumped into the soft burnt deposit. Another possibility 
is that this is an abandoned attempt at cremation, ie for 
whatever reason only part of the body was burnt before the 
process was interrupted. ?Body set alight and smouldered 
cf "spontaneous human combustion" wick explanation. This 
is perhaps less likely than unrecorded truncation!  

[916]      Black  charcoal(90)  and  silt(10)  with  frequent 
pottery, burnt bone, occasional pebbles and a Cu alloy 
coin (SF 289). Fill of [917], sampled 100%, wet sieved and 
floated.  Many  small  finds  were  recovered,  burnt  and 
unburnt  including  glass,  nails,  Cu  alloy  objects,  Fe 
nails, pot, and a possible fragment of a burnt wooden comb 
(SF 412)

Discussion of 7.3
Although  divorced  by  modern  activity,  [916]  and  [946]  are 
equated due to their relative position in a similar sequence 
of  deposition  and  because  they  seem  to  represent  the  same 
activity,  ie  the  burning  and/or  the  disposal  of  the  burnt 
material
The apparent insertion of cremation (6.22) into the feature 
prior to the deposition of [946] may suggest some time lag 
between the fills of (7.2) and (7.3)
7.4 backfill
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
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(7.5)  [921]
*********|********
       [938] (7.4)
*********|********
(7,3)  [946]

context descriptions
[938]     Grey/brown silt(60) and pebbles(40) with moderate 

pottery  and  ceramic  building  material.  Apparently  a 
backfill/dump deposit, partially sealing [946]

Discussion of 7.4
        
This is more like a standard backfill. Its function may be to 
seal the burnt deposit [946], for ritual or practical reasons 
to cover human remains or to level the area for a different 
activity.  There  may  be  a  wrong  emphasis  in  this 
interpretation, as it is possible that the burnt material was 
also used simply as backfill material to fill a pit that had 
nothing to do with the cremation process. Not an extensive 
deposit
7.5 ?surface
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(8.22)  [879]
**********|**********
        [921]  (7.5)
**********|**********
(7.4)   [938]
context descriptions
[921]     Coarse pebbles in a sparse matrix of dark grey 

sand(40) and silt(60) with occasional pottery fragments. A 
very  compact  deposit,  respecting  the  N  edges  of  cuts 
[1000] and [1034], sloping slightly from N to S. 

Discussion of 7.5
The uppermost fill of cut [1000]. Could be interpreted as the 
final ground preparation after backfilling, making the area 
suitable for other uses. The sloping surface may be a result 
of slumping in the underlying soft organic fill [946], (7.3). 
It should be noted that this slope fits in very well with that 
of cut [1036], (7.7) and these events may be contemporary. The 
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compaction of this deposit argues against its formation as a 
result of sorting within (8.22)

7.6 backfill   
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(10.32)  [904]
***********|**********
         [914]
           |    (7.6)
         [915]
***********|**********
(7.3)    [916]
context descriptions
[914]     Orange/grey sand(80) silt(10) and clay(10) with 

occasional pebbles, pottery, burnt bone and small ragstone 
fragments. Upper fill of [917]

[915]     Grey sandy(10) silt(90), with small fragments of 
ragstone, occasional pottery, pebbles and burnt bone. Fill 
of [917], sealing burnt deposit [916]

Discussion of 7.6
?Represents  the  same  activity  as  (7.4)  sealing  the  burnt 
material
7.7 Cut
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
(8.22)  [879]
**********|********
       [1036] (7.7)
**********|********
(6.20)  [928]
context descriptions
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[1036]    Extensive shallow truncation with a slope from N to 

S. Quite an ephemeral feature visible only in that it has 
truncated  the  natural  gravels  in  the  area  and  some 
underlying  features.  Position  in  the  stratigraphic 
sequence is not clear, as it is sealed by (8.22), but 
definitely cuts only natural and (6.20)

Discussion of 7.7
May be related to the backfilling of the cuts and the re-use 
of the area. See discussion of (7.5). Note that the S extent 
of  this  cut  is  not  certain,  it  may  extend  further  than 
recorded to truncate (7.4) and parts of (7.3) and (7.2), or 
these may have had N-S sloping surfaces anyway

Discussion of Group 7
As discussed in the introduction to Group 7, these contexts 
form a physically and stratigraphically cohesive group. The 
similarity of the fills suggests that these features had a 
common function.
(7.1)     In the field it was not possible to determine 

whether these contexts represented a single irregular cut 
for  a  particular  activity  or  a  series  of  distinct 
features. The latter seems most likely, but it should be 
noted that interpretation is hampered by modern truncation 
and the      limits of excavation. Note the possibility 
that  (6.21)  may  be  a  similar  feature  that  has  been 
truncated by (7.1) and unstrat

(7.2)     Interpretation of these fills is uncertain. All 
appear  to  be  redeposited  "brick-earth",  with  some  re-
working suggested by inclusions of pot sherds, animal and 
human bone. These contexts were the primary fills of (7.1) 
contexts, so the inclusions may relate to the activity 
which  led  to  the  deposition  or  to  the  origin  of  the 
"brickearth". If this is not simply a backfill deposit, 
then the activity that produced it may be associated with 
the  burnt  deposit  (7.3)  that  overlays  it.  The  cuts  of 
(7.1) penetrate the gravel, and the "brickearth" of (7.2) 
seals it. This may be simply as a preparation for (7.3) or 
to impare drainage, perhaps to allow water to stand in an 
otherwise well drained area. (cf J. McKinley's ideas on 
sorting cremation residues in water) 

(7.3)     Interpretation of this sub-group hinges on the issue 
of      whether these contexts are secondary backfills of 
no relevance to the function of (7.1) features or are 
integral to them or represent a later re-use. The small 
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finds, burnt bone and charcoal clearly indicate that this 
is  the  residue  from  cremation  activity.  There  was  no 
evidence for in situ burning. It is possible that the pyre 
site/s was above the pit, on a surface now truncated, or 
lay elsewhere, outside the area of excavation. Analysis of 
the  bone  may  reveal      details  of  pyre  technology, 
sorting (ie is this a dump of      bones deemed not worth 
collecting  and  burying  in  the  normal  Group  6  manner), 
numbers of individuals represented etc.

     Analysis of the environmental material recovered from 
floatation should throw light on type of wood used in the 
pyre,  food  remains  present  and  the  contemporary 
environment in the area. A combination of this information 
with the finds material should throw considerable light on 
the  details  of  the  mortuary  practice  of  cremation.  It 
should be rewarding to contrast and compare the material 
from this assemblage with those from the cremations of 
Group 6, both with and without vessels

              
(7.4)     Backfill deposit sealing (7.3) either for "ritual" 

or practical reasons, or simply another backfill of (7.1)
(7.5)      Does  appear  to  be  a  deliberately  constructed 

surface. Possibly related to the cut (7.7), which exposes 
natural  gravel  to  a  similar  level  and  N-S  incline. 
Function unknown,

     Presumably  related  to  cemetery  activity,  ?an  open 
area/meeting point/working surface etc

(7.6)    Backfill  deposit sealing (7.3), for ?"ritual" or 
practical reasons
(7.7)     Cut, possibly associated with (7.5) and apparently 

representing  the  re-use  or  final  "landscaping"  after 
backfilling.  The  possibility  remains  that  this  cut  is 
integral with (7.1) contexts - cf its N-S slope with that 
of

     cut (1000)
Overall, the preferred interpretation at present is a series 
of  cuts,  partially  filled  (7.1/7.2).  These  may  be  either 
quarry pits, subsequently re-used or directly related to their 
use to contain the burnt deposit (7.3). This deposit seems to 
be residue from cremation pyre activity, not the result of in 
situ burning. This may be either an area concerned with the 
sorting  and  collection  of  skeletal  remains  for  burial 
elsewhere or simply an area to dispose of pyre residue. When 
the area went out of use, the feature was backfilled (7.4/7.6) 
then metalled over (7.5), possibly accompanied by landscaping 
(7.7)
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NB This group may be contemporary with the large pit (9.9),
(5.76),(8.21), they are sealed by the same material, but there 
was an indeterminate relationship between (7.7) and (9.9) 
In  terms  of  the  relative  chronology  of  the  cemetery,  this 
group  post  dates  two  inhumations  (5.68/5.69)  and  two 
cremations (6.20/6.21). It is certainly earlier than cremation 
(6.23) and inhumations (5.81/5.82)
On site records show a N-S ditch opened and backfilled (2.8), 
cut by (6.21),  in turn cut by (7.1).  However  the nature of 
(6.21)  is equivocal. It may be a cremation without a vessel, 
but it seems likely to be part of the same activity that 
produced Group 7 contexts. It is quite possible that these 
features were all open at the same time and only backfilled on 
the  abandonment  of  the  area  (see  relevant  sub-group 
discussions).  The  likely sequence of activity thus becomes:
1)  N-S ditch (2.8), contemporary with cuts (7.1) and (6.21)
2)  the pit cuts lined with brickearth (spot dates 40/60-120 
AD)  
3)  cremation in vessel (6.22) is inserted (spot date 100-400 
AD)
4)  dumping or deposition of cremation debris (7.3), (spot 
dates     90-120 AD, coin SF 289 of 65-68 AD)  
5)  the abandonment of the area for this function, dumping 

and a     possible  surface [921] laid down (7.4/5), 
(spot dates 70-     250 AD),  the backfilling of ditch 
(2.8), (spot dates 50-200     AD). Possibility that the 
southern  part  of this  area was     abandoned first (see 
spot dates for 7.6)

HOOPER STREET: PRELIMINARY SPOT DATES FOR THE "CREMATION AREA"
By Helen Rees
GROUP    CONTEXT            DATE RANGE
7.2      934; 935; 936      AD 70-120
         996                AD 40/60-120
         1007               no pottery
         1008               no pottery
         
7.3      916                AD 90-120
         946; 956           AD 90-120
7.4      938                AD 120-250
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7.5      921                AD 120-250
7.6      914                AD 70-120
         915                AD 70-120
    
Notes   
1. The pottery from groups 7.3, 7.4, 7.5 is very similar to 
that of group 7.3, except that the assemblage is smaller and 
slightly more abraded. The diagnostic material post dating AD 
120 consists of 4 sherds out of about 100 and the whole lot 
looks like a homogeneous group otherwise. This might support 
the  idea  of  a  certain  amount  of  levelling  up  to  form  a 
surface,  thus  disturbing  and  redepositing  the  pottery  and 
incorporating very little contemporary material.
2. There are lots of cross context joins between 916A and 916B 
etc and between 946A and 946B etc (these just sample zones)
3. I think there are also some joins between groups 7.2 and 
7.3  (to  be  checked).  This  suggests  that  the  activity  that 
produced 7.3 disturbed 7.2, or that the two groups are part of 
the same activity.
4. The urn in 6.23 (postdating Group 7), dates Ad 100-200, 
which fits quite nicely. I was a bit suspicious of my original 
date of 100+ for 6.20 (predating Group 7), as it seemed a bit 
late so checked the id and found it could be something else. 
The  pot  is  so  badly  underfired  that  it's  difficult  to 
identify, but it might be one of those that date to about 
60/70-200.
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GROUP 8   NON-BURIAL CONTEXTS WITHIN CEMETERY PHASE
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Introduction
The contexts in this group are stratigraphically within the 
cemetery phase without being burial contexts. They overlie and 
in  turn  are  overlain  by  burial  contexts  therfore  these 
contexts were formed during the cemetry phase of the site.
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8.1 "cremation" layer
Figure 191
stratigraphic sequence
(5.17)    [425]
************|*************
(8.1)     [521]
************|*************
(8.32)    [553]
context descriptions
[521]     layer of black silt(80) sand(20) with pebbles and 

burnt bone, clay and charcoal and pottery also Fe nails 
and glass frags. Top of layer at 10.19m OD, 2.00 x 0.50m 
and  maximum  0.10m  thick  becoming  thinner  at  edge  of 
deposit. 
100% sample in four strips <12-15>. For discussion see 
(8.32).

8.2 defining layer
Figure 191
stratigraphic sequence
?(5.17)[425]   [427](10.4)
*********|********|********
         |________|
              |
(8.2)       [543]
**************|************
          ____|_____
         |          |
(5.15) [615]      [570](5.16)
context descriptions
[543]     layer brown sand and pebbles with occa. pottery and 

animal bone. Top of layer at 10.29m OD, 2.30 x 2.00m and 
0.10m thick.

discussion of (8.2)
This "layer" was artifical and was removed in order to define 
cut limits. It has the effect of making grave (5.17) later 
than graves (5.15) and (5.16) but the real situation is that 
all three graves could be contemporary.
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8.3 pit
Figure 192
stratigraphic sequence
(8.6)      [1290]
*************|***************
             |
           [1381]
             |
(8.3)      [1382]
             |
           [1383]
*************|**************
        _____|_____
       |           |
(6.4)[1402]      [1406](5.40)
context descriptions
[1383]    irregular shallow cut  1.18m x 1.16m and 0.31m deep 

with the base at 9.53m OD.
[1382]     dark  grey-black  sand(40)  silt(40)  clay(20)  with 

burnt bone, charcoal patches and tile and pottery, 100% 
sampled <174>. Maximum depth 0.10m, lower fill of [1383].

[1381]    light grey sand(50) clay(10) silt(40) with occa. 
charcoal, pottery, tile, burnt bone and pottery. Maximum 
depth 0.25m, upper fill of [1383] with the top at 9.79m 
OD.

see discussion of (8.6).
 
8.4 circular pit
Figure 192
stratigraphic sequence
(8.5)     [1329]
*************|***********
          [1390]
(8.4)        |
          [1391]
*************|***********
(5.40)    [1406]
context descriptions
[1391]    circular cut 0.70m diameter, with sides tapering to 

a smaller base at 9.43m OD.
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[1390]     grey  sand(50)  pebbles(30)  silt(20)  with  occa. 

pottery and bone. 0.28m deep, fill of [1391].
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discussion of (8.4)
Circular pit, cut through and contained within the limits of 
the  backfill  of  grave  (5.40).  The  base  of  cut  (8.4)  lies 
directly over the head of the skeleton which is 0.25m below. 
This physical relationship may relate to some ?wooden burial 
marker or for pouring libations into the grave. Of course it 
may have no direct relationship with the grave.
8.5 ?surface
Figure 192
stratigraphic sequence
(10.12)  [1225]
************|**********
(8.5)    [1329]
************|**********
            |
         [1390](8.4)
context descriptions
[1329]     layer  of  compact  silt(50)  sand(10)  pebbles  and 

cobbles(30)  with some tile fragments and occa. charcoal 
and chalk flecks. Also contined cu alloy strip (SF 450) 
and glass frag (SF 449). Top of layer 9.93m OD in the N 
sloping S to 9.72m OD.

discussion of (8.5)
Probable surface in use during the cemetery period, possibly a 
path or trampled open area.
8.6 pit
Figure 192
stratigraphic sequence
(6.3)[1234]      [1314](5.49)
        |___________|
*************|***********
          [1289]
(8.6)        |
          [1290]
*************|***********
(8.3)     [1381]
context descriptions
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[1290]    shallow irregular cut 1.58m x 1.42m with irregular 

sides and a flat base at 9.55m OD.
[1289]    brown silt(60) sand(30) clay(10) with pebbles and 

some oyster shell, CBM, bone charcoal and pottery. Maximum 
depth  0.34m, fill of [1290].

discussion of (8.3) and (8.6)
These two cut features directly overly each other and are part 
of the same feature. see also (8.7) for other pitting in this 
area.
8.7 pitting
Figure 192
stratigraphic sequence
(6.5)     [1219]
************|*******************
          [1220]
            |
          [1221]
     _______|______
    |              |
    |           [1268]     (8.7)
    |              |
    |           [1269]
    |         _____|___________
    |        |      |          |
    |        |   [1292]        |
    |        |      |          |
    |        |   [1291]        |
****|********|******|**********|*****
 [1295]   [1343]  [1347]     [1315]
 (5.47)    (5.48)  (5.46)     (5.49)
context descriptons
[1291]    irregular shallow circular cut 0.54m x 0.68m  with 

the base at 9.71m OD.
[1292]    brown sand(80) silt(20). 0.20m deep, fill of [1291].
[1269]    sub rectangular irregular cut 0.44m x 2.18m with the 

base at 9.52m OD.
[1268]    brown sand(500 silt(50) with occa. tile, pottery, 

charcoal,chalk, bone and burnt bone. 0.18m deep, fill of 
[1269].
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[1221]    sub rectangular irregular cut 2.20m x 1.50m with the 

base at 9.50m OD.
[1220]     brown silt(80) sand(10) and clay (10) with occa. 

charcoal, burnt bone, tile, mortar, pottery and oyster. 
0.37m deep, fill of [1221].

discussion of (8.7)
These irregular ?cuts or hollows whose fills contain a high 
proportion of inclusions are positioned over two graves (5.49) 
and (5.46/7) and may be the result of infilling slumping into 
these graves in order to make the ground level for eg surface 
[1165](8.33).

8.8 layer
Figure 193
stratigraphic sequence
(8.9)     [1297]
*************|*************
(8.8)     [1433]
*************|*************
(6.9)     [1434]
context descriptions
[1433]    layer of grey-black silty clay with pebbles. 0.96m x 

2.65m, top of layer at 9.99m OD.
discussion of (8.8)
Layer  sealing  cremation  (6.9)  on  edge  of  surviving 
archaeology.
8.9 ?cremation residues
Figure 193
stratigraphic sequence
(10.16)[1333] (10.15)[1359] (8.12)[1375] (8.14)[1334]
*********|*************|************|*************|*****
         |_____________|____________|_____________|
                             |
                          [1297] 
(8.9)                        |
*****************************|**************************
(8.8)                     [1433]
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context descriptions
[1297]    compact dark grey-black layer of silty clay with 

freq. charcoal and some pottery,burnt bone and glass frags 
(SF 491,471,708), Fe nails (SF484, 707) and cu alloy ring 
(SF  472).  Also  patches  of  redeposited  brickearth  some 
appear to be burnt. layer is 3.20m x 2.20m and maximum 
depth 0.30m. Top of layer at 9.72m OD. Bulk sample <164>.

discussion of (8.9)
This deposit appears similar to that found in group 7, the 
cremation  fire  residue,  particularly  with  the  presence  of 
burnt brickearth and with material from the cremation pits. It 
is  also,  apart  from  being  stratigraphically  later  than 
cremation (6.9) in an open area in the cemetery period.
This deposit is associated with the cremation fires, whether 
in situ or redeposited from elsewhere on site is unclear. A 
similar deposit is seen to the SE in (13.33) and also (13.34) 
in open areas within the cemetery. Perhaps these are remnants 
of insubstanial cremation fires?
see also (10.15-10.18) for similar overlying deposits.

8.10 tile surface
Figure 193
stratigraphic sequence
(8.11)    [1193]
*************|***********
(8.10)    [1361]  
*************|***********
(9.6)     [1470]
context descriptions
[1361]     layer of compact brown-grey silt (60) clay(40) 

matrix with freq. pebbles >55mm and CBM >15mm in diameter. 
In some parts the CBM cips are continuous. Occa. ragstone, 
pottery, a ?horse skull and Fe object (SF 483) and cu 
alloy object (SF 482). Sample of CBM chips <232>.

     Layer is 3.40m x 1.56m and 0.??m thick, with the top of 
the layer at 10.00m OD.

discussion of (8.10)
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This  appears  to  be  a  deliberately  laid  surface  at  around 
10.00m OD. It is truncated by all the graves in this area 
although the NW edge is uncertain. The presence of a horse 
skull in this tile surface is peculiar!
8.11 layer 
stratigraphic sequence
(5.50)    [1300]
************|************
(8.11)    [1193]
************|************
(8.10)    [1361]
context description
[1193]     heavily  truncated  layer  of  grey-brown  sily(70) 

sand(30). 1.00m x 0.50m and 0.15m thick, top of layer at 
9.67m OD.

discussion of (8.11)
small layer overlying tile surface (8.10) and cut by grave 
[1300].
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8.12  square pit
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(8.13)    [1389] 
*************|**********
          [1374]
(8.12)       |
          [1375]
*************|**********
(8.9)     [1297]
context description
[1375]    square cut 0.35m2, with vertical sides and flat base 

at 9.53m OD. 
[1374]    black silt with some burnt bone, pottery, charcoal 

and Fe nails (SF 891). 100% sample <187>. 0.20m deep, fill 
of [1375].     

discussion of (8.12)
small sqare pit of possible post hole? The fill is of the 
cremation type.
8.13  cut
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(8.15)    [1313]
*************|***********
          [1371]
             |
(8.13)    [1372]
             |
          [1389]
*************|***********
(8.9)     [1297]
context descriptions
[1389]    linear cut parallel to S side of grave (5.53) badly 

recorded! with vertical S edge. Base at ?9.60m OD.
[1372]    yellow brown sandy silt. Lower fill of [1389].
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[1371]    grey brown silty sand with occa. CBM, pottery, burnt 

bone. Upper fill of [1389]. Top of fill at 9.90m OD.
discussion of (8.13)
Poorly recorded cut feature. Probably part of grave (5.53) or 
slumping into this deep grave.
8.14 pit
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(8.15)    [1313]
*************|***********
          [1337]
(8.14)       |
          [1334]
*************|***********
(8.9)     [1297]
context descriptions
[1334]    heavily truncated cut, survives as semi circular cut 

0.56m  x  0.15m,  with  vertical  sides.  NB.  depth  not 
recorded, cut from 9.64m OD.

[1337]    grey-brown sand(40) silt(40) clay(20) with burnt 
bone, pottery and glass (SF 598).

discussion of [1334]
Truncated cut into (8.9) [1297]. Function unknown.
8.15 layer
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(5.53)[1318]   (6.10)[1206]   [1300](5.50)
********|***************|*************|*******
        |_______________|_____________|
                        |
                     [1313]
(8.15)                  |
        ________________|______________
*******|****************|**************|*******
(8.13)[1371]   (8.14)[1337]     (9.6)[1471]
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context descriptions
[1313]    truncated layer of grey-brown silt and sand with 

some charcoal, pottery, burnt bone and glass (SF 600). Top 
of layer at 9.83m OD.

discussion of (8.15)
Another layer with cremation material in this area related to 
an open area within the cemetery.
see also (8.9).
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8.16 ?part of grave (5.56)
stratigraphic sequence
(5.56)    [1249]
*************|**********
          [1303]
(8.16)       |
          [1304]
*************|**********
(9.6)     [1469]
context descriptions
[1304]    linear cut running NW-SE with shallow sloping sides 

and flat base at 9.81m OD. 
[1303]     grey  silt(60)  sand(40)  and  pebbles  with  some 

pottery, CBM, bone and coin (SF 434). 0.17m deep, fill of 
[1304].

discussion of (8.16)
Cut  parallel  to  the  N  side  of  grave  (5.56).  Possibly  an 
earlier grave on a similar alignment or part of the grave cut 
or slumping to (5.56). see also discussion of (8.17)

8.17 ?part of grave (5.54) and (5.55)
stratigraphic sequence
(8.18)    [1306]
*************|****************
     ________|___________
    |                    |
 [1321]               [1335]
    |                    |      (8.17)
 [1322]               [1336]
****|********************|*****
 [1490](5.55)   (5.56)[1518]
 
context descriptions
[1336]    linear cut running NW-SE with steep sides and a flat 

base at 9.73m OD.
[1335]    grey-brown silty clay with occa. pottery. 0.29m 

deep, fill of [1336].
[1322]     irregular cut 1.25m x 1.05m with sttep sides and 

flat base at 9.45m OD.
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[1321]    yellow-grey sandy clay. Maximum depth 0.60m, fill of 

[1322].
discussion of (8.17)
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Cut [1336] directly overlies grave cut (5.54) and is probably 
the upper part of this grave. Cut [1322] overlies grave cut 
(5.55) and is probably part of this grave. Grave cuts were 
difficult to identify in this area so some features that were 
excavated and recorded, were subsequently seen to be part of 
underlying graves. 
see also (8.16).
8.18 pits and dumps
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(8.20)              [1237]
**********************|*************************
          ____________|_____________
         |                          | 
     [1307]                      [1256]
        |                           |
     [1319]                         |
        |                           |
     [1320]                         |
        |                           |
     [1305]                         |    
        |                           |
     [1306]                         |
********|***************************|***********
   _____|_________________________  |____________
  |                  |            | |            |
[1326](9.8)   (8.17)[1321] (8.17)[1335]          ??

context descriptions
[1306]    cut 1.60m x 2.90m with shallow sides and flat base 

at 9.75m OD. 
[1305]    brown silty clay with occa. pottery, bone and CBM. 

0.24m deep, fill of [1306].
[1320]    shallow oval cut 0.60m x 0.40m with shallow sides 

and undulating base at 9.75m OD.
[1319]     grey-  brown  silty  clay  and  pebbles  with  some 

pottery, charcoal and coin (SF 441). 0.12m deep, fill of 
[1320].

[1307]    layer of grey brown silt(40) sand(30) clay(30) with 
freq. oyster, charcoal and occa. pottery and Fe nails. 
2.20m x 0.80m with top of layer at 10.01m OD.
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[1256]    layer of brown grey sandy silt with occa. oyster, 

pottery and bone. 2.30m x 1.12m with the top of the layer 
at 10.07m OD.

discussion of (8.18)
A series of irregular pits and dumps of material that seals 
graves (5.55) and (5.54) and is subsequently cut by cremations 
(6.11-13). The function of this pitting is unclear.

8.19  pit
Figure 194
stratigraphic sequence
(8.20)    [1237]
*************|************
          [1255]
(8.19)       |
          [1236]
*************|***********
(5.56)    [1263]
context descriptions
[1236]    truncated cut 1.80m x 80m with stepped vertical 

sides and undulating base at 9.52m OD.
[1255]    grey silty clay with freq. pebbles and a worked 

flint (SF 399). 0.40m deep, fill of [1236].
discussion of (8.19)
Irregular  cut  on  edge  of  excavation  possibly  part  of  the 
pitting seen in (8.18).
8.20 layer
Figure 195
stratigraphic sequence
(10.20)[1232]  (6.13)[1162]   (6.12)[1129]   (6.11)[1138]
*********|**************|**************|**************|
********
         |______________|______________|______________|
                              |
(8.20)                      [1237]
                              |
******************************|*******************************
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          ____________________|________________________
         |              |              |               |
(5.57)[1271]   (8.18)[1307]    (8.18)[1256]   (8.19)[1255]
context description
[1237]    layer of compact grey-brown sandy silt with freq. 

pebbles and occa. CBM, bone, pottery and cu alloy objects 
(SF 386, 389-392) and worked stone (SF 799). Layer 3.76m x 
2.36m and the top at 10.30m OD.
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discussion of (8.20)
A layer that appears to be cut by cremations (6.11-13) and 
sealing inhumations. It may be just a defining layer and the 
cremations  were  visible  as  cut  from  this  level  wheras  the 
inhumations were not as they tend to be cut deeper. Also the 
area to the S of (8.20) appears to be somewhat lower in the 
cemetery period.
It  occupies  a  similar  relative  position  on  the  matrix  as 
(8.33) a possible surface and may relate to this context. See 
also cremation (6.12) that had a burial marker suggesting that 
this may be near to a Roman surface.

8.21 pit backfills
Figures 196,197
stratigraphic sequence
(5.77)[747]      [879](8.22)
********|**********|*************
        |          |
        |        [937]
        | _________|_____
(8.21)  | |             |
       [998]          [951]-[994] 
         |              |
       [997]            |
         |              |
*********|**************|********
(5.76) [981]          [867](9.9)
 
context descriptions  
[951]     backfill of pit [867](9.9), this number refers to 

the      fills of the pit south of section 61. Before the 
complexity  of  this  pit  was  appreciated,  it  was  half 
sectioned.  Finds  recovered  from  this  part  of  the  pit 
included frequent pot, tile up to 0.20x0.40x0.04M, large 
ragstone rubble up to 0.40x0.40x0.30M, moderate amounts of 
animal bone, a coin (SF 301) and a redeposited cremation 
vessel with its fill [994] partially intact. See section 
61, fig. 197.

          On discovery of inhumation [981](5.76), the fills to 
the north of section 61 were excavated stratigraphically. 

The  hobnails  which  accompanied  the  burial  were 
assigned to context [951]

[997]     brown sandy(30) clay(30) silt(40), with frequent 
gravel,  occasional  pot,  animal  bone,  tile  and  mortar 
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fragments.  A  fill  of  pit   [867](9.9),and  of  its  grave 
extension  [999](5.76),  ie  backfill  of  pit  after  the 
insertion of inhumation [981] 

[998]     grey/brown sandy (40) silt(60) with frequent 
pebbles, occasional shell (oyster) and pot. . The upper 
fill overlying the head and shoulders of inhumation [981]
(5.76). The tile canopy over the body was assigned to this 
context.  Excavated  stratigraphically  only  to  the  N  of 
section 61 

[937]      small  frags  of  chalk,  ragstone,  sandstone  and 
mortar,  ranging  between  0.18x0.09x0.05M  and 
0.09x0.09x0.07M, lying in an arc around the edge of cut 
[867], slumping fron the cut edge towards the centre of 
the pit. Between the stones are frequent small pebbles, 
pea-grit, pot and small frags of tile. The upper fill of 
pit [867]

Discussion of 8.21
The  upper  fills  of  pit  [867](9.9),  sealing  the  inhumation 
[981](5.76). These fills suggest that the pit was back filled 
immediately after the insertion of the burial, see esp section 
61 figure ????? and discussion of (5.76) and (9.9). There is a 
slight possibility that the burial was cut in at some point 
prior  to  the  deposition  of  [937],  and  its  cut  has  been 
obscurred by slumping of the fills into which it was dug 
None of these backfill contexts appear to offer clues as to 
the original function of pit [867](9.9)
The upper fill was recorded as a lining of a recut, but it 
seems
more  probable  that  it  was  a  sealing  fill  which  has 
subsequently slumped (ie settlement  or the rotting of some 
organic element in the fills)
8.22 ?sealing layers
Figures 200
stratigraphic sequence
(6.23)[859]    (8.24)[724] [740]
********|**************|*****|**********
        |______________|_____|
(8.22)             |
                 [888]
                   |
                 [879]
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*******************|********************
(7.5)            [921]
context descriptions 
[879]     brown silt with moderate medium pebbles and pot, 

occasional tile, burnt bone, animal bone, Fe nails and a 
fragment  of  whetstone  (SF  287).  General  layer,  see 
fig ????, c. 0.20M thick, surface at c. 10.40M od. There 
was a concentration of pea-grit at the base of this layer

[888]      brown  sandy  silt  with  moderate  fine  pebbles, 
occasional coarse pebbles/cobbles, pot, tile, Fe nails, 
burnt bone and glass. General layer overlying [879] with 
which it gradually merged. 0.10M thick at max, surface at 
c. 10.50M od             

   
Discussion of 8.22
Layers  sealing  backfilled  Group  7  deposits,  pit  backfills 
(8.21) and cut (13.25). Possibly dumping to level the area 
prior to a change of usage (? burial rather than burning), or 
a slow accumulation on abandonment of the site. The quantity 
of finds in these layers may preclude the latter
It  is  not  clear  if  the  pea-grit  in  the  base  of  [879] 
represents  sorting  within  this  context  or  erosion  to  the 
gravel surface [921](7.5)
Intrusive pottery in these two layers may be explained due to 
the fact that the post medieval overburden was machined off 
directly onto their surface.
8.23 sealing layer
Figures 201
stratigraphic sequence
    (12.10)[766]     [794](8.24)
*************|*********|**************************************
             |_________|
(8.23)            |
                [880]
                  |
******************|*******************************************
         _________|_________________________________________
         |    |    |             |     |    |              |
(4.27) [932][925][924]  (4.28) [892] [918] [1004]  (1.3) [906]
 
context descriptions
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[880]     dark brown sandy(20) silt(80) with frequent coarse 

pebbles, occasional charcoal flecks, tile, pot, and  bone
Layer  sealing  ditches  [926](4.27)  and  [891/889/1005]
(4.28), max thickness 0.33M, surface is uneven, ?due to 
machining, at between 10.61M od and 10.39M od

Discussion of 8.23
Sealing deposit over ditches, leveling the area after they 
went out of use. Possibly related to leveling deposits [879] 
and [880](8.22)
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8.24 ?sealing layer
Figures 201
stratigraphic sequence
               unstrat   (6.24)[978] (5.86)[787]  (6.26)[753] 
******************|*****************|************|
************|**
         _________|_________         |____________|
____________|
         |        |        |                     |
(8.24) [794]====[795]====[724]=================[740]
         |        |        |                     |
*********|********|********|*********************|
*************** 
    _____|___     |______  |_____________________|
    |       |     |     |             |    
  [880]   [834] [815] [796]         [888](8.22)    
 (8.23)  (5.82) (5.84)(5.85)        
context descriptions  
       
[794][795][724][740]     grey/brown clayey(20) silt(80) with 

occasional  pottery,  tile,  bone,  shell,  small  chalk  and 
ragstone  frags,  mortar,  nails  and  glass.  An  extensive 
layer,  less  than  0.20M  thick,  with  a  surface  level  of 
<10.70M od

Discussion of 8.24
Recorded  as  a  sealing  layer,  these  contexts  formed  the 
interface between the machined off post-medieval overburden 
and the cemetery in part of Area B. Contamination is therefore 
likely. 
This deposit is recorded as cut by a grave and two cremations, 
and as sealing a number of graves. This may be the case, but 
at  the  time  of  excavation  it  appeared  to  be  acting  as  a 
defining layer. 
It is thus possible: 
1)   that the deposit is in fact directly related to (8.22) 

and (8.23) and therefore relates to the abandonment of one 
phase of activity (?pyre)    

2)   that it is a cemetery soil, forming during the use of the 
cemetery

3)  that it is a soil  formed after the abandonment of the 
cemetery 
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4)   that it represents a period of dumping between burial 
phases
Points one and two seem the most probable. 
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8.25 ?cremation spread
Figures 202
stratigraphic sequence
(5.100) [1558]     [1585] (8.26)
***********|**********|
******************************************
           |__________|
(8.25)                |               
                   [1590]
**********************|
******************************************          
         _____________|_______________________________________
         |            |           |             |            | 
(6.38)[1634]  (6.39)[1647]  (6.40)[1633]  (6.41)[1662]  (5.95)
[1672] 
context description
[1590]    grey/brown (to black in places) silty clay, with 

frequent  charcoal  and  pot,  moderate  cremated  bone, 
occasional pebbles, and Fe nails. A few ragstone frags up 
to 0.15x0.10x0.10M lay on the surface of the layer. c. 
0.10M  thick,  original  extent  indeterminate,  containing 
areas dense with cremated material. Sampled selectively 
for environmental material,  <208> <210> <213> and <216> 

Discussion of 8.25
Origin  of  layer  uncertain.  May  be  dump  deposit,  sealing 
cremations (6.38) to (6.41), cemetery accumulation deposits, 
etc. 
It is not clear what activity led to the cremated material 
becoming incorporated in the deposit. There is no trace of in 
situ burning in the deposit or those underlying it. 
Compare with the cremation residues scattered through [1638/9]
(8.28). With the ragstone on the surface of this deposit, it 
may be that this sub-group is a result of the same activity 
that formed (8.28), and may be part of the same feature

8.26 layer
Figures 203
stratigraphic sequence
(5.101) [1496]   (5.102) [1476]   (8.27) [1539]
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***********|****************|***************|****
           |________________|_______________|
(8.26)                      |
                         [1585]
****************************|********************
(8.25)                   [1590]
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context description     
[1585]    grey/brown silt with frequent pebbles, occasional 

pot    and bone, a patchy deposit, <0.08M thick, surface 
level c.9.60M od. Possibly partly removed during initial 
clean up of area after machining

Discussion of 8.26
Possibly a dump deposit, but just as likely to be  up-cast 
from the excavation of graves in or near this area.    
8.27 layer/dump
Figures 204
stratigraphic sequence
(5.103)  [1459]
************|*****
            |
(8.27)   [1539]
            |
************|*****
(8.26)   [1585]
context description
[1539]    brown silty clay with occasional pot, and pebbles. 
An
     isolated layer, 1.90x0.60M in extent and 0.10M deep. 
Discussion of 8.27
A layer or dump filling a slight depresion in the underlying 
deposits. 
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8.28 linear ragstone spread or the "rockery"
Figures 205,206
stratigraphic sequence
                                                        (10.35
) 
(6.42)[1446]  (10.37)[1605]  (10.36)[1630]  (10.40)[1556] 
[1747]
*********|*************|*************|*************|*******|
*****
         |_____________|_____________|_____________|       |
                              |                            | 
(8.28)                     [1638/9]                        |
                              |_________                   |
                              |        |                   |
                           [1699]      |                   |
              ________________|        |                   |
              |               | |-----<|>------------------|
              |            [1707]      |______________
              |               |                      |
**************|***************|**********************|
***********
          ____|_________      |                      |   
          |            |      |                      | 
(13.50)[1706] (8.29)[1714] [1730](13.48)    (5.96)[1692]   
context descriptions    
[1707]    context refers to the interface between the base of 

[1638/9][1699]  and  the  surface  of  the  deposits  which 
physically  underlay  them  -  mostly  the  quarrying  [1770]
(3.12). As such, it cannot be said to have a depth or 
exact dimensions. The grey/brown sand and silt of [1770]
(3.12) is heavilly stained and disturbed, ?by root action 
(slight traces of degraded wood survive), and only occurs 
along the line of [1638/9][1699]. The disturbance is less 
evident directly beneath the large boulders of [1638/9], 
suggesting that they impeded the disturbance/staining  

[1699]     dark  grey/brown  sand(10)  silt(20)  and  clay(70) 
containing  eight  large  ragstone  boulders  up  to 
0.54x0.50x0.30M,  moderate  charcoal  flecks,  occasional 
pebbles  and  pot.  Layer/spread,  rectangular  in  plan, 
3.00x1.20M,  long  side  aligned  N-S,  up  to  0.22M  deep. 
Surface  level  9.38-9.48M  od.  Context  was  only 
differentiated from [1638/9] because it appeared lighter 
in colour

[1638][1639]    dark  grey/black  silty(30)  clay(70)  with 
moderate  fine  pebbles,  charcoal  flecks,  and  pot, 
occasional  animal  bone  and  burnt  ?human  bone.  Includes 
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eighty eight boulders up to a maximum of 0.38x0.35x0.28M, 
most are ragstone, two are sandstone and one is flint. 
These boulders appear to be part of the deposit, which 
forms a linear spread running NW-      SE, 11.60x3.80M, 
and c. 0.20M deep. The deposit appears to turn towards the 
N  at  its  W  end.  The  boulders,  while  scattered  quite 
randomly, are concentrated along the central axis of this 
spread,  and  protrude  0.15M  above  its  surface.  (see 
sections 73/4) 
     Many small finds were recovered from this spread, 
including  Fe  nails,  burnt  and  unburnt  glass,  Cu  alloy 
objects, a fragment ?of a ring (SF 911) and a coin (SF 
766).  
     The presence of burnt organic material led to the 
deposit being strip sampled, <227> and <230>, see fig. 
206.

Discussion of 8.28
In terms of make-up, od heights and general appearance, it 
seems reasonable to equate [1638/9] with [1699], and further 
to equate this sub-group with (8.25), as it is only separated 
by the trial trench
The feature forms a strip running NW-SE with traces of returns 
to  the  N  at  either  end,  the  stones  concentrate  along  the 
central axis of this strip
Formation - could all be seen as a single deposit, or the dark 
soil  is  deposited  around  the  stones,  or  the  stones  are 
deposited over the dark (burnt) deposit. The latter seems to 
be supported on the basis of sections 73/4
Post Depositional Change - it is possible that the original 
form of these contexts has been altered after the period when 
they were used or deposited. If [1351](11.4) is a ploughsoil, 
then the stones may have been disturbed and spread. The root 
activity  may  have  occured  long  after  this  feature  had  any 
significance in the
cemetery landscape
Origin - stone is larger than that encountered in structures 
on  other  Eastern  cemetery  sites  and  lacks  the  variety  of 
chalk,  flint,  tile,  mortar  etc  that  would  be  expected  in 
material from robbing. It may be sorted robbed material, but 
its unworked appearance suggests roughly quarried boulders. 
They are similar to the stones used in the fill of grave 
(5.114).  The  soil  matrix  around  them  undoubtedly  contains 
residue from the cremation process, though considerably less 
rich than (7.3). There is no sign of in situ burning, so 
unless cremation was occuring above the ground surface (iron 
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trays/barbecues  etc),  this  material  must  be  derived  from 
elsewhere on site  
Function - Orientation of the spread (NW-SE) on one of the 
favoured alignments in the cemetey together with the other 
unusual features of the deposit (above) suggest that this is 
not simply a dump for unwanted cremated material and rubble. 
It  may  be  that  this  sub-group  relates  to  a  stage  of  the 
cremation  process/rite  (?sorting/fragmenting/washing/packing 
etc). This may offer a clue as to the function of the "open 
area" at the SE end of the site which never received burials 
(see Area summaries)
          - The spread may have been a "boundary" feature, 
although it is hard to see it as even a ploughed out drystone 
wall. Burials exist W and E of this feature, the "open area" 
to the N, but limits of excavation prevented any investigation 
of the area S of this feature. It may be seen a "boundary" of 
the open area, but the evidence is hardly conclusive.      
Alternative Function - These contexts look like nothing so 
much as a rockery, and it is not too absurd to suggest that 
this  is  the  case.  Rocks  and  root  disturbance  could  be 
explained in this way, and the burnt material may be seen as 
an attempt to improve the soil or as the Roman equivalent of 
the practice of scattering ashes of the deceased beneath rose 
bushes  in  modern  gardens  of  remembrance.  Wills  and  other 
literary sources mention gardens and staff to maintain them as 
a normal part of the cemetery landscape 
Section 73 Fig 205
East facing section through [1638/39] 
Section 74 Fig 205
North facing section through [1638/9]
See also trial work trench 12, section 16, context [225].

8.29 dump
Figures 207
stratigraphic sequence
(8.28)  [1699]
***********|***************
           |
        [1714]
***********|***************
          _|_______
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          |       |
(13.49)[1734]  [1723](5.97)     
   
context description
[1714]     dark  brown  sand(20)  silt(20)  and  clay(60)  with 

moderate pebbles, occasional fragments of burnt bone, pot 
and  charcoal  flecks.  Dump  layer,  3.90x2.70M  in  extent, 
0.30 deep at max. Appeared to merge with [1713](8.30)

Discussion of 8.29 
Apparently  a  dump  deposit,  mainly  redeposited  natural  with 
some standard cemetery waste, ?residual 
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8.30 dump
Figures 207
stratigraphic sequence
(8.31)  [1708]
***********|*********
           |
(8.30)  [1713]
           |
***********|*********
(5.98)  [1718]
context description
[1713]    grey silty(20) clay(80) with occasional charcoal 

flecks  and  pebbles.  Layer  2.80x1.60M  in  extent,  0.15M 
deep, appeared  to merge with [1714](8.29)  

Discussion of 8.30
Dump deposit, redeposited natural, could be upcast from a cut 
feature, ?eg [1260](4.19)
8.31 dump 
Figures 208
stratigraphic sequence
(6.43)[1696] (6.44)[1464] (6.45)[1688] (10.40)[1556]
*********|************|************|*************|*******
         |____________|____________|_____________|
                            |
(8.31)                   [1708]
                            |
****************************|****************************
                ____________|_____________
                |                        |
       (8.30)[1713]                   [1709](5.99)
context descriptions
[1708]    orange brown silty sand with occasional gravel and 

pot. Layer, 0.10M thick, 4.80x3.15M in extent
Discussion of 8.31
Dump deposit, redeposited natural. possibly related to ditch 
[1260](4.19). One of a series of dumps at the east end of this 
block of stratigraphy, cf (8.29)/(8.30). The other possibility 
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is that these are upper fills of the Group 3 quarrying, not 
recognised at the time of excavation, but this seems unlikely
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8.32 pit
Figure 191
stratigraphic sequence
(8.1)     [521]
************|***********
          [553]
            |
(8.32)    [557]
            |
          [558]
            |
          [552]
************|************
(6.2)     [523]

context descriptions
[552]     semi-circular cut truncated at S, 1.17m x 0.54m, 

with vertical W edge and and shallow E edge. The base is 
flat at 9.81m OD and 0.31m deep.

[558]     green-grey silt(80) sand(20) with some charcoal and 
burnt  ?clay  and  CBM  and  Fe  nails.  100%  sample  <30>. 
Primary fill of [552].

[557]     grey-brown silt(85) sand(15) with some charcoal 
flecks. 50mm thick, fill of [552].

[553]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with occa. bone and 
tile. 0.10m thick, fill of 0.10m. Top of fill at 10.06m 
OD.

discussion of (8.1), (8.32) and (6.2)
"The backfill of Amphorae" cremation (6.2)  is cut by (8.32) a 
shallow feature whose fill includes ?cremated material. The 
fills  of  (8.32)  are  subsequently  overlain  by  a  layer  of 
material that shows evidence of cremated material and possible 
fire residues, although not in situ.
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8.33 ?gravel surface
Figure 208
stratigraphic sequence
(6.8)[1172]    [1171](6.7)    [1195](6.6)
*******|**********|**************|***********
       |__________|______________|
                    |
(8.33)            [1165]
                    |
********************|************************
(6.5)             [1218]
context description
[1165]    layer of silt(50) sand(30) clay(10) and pebbles (10) 

with some oyster, chalk, charcoal, CBM, pottery and one 
tessera (SF 820). Layer slopes N-S from 10.07m OD to 9.92m 
OD and is 0.10m thick.

discussion of (8.33)
This  layer  possibly  represents  a  "surface"  whether 
deliberatley laid or an open area that has become compacted. 
It could be related to other surfaces in this area such as 
(8.5) to the SE. 
This layer physical seals a number of inhumations but is also 
cut  through  by  a  series  of  cremation  burials. 
Stratigraphically it overlies one possible cremation pit (6.5) 
and under this are a series of pits or dumps (8.7) that may 
relate to levelling up of the ground onto which (8.33) was 
formed.
As with (8.7) this layer overlies an area of high density 
burial some of which are particularly deep and these later 
deposits may relate to modifying the level of the land after 
slumping into all 
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                       group 8 discussion
These sub-groups relate to activities that were taking place 
whilst the cemetery was in use other than actual burials. For 
the  sequence  of  deposits  in  individual  areas  see  the  area 
summaries.
A range of differing activities are represented across the 
site. Various surfaces (8.5/10/13) may relate to pathways and 
a ragstone spread (8.28) appears to be "garden" feature. A 
certain amount of pits and dumps reflect the grave digging
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GROUP 10  POST BURIAL ROMAN CONTEXTS
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Introduction
Sub groups that overlie one or more burial sub groups are 
included in this group. They are all Roman and may relate to 
the cemetery period even though later than some particular 
inhumation or cremation burial.
It is possible that some of these layers represent "cemetery 
soil",  formed  by  the  reworking  of  material  during  grave 
digging. If this is the case the recorded relationships cannot 
be accepted as absolutely certain.
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10.1 layer-?surface
Figures 215
stratigraphic sequence
(10.2)    [491]
************|************
(10.1)    [489]
************|************
      ______|______
     |             |
   [593](6.1)    [490](4.11)
context description
[489]     grey-brown silt(65) sand(20) pebbles(15) with freq. 

pottery and occa. burnt bone, tile, ragstone, Fe nails, 
oyster shell and a cu alloy object (SF 95) and coin (SF 
98). The pebbles appeared to be distributed in discrete 
areas. The top of the layer was at 10.00m OD and 0.10m 
thick.

discussion of (10.1)
Possible surface that may be related to later ?surface (10.3).

10.2 "cremation layer
Figure 215
stratigraphic sequence
(10.3)    [408]
************|************
(10.2)    [491] 
************|************
(10.1)    [489]
context descriptions
[491]      grey-brown  silt(50)  sand(20)  charcoal(30)  with 

pebbles  and  some  pottery,  tile,  bone  and  Fe  nails  (SF 
796,789)  and  glass  (SF  795,790).  2.30  x  1.00m  and 
increasing in depth from 0.05m at the N to 0.20m in the S. 
with the top at 9.95m OD. 100% sampled in three strips 
<28><29><31>.

discussion of (10.2)
Another "cremation" layer possibly filling a hollow.
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10.3 surface
Figure 216
stratigraphic sequence
                        [400]
                  ________|_________________________________
                 |        |            |              |     |
(11.1) [441]   [407]      |          [406]          [405]   |
         |_______||       |            |              |     |
              |   |       |            |              |     |
            [550] |       |            |              |     |
**************|***|*******|************|**************|*****|
**
(10.3)      [632][423]  [510]        [422]          [408] 
[440]
              |___|_______|   _________|__      ______|_    |
********************|********|****|*******|****|*******|****|
**
                    |        |    |       |    |       |    |
  ++               (3.2)  (13.9)(13.10)(5.115)(5.12)(10.2)
(4.12)              
  
++ only sub group numbers.
context descriptions
[632]     pebbles(50) brown sandy silt (50) withsome pottery, 

bone, tile and glass (SF 133,129). Depth 0.10m and top at 
9.85m OD.

[423]     pebbles(70) and brown sandy silt(30) with some tile. 
0.10m thick and top at 10.05m OD.

[510]    pebbles(50) brown sandy silt(50). 0.20m thick top at 
9.82m OD.

[422]     pebbles and orange brown sandy silt with occa. 
pottery and CBM and Fe nail. O.10m thick and top at 9.94m 
OD.

[408]     compact layer of pebbles 0.10m thick. With pottery, 
tile and some bone, burnt bone oyster shell and Fe nail. 
Top of layer at 10.01m OD.

[440]     pebbles(50) brown sand(30) and silt(20). Top of 
layer at 10.11m OD.

discussion of (10.3)
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This series of layers has been interpreted as a surface of 
flint pebbles. This surface is not necessarily "laid" down but 
just an open area that has become like a surface ? 
It  extends  over  an  area  that  contains   only  two  possible 
inhumation (5.12,115) and cremation (6.2) thus it is group 10 
but in fact could be contemporary with the burials immediately 
surrounding this area. 
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It  could  also  be  contemporary  with  ditch  (4.11).  It  just 
overlies fill [591] which only lies on the W side of the ditch 
cut and the (10.3) is later than this although the the rest of 
the ditch could have been open.
If it is a surface contemporary with part of the cemetery 
phase then it is lower than other parts of the site. (10.3) is 
at 10.11 - 9.77m OD wheras elsewhere on site natural survives 
as high as 10.80m OD. This is presuambly as a function of 
overlying the partially filled quarry pitting (3.2) suggesting 
this area was always lower than areas where such quarrying did 
not occur.

10.4 pit
Figure 216
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)    [400]
************|************
          [431]
(10.4)      |
          [427]
************|***********
      ______|_____
     |            |
   [622](5.14)  [543](8.2)

context descriptions
[427]     irregular cut 1.82 x 1.48m and 0.36m deep with the 

base at 9.92m OD.
[[431]    brown sand(50) silt(50) with some pottery, CBM, Fe 

nail and ragstone. Fill of [427].
discussion of (10.4)
Cut of unknown function.
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10.5  ?possible grave
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(10.6)   [1110]
***********|************
         [1122]
(10.5)     |
         [1121]
           |
***********|************
(5.32)   [1115]
context descriptions
[1121]    heavily truncated cut, with only N side of cut 

surviving . Base of cut at 9.69m OD.
[1122]    grey sand(60), sand(20), silt(20) with occa. mortar, 

pottery,  bone  and  coin  (SF  326).  o.15m  deep,  fill  of 
[1121].

10.6 possible grave
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(12.2)    [1106]
*************|**********
          [1111]
(10.6)       |
          [1110]
*************|**********
(10.5)    [1122]
context descriptions
[1110]     heavily  truncated  cut   with  part  that  remain 

vertical sides and flat base at 9.20m OD.
[1111]    grey-brown sand(60) pebbles(30) and silt(10) with 

two large frags of ragstone and a flat stone slab (SF 
323). 0.26m deep fill of [1110].
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10.7 possible grave
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
*********|*********
      [1101]
(10.7)   |
      [1100]
*********|*********
(5.33)[1102]
context descriptions
[1100]    heavily truncated shallow cut with base at 10.11m 
OD.
[1101]     brown  sand(90)  silt(10)  with  pebbles  and  occa. 

pottery. 0.10m deep, fill of [1100].
discussion of (10.5) to (10.7)
Three heavily trunacated cuts that given their OD and size 
could be the remanants of grave cuts.     
10.8 not used
10.9 pit
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(10.11)   [1185]
************|***********
          [1191]
(10.9)      |
          [1190]
************|***********
     _______|______
    |              |
 [1316](5.37)   [1202](5.34)
context descriptions
[1190]    circular cut 1.00m in diameter with shallow sides 

and the base at 9.80m OD. 
[1191]    grey clay(70) silt(30) with some animal and human 

bone and pottery. 0.21m deep, fill of [1190]
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discussion of (10.9)
Shallow pit cut into the top of graves (5.37) and (5.34).
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10.10 ?possible grave
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(10.11)   [1187]
*************|***************
          [1189]
(10.10)      |
          [1188]
*************|**************
(5.36)    [1366]
context descriptions
[1188]    truncated linear cut with W end surviving, 1.25m x 

0.35m with sloping base at 9.83m OD.
[1189]      yellow-brown  sand(40)  silt(40)  clay(20).  0.13m 

deep, fill of [1188].
discussion of 10.10
This cut is parallel to graves  (5.36) and (5.35) which it 
physically overlies. Although no human bone was recovered it 
is probably another E-W inhumation.

10.11 layers/dumps
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
               unstrat
*******************|******************
                [1185]
          _________|_______
(10.11)  |                 |
     [1187]                |   
*********|*****************|**********
(10.10)[1189]           [1191](10.09)
context descriptions
[1187]    layer of yellow-brown sand(40) silt(40) clay(20). 

Top of layer at 10.05m OD.        
[1185]    grey-brown silt(50) sand(30) clay(20) with occa. 

pottery and coin (SF 360). Top of layer at 10.15m OD.
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10.12  layers
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(10.13)[1159]  [1103](11.2)
********|*********|****************
        |      [1197]
(10.12) |  _______|_______
        | |               |
       [1203]          [1225]
*********|****************|********                         
(6.3)[1233]            [1329](8.5)
context descriptions
[1225]    layer of grey-brown sand(45) clay(25) silt(20) with 

pebbles and occa. CBM, pottery, bone and coin (SF 379). 
Layer 2.08m x 0.52m and only 0.05m thick with the top of 
the layer at 9.81mOD.

[1203]    layer of grey-brown sand(60) clay(20) silt(20) with 
pebbles and occa. pottery, CBM and bone. 2.82m x 0.90m and 
only 0.05m thick. The layer slopes from N to S, from 9.99m 
OD to 9.84m OD. 

[1197]     layer  of  grey  silt(50)  sand(30)  clay(20)  with 
pebbles  and  occa.  charcoal,  oyster,  pottery,  CBM  and 
animal bone. 1.42m x 0.85m and only 0.04m thick, the top 
of the layer being at 9.81m OD.

discussion of (10.11) and (10.12)
Layers physically sealing the cemetery activity in this area. 
Possibly remnents of (11.2) a sealing layer/plough soil.

10.13 pit
Figure 217
stratigraphic sequence
(11.2)         [1103]
******************|****************
               [1118]
(10.13)           |
               [1159]
******************|****************
            ______|______
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           |             |
 (6.6) [1194]         [1203](10.12)
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context descriptions
[1159]     irregular  cut  with  gently  sloping  sides  to  an 

irregular base at 9.62m OD. 2.26m x 1.68m.
[1118]     grey-brown  clay(60)  silt(40)  with  freq. 

pebbles,charcoal, mortar, pottery, animal bone, pottery, 
CBM and occa. glass and Fe nails. Maximum depth 0.28m, 
fill of [1159].

discussion of (10.13)
Pit  with  large  amount  of  inclusions  in  its  fill.  Function 
unknown.

10.14 pit and dump
Figure 219
stratigraphic sequence
(10.19)   [1117]
*************|**************
          [1145]
             |
          [1133]
(10.14)      |
          [1146]
*************|**************
     ________|_________
    |                  |
[1209](6.10)        [1178](5.52)
context descriptions
[1146]    layer brown silt(50) clay(50)  with CBM, animal and 

human  bone  and  pottery.  Layer  1.80m  x  3.50m  and  0.10m 
thick, top of layer at 10.08m OD.

[1133]     circular cut 0.85m in diameter and 0.20m deep. Base 
at 9.78m OD.  NB. no level II plan.

[1145]    brown silt(90) sand(10) with CBM, bone, pottery, 
oyster, chalk and a coin (SF 334) dated to AD 140-43. Fill 
of [1133].

for discussion see (10.19)
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10.15 layer
Figure 218
stratigraphic sequence
(10.18)   [1198]
*************|**********
(10.15)   [1359]
             |
*************|**********
          [1297](8.9)
context description
[1359]    layer of dark grey silt(60) sand(40) with occa. 

pottery, charcoal, Fe object, bone and glass (SF 599). 
Layer 1.60m x 0.60m and 70mm thick the top being at 9.90m 
OD.

discussion of (10.15)
This context is related to (8.9) which it overlies. See (8.9) 
for discussion.

10.16 cut
Figure 218
stratigraphic sequence
(10.17)   [1296]
*************|*********
          [1332]
(10.16)      |
          [1333]
*************|*********
(8.9)     [1297]
context description
[1333]    truncated cut, one side running N-S extant which is 

vertical with a flat base at 9.50m OD.
[1332]    loose grey-brown silt with occa. charcoal and burnt 

bone. Fill of [1333], 0.20m deep. 
discussion of (10.16)
?linear  cut  into  (8.9)  and  possible  related  to  (8.9),  see 
discussion of (8.9).
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10.17  layers
Figure 218
stratigraphic sequence

(10.19)   [1117]
*************|**************
          [1248]
             |
          [1266]
(10.17)      |
          [1296]
*************|**************
(10.16)   [1332]

context descriptions
[1296]    layer of brown-black silt and pebbles with freq. 

charcoal and ?burnt glass frag. (SF 423). Top of layer at 
9.69m OD.

[1266]    layer same description as [1296] but darker in 
colour and higher % of pebbles. Top of layer at 9.73m OD, 
50mm thick.

[1248]     dark  brown  silt  and  pebbles  and  occa.  lens  of 
"brickearth". Top of layer 9.77m OD,50mm thick.

discussion of (10.17)
Similar  layers  overlying  (8.9)  with  high  %  of  charcoal 
possibly related to (8.9).
for discussion see (8.9).
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10.18  layers 
Figure 219
stratigraphic sequence
(10.19)   [1117]
*************|***********
          [1186]
             |
          [1192]
(10.18)      |
          [1186]
*************|***********
(10.15)   [1359]
context descriptions             
[1186]    layer of brown silty clay and pebbles with occa. 

pottrey, bone. 2.38m x 2.24m and 70mm thick, top of layer 
at 10.00m OD.

[1192]    layer of brown black silty clay and pebbles. 1.80m x 
1.60m with the top of the layer at 9.84m OD.

[1198]    layer of black silty clay and pebbles with some 
pottery, burnt bone, charcoal and Fe nails (SF 889) and 
glass (SF 890). 1.12m x 1.20m with the top of the layer at 
9.76m OD. 100% sammple <132>.

discussion of (10.18)
series of dumps with "cremation" material sealing (8.9) and 
possibly related to it.
for discussion see (8.9)

10.19  layers
219
stratigraphic sequence
                     unstrat
************************|***********************
(10.19)               [1109]
                        |
                      [1117]
************************|***********************
     ___________________|__________________
    |                   |                  | 
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 [1248](8.17)         [1186](10.18)     [1145](10.14)
context descriptions
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[1117]    layer of dark brown silt(80) sand(20) with pottery, 

CBM, bone, oyster, chalk and ragstone. Layer 0.30m thick 
and top at 10.10m OD.

[1109]    layer of silt(70) sand(30) and pebbles with pottery, 
CBM, oyster, glass(SF's 324,375,381) and a coin (SF 314). 
Layer 0.08m thick nd top of layer at 10.20m OD.

discussion of (10.19) and (10.14)
These layers/dumps define and area that is consistently lower 
than the area to the N. The top of (10.19) is at 10.20m OD 
wheras to the N the top of (8.20) is at 10.30m OD a level at 
which cremation burials are cut from.
These  layers/  dumps  may  relate  to  the  later  "ploughing" 
activity seen across this area in (11.2) and remanants of this 
survive as the plough soil is at lower level reflecting the 
topography of the area.
This  lowering  of  this  area  defined  by  these  sub  groups 
probably relates to the partial backfilling of the earlier 
quarry pits (3.6) as there is no evidence for a horizontal 
truncation.
10.20 layer
Figure 219
stratigraphic sequence
(10.21)   [1119]
************|************
(10.20)   [1232]
************|************
(8.20)    [1237]
context description
[1232]    layer of grey brown silt(80) sand(20) and pebbles 

with pottery, bone, CBM, mortar and charcoal. 0.10m thick 
and top at 10.29m OD.

for discussion see (10.21)

10.21 sealing layer
Figure  219
stratigraphic sequence
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                         unstrat
****************************|**************************
(10.21)                   [1119]
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****************************|**************************
     _______________________|______________________
    |                       |                      |
[1232](10.20)       (6.13)[1160]             (6.12)[1130]
context description
[1119]    brown sand(70) silt(30) and pebbles. 0.15m thick, 

top at 10.50m OD.
discussion of (10.20) and (10.21)
sealing layers that are probably remnants of (11.2) that was 
removed by machine. 
10.22 gravel surface
Figure 220
stratigraphic sequence
(10.23)                  [1214]
****************************|********************************
(10.22)                  [1208]
****************************|********************************
     _______________________|_________________________
    |          |         |         |         |        |
  [1274]    [1285]    [1276]     [1272]   [1509]   [1449]
   (13.22)   (6.15)    (13.19)    (13.19)  (13.19)   (6.14)
context description
[1208]    layer of pebbles(70) brown sandy clay (30) 3.80m x 

3.00m and increasing depth from 40mm in the S to 0.20m in 
the N. This gravel surface contained some ragstone and CBM 
and a coin (SF 400). Top of the surface is at 9.90m OD.
For discussion see (10.24).

     see also trial work [301] trench 6, section 5B
10.23  layers on gravel surface
Figure 221
stratigraphic sequence
(10.24)   [1167]
************|**************
          [1211]
            |
(10.23)   [1212]
            |
          [1214]
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************|**************
(10.22)   [1208]
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context descriptions
[1214]    grey sand(70) clay(30)  with occa. chalk, ragstone 

flecks and pottery and coin (SF 380). 2.20m x 3.60m and 
top of layer at 9.87m OD.

[1212]    recorded as cut but really a linear depression 
filled with [1211].

[1211]    orange brown silt(90) sand(10) and pebbles,60mm deep 
filling linear depression [1212].

discussion of 10.23
Layers that have accumulated over gravel surface (10.22). See 
also discussion of (10.24).

10.24 gully with ?structure
Figure 222
stratigraphic sequence
(10.25)   [1168]    [1169]
************|**********|*************
            |__________|
                 |
               [1166]+[1151]
(10.25)          |
               [1167]
*****************|*******************
(10.23)        [1211]
context descriptions
[1167]    linear gully running N-S. S end truncated with a 

real  N  end.  This  gully  is  2.49m  long  an  0.45m  wide, 
maximum depth 0.14m. The lowest point on the base is at 
9.73m OD. At the N end there appears to be a circular 
depression. This gully does not cut the underlying gravel 
surface, but rests on it.

[1166]     brown  silt(60)  sand(40)  and  pebbles  with  occa. 
pottery, Fe nails (SF 373). Fill of gully [1167]. 

[1151]    line of ragstone,tile,mortar and flint frags in 
gully [1167]. No evidence of bonding. The line of building 
material is over and under [1167], that is they are part 
of the same deposit.
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discussion of (10.22-25)
These  three  sub  groups  appear  to  be  related.  The  gravel 
surface (10.22) seals the cremations and postholes and the 
large cut features in this area. Within the gravel surface is 
a N-S gully (10.24) which contains a line of building material 
with associated Fe nails.
What the deposit in the gully represents is unclear, however 
it  must  relate  to  some  division  presumably  upstanding  as 
subsequent deposits are divided along [1151] that is they are 
different to the E and W of the gully.

What the form of this division was and its function is open to 
speculation, perhaps some timber division or fence line? 
10.25 dumps
Figure 222
stratigraphic sequence
(10.27)[1113]                 [1149](10.26)
*********|***********************|****************************
        [1168]                [1169]
    _____|  |____________________|
   |                |                   (10.24)
[1244]              |
***|****************|*****************************************
[1311](13.22)    [1166]+[1151](10.24)

context descriptions
[1244]    layer of grey sand(80) clay(20) and pebbles. 2.00m x 

0.50m and 0.10m thick with the top of the layer at ??  m 
OD. Possibly part of [1168]

[1168]    layer of brown-grey silt(60) sand(40) and pebbles 
with some charcoal, CBM, bone, pottery and oyster. Top of 
the  layer  at  9.91m  OD.  Layer  restricted  to  the  W  of 
(10.24).

[1169]    layer of grey-brown silt(80) sand(20) and pebbles 
with some charcoal, CBM, pottery and bone. Top of layer at 
9.93m OD. Layer restricted to E of (10.24).

discussion of (10.24)
These layers appear to have accumulated while the N-S division 
of (10.24) was in existence as they are delineated by this.
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10.26 linear cut
Figure 223
stratigraphic sequence
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(11.5)    [1113]              [1120]
*************|*******************|**************
          [1150]       =      [1128]
 (10.26)     |                   |
          [1149]       =      [1127]
*************|*******************|**************
(10.25)   [1169]              [1126](13.16)
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context descriptions
[1149]=[1127]       N-S linear cut divide by trial trench and 

only W edge of cut survives. The cut is steep sided with 
the lowest point at 9.52m OD.

[1150]=[1128]       brown silt(70) sand(30) and pebbles with 
occa.  pottery  and  CBM.  Maximum  depth  0.45m.  Fill  of 
[1149]=[1127].

     
discussion of (10.26)
Linear cut running N-S which is the latest activity in this 
area before the "plough" soil (11.4) is deposited. 
see also trial work [362]&[305] trench 6, section 5B

10.27&28 not used
10.29 ?robber cut
Figures 224
stratigraphic sequence
(12.11)  [639]
***********|***********
         [797]
(10.29)    |
         [798]
***********|***********
(5.62)   [811]
context descriptions
[798]     Irregular cut, possibly linear, running E-W, but 

this       is  uncertain  due  to  extent  of  unstrat 
truncation. Surviving dimensions  1.40M  N-S  (?width), 
0.60M  E-W  (?length).  Feature  is  0.25M  deep,  with  an 
irregular base at 10.23M od

[797]     Matrix of pale yellow mortar(50) and  dark brown 
clay(50)  with  frequent  small  ragstone  rubble  up  to 
0.10x0.05x0.05M, occasional pot and tile frags. Maximum 
thickness 0.35M, highest point 10.54M  

 
Discusion of 10.29
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A  possible  cut  robbing  out  the  shallow  foundations  of  a 
ragstone and mortar structure. Truncation means original form 
is unknown, and even its alignment is uncertain
It is of course possible that the building material was dumped 
in  a  cut  feature  to  dispose  of  it,  but  the  fill  has  the 
appearance of robbing debris
May be associated with the possible robber cut [849](13.29), 
to the north.  
If  this  is  a  robbing  feature,  it  would  indicate  that  the 
Roman ground surface has been truncated or that these features 
were not substantial. The cut is only later than one burial, 
and if it is a robbing feature, the original structure could 
have been earlier, later than or contemporary with this burial 
The  most  common  mortared  stone  structures  in  a  cemetery 
context  would  be  mausolea/funerary  monuments,  but  these 
remains are too insubstantial to interpret with confidence
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10.30 cut
Figures 224
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat 
**********|*********
        [903]
(10.30)   |
        [904]
**********|*********
(7.6)   [914]
context descriptions
[904]     part of one edge of a cut, almost entirely truncated 

by  unstrat,  surviving  0.45M  deep,  with  steeply  sloping 
sides and a flat base at 9.60M od.

[903]     Light grey sandy(20) silt(80) backfill of [904] with 
occasional charcoal flecks and pot. 
Discussion of 10.30
Feature of unknown function. Could be related to the filling 
of [917], Group 7, but may be much later.
10.31 pit
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|*********
        [1629]
           |
(10.31) [1651]
           |
        [1628]
***********|*********
(5.89)  [1652]
context descriptions
[1628]    cut of small pit, sub-circular in plan, 1.50x1.05M 
with      gently sloping, concave sides and an irregular base 
at c.      9.49M od, 0.21M deep
[1651]     brown  silt(60)  sand(10)  and  pebbles(30)  with 

occasaional tile, pot and animal bone.(Cremated bone and 
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Fe nails recorded as a redeposited cremation, and sampled 
100%, <226>) Primary fill of pit cut [1628]
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[1629]     light  brown  sandy(10)  silt(90)  with  occasional 

coarse pebbles, pot, tile, animal bone, burnt bone, and 
occasional small frags of ragstone

Discussion of 10.31
Fills suggest that this is a rubbish pit which has disturbed a 
cremation burial (?without vessel). The other explanation is 
that the cremation deposit is integral with the process that 
produced the waste material in the fills - ?"feasting" etc 
asociated  with  the  cremation  process  (?  cf  sub-groups 
13.44/6.28)
See also trial work trench 7, section 7 contexts [236] to 
[238].

10.32 ?cremation spread
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
(10.33)    [1563]
**************|*************
              |
(10.32)    [1589]
              |
**************|*************
          ____|_____ 
          |        |
(13.33)[1632]   [1596](6.36)
context description
[1589]    dark brown/black sand(30) silt(50) charcoal(10) and 

pebbles(10) with moderate tile, pot, shell(oyster), small 
frags of ragstone and chalk, occasional burnt bone, burnt 
glass and Fe nails. Truncated on three sides by unstrat, 
survives as a layer up to 0.08M thick, surface level 9.73- 
9.66M od. Sampled c. 50%, <207>

Discussion of 10.32               
Seals dumping (13.33) and a cremation without pottery vessel 
(6.36). It may be related to these activities, but there is no 
trace of in situ burning. Could represent some/all of the rake 
out from a small pyre, but reason for deposition a matter of 
speculation.
May be related to the dumps of similar material immediately to 
the N.
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10.33 ?dump
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
(10.34)    [1584]
**************|*************************
              |
(10.33)    [1563]
              |
**************|*************************
         _____|_____________________
         |       |                 |    
(13.34)[1637] [1657]     (10.32)[1589]
context description
[1563]    grey/brown silt and sand with moderate pebbles, 

shell(oyster),  charcoal  frags,  occasional  tile  frags, 
mortar,  small  frags  of  ragstone  up  to  0.13x0.10x0.10M, 
pot, animal bone, Fe nails and Cu alloy objects. Survives 
up  to  17.20M  E-W,  and  c.  0.10M  thick.  Surface  levels 
between 10.00 and 9.72

Discussion of 10.33
Surface of this deposit is so irregular as it is the surface 
machined onto
Seems  to  be  an  accumulation  of  soil,  with  no  sign  of 
individual dumps. It is not the "sealing deposit/ploughsoil" 
of Group 11 as it is cut by animal burial (10.34) which lay 
below it
An accumulation of soil in the "open area" of the cemetery, 
with no sign of the gravel surfaces (cf sub-group 10.3). This 
may imply the area was genuinely open for much of the life of 
the cemetery, as grass and or garden soil. (?the gravel could 
be seen as a path around it to the N, with the "rockery" 
(8.28) to the S) 
         
10.34 pit/animal burial
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|*******
        [1535]
           |
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(10.34) [1583]
           |
        [1584]
***********|*******
(10.33) [1563]
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context descriptions
[1584]    cut of shallow pit, irregular in plan, 4.26M E-W, 

truncated to the N and S. Sides are vertical, with an 
irregular base at 9.76-9.66M od. Max depth 0.12M

[1583]    semi-articulated skeleton of an large mammal, ?
horse, aligned N-S, only lower torso survives, with no 
limbs present (hard to explain by truncation). Upper torso 
truncated by unstrat. Contained in fill [1535] 

[1535]    dark brown/black sandy silt with frequent course 
pebbles, charcoal, burnt bone, animal bone, moderate pot, 
Fe nails and fine pebbles. Fill of [1584], when excavated 
appeared to consist of two fills, the upper containing the 
most signs of burning. These fills merged so imperceptibly 
that no accurate record could be made. The deposit was 
extensively  sampled,  particularly  from  the  upper  part, 
<215>  with  some  from  the  lower,  <214>.  Small  finds 
retrieved from bulk seiving included burnt glass frags, 
small Fe nails, Cu alloy objects and a glass bead (SF 
723). There was no evidence suggesting in situ burning had 
taken place.

Discussion of 10.34
If the primary function of the pit was not connected with the 
deposition of [1533] or [1535], then there is no evidence for 
it 
It is tempting to link the inhumation of the ?horse and the ?
cremation  debris  to  arrive  at  some  form  of  "ritual" 
explanation
Whilst this is not impossible, it is just as likely that the 
fills (for that is all they need to be) were dumped in a 
convenient hole simply to dispose of them
10.35 ?dump
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1351]
***********|********
           |              
(10.35) [1747]
           |
***********|********
(8.28)  [1707]
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context description
[1747]    small (0.35x0.25M) isolated layer of dark grey silt 

containing what is described as a green sandstone (this 
may in fact be ragstone) frag 0.13x0.10x0.10M  and  a 
number of fragments of human cranium
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Discussion of 10.35
This  may  be  a  dump  that  contains  redeposited  human  bone, 
itmight in some way relate to the function of the ragstone 
spread (8.28), or even be the truncated remnant of a grave not 
recognised during excavation  
10.36 ?dump
Figures 225
stratigraphic sequence
(10.37)  [1588]
************|***********
            |
(10.36)  [1630]
            | 
************|***********
(8.28)  [1638/9] 
context descriptions
[1630]     dark  brown  silty/clay(50)  with  building 

materials(50) ie small tile and ragstone frags, forming a 
compact deposit c. 1.15x1.00M in extent and 0.05M thick at 
max. Surface at 9.60M od

10.37 ?surface
Figures  225
stratigraphic sequence
(10.38) [1580]   [1586] (10.39)
***********|********|*****************************
           |        |
(10.37) [1605]   [1588]
           |_______| |____________________
               |              |          | 
***************|**************|**********|********
    (8.28)[1638/9]  (13.51)[1711]     [1726](3.13)
 
context descriptions
[1605][1588]    physically  distinct  but  identical  contexts. 

Compact layer of cobbles in a dark grey sandy clay matrix, 
with occasional tile, pot, pebbles, animal bone, and a 
coin (SF 637). Irregular in plan, this layer up to and 
between  the  large  ragstone  boulders  of  [1638/9](8.28). 
Dimensions of [1588], 6.00M N-S, 3.00M E-W, 0.10M thick. 
Dimensions of [1605], 2.30M N-S, 1.10M E-W, 0.10M thick. 
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The surface of the layers are quite level, at 9.54-9.66M 
od
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10.38 ?dump
Figures 226
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)   [1351]
************|********
         [1520]
(10.38)     |
         [1580]
************|********
(10.37)  [1605]
context descriptions
[1580]    grey/brown sandy(20) clay(80) with moderate pebbles, 

occasional pot, tile, glass, animal bone and a Cu alloy 
bracelet (?redeposited) (SF 712). 7.60x6.50M in extent, up 
to 0.21M deep, surface of deposit between 9.59M and 9.80M. 
Definition of this layer was not good 

[1520]     greenish  brown  silt  frequent  gravel  and  small 
pebbles, a very thin layer, ?representing the silting of a 
shallow depression in the underlying deposits. Surface at 
9.62-9.66M od

10.39 layer
Figures 229
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)   [1351]
************|********
            |
(10.39)  [1586]
            |
************|********
(10.37)  [1588]
context description
[1586]    greenish brown silt with medium pebbles. Isolated 

layer, 1.40x0.65M in extent and 0.05M deep. Appears to be 
the  silting  of  a  depression  rather  than  anything 
significant. Surface at c. 9.62M od

Discussion of 10.36-10.39
A series of deposits which confine themslves to theapproximate 
limits of the ragstone spread (8.28) which underlies them. It 
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seems therefore to be reasonable to consider them to be in 
some way related to the construction, use or abandonment of 
that feature
Most of these contexts could easily be seen as dumps or the 
silting of hollows with the exception of (10.37) which looked 
very much like a deliberately laid level surface. However, if 
this was the case, it is hard to see why it ran between the 
boulders of (8.28) which projected through it some 0.15M.
This may all fit in with the rockery/paths/central grass idea, 
with the dumps either being for garden soil, or perhaps to 
"level" or cover the stones when they ceased to be needed
Another possibility is that the whole feature ie (7.36-7.39) 
and  (8.28)  are  the  ploughed  out  or  slighted  remains  of  a 
hedge, which could be supported by its common alignment with 
many "boundary features" on the site
     
10.40 ?pit
Figures 226
stratigraphic sequence
(10.41)   [1443]
*************|***************************
          [1516]
             | 
          [1530]
             |
          [1531]
             |
          [1536]
(10.40)      |
          [1542]
             |
          [1543]
             |
          [1555]
             |
          [1556] 
************|*|**************************
        ____| |__________________               
        |              |        |
(8.31)[1708]  (8.28)[1638/9] [1708](8.31)
context descriptions
[1556]    large, irregular cut, truncated to the south and 

east by unstrat. Sides are steep to the north, but to the 
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west slope gently to a flat base at c. 10.40M od, dropping 
to 10.35M od in the SE. Max surviving depth 0.38M  

[1555]    grey clay(20) sand(40) and silt(40) with moderate 
pebbles,  occasional  pot,  animal  bone  and  burnt  bone. 
Primary fill of [1556], max depth 0.06M

[1543]     grey  sand(20)  clay(20)  silt(60)  with  moderate 
pebbles and charcoal flecks, occasional pot, animal bone, 
burnt bone and tile. Fill of [1556], max depth 0.10M
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[1542]     grey/brown  clay(20)  silt(30)  and  sand(50)  with 

frequent      fine pebbles, occasional charcoal flecks, 
pot, tile and burnt bone. Fill of [1556], max depth 0.08M

[1536]     grey  sand(10)  clay(20)  silt(70)  with  frequent 
pebbles,      occasional charcoal flecks, animal bone, 
tile, small sand stone  frags,  glass.  Fill  of  [1556], 
max depth 0.13M

[1531]    grey sand/clay(10) silt(90) with moderate pebbles, 
occasional  tile  and  charcoal  flecks,  pot,  animal  bone  and 
burnt bone. Fill of [1556], max depth 0.01M
[1530]     grey  sand(10)  clay(40)  silt(50)  with  frequent 

pebbles, occasional charcoal flecks, tile, pot, burnt bone 
and chalk flecks. Fill of [1556], max depth 0.08M

[1516]    brown/grey sandy clay silt with frequent pebbles and 
occasional flecks and small frags of burnt bone, tile, pot 
and charcoal. Upper ?sealing fill of [1556], max depth 
0.05M, surface at c 9.65-9.70M od.            

Discussion of 10.40
Function of this feature is not apparent. Backfills consist 
largely of redeposited natural combined with small quantities 
of materials characteristic of the cemetery phase of the site. 
Thus this feature may have been filling during this phase or 
post date all burial activity, the inclusions in its fills 
being residual.
Truncation makes it uncertain that this feature was originally 
a pit. It may be related to ditch (4.19), and represent a 
feature formed by erosion due to some activity on its NW side, 
subsequently being levelled. The finds from both sub-groups do 
not seem inconsistent with this possibility.
10.41 ?dump layer
Figures 226
stratigraphic sequence
(11.4)  [1351]
***********|****************
           |
(10.41) [1443]
           |
***********|****************
         __|_______
         |        |
(10.43)[1447]  [1516](10.40)      
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context descriptions
[1443]    dark brown sand(10) clay(40) silt(50) with moderate 

pebbles,  occasional  pot,  tile,  charcoal  flecks,  chalk 
frags up to 0.05x0.05x0.05M, glass and a coin (SF 575). 
Layer, 4.54x2.20M in extent, 0.15M deep at max. 
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Discussion of 10.41
Possible dump. It is not clear if this is simply a dump of 
soil (upcast etc) a lower continuation of sealing layer [1351]
(11.4) or something approaching a cemetery soil.  
       
10.42 sealing layers
Figures 226
stratigraphic sequence
 

context descriptions
[1175]     brown  silt(60)  and  clay(40)  with  frequent  fine 

pebbles, occasional charcoal, shell, tile, pot. Removed as 
a layer below Post-Medieval features (12.9 and unstrat) to 
define Roman features. Extent 7.40x1.20M, max thickness 
0.15M

[1257]    brown/orange sand(30) silt(30) and clay(40) with 
frequent small pebbles, occasional pot, animal bone, nails 
and a redeposited infant cranium. Extent 3.50x1.14M, max 
depth 0.40M. Below [1175], another artificial spit removed 
to define Roman features

Discussion of 10.42
These context are probably the same, a sealing layer over the 
cemetery  features  in  this  part  of  the  site.  Definition  of 
these  features  was  poor  and  there  were  signs  of  root  and 
animal disturbance. This sub-group may represent a "cemetery 
soil"  or  a  dump/soil  forming  after  the  period  of  burial 
activity. Due to the disturbance and poor definition it cannot 
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be stated with any confidence that this sub-group is later 
than the burials it appears to seal.      
See also trial work trench 10, section 14, context [199].
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10.43 dump
stratigraphic sequence
(10.41)         [1443]
*******************|*******************
                   |
(10.43)         [1447]
                   | 
*******************|*******************
         __________|__________
         |      |            | 
(6.44)[1463] [1462]       [1486](5.104)
context description
[1447]    brown sand/clay silt with frequent (c.10%) flecks of 

charcoal,  occasional  tile  and  pebbles.  Small  layer, 
0.93x0.40M in extent, max depth 0.08M

Discussion of 10.43
Apparently just an isolated dump, but its position in relation 
to  cut  [1464](6.44)  suggests  it  may  be  related  to  this 
cremation
                       Group 10 discussion
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      GROUP 11: POST CEMETERY SEALING DEPOSITS/PLOUGH SOIL
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Introduction
On some parts of the site there was a post cemetery sealing 
deposit of homogenous material. No cuts could be discerned in 
it. The sub groups in this group were formed after the cemetry 
had gone out of use (in the areas where it occurs) and relate 
to the land use post cemetery in the Roman period.
This deposit was selectively removed by hand to attempt to 
discern cuts or differences in a seemingly homogenous deposit. 
Elsewhere  on  site  due  to  the  constraints  of  time  it  was 
removed by machine.



11.1 sealing layer
Figures 227
stratigraphic sequence

context descriptions
[550]     brown sandy silt with some pottery. Top of layer at 

9.78m OD.
[441]     brown silt(90) sand(10) with some pottery, CBM, 

oyster shell. Top of layer at 10.15m OD and 0.20m thick.
[407]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some CBM and coin 

(SF 44). Top of layer at 10.08m OD and 50mm thick.
[406]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some pottery, CBM 

and cu alloy object (SF 42). Top of layer at 9.95m OD and 
50mm thick.

[405]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some pottery, 
bone, CBM and cu alloy object (SF 37).Top of layer at 
10.03m OD and 50mm thick.

[400]     grey-brown silt(90) sand(10) with some oyster shell, 
CBM, pottery, bone of animal and human, ragstone and glass 
(SF 30,39), cu alloy (SF 38,31,25,40,47,19) including a 
coin of 270-300 and a whetsone (SF 52). 

     Layer extends over whole of this portion of Area A and is 
up to 0.80m thick. Top of layer at 10.87m OD. The N side 
of the layer was removed by hand and due to constraints of 
time the S side was removed by machine.

discusion of (11.1)



[550]-[405] are isolated remnants of [400] after its removal 
by hand and machine. [400] covered the enitire surviving Roman 
cemetery deposits in this area and appears to be related to 
the activity on site after the cemetry was not used. As such 
it contains human bone and pottery with a similar date range 
to  the  cemetery  suggesting  a  reworking  of  the  cemetery 
deposits.



(11.1) is probably formed as a result of the land use changing 
to ?fields, open space. As this deposit covers the ditches 
these  were  no  longer  a  factor  in  the  organisation  of  the 
landscape.
Similar sealing layers were encountered elsewhere on the site 
(see 11.2-4 and also the trial work) and some cases machined 
away. 
See also trial work trench 6, section 6, context [34].
11.2 sealing layer
Figure 228
stratigraphic sequence
               unstrat
******************|******************
(11.2)          [1103]
       ___________|_____________
******|***********|*************|*****
  [1118](10.13) [1197](10.12) [1140](13.13)
context description
[1103]    layer of dark brown sand(60) clay(40) and pebbles 
with some pottery, CBM, oyster and Fe nails (SF 322). Layer 
increases in depth to the S. Top of layer at 11.01m OD.
discussion of (11.2)
This "sealing" layer is similar to (11.1) to the E. In this 
area it was removed by machine and (11.2) is the remnants left 
which was removed by hand.
See also trial work trench 6, section 5B, context [290] which 
extended  over  the  entire  bay  and  survived  to  a  height  of 
11.00m OD and a depth of 0.80m.



11.3 sealing layers
Figures 229
stratigraphic sequence
                unstrat
*******************|******************************
                [1468]
            _______|________________________________
(11.3)      |            |            |            | 
            |         [1636]          |            |
            |            |            |            |
************|************|************|************|**
  (13.40)[1551] (5.91)[1646] (6.34)[1663] (6.35)[1528]   
context descriptions
[1636]    brown clay silt with moderate small/medium pebbles 

and  occasional  pot.  Recorded  as  an  isolated  layer 
2.00x1.50M in extent and 0.08M deep. 

[1668]     grey/brown  silt(20)  sand(30)  and  clay(50)  with 
frequent  gravel  and  small  pebbles,  occasional  building 
material (tile frags up to 0.02x0.20x0.20M, ragstone up to 
0.10x0.10x0.10M, chalk up to 0.05x0.05x0.05M, pot, glass, 
nails,  slag,  and  copper  alloy  objects,  one  (SF  615)  a 
possible parallel for (SF 779)  from amphora cremation 
(6.34). Lay in a layer 6.00x3.00M in extent and 0.30M deep 
in this part of Area C, overlying [1636]. Surface level 
9.92-9.78M od

Discussion of 11.3
[1636]  may  be  just  a  lower  continuation  of  [1668],  or  a 
distinct dump
[1668] originally covered all the stratigraphy in this part of 
Area C, but was machine stripped to save time
See also trial work trench 7, section 7, context [231] and 
[241].
See also discussion of (11.3/4)



11.4 sealing layers     
Figures 229
stratigraphic sequence

context description
[1351][1360]    brown  to  grey/brown  silty  sandy  clay  with 

moderate pebbles and tile (c. 54Kg of this), occasional 
pot, human and animal bone, shell, glass, coins, Fe nails, 
charcoal and stone building material (ragstone frags and a 
concentration  of  large  ragstone  blocks  over-lying  the 
position of the ragstone rubble spread (8.28)[1638/9]). 
Formed a general layer across the south bay of Area C 
except at the extreme E end and in areas of extensive 
post-med truncation. The recorded surface of this deposit 
was at 10.12M od, but had      been reduced during machine 
clearance of post medieval overburden. Max surviving depth 
0.40M

Discussion of 11.4 
General layer,  sealing all cemetery deposits  in this part of 
the site.
See also trial work trenches 11&12, sections 15&16, contexts 
[218] and [224].
Discussion of 11.3 and 11.4
Quantity of roman + ?cemetery derived finds in these deposits 
suggests they were formed by:



       
     A) active/passive reworking of the upper layers of the 
cemetery.  eg  ploughing/slow  natural  re-establishment  of 
vegetation and soil etc              
     B)  dumping of cemetery derived material across the area 
(?to  level  the  site)  which  had  remained  substantially 
lower after the quarrying of Group 3



The activity or abandonment this sub-group represents clearly 
post-dates  the  use  of  the  cemetery,  but  may  be  Roman  or 
Medieval in origin (see finds).

11.5 Sealing layers
Figure 230
stratigraphic sequence

               unstrat
******************|*******************
     _____________|_____________
    |                           |
 [1113]                      [1112]
    |                           |       (11.5)
    |                        [1120]
****|***************************|******
    |_____________              |
    |             |             |
 [1150](10.26) [1168](10.25)  [1128](10.26)
context description
[1113]    extensive layer of  brown silt(70) sand(30) with 

some pottery, bone, oyster, CBM, ragstone, chalk and coin 
(SF 319) and cu alloy pin (SF 320). Maximum depth 0.40m 
with the top at 10.27m OD.

[1120]    remnants of [1112] (see below for description).
[1112]    extensive layer of brown silt(60) sand(40) with some 

CBM, ragstone, pottery, oyster, bone and chalk. Maximum 
depyh 0.30m with the top at 10.41m OD.

discussion of (11.5)
Sealing layers divided by trial trench of similar composition 
and derivation to the rest of group 11.



                       Group 11 discussion

A post cemetery homogenous deposit that seal the burials and 
associated deposits. It also seals a number of ditches after 
they had been backfilled. 
It contains a large amount of Roman and cemetery material, 
although the date is as yet uncertain.
This deposit represents a significant change in land use from 
cemetery to fields/wasteland. It could have been formed by 
cultivation  such  as  ploughing  that  has  disturbed  the 
underlying cemetery deposits. 
Group  11  also  represents  a  significant  change  in  the 
organisation of the landscape as it occurs over backfilled 
ditches  that  were  seen  earlier  to  be  important 
landscape/cemetery divisions.
Group 11 does appear to be confined to the area of quarrying 
seen  in  Group  3,  this  may  be  a  result  of  only  partial 
backfilled quarry pits. That is the recorded top of Group 11 
is 10.87m OD and 0.80m (11.1) where to the N natural occurs at 
10.80m OD. So either;1
1.  the  cultivation  etc  was  confined  to  the  area  that  was 
earlier quarried or,
2. Group 11 survives in this area as it is lower  than to the 
N hence survived later truncation.



          

GROUP 12  MEDIEVAL/POST MEDIEVAL FEATURES





Introduction
The brief for the site was to excavate the Roman cemetery and 
associated deposits therfore a majority of the later medieval 
or post medieval deposits were removed by machine.
As with other sites investigated in this area a large amount 
of  med/post med "quarry pits" were found having removed the 
Roman  deposits.  These  were  excavated  by  machine  to  leave 
upstanding blocks of Roman archaeology. 
Up  to  2.50m  of  overburden  was  removed  much  of  which  was 
possibly  the  result  of  clearance  from  the  Great  Fire  of 
London.
The trial work recorded some of the quarry pits and overburden 
see appendix ??
From an examination of the available maps of the area ......





12.1 post hole
Figure
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|******
      [508]
(12.1)  |
      [509]
********|*******
      [684] (3.2)
context descriptions
[509]     sub-rectangular cut, 0.48m x 0.28 and 0.20m deep.
[508]     brown sand(50) pebbles(50), fill of [509]
discussion of 12.1
This ?posthole was part of a post med feature that was removed 
by hand but not recorded.

12.2 post med pit
Figure
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|**************
      _______|_______
     |               |
   [1107]    =     [597]
     |               |  (12.2)
   [1106]    =     [598]
*****|***************|*******
   [1101](10.7)    [400] (11.1)
context descriptions
          
[1106]=[598]   sub-rectangular pit not fully excavated.
[1107]=[597]   orange-brown sandy silt with pottery(incl. ?

med/post med, oyster shell, Fe nails, building material, 



redeposited human bone and a whetstone fragment (SF337). 
Fill of [1106]=[598].

discussion of 12.21
A medieval or later feature of interest because of the large 
quantity of human bone presuambly derived from the graves that 
this feature disturbed.



12.3 post med feature
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|*********
      [1217]
(12.3)  |
      [1216]
********|*********
      [1135] (6.11)
context description
[1216]    sub rectangular cut not fully excavated.
[1217]    fill of [1216] with med/post med pottery.

12.4 pit

Figure
stratigraphic sequence
               unstrat
******************|********************
                [401]
(12.4)            |
                [402]
******************|********************
   _______________|_______________
  |                  |      |     |
[419]/[410](4.8)   [436]  [617] [471](4.7)
context descriptions
[402]     square cut 2.00m x 1.70m and O.93m deep.
[401]     fill of [402] with modern buiding material.



12.5 modern foundation cut
Figure
stratigraphic sequence
                             unstrat              (12.7) [535]
********************************|**************************|
****
         _______________________|                          |
        |                       |                          |
      [403]                   [461]                      [561]
(12.5)  |                       |                          |
      [404]                   [460]                      [562]
********|***********************|**************************|
*****               
   _____|_____     _____________|_______________           |
  |        |  |       |       |       |       |
 (4.5)      (4.4)(5.7)     (5.6)      (5.5)      (5.4) 
(5.1)*
* sub groups not showing context numbers
[404]=[460]=[562]   linear cut running N-S parallel to the E 

wall  of  the  railway  depot.  Possibly  relating  to  the 
building of this wall, seen further to the S as (12.9).

 
[403]=[460]=[561]    fills  of  above  cut  with  med/post  med 

material.
12.6 post med activity
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|*******
      [573]
        |
      [572]
        |
      [581]
(12.6)  |
      [580]
        |
      [588]
        |
      [587]



********|*********
     natural
context descriptions
Series of cuts and fills all containing post medieval material 
cut  into  natural  (see  level  II  records  for  exact 
descriptions).



12.7 post-med pit
Figure
stratigraphic sequence
     unstrat
********|******
      [534]
(12.7)  |
      [535]
********|******
(12.5) [561]

context descriptions
[535]     truncated cut 0.43 x 0.25m and 0.25m deep, base at 

10.54m OD
[534]     black-brown sand with post-med/med pottery. Fill of 

[535].

12.8 pit
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*********
          |
       [1572]
(12.8)    |
       [1573]
          | 
**********|*********
(13.43)[1568]
context descriptions            
[1573]    small, irregular pit 0.25x0.50M and 0.26M deep
[1572]    black silty loam containing charcoal, burnt bone and 
glazed pot. Fill of [1573]
Discussion of 12.8



First thought to be a cremation without pottery vessel. Now 
seems to be post med on basis of pot, ? a fire residue, or 
possibly the burnt material derives from (13.43)



12.9 modern foundation cut
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
            unstrat
***************|************
            [1105]      
               | 
            [1104]
(12.9)  _______|_______
        |             |
     [1125]        [1176]        
        |_____________|
               |
            [1124]
***************|***********
(10.24)     [1175]
context descriptions
[1124]    linear cut running N-S parallel to the E wall of the 

railway depot.
[1125][1176][1105]  fills of cut [1124], containing post med 
material.
[1104]    mistakenly recorded as as cut, in fact the interface 

between some of the fills
Discussion of 12.9
Probably the construction cut for the E wall of the railway 
depot. ?Same as (12.5)
12.10 cuts and layers
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
                             unstrat
********************************|
***********************************
           _____________________|____________________________
           |           |            |          |            |
         [975]       [939]        [897]======[909] 
[767]



(12.10)    |           |            |          |            |
         [976]         |          [908]        | 
[766]
           |           |            |          |            |
           |           |          [907]        |            |
***********|***********|************|**********|************|
*******                      
       natural (1.3)[1001]  (4.26)[910)      [920]  (8.23)
[880]
context descriptions

[976]      post  medieval  pit  partially  excavated  and 
abandoned without planning once date became apparent

[975]     fill of [976]
[939]     Layer up to 0.32M deep, containing post med pot etc, 
?dumping               
     
[907]     small pit cut, ovoid in plan, 1.00x0.55M and c. 

0.10M deep
[908]     fill of [907] - rubbish pit fill - containing post 
med
     pottery and animal bone
[897][909]     layer of dirty brickearth <0.15M thick across 
the      SW of the site, containing tile and post med pot
[766]     cut of small circular pit, dia 0.50M, depth 0.23M
[767]     fill of [766], containing animal bone, shell and 

post med pot  



12.11 post med quarry pit
Figures
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|******
        [638]
          |
        [756]
(12.11)   |
        [639]
**********|******
(10.29) [797]
context descriptions
[639]     extensive post med quarry pit, full dimensions 

unknown, recorded due to presence of redeposited cremation
[638][756]     backfill of [639], containing post med material 
and a redeposited cremation vessel (SF 140), [756] being its 
bone fill.

12.12 post medieval deposits from trial work
All the post medieval contexts recorded in the trial work are 
assigned to this sub group. They have not been described or 
drawn for the level III report apart from appearing in the 
level III index. 
These contexts are described in the level II record and appear 
on the level II trial work sections.

12.13 post Roman quarry activity
All post Roman quarry activity contexts that were recorded in 
the trial work are assigned to this sub group and treated as 
for (12.12).



GROUP 13 FLOATERS AND DUSTBIN





Introduction
The sub-groups that do not fit easily into the other groups 
and the "rubbish" contexts are included in Group 13.

13.1 ?pitting
Figure 234
stratigraphic sequence
     (4.5) [444]
*************|************
           [636]
             |
           [637]
(13.1)       |
           [625]
             |
           [626]
*************|************
     (1.4) [635]
context descriptions
[626]     circular cut 0.50m in diameter and 0.40m deep with 

base at 10.16m OD.
[625]     brown sandy silt with amphorae sherds, pottery and 

burnt bone. Fill of [626].
[637]     sub circular cut 0.65m x 0.35m and 0.11m deep with 

base at 10.28m OD.
[636]     brown sandy silt with pottery. Fill of [637].

discussion of (13.1)
These cuts were only identified when removing [635](1.4)  the 
"brickearth" on this part of the site so althougth recorded as 
being under ditch cut [444] (4.5) this is not reliable. The 
two cuts also may be part of the same feature.
The  lower  cut  appeared  to  have  the  remains  of  a  possible 
cremation  with  the  association  of  amphorae,  pottery  and 



burnt ?human bone however awaiting identification the bone and 
pottery. 
This sub-group then appears as a cut into natural, to the N of 
ditch (4.5),  with ?redeposited cremated material in its fill.



13.2 pitting
  Figure 235
stratigraphic sequence
     (4.2) [428]
*************|***************
           [451]
             |
           [450]
(13.2)       |
           [457]
             |
           [458]
*************|****************
           natural
[458]     truncated rounded cut 1.00m x 1.00m and 0.35m deep 

with the base at 10.25m OD.
[457]     brown sand (70) pebbles(30), no inclusions. Fill of 

[458].
[450]     trunacated sub rectangular cut 1.25m x 0.50m and 

0.50m deep with the base at 10.19m OD.
[451]      grey  brown  sandy  silt  with  freq.  pebbles,  no 

inclusions.Fill of [450].
discussion of (13.2)
These two cuts were cut to the W by ditch (4.2). They are so 
truncated that their function is difficult to ascertain. They 
may possible relate to ditch (2.2) to the N whose base is at 
10.14m OD and of similar scale.

13.3 layer
Figure 235
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
**************|************
(13.3)      [420]
**************|************
(4.2)       [414]          



context descriptions
[420]     brown sandy silt with pebbles, charcoal flecks and 

CBM, maximium depth 0.35m, top at 10.55m OD.
discussion of 13.3
Layer sealing ditch (4.2) of unknown formation or date.
13.4 ?robbed out structure
Figures 235
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|************
           [435]
             |
           [449]
             |
(13.4)     [506]
      _______|______
     |              |
     |            [544]
     |              |
     |            [507]
     |              |
*****|**************|*******
   [479](4.6)     [429](4.5)
context descriptions
[507]     irregular cut 0.73m x 0.66m with steep sides and 

flat base sloping NW-SE at 10.44m OD.
[544]     heavily compact mortar(80) pebbles(10) silt(10) with 

some  tile,  and  flint  frags,  0.24m  deep.  Fill  of  [507] 
partially filling the cut.

[506]     red-brown sand(70) silt(30) with mod. ragstone frags 
and occasional flint, pottery, tile, mortar, Fe nails and 
one human bone. Layer/dump maximum thickness 0.15m.

[449]     red-brown silt(60) clay(40) with occa. pottery and 
tile. Layer/dump maximum thickness 0.15m

[435]     red-brown sandy clay sand(80) and clay(20) with 
freq.  pebbles  with  occa.  pottery,  tile,  animal  bone, 



flint, Fe object (SF 49) and ragstone. Layer/dump maximum 
thickness 0.20m, top at 10.77m OD.

discussion of (13.4)
(13.4) is later than the filling of ditches (4.3), (4.5) and 
(4.6). The top of (13.4) is at 10.77m OD with natural to the W 
of ditch (4.3) at 10.80m OD suggesting these contexts were 
filling a hollow/cut larger than the recorded cut [507].
The  backfill  of  cut  [507]  and  the  overlying  layers/dumps 
contain  the  sort  of  material  associated  with  a  robbed  out 
possible ragstone, flint and mortar structure. The association 
of pottery, possible coffin nails and human bone suggest a 
robbed funerary structure. 
It is unclear whether [507] is the cut for such a structure 
with [544] representing in situ part of it or whether [507] is 
a robber cut backfilled and overlain by demolition material. 
It would seem more probable that this subgroup represents the 
robbing of a funerary structure. 
(see trial work (14.6) for another? funerary structure to the 
W).
13.5 pit
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(4.12)    [502]
************|************
          [668]
            |
(13.5)    [688]
            |
          [689]
            |
          [694]
************|************
          natural
context descriptions
[687]     semi-circular cut, truncated to the E by limit of 

excavation. Steep sides to a rounded base at 8.74m OD. 
1.60mx0.80m and 0.66m deep.



[694]     black-grey silt with freq. charcoal, burnt ?human 
bone and some pottery, Fe nails and glass. Sample <70>. 
primary fill of [687].

[689]     orange-brown sand. Fill of [687].
[688]     grey sandy silt with occa. pottery and tile. Fill of 

[687], 0.30m deep.
[668]     brown silt(80) sand(20) with some pottery and tile. 

Fill of [687], 0.10m deep.
discussion of (13.5)
The relationship betwwen (13.5) and ditches (4.11) to the S 
and (4.12) to the N is uncertain as a trial trench clipped the 
top of this feature obscuring the relationship between these 
features. On initial excavation [688] was thought to be part 
of [647] (fill of (4.11)) , subsequent excavation revealed 
that there were two distinct features.



The most secure interpretation is that (13.5) is earlier than 
both (4.11) and (4.12).
The function of (13.5) is unclear although it is similar to 
(13.54) immediately to the N. Having cremated material in its 
primary fill is similar to another pit (13.39) which contained 
ragstone, pottery, and a cranium in its primary fill. Another 
large circular pit (13.290 had an arrangement of ragstone in 
the  primary  fill.  Are  these  all  some  form  of  burial  or 
ritual???
Other  interpretations  area  quarry  pit  with  redeposited 
cremated material or another ditch terminus related to the 
joining of (4.11) and (4.12).
13.6 cut and ?surface
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
          unstrat
*************|***********
           [448]
             |
           [488]
(13.6)       |
           [505]
             |
           [504]
*************|*************
    (4.7)  [513]

context descriptions
[504]     shallow trunacated ?linear cut 1.07m  x 0.52m and 

0.15m deep with an irregular base at 9.92m OD.
[505]      compact  green-brown  pebbles(40)  sand(30)  and 

silt(30). Fill of [504].
[488]      pebble  layer  of  pebbles(75)  with  brown  sandy 

silt(15) with occasional Fe nails chalk and moratr flecks.
[448]     red-brown silt(70) sand(10) pebbles(20) layer with 

some charcoal flecks, ragstone frags and oyster shell. Top 
of layer at 10.27m OD.



discussion of (13.6)
This subgroup overlies the backfilling of ditch (4.7). All the 
context are confined within the limits of ditch fills of (4.7) 
and the ditch fills at the W end of (4.7) exist as high as 
10.62m OD and thus (13.6) may be part of the filling of ditch 
(4.7).
Not  enough  of  these  contexts  are  seen  to  give  a  firm 
interpretation, they may relate to a gravel surface [488] over 
the ditch (4.7) and a layer [448] ?accumulated over it. It may 
be more clear when seen in respect to the archaeology to the 
S.

13.7 "cremation" spread
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(6.1)     [592]
************|***********
(13.7)    [600]
************|***********
(3.2)     [528]
context descriptions
[600]     layer 1.30m x 1.80m of grey-brown silt(80) sand(20) 

with  freq.  charcoal  flecks  and  burnt  bone  and  occa. 
pottery, Fe nails (SF 798) and tile. Top of layer at 9.95m 
OD, 100% sample <45>.

For discussion see (13.11).
13.8 ?surface
Figures 236
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
          | 
(13.8) [1617]
          |
**********|********
(13.10)[1722]



context description
[1617]    area of compacted mixed pebbles, with inclusions of 

occasional  animal  bone,  tile  and  small  ragstone  frags. 
0.70x0.70M and 0.05M thick, surface of deposit at 9.68-
9.65M od

Discussion of 13.8
Possibility that this represents the truncated remnants of a 
surface, ?in an open area of the cemetery (cf other possible 
surfaces in this part of the site, sub-groups 10.37,13.6)     
Alternatively, this context may be a result of sorting within 
the sequence of deposits above and below this context



13.9 "cremation" layer
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(10.33)   [422]
************|***********
(13.9)    [595]
************|***********
(3.2)     [528]
context description
[595]     layer truncated on all sides of brown-grey silt(80) 

sand(20) with pebbles and some charcoal flecks, chalk and 
tile frags. Top of layer at 9.20m OD, increasing in depth 
from W 0.05m to E 0.20m.

For discussion see (13.11).
13.10 "cremation" layer
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(10.3)    [422]
************|************
(13.10)   [695]
************|************
(3.2)     [528]
context descriptions
[695]      layer  1.20m  x  0.80m  of  orange-brown  silt(70) 

sand(30) with pebbles and some burnt bone, pottery, Fe 
nails (SF 188). Top of layer at 10.00m OD and 0.12m thick. 
100% sample <67>.

For discussion see (13.11).
13.11 "cremation" layer 
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)    [400]
************|**************
          [701]



(13.11)     |
          [655]
************|*************
(3.2)     [528]
context descriptions

[655]     layer 1.00m x 0.60m and 60mm thick. Red- brown 
sandy silt with some pottery, burnt bone and Fe nails (SF 
757). Top of layer at 9.78m OD. 100% sample <50>.

[701]     layer 0.90m  x 0.25m and 20mm thick. Black brown 
silt(40)  sand(30)  and  pebbles(30)  with  freq.  charcoal 
flecks and some pottery and burnt bone. Top of layer at 
9.77m OD. 100% sample <77>.

discussion of (13.7,9,10 and 11)
Small layers/areas of material containing a large proportion 
of material likely to be associated with cremation deposits 
(see group 6 and 7) e.g cremated bone, pottery, small Fe nails 
etc.
(13.7) is cut by a cremation with vessel (6.1) and overlying 
quarry pit fill (5.28). It may be associated with the actual 
cremation (6.1) e.g ?spillage.
The other spreads have no direct relationship with any burials 
and appear to be confined to an open area thet is with no 
burials. They may relate to some "cremation " activity that 
was carried out in this "open" ground and/ot the lack of grave 
digging  has  meant  that  these  deposits  of  cremation  type 
material survive?         
There  are  other  "cremation"  layers  in  this  area  such  as 
(10.20), (8.32), (8.1) and elsewhere on site (see appendix 10 
for environmental samples breakdown).

13.12 not used
13.13 possible grave
Figure 237
stratigraphic sequence
(11.2)    [1103]
************|************



          [1140]
            |
(13.13)   [1147]
            |
          [1139]
************|***********
(3.5)     [1467]
[1139]    heavily truncated cut 0.60m x 0.15m, sides shallow 

then steepen to a base at 9.25m OD.
[1147]    brown-grey clay (80) silt(20) and pebbles with some 

bone. 0.31m deep, lower fill of [1139] 
[1140]    brown clay(60) sand(40) and pebbles and some oyster. 

0.18m deep, upper fill of [1139].



discussion of (13.13)
Given position, size and OD height this a possible truncatated 
although no human remains were recovered.

13.14 ?dumps
Figure 238,247
stratigraphic sequence
(13.15)   [1182]=[1183]
****************|**************
          ______|______
         |             |
      [1267]        [1251]
(13.14)  |_____________|
                |
****************|*************
            natural
context descriptions
[1251]    brown clay(60) sand(20) and pebbles contained, a 

cremation vessel (SF 405) and its fill sample <163> were 
found  in  this  deposit  and  thought  to  be  redeposited. 
However it may have been that the cut was not visible and 
[1251] is a natural deposit with the a cremation burial 
cut into it.

[1267]    brown silty sand and pebbles with some pottery. Top 
of context at 9.98m OD.

discussion of (13.14) 
These  two  contexts  are  probably  natural  deposits  or  dirty 
natural overlying clean natural sand and gravel. 
They are both truncated to the W by (13.56).



13.15 dumps
Figure 238
stratigraphic sequence
(13.16)             [1156]
**********************|*************************
                    [1224]
                      |
(13.15)             [1369]
               _______|_________
              |                 |
           [1182]      =      [1183]
**************|*****************|***************
              |_________________|
              ________|__________
             |               ____|____  
     (13.56)[1282]          |         |
                         [1267]    [1251](13.14)

context description
[1182]=1183]   grey-brown silt(60) sand(40) and pebbles. N-S 

strip some 0.85m wide with the top at 10.02m OD.
[1369]    tip line seen in section 71 that is, interface 

between [1182]=[1183] and [1224].
[1224]    grey-brown sand(50) silt(50) and pebbles with occa. 

pottery, ragstone frags 50mm2, mortar and glass (SF 382). 
N- S styrip some 1.50m wide. 

discussion of (13.15)
These dumps are the upper fills of (13.56).



13.16 large cut feature
Figure  238,239,240
stratigraphic sequence
(10.26)        [1127]
******************|*********************
          ________|________
         |                 |
         |               [1141]
        [1142]             |
         |               [1157]
         |                 |
         |               [1164]
        [1163]             |
         |               [1181]
         |                 |
         |               [1196]
         |                 |
         |               [1204]
         |_________________|
                  |
               [1215]
                  |
               [1223]
                  |
               [1235]
                  |
               [1240]
                  |
               [1250]
                  |
               [1156]
******************|************************
(13.15)        [1224]

context descriptions
[1156]    cut of which E edge was difficult to discern in plan 

but showed up clearly in section. The E edge of the cut is 
parallel to (13.56) and is a gentle sloping side to an 
irregular base at 9.14m OD. The W edge is on the edge of 
the limits of excavation. The cut is visible for 3.20m in 
section 71 and 0.90m deep.



[1250]    grey sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles with some pottery 
and tesserae (SF 404) and ragstone. 0.05m deep, lowest 
fill of [1156], top of fill at 9.39m OD.

[1240]     grey-brown  silt(60)  sand(40)  and  pebbles  with 
ragstone  frags  0.12x0.10x0.08m,  pottery  nand  mortar 
sampled as <158>. Arbitary spit taken off fills within cut 
[1156] as no distinction between fills was visible at this 
level.
[1235]     brown  silt(70)  sand(30)  with  freq.  mortar, 
ragstone  blocks  up  to  0.10x0.05m  and  some  chalk,  CBM, 
pottery, bone (some possibly human) and glass(SF 385). Top 
of fill at 9.91m OD and up to 0.70m deep, fill of [1156].

[1223]    brown sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles with mortar 
flecks.

Small fill of [1156] which is probably part of [1235].
[1215]    like [1240] an arbitary spit removed over whole area 

of  cut  [1156]  as  no  distinction  between  fill  was 
discernible at this level.

[1204]    brown-grey sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles. Fill of 
[1156].

[1196]    brown sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles. Fill of [1156].
[1181]    orange-grey sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles. Fill of 

[1156].
[1164]    grey silt(60) sand(40) and pebbles with some bone. 

Fill of [1156].
[1157]    grey brown sand(60) silt(40) and pebbles with some 

mortar, CBM and chalk flecks. Fill of [1156].
[1141]     grey sandy silt and pebbles with CBM. Fill of 
[1156].
[1163]     brown  clay(70)  sand(30)  and  pebbles  with  some 

mortar. Fill of [1156].
[1142]    brown clay(70) silt(30) with mortar, ragstone and 

coin (SF338) and ?bone pin (SF 341). Fill of [1156].
[1126]     brown clay and pebbles. Top fill of [1156] at 

10.26m OD.



discussion of (13.16)
Large cut with a complicated series of backfills. The fills of 
this cut were  noted for the amount of building material they 
contained. Some of the backfills also contained ?human bone. 
This  material  is  possibly  derived  from  some  funerary 
structure.



13.17 layer/fill
stratigraphic sequence
(13.56)[1423]  [1297] [1273] [1510](13.19)
*********|********|******|******|**************
         |________|______|______|
(13.17)             |
                  [1424]
                    |
********************|**************************
(13.55)           [1437]
context description
[1424]    brown-orange clay(70) sand(30) with some pottery, 

charcoal, Fe nails (SF13) and redeposited cremation vessel 
(SF 550) with sample <178>. Strip running N-S being 0.58m 
wide at the N and 1.33m at the S. Top of layer/fill at 
9.84m OD in the N to 9.69m OD in the S.

discussion of (13.17)
Excavated as layer but probably a fill of [1438](13.55). See 
(13.55) for more discussion.
(13.17)  trial  work  trench  6,  section  5B  contexts 
[303]&[304]=[1424]  and  redeposited  cremation  vessel  (SF 
11=505).



13.18  pit
Figure 241,242
stratigraphic sequence
 [1356](13.21)   
****|********************
    |
    |                
 [1364]              
    |                
 [1363]              
    |                
 [1370]     
    |                
 [1376]               (13.18)
    |                
 [1380]              
    |                
 [1377]              
    |                
 [1392]              
    |                
 [1393]              
    |                
 [1394]              
    |                
 [1401]              
    |
    |____________________________
            |                    |
************|********************|*******
   (13.56)[1275]              [1301](13.56)
context descriptions
[1401]    subcircular cut 2.40m in diameter, maximum depth 

1.50m. Steep sides and rounded base at 8.47m OD.
[1394]    grey silt with some bone and charcoal flecks. Top of 

fill at 8.78m OD partially covering base of cut [1401] as 
primary silting?

[1393]    brown-grey sand(80) clay(20) and pebbles with some 
ragstone.  Seen  to  tip  in  from  the  W  into  cut  [1401] 
possible slumping. Top of fill at 9.28m-8.95m OD



[1392]     collection  of  ragstone  blocks  some  with  motar 
adhering  laying  in  centre  of  cut  [1401].  Blocks  up  to 
200x200x50mm. Blocks surrounded/in [1392] and [1393]. May 
be primary deposit in this cut around which the silting 
and  first  tip  has  accumulated  or  becoming  embedded  in 
these earlier fills.

     Top of blocks st 8.97m OD.
[1377]     grey  silt(60)  sand(40)  and  pebbles  with  some 

pottery,CBM and glass(SF 524).Top of fill at 9.12m OD. 
Backfill of [1401].

[1380]    yellow-brown sand(80) silt(20) with pebbles. Fill of 
[1401] possibly slumped material from sides of cut?

[1376]    grey-brown sand(70) clay(30) and pebbles. Backfill 
of [1401], top at 9.35m OD.

[1370]    brown-grey sandy clay and pebbles with some pottery. 
Top  of  fill  at  9.28m  OD  and  0.145m  deep.  Backfill  to 
[1401].

[1363]    yellow-brown sand(80) silt(20) with occa. ragstone, 
charcoal, CBM and glass frag (SF 814). Backfill to [1401], 
top at 9.47m OD.

[1364]    grey-brown sand(60) clay(40) and pebbles with some 
mortar and CBM flecks. Backfill to [1401]. top of fill at 
9.32m OD.

discussion of (13.18)
A  large  circular  pit  cut  through  the  backfills  of  linear 
cut(13.56). The ragstone blocks seen at the base of the cut 
did not have any apparent function althougth it is similar to 
the deposits (13.39) seen in cut feature (13.38).

13.19 three small pits
Figure 242
stratigrqaphic sequence
                    (10.22)
***********************|*****************************
     __________________|__________________
    |                  |                  |
 [1276]             [1272]             [1509]



    |                  |                  |   (13.19)
 [1277]             [1273]             [1510]
    |__________________|__________________|   
                       |
***********************|*****************************
               (13.17)[1424]
context description
[1277]    subcircular cut 0.38m x 0.50m and 0.27m deep with 

vertical sides and a flat base at 9.53m OD
[1276]     brown  silt(70)  sand(30)  and  pebbles  with  some 

pottery. Fill of [1277].
[1273]     circular cut 0.40m in diameter and 0.20m deep with 

vertical sides and a flat base at 9.54m OD.
[1272]    grey-brown clay(80) silt(20) with a block of 
chalk and ragstone and  occa. pottery. The arrangement of 
these blocks suggested they may have been packing for a 
post. Fill of [1274].

[1510]    subcircular cut 0.43m x 0.35m  and 0.17m deep with 
vertical sides and a flat base at 9.22m OD.

[1509]    grey sand(50) clay(50) with occa. pottery. Fill of 
[1510].

discussion of (13.19)
These three small pits are stratigraphically contemporary with 
two adjacent cremations (6.15&14), that is they are sealed by 
(10.22). 
They are similar size to the cremation cuts and are either 
emptey cremtion pits or perhaps they are post holes. If they 
were post hole then the posts they would have held could have 
related  to  the  two  cremation  burials.  Perhaps  they  were  a 
fence or some timber structure related to the cremations?

13.20 cut
Figure 242
stratigraphic sequence
   
(13.22)   [1330]
*************|***********



          [1353]
(13.20)      |
          [1354]
*************|***********
          natural
context descriptions
[1354]    irregular rectangular cut 0.80m x 0.77m and 0.13m 

deep. Base at 9.08m OD.
[1353]    grey-brown silty clay and pebbles with some pottery. 

Fill of [1354].
discussion of (13.20)
Irregular shallow cut feature into natural.



13.21 linear feature
Figure 243
stratigraphic sequence
(13.22)   [1330]
************|***************
          [1331]
            |
(13.21)   [1355]
            |
          [1356]
************|***************
         ___|____
        |        |
(13.18)[1364]  [1362](13.56)
context descriptions
[1356]    linear cut running N-S being 0.70m wide 3.00m long 

and  0.22m  deep.  Steep  sides  with  rounded  base  with  a 
slight slope from N to S at 9.14m OD.

[1355]    grey-brown sand(70) clay(30) and pebbles with occa. 
pebbles. Lower fill of [1356]

[1331]    grey-brown sand(60) clay(40) and pebbles with some 
pottery and bone. Upper fill of [1356]. Top of fill at 
9.38m OD.

discussion of (13.21)
Linear feature cut into backfills of circular pit (13.18). 
This linear feature is parallel to an earlier linear feature 
to  the  W  (13.55).  These  may  represent  different  phases 
boundary ditches?
This feature was not seen in the archaeology to the N of the 
trial  trench  although  it  may  have  continued  and  beem 
truncated.



13.22  Dumps
Figure  241
stratigraphic sequence
(10.25)[1244]       [1208](10.22)
*********|*************|*****************
         |          [1274]
         |             |
         |          [1308]
         |_____________|
                |
             [1311]
                |
             [1312]
                |
             [1328]
(10.22)         |
             [1330]
****************|*************************
     ___________|___________
    |                       |
 [1353](13.20)      (13.21)[1331]

context descriptions
[1330]    layer of brown-grey sandy clay and pebbles with some 

bone, charcoal and ragstone flecks. 1.80m x 2.85m with the 
top of the layer at 9.80m-9.32m OD.

[1328]    layer of brown sand(80) silt(20) and pebbles and 
some pottery and glass bead (SF 618). N-S strip 1.90m wide 
increasing in depth from W-E. Top of layer at 9.45m OD.

[1312]    orange-brown sand(50) pebbles(50) with some pottery, 
bone and oyster shell. Layer N-S strip directly on top of 
[1328]. 0.10m thick and top at 9.59m OD.

[1311]    layer of grey sand(90) silt(10) and pebbles with a 
coin (SF 439) and ?human bone. Top of layer at 9.61m OD, 
overlying [1312].

[1308]    orange-grey sand(80) silt(20) and pebbles. Top of 
layer at 9.66m OD.



[1274]    brown-grey sand(80) silt(20) and pebbles with some 
pottery,  bone  and  CBM.  Maximum  depth  0.20m  and  top  of 
layer at 9.62m OD.

discussion (13.22)
A series of similar dumps that bounded in the E by linear cut 
(13.56) and increase in depth where overlying pit (13.18). 
These dumps appear to seal (13.21) but because of the slumping 
into earlier features some of these dumps may be fills of this 
feature. These dumps make up the ground to an even layer when 
gravel surface (10.22) is laid down over them.
13.23 disturbed natural
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
(13.24)[849]   [741](4.22)
*********|*******|********
         |_______|
(13.23)          |
               [858]
*****************|********
(4.20)         [862]
context description
[858]      brown/grey  sand/silt/clay  ("brickearth")  with 

frequent charcoal flecks, occasional pebbles, shell and 
mortar. Max depth 0.30M

Discussion of 13.23
Truncated layer of disturbed brickearth, position in the site 
sequence as a whole unclear. Seals ditch/gully (4.20)
13.24 ?robbed structure
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*******
        [850]
(13.24)   |
        [849]



**********|*******
(13.23) [858]
context descriptions
[849]     irregular cut 0.12M deep at max, O.98M wide, with 

irregular base at 10.44M od. Although truncated to the N 
and E, it appears to form a linear feature turning sharply 
through 90 degrees

[850]     grey/brown "brickearth"(70),small ragstone frags 
<0.20x0.20x0.20M  (15)  and  small  chalk  frags 
0.15x0.15x0.15M (15). Inclusions of small lumps and flecks 
of pale yellow mortar, white mortar, opus signinum, pot, 
tile and shell. Backfill of [849]



Discussion of 13.24
Possible robber cut and backfill. If so, the lack of dwepth to 
the feature would argue for some horizontal truncation of the 
Roman ground surface in this area. The most likely structure 
to represented here would be the corner of an above ground 
funerary monument, possibly aligned N-S or E-W
A further possibility is that [849] is simply a depression 
formed by dumping demolition rubble onto soft ground, but this 
seems less likely given the form of the feature
See (10.29), another possible robber cut 
13.25 ?pit
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
(8.22)  [879]
**********|*******
        [931]
(13.25)   |
        [930]
**********|*******
(1.3)   [906]
context descriptions
[930]     Cut, ?sub-rectangular in plan (truncated to the S) 

0.82x1.00M and 0.42M deep. Sides slope gradually to a flat 
base at 9.91M od

[931]     grey/brown silt(40) and coarse pebbles(60) with 
moderate animal bone, and occasional lenses of grey  silt. 
Fill of [930]

Discussion of 13.25
Small pit, used for disposal of ?refuse (ie unless it proves 
to be an unrecognised animal burial)
Possibly relates to the cuts in sub-groups (6.21) and (13.27) 
- along the line of ditch (4.28), but this seems unlikely, and 
their fills are all very distinctive



13.26 pit
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
         unstrat
************|********
          [873]
            |
          [878]
(13.26)     |
          [887]
            |
          [874]
************|********
         unstrat     
context descriptions
[874]     cut feature, truncated to N by modern intrusion, to 

S  by  trial  trench,  surviving  part  slopes  from  9.87  to 
9.52M od., terminating in a circular cut to 9.04M od. This 
latter may have been a separate feature in itself, but was 
not defined as such

[887]     grey/brown silt(60) sand(10) and pebbles(30) with 
occasional pot, animal bone charcoal flecks and building 
material (small to large frags of tile and ragstone). A 
coin, (SF 273), a sestertius of Trajan from this context 
was dated AD 104-111. Max thickness 0.37M.Primary fill of 
[874]  

[878]      grey/green  sandy(20)  silt(80)  with  occasional 
pebbles, shell, pot, animal bone, small ragstone frags and 
a pottery vessel (SF 259). Max depth 0.30M. Fill of [874]

[873]     grey/brown silt(40) sand(10) and pebbles(50) with 
occasionalpot, tile, bone and aredeposited  human cranium. 

 Upper fill of [874], max thickness 0.20M 
Discussion of 13.26
Truncation  is  so  extensive  as  to  make  identification  of 
feature, extent etc impossible. It may in fact be two cuts 
recorded  as  one.  Fills  are  suggestive  of  quarry  pit 
backfilling, but the quantity of finds are a-typical of Roman 
quarrying  identified  on  site.  Has  more  in  common  with  the 
small ?quarry or "ritual" pits eg (9.9) or (13.37-40)



13.27 pit
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
(4.28)[889] [1005]
********|******|******
        |______|
(13.27)     |      
         [1012]
            |
         [1006]
************|*********
         natural
stratigraphic sequence
[1006]    cut, truncated to S, surviving part is semi-circular 

in plan, dia 0.87M. Steep sided, with a base sloping from 
E-W, lowest point at 9.97M od

[1012]    grey/brown clay(30) silt(70) frequent gravel and 
occasional patches of orange sand. Fill of [1006], max 
depth 0.31M

Discussion of 13.27
Apparently mostly truncated. Could be seen as the N end of a 
N-S grave, or a pit in an alignment with (6.21) and (13.25), 
or any thing else you please



13.28 cut
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
(4.27)   [926] 
 **********|*******
         [898]
           |
         [899]
(13.28)    |
         [922]
***********|*******
        natural
context descriptions
[922]     cut, mostly truncated by modern intrusion, trial 

trench and ditch (4.27). Surviving max depth 0.22M. The 
cut has a stepped but flat base, lowest point at 9.91M

[899]     Grey sand clay and gravel, primary fill of [922], 
max depth 0.08M. The only find from this context, a coin 
(SF 277), of Valens AD 367-78

[898]     brown silty clay with moderate pebbles. Upper fill 
of [922], no finds

Discussion of 13.28        
Cut function unknown. Late coin would suggest a very late date 
(LC4) for ditch (4.27) and layer (8.23). Is it possible the 
relationships were wrongly recorded??



13.29 cuts
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
                   unstrat
**********************|*******************
          ____________|____________
          |           |           |
        [947]       [875]       [881]  
          |           |           |
        [952]=[986] [886]       [985]
(13.29)   |           |           |
        [959]       [876]       [988]
          |           |           |
        [958]         |         [990]
          |           |           |
        [957]         |         [991]
          |           |           |
          |           |         [989]
**********|***********|***********|*******
          |           |___________|
          |                 |
(4.26)  [977]            [1009]
context descriptions
[957]     cut, mostly truncated by trial trench or post med 

intrusion, only one corner of the feature surviving. Sides 
steep to the W, gradual to the S, meeiting a flat base at 
9.80M od

[958]     brown sandy silt with moderate pebbles and one sherd 
of pot, fill of [957], max thickness 0.41M

[959]     linear cut running NW-SE, "U" shaped in profile, 
base at 9.89M od. Possibly a recut of ditch [944](4.26). 
Max depth 0.20M. Not planned by excavators, recorded on 
section 63/64, fig 54.

[986][952]   brown sandy silt with moderate pebbles and a 
possible redeposited cremation (sample <114>). Fillof[959]
Max thickness 0.30M

[947]     dark brown sandy silt with moderate pebbles, a thin 
layer partially overlying [986][952], possibly really a 
fill of [959]



[876]     cut, recorded as a ditch, but only one shallow 
sloping      side aligned E-W survives this cannot be 
relied upon. Lowest surviving  point  at  9.61M  od. 
Could well be one edge of a large cut feature eg quarry 
pit

[886]     light brown sand(80) and silt(20), fill of [876], 
max thickness 0.20M



[875]     dark brown silt(80) and clay(20) with occasional 
pottery and occasional ceramic building material. Upper 
fill of [876], max thickness 0.15M    

[989]     heavily truncated cut of pit, with steep sides and a 
flat base at 9.47M od. Survives up to 0.50M deep

[991]     grey/brown clay/silt/sand with frequent gravel. Fill 
of [989], max thickness 0.46M

[990]     grey brown clay(40) silt(60) with moderate pebbles, 
occasional pot, animal bone, small frags of ragstone and 

chalk. Fill of [989], max thickness 0.15M
[988]      orange  sandy(5)  silt(70)  and  pebbles(25)  with 

occasional  pot,  animal  bone  and  building  material 
(ragstone frags up to 0.18x0.12x0.06M, tile). Layer, 0.15 
thick at max, 2.52x1.28M, overlying fills of pit [989]    

 
[985]      grey  brown  silt  with  frequent  coarse  pebbles, 

occasional  tile,  pot,  animal  bone,  ragstone  and  tile 
frags. Thin layer, 1.80x0.82M in extent, overlying [988]

[881]      grey/brown  sandy(20)  silt(80)  with  occasional 
pebbles, a very thin layer 1.45x1.00M in extent, overlying 
[985]

Discussion of 13.29
Grouped  together  due  to  "floating"  position  over  sub-group 
4.26, rather than common function etc.
Main problem in this sub-group is the relationship between 
cuts [957] and [959]. Shown above as recorded on site, the 
filled in ditch [944](4.26) is cut by [957], in turn cut by 
[959]. Sections 63 and 64 suggest that in fact [959] is cut by 
[957], and this makes more sense, [959] and its fills then 
become  the  upper  fills  of  ditch  [944].  This  is  more 
satisfactory  than  interpreting  a  recut,  which  was  not 
identified anywhere else along the length of [944]
Pit  [989]  appears  in  plan  to  be  related  to  [874](13.26), 
possibly part of the same feature.
It  is  also  possible  that  cut  [876]  may  be  part  of  the  ?
quarrying represented by (13.30) and (13.31)
This sub-group of pitting may as a whole relate to (3.13) - 
pitting into the top of ditch [1776](2.3)



13.30 ?quarry pit   
        
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
         unstrat
************|************
      ______|______
      |           |
    [893]       [1002]      
      |___________|
            |
(13.30)  [1013]
            |
         [1210]
            |
          [894]
************|************
(1.3)    [1026]
context descriptions   
[894]     large pit cut, only part of one edge survives post 

med/modern truncation. Side is irregular, base undulating, 
lowest point 9.18M, max depth 1.00M.

[1210]    grey brown silt (45) and gravel(45) mottled with 
orange sand(10), with occasional flecks of ?tile. Primary 
silting/     

     collapse of the edges of cut [894], max thickness 0.50M
[1013]    light brown silt(80) mixed with orange sand(20) with 

frequent  pebbles,  occasional  charcoal  and  tile  flecks, 
building  material  (frags  of  tile  and  ragstone  up  to 
0.15x0.10x0.10M,three  frags  of  oolitic  limestone  up  to 
0.07x0.03x0.03M). Finds include a coin (SF 356) and a Cu 
alloy obj (SF 362). Fill of [894]

[893][1002]     brown  sandy  silt  with  occasional  pebbles, 
charcoal and tile flecks, tile frags and small frags of ?
oolitic limestone. A Cu alloy coin (SF272) came from this 
context. Upper fill of cut [894], max depth 0.20M

Discussion of 13.30
Pit cut, looking very much like a quarrying feature, silting 
and then deiberately backfilled. Due to extensive truncation 
in the area, its full extent is unknown, but it may well be 



part of the same feature/phase of activity that produced [876]
(13.29), [1032](13.31) and [1001][1033](1.3).
This quarrying may relate to the Group 3 quarrying on the E 
side of the site, but if so its fills are markedly different. 



13.31 cuts 
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*******
        [1027]  
          |
        [1028]
(13.31)   |
        [1029]
          |
        [1031]
          |
        [1032]
**********|*******
(1.3)   [1030]
context descriptions
[1032]    cut, only one N-S edge surviving, steeply sloping 

sidewith flat base at 9.18M od.
[1031]    grey/brown sand(40) and silt(60) with occasional 

pebbles. Fill of [1032], max depth 0.30M
[1029]     grey brown silt(06) with coarse pebbles(40) with 

occasional charcoal and tile flecks, shell, and lenses of 
sand. Recorded as layer, but truncated on four sides. Over 
lies [1031] and may be a fill of [1032]. Max depth 0.10M

[1028]    cut, only one curving edge remaining, steep and 
slightly  concave.  Base  possibly  flat  lowest  point 
surviving at 8.98M

[1027]     grey/brown  silt  with  moderate  fine  pebbles, 
occasional bone, pot, tile and charcoal flecks, one piece 
of ?oolitic limestone. Fill of [1028]

Discussion of 13.31
The pits in this sub-group may be related to those in (13.29) 
(13.30). [1032] in particular has a similar basal od and fill 
to [894](13.30). Without dating evidence, all these cuts are 
stratigraphically contemporary



13.32 Cuts
Figures 244
stratigraphic sequence
                unstrat
*******************|********************
           ________|________
           |       |       |
         [966]   [971]   [969] 
           |       |       |
         [967]   [970]   [968]
(13.32)    |       |       |
         [965]     |       |
           |       |       |
         [963]     |       |
           |       |       |
         [964]     |       |
           |       |       |
         [962]     |       |
           |_______|_______|
                   |
*******************|********************
                natural
context descriptions
[962]     shallow cut mostly truncated. Shape and function 
unknown, lowest point 9.38M od, max depth 0.15M
[964]      grey/brown  sand(80)  and  clay(20)  with  frequent 

pebbles and occasional charcoal flecks. Max depth 0.15M. 
Primary fill of [962]

[963]      grey/brown  sandy(30)  clay(70)  with  occasional 
pebbles. Upper fill of [962], max depth 0.08M

[965]     gradual sided cut, circular in plan, 0.28M deep, dia 
0.68M, flat base at 9.26M od.

[967]     dark grey sandy(40) clay(60) with moderate fine 
pebbles. Lower fill of [965], max depth 0.15M

[966]     dark grey brown sand y(30) clay(70) with frequent 
pebbles, no finds. Upper fill of [965], max depth 0.15M



[970]     one edge of a cut, running NW to SE, steep sided, 
base and the rest of the cut have been truncated. Top at 
9.68, lowest surviving point at 9.50M od

[971]     grey/orange sand(60) and clay(40) with frequent fine 
pebbles. Fill of cut [970]

[968]     Shallow pit, surviving part is semi-circular in 
plan, 0.50M wide, sallow sloping sides and a flat base at 
9.45M od            



[969]     orange/grey sandy(40) clay(60) with fequent 
fine/medium pebbles. Max depth 0.11M, fill of [968]
Discussion of 13.32
Series of cuts all "floating" betwen unstratified contexts and 
natural,  no  finds  to  suggest  a  position  in  the  broader 
sequence. Cuts have the lack of obvious function in common 
also, in most cases due to their poor survival.
[970] appears to be aligned perfectly with the edge of ditch 
[919][944] to the NW. It may be the very edge of this feature 
continuing on, but equally could be the edge of a quarrl pit 
etc
13.33 Layers
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(10.32)  [1589]
************|***********
         [1632]
            |
(13.33)  [1644]
            |
         [1658]
************|***********
(3.8)    [1685]
context description
[1658]    green/grey sand(60) silt(30) and pebbles(10) up to 

0.05M thick, running out to the E
[1644]    orange/black mixed sandy silty clay ("brickearth") 

with frequent charcoal flecks and frags up to 20x20x20mm, 
moderate  pebbles,  cremated   bone,  occasional  pot.  A 
slightly patchy deposit, partially overlying [1658], 0.02M 
thick, dying out to the E

[1632]    gravel layer, up to 0.04M thick, consisting of 
coarse  pebbles  and  cobbles(70),  medium  pebbles(20)  and 
building  materials(10),  ie  ragstone  and  tile.  Contains 
occasional pot and tile. Layer dies out as it runs E

Discussion of 13.33                  



?Dump layers, possibly related to similar deposits to the N. 
May be associated with sub-group 6.36, a cremation without 
pottery vessel



13.34 layers
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(10.33)        [1563]
******************|*************
            ______|______  
            |           |
(13.34)  [1637]       [1657] 
            |           |
************|***********|*******
            |___________|
                  |
 (3.8)         [1664]
context descriptions
[1637]     orange  clay/sand/silt,  heavilly  mottled  with 

grey/brown sand/silt, with occasional small pebbles, pot, 
burnt bone frags, Fe nails, tile and ragstone frags. A 
coin  (SF  749)  came  from  this  deposit.  Isolated  layer 
overlying Group 3 quarrying, max 4.73x2.32M

[1657]    light brown/grey sand/silt/clay with patches of mid 
orange  sand,  with  frequent  pebbles,  occasional  pot  and 
tile frags. Isolated layer, max 3.60x1.95M

Discussion of 13.34
   
Either dump deposits over-lying fills of the Group 3 quarrying 
activity or the result of disturbance of these deposits. This 
part of the site was not used for burial, so it is possible 
that  finds  from  these  deposits  may  offer  clues  as  to  the 
activity within this "open" area
13.35 Cut
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
       [1603]
(13.35)   |
       [1604]
**********|********



(3.8)  [1668]
context descriptions
[1604]    cut, circular in plan, dia 0.50M, depth 0.08M, with 
gently sloping sides and flat base at 9.32M
 

[1603]    brown silty(30) clay(70) with moderate pebbles 
and occasional burnt bone. Fill of [1604]

Discussion of 13.35
Probably a natural hollow/root hole etc. Lack of depth argue 
against post-hole, lack of inclusions against it being the 
remains of a cremation
13.36 ??post-hole
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
        unstrat
***********|********
        [1680]
(13.36)    |     
        [1681]
***********|******** 
(3.8)   [1668]    
    
context descriptions
[1681]    cut, circular in plan dia 0.30M, vertical sides 

0.40M deep with a flat base at 9.32M od
[1680]    grey san(50) and silt(50) with occasional medium 
pebbles, and charcoal flecks. Fill of [1681]
Discussion of 13.36
Possible post-hole, function unknown
13.37 ?pit 
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(13.38)  [1579]



************|**********
         [1697]
(13.37)     |
         [1698]
************|**********
(3.8)    [1668]
context description 
[1698]    small pit cut, sub-circular in plan 1.20x1.00M, with 

concave sides and an uneven base at 9.33M od. Max depth 
0.40M

[1697]    dark brown silt(60) pebbles(30) and sand(10). Fill 
of      [1698]



Discussion of 13.37
Small pit, function unknown
13.38 pit
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(13.39)  [1610]  [1626]
************|*******|***********
            |_______|
            |
(13.38)  [1641]
            |________
            |       |
         [1579]     |
************|*******|***********
    (3.7)[1738]  [1697](13.37)
context descriptions
[1579][1641]   cut of large pit, oval in plan 4.20x4.30M, with 

gradually sloping sides, slightly stepped to the S. The 
base is concave with a lower bowl like continuation 
(originally  recorded  as  a  separate  cut,  [1641],  but  ?
probably part of the main pit) to 8.64M od. Maximum depth 
of feature 1.04M

13.39 ?primary fill
Figures 245,246
stratigraphic sequence
(13.40)  [1587]
************|**********
            |_______
            |      |
         [1610] [1626]
(13.39)     |______|
            |
************|**********
(13.38)  [1641]
context descriptions



[1610][1626]   grey/brown sand(40) silt(40) and gravel(20). 
This is the soil matrix surrounding an unusual deposit in 
the base of cut [1579] - a number of large fragments of 
ragstone  (up  to  0.30x0.25x0.10M),  a  block  of  tufa 
(0.30x0.20x0.20M),  and  several  large  frags  of  tile  lay 
around  an  intact  human  cranium  [1626]  (lying  upright, 
"looking"  N-W).  Some  of  this       building  material 
overlay a broken cremation vessel (SF 866), its contents 
spread to the E. 

          The primary fill of pit [1641][1579], max dimensions 
2.40x1.75M, depth 0.35M



13.40 Backfills
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(11.3)   [1468]
************|***********
         [1541]
            |
         [1546]
            |________
(13.40)     |       |
         [1578]  [1593]
            |_______| 
            |
         [1587]
************|************
            |_______
(13.39)     |      |  
         [1610]  [1626]
context descriptions
[1587]    grey/brown silty(10) clay(40) sand(50) with frequent 

lenses of yellow/brown sand, occasional pot, burnt bone, 
building material (small frags). Max depth 0.10M, fill of 
[1579] 

[1578]    blue/grey to brown sandy(10) silty(10) clay(80) with 
frequent charcoal flecks, occasional pot, burnt bone, one 
frag of tile and ragstone. Fill of [1579], max depth 0.60M 

[1593]     orange  brown  sand(30)  silt(30)  clay(30)  and 
gravel(10). Fill of [1579], max depth 0.20M

[1546]     grey  silt(10)  gravel(20)  and  clay(70)  with 
occasional animal bone, glass (SFs 700/785), nails, pot, 
including remains of redeposited cremation vessel, burnt 
bone  and  building  material  (brick/tile  up  to 
0.10x0.10x0.08M,      ragstone up to 0.20x0.15x0.10M). 
Fill of [1579], max depth 0.40M

[1541]    dark grey/brown silty(30) clay(70) with occasional 
pebbles, pot, glass, small frags of tile and ragstone. 
Small finds include two coins (SFs 665/667) and complete 
but  broken  pottery  vessel  (SF  684).  Upper  fill  of  pit 
[1579]



Discussion of 13.38-13.40  
The simplest interpretation of this feature would be a quarry 
pit (13.38) disturbing one inhumation and one/two cremation 
burials, which are redeposited with some care (13.39) and then 
the pit is backfilled (13.40)
The care taken in the arrangement of the "disturbed" material 
suggests respect or superstition.



Alternatively the primary deposit (13.39) may have a direct 
function in the "ritual activity" of the cemetery
The digging of a pit through burials implies either lack of 
respect/belief  in  the  importance  of  the  integrity  of  the 
burial/lack of surface features to identify graves at the time 
of pit digging 
   
Some of the cremated material may have come from the disturbed 
pit [1698](13.37), although there is no sign of burnt material 
in its surviving fill          
13.41 ?animal burrow/root hole
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
       [1594]
(13.41)   |
       [1595]
**********|********
(3.7)  [1738]
context description
[1595]    small irregular cut, max width 0.30M, max depth 
0.09M
[1594]    grey silt with charcoal(10), occasional burnt bone 

and pebbles. Fill of [1595]
Discussion of 13.41
Looks  like  a  root/stake  hole,  but  charcoal  and  burnt  bone 
suggests cremated material at least of secondary derivation 
13.42 cut
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|*******
       [1581]
(13.42)   |



       [1582]
**********|*******
(3.7)  [1738]
context descriptions
[1582]     Small  irregular  depression,  0.10M  deep,  mostly 
truncated by wall footings. Base at 9.53M



[1581]    grey silt(90) and sand(10), with occasional pebbles, 
Fe      nails and frags of cremated bone. Fill of [1582]
Discussion of 13.42
Looks very much like a natural depression or root hole. The 
burnt material in the fill is either residual or indicates 
that  this  is  the  remains  of  a  feature  associated  with 
cremation burial
13.43 cut
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat
**********|********
       [1609]
          |
(13.43)[1612]
          |
       [1621]
**********|********
(3.7)  [1738]
context description
[1621]    irregular cut, mostly truncated by unstrat. Part of 

one       edge  survives,  running  NW-SE.  Base  appears 
flatish, at 9.45M od

               
[1612]    grey/green silt(60) pebbles(40) and sand(10), find 
free, lower fill of [1621]
[1609]    grey/green silt(80) sand(10) and pebbles(10) with 

occasional small frags of pot, animal bone, Fe nails and 
small tile frags. Upper fill of [1621]

Discussion of 13.43
Green staining may derive from a post med pit which truncated 
this feature to the W
Truncation  hampers  interpretation.  May  be  one  edge  of  the 
quarry pitting that is seen to the S, sub-groups (3.12,3.11). 
If this is the case it lends wieght to the argument that the 
ditch (4.26) (2.7) (2.3) pre-dates/is contemporary with the 
major quarrying phase



13.44 layer and pit
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
       unstrat     [1561](6.28) 
**********|***********|*********
       [1547]         |
          |           |
       [1548]         |
(13.44)   |___________|
                |
             [1716]
                |
****************|***************
(3.7)        [1738]
context description
[1716]     isolated  layer  1.40x1.10M,  max  depth  0.10M, 

grey/brown silt(50) sand(25) and clay(25) with frequent 
charcoal frags and moderate fine pebbles. Surface level, 
c.9.55M od 

[1548]    cut of small pit, oval in plan 1.60x1.10M with 
concave      sides and base at 9.42M od. Max depth 0.28M
[1547]    dark grey silt with moderate pebbles, frags of 

building material, occasional charcoal, pot, animal bone 
and Fe nails. Fill of [1548]

Discussion of 13.44
Note relationship of these deposits to cremation (6.28) 
     
The  pitfill  suggests  waste  disposal  as  at  least  it  final 
function
All these contexts ie including (6.28) could go together, - a 
layer  containing  burnt  material,  -  a  cremation  without  a 
vessel, - a pit containing refuse. This could be a good case 
of  the  material  residue  of  the  cremation  rite  (but  there 
again.........)



13.45 pit
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(12.8)  [1573]   
***********|*********
        [1568]
           |
        [1613]
(13.45)    |
        [1624]
           |
        [1569]
***********|*********
(3.7)   [1738]
context descriptions
[1569]    Cut ?of pit (one side truncated). ?Sub-rectangular 

in plan, with sides sloping gradually and concave to a 
level base at 9.25M od. Width at point of truncation 1.55M

[1624]    black silt(70) and clay(30) with frequent charcoal 
flecks,  burnt  flint  and  occasional  tile  frags  and  Fe 
nails. Primary fill of [1569], max depth 0.12M. Sample 
<218> taken of this deposit, 100%

[1613]    dark grey silt(70) and clay(30) frequent charcoal 
flecks and small tile frags. Fill of [1569], max depth 0.10M
[1568]     black  silt,  with  moderate  pebbles,  occasional 

charcoal      flecks, animal bone, pot, glass, Fe objects, 
small frags of ragstone.  Upper  fill  of  [1569],  max 
depth 0.30M

Discussion of 13.45
Possibly a rubbish pit, lack of burnt bone (recorded) suggests 
this is not directly associated with burning bodies, but it 
may mark the disposal of the remains of funerary/graveside 
feasting, cf (13.44)



13.46 cuts
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(4.13)[1616]          [1765](4.14)
*********|***************|**********
         |          _____|_____     
         |          |         |
      [1768]     [1778]    [1771]
         |          |         |     (13.46)
      [1767]     [1779]    [1777]
        |___________|_________|     
                    | 
********************|***************
                 natural 
      
context descriptions
[1767]    sub-rectangular cut with steep sides and a concave 

base at 9.17M od. 0.36x0.70M and 0.27M deep
 
[1768]    grey silt(30) and sand(70), with frequent pebbles, 

fill of [1767]
[1779]    cut, heavilly truncated, so form unknown. Surviving 

part  is  sub-circular,  0.40M  wide,  0.21M  deep,  lowest 
surviving point 9.81M od

[1778]    brown silt with frequent gravel towards the base of 
the context. Fill of [1779]

[1777]    one partially surviving edge of a cut of unknown 
significance. Lowest point excavated, 9.94M od

[1771]    dark brown silty sand with frequent pebbles. Fill of 
[1777]     

   
Discussion of 13.46
These  features  are  grouped  together  because  they  are  all 
sealed by Group 4 ditch fills, cut directly into natural and 
have no obvious  function. 
All  could  be  root  holes/grubbing-up  holes,  or  depressions 
eroded into the natural, but it is possible that [1777] could 
be the remnant of a larger feature



13.47 ?sealing layers
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
                unstrat
*******************|**************
           ________|_______
          |        |       |   (13.47)
       [1487]   [1549]  [1472]         
**********|********|*******|******
(4.18) [1526]   [1576]  [1550]
context descriptions
[1487]    brown silty(40) clay(60) with moderate gravel and 

small pebbles, occasional small frags of chalk, tile and 
ragstone, Fe nails, pot and bone. Layer overlying ditch 
fills (4.18), maximum thickness 0.37M

[1549]    brown sand(20) silt(70) and clay(10), with moderate 
pebbles,  pot,  animal  bone,  glass,  shell,  occasional 
building material  (small  frags  of  ragstone,  tile,  ?
painted plaster). Layer overlying ditch fills (4.18), max 
thickness 0.35M

[1472]    brown sand(20) silt(70) and clay(10), with moderate 
pebbles, occasional shell and charcoal flecks, small frags 

of mortar and ragstone up to 0.12x0.06x0.04M. Two ?
tesserae (SFs 653 and 670) came from this deposit, a layer 
0.30M deep at max, overlying ditch fills (4.18)

Discussion of 13.47       
Recorded  as  layers  sealing  ditches  (4.13-4.18),  presumably 
leveling of the area once the ditch had gone out of use and 
related to Group 11 "ploughsoil"

13.48 cut
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(8.28)   [1707]
************|**********
         [1730]



            |
(13.48)  [1743]
            |
         [1744]
************|**********
(3.12)   [1770]
context descriptions



[1744]    small bowl shaped cut, dia c. 0.40M, depth 0.08M.  
[1743]    dark grey silt(80) and clay(20) with sherds of pot, 

apparently from the same vessel, (SF 855). Fill of [1744].
[1730]    brown/grey pebbles(60) sand(20) and silt(20) with 

occasional animal bone and pot. Isolated layer overlying 
[1743], max thickness 0.06M. Extent 2.40x1.70M

Discussion of 13.48
Ephemeral feature and layer, may be genuine, but may well be 
lenses/variations within underlying gravel pits (3.13) etc
13.49 layer
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(8.29)  [1714]
***********|********
           |
(13.49) [1734]
           |
***********|********
(3.12)  [1770]
context description
[1734]     grey/orange  sandy(30)  clay(70)  with  moderate 

pebbles. Isolated layer 2.94x0.94M in extent, 0.20 thick. 
Surface level c. 9.35M od. Dump deposit, ?associated with 
stone spread (8.28), or slight variation in the fills of 
the underlying quarrying (3.12)

13.50 layer
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(10.35)[1747]   [1699](8.28)
**********|********|********
          |________|
              | 
(13.50)    [1770]  
              |
**************|*************



(3.12)     [1770]
context description
[1706]    dark grey/brown sandy(10) silty(20) clay(70) with 

moderate charcoal flecks and fine pebbles. Isolated layer, 
2.36x1.70 in extent, 0.04M deep. Surface of deposit slopes 
from 9.59M od at the N to 9.38M od in the S. Possibly 
associated with stone spread (8.28) or with the quarrying 
(3.12)

13.51 cut
Figures 245
stratigraphic sequence
(10.37)   [1588]
*************|*********
          [1711]
(13.51)      |
          [1712]
*************|*********
        _____|_____
        |         |
(2.3)[1773]   [1770](3.12)           
 
context descriptions
                    
[1712]    a very shallow linear feature, 2.12x0.53M  and 0.08M 

deep at max, running NE-SW. Base is flat at 9.53M od, the 
whole feature becoming shallower it runs S, until it is 
only a few mm deep

[1711]    grey clay(15) sand(20) and silt(65) with occasional 
pebbles,  flecks  of  chalk,  tile,  charcoal  and  cremated 
bone. Fill of [1712]

Discussion of 13.51
Uncertain function. ?Beam slot, but no traces of an associated 
structure. This sub-group is floating, it may be associated 
with the stone spread (8.28) but this can only be speculation
13.52 cut
Figures 245



stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)  [1175]
************|******
         [1413]
(13.52)     |
         [1412]
************|******
         natural
context descriptions    
      
[1412]    the only surviving edge of a cut feature, mostly 

truncated  by  unstrat  activity.  Base  does  not  survive, 
extent unknown. O.14M deep as recovered



[1413]    dark grey silt(80) and clay(20), with occasional 
pottery, bone and shell. Backfill of [1412]

Discussion of 13.52
Could be a gravel pit, grave or even an intrusive feature. 

13.53 layer 
recorded context [681], not a real archaeological deposit.
13.54 pit
Figure 236
stratigraphic sequence
(4.12)    [502]
************|************
          [690]
(13.54)     |
          [691]
************|************
          natural
context description
[691]      surviving  quarter  of  ?circular  cut  (2.00m  in 

diameter) with irregular sides, rounded base at 8.91m OD 
and 1.13m deep.

[690]     series of sandy silt fills excavated as one with 
varying proportions of sand, silt and pebbles. With some 
pottery, tile, charcoal flecks and a bone pin frag. (SF 
201). Fills of [691].

discusion of (13.54)
(see also discussion of (13.5)).
The fills of this feature are similar to quarry pit fills, 
that  is,  redeposited  natural,  however  it  unlike  the 
"horizontal stripping" of quarry activity (group 3) found to 
the W. (13.54) is cut by ditch (4.12).    



13.55 linear feature
Figure 247
stratigraphic sequence
(13.17)   [1424]
************|**************
          [1437]
(13.55)     |
          [1438]
************|*************
(1.5)     [1448]
context description
[1438]    heavily truncated linear cut running NE-SW, 0,80m 

wide. Steep side and base sloping E-W at 9.31m OD.
[1437]     brown-orange  sand(70)  clay(30)  and  pebbles  with 

occa. charcoal flecks. Fill of [1438].
13.56 linear cut
Figure 241,248
stratigraphic sequence
                                  [1356](13.21)
(13.18)[1401]          (6.15)[1286]  | [1182]=[1183](13.15)
**********|*********************|****|****|*****|
****************
          |_____________________|    |    |_____|
(13.56)             |                |       |
                    |             [1362]     |
                    |________________|       |
                    |                        |
                 [1275]                   [1282]
                    |                        |
                 [1422]                   [1301]
                    |                        |
                 [1423]         =         [1281]
********************|************************|
*******************
          (13.17)[1424]                   natural
context description



[1423]    linear cut running N-S, only E side of cut is in the 
area of excavation which is steep sided with  the  base at 
8.95m OD in the N where its surviving depth is 0.90m, 
rising to 9.36m OD in the S. 

[1422]    brown-grey snad(60) clay(40) and pebbles with occa. 
charcoal and pottery. Lower fill of [1423].

[1275]    grey sand(800 clay(20) and pebbles with charcoal 
flecks and pottery. Upper fill of [1423].



[1362]    orange-brown sand(80) clay(20) and pebbles with some 
bone and CBM. Top of fill at 9.58m OD. Appears to be lying 
on SW edge of [1423].

[1281]    linear cut running N-S only E edge of cut seen in 
area of excavation. This edge is steep with an undulating 
base at 8.99m-9.11m OD and 0.60m deep.

[1301]    orange-brown snad(700 silt(300 and pebbles with some 
animal bone. Top of fill at 9.34m OD, fill of [1281].

[1282]    brown grey clay(600 sand(400 and pebbles with some 
pottery, bone and a near complete pot (SF 416).Top of fill 
at 9.44m OD.

discussion of (13.56)
This linear cut appears to the N and S of a trial trench and 
is the same cut. Only the E edge and some of the base is seen 
of this cut presuambly because the W,N and S sides are beyond 
the limits of excavation, if so this woud be an extremeley 
large cut.
To  the  N  of  the  trial  trench  in  retrospect  the  cuts  and 
deposits  recorded  as  (13.15)  and  (13.16)  are  all  part  or 
recuts of this feature (13.56) in which case [1156](13.16) 
maybe a continuation of [1281] and may the W edge to the whole 
cut.

13.57
stratigraphic sequence
(11.1)  ? [400]
************|************
          [538]
(13.57)     |
          [537]
************|************
(3.2)   ? [528]
context description
[537]     sub circular cut with near vertical sides and base 

at 10.74m OD.



[538]     brown sandy silt with burnt bone and Fe nails (SF 
756). 0.21m deep and 100% sampled <23>.

discussion of (13.57)
Where this feature was cut from and through was not recorded ! 
However the fill of the feature appeared to contain cremated 
material and was thus sampled. The results of the analysis of 
the bone will show wether it was human.
                       Group 13 Discussion
It is not possible to discuss this group as a whole, see 
individual subgroups for discussion and also the summaries of 
individual areas.



GROUP 14  ROMAN DEPOSITS FOUND IN TRIAL WORK





Introduction
The trial work is discussed in general terms in the trial work 
report (see appendix 2) however it does not give a description 
of contexts etc.
The inhumation and cremation burials located and recorded in 
the trial work have been assigned to Groups 5 and 6. The post- 
medieval dumping and medieval/post-medieval quarry pits have 
been assigned to Group 12. The remaining contexts that appear 
to be Roman are in this Group. 
Where  they  are  located  in  areas  that  were  subsequently 
excavated in plan they are related to the relevant sub-group.
The location of the trial trenches, the  sections  and limits 
of excavation can be seen on Fig 4. 
Group 14 subgroups are locate on fig. 249, for more detailed 
drawings see the level II drawings.





14.2 dumps
Figure 249
location  trench 2, section 20
stratigraphic sequence
(12.2)    [32]
***********|*************
         [356]
           |
(14.2)   [357]
           |
         [358]
***********|*************
       unexcavated
context descriptions
[358]     orange "brickearth", top at 10.00m OD.
[357]     grey-brown "brickearth"with human bone, 0.30m thick 

top at 10.30m OD.
[356]     grey-brown "brickearth" 0.15m thick.
discussion
Roman deposits.
 
14.3 dump
Figure 249
location  trench 3, section 3
stratigraphic sequence
(14.4)    [132]
************|**********
(14.3)    [135]
************|**********
          natural
[135]     brown sandy silt with some ragstone and CBM. Top at 

10.78m OD and bottom at 9.86m OD.



discussion
Roman deposit.



14.4 pit
Figure 249
location  trench3, section 3
stratigraphic sequence
(12.2)[130]    (12.3)[149]
********|**************|*|********
        |______________| |
               |         |
             [133] =   [134]
               |_________|
                    |
                  [132]
********************|*************
(14.3)            [135]
context descriptions
[132]     shallow cut with base at  10.36m OD.
[133]=[134]    brown silty sand with some ragstone, op sig and 

human bone.
 
discussion
cut  feature  containing  redeposited  human  bone,  possibly 
relates to the robbing of structure in (14.6).

14.5 pit
Figure 249
location  trench 3, section 12
stratigraphic sequence
(14.6)    [160]
************|************
          [151]
(14.5)      |
          [150]
************|************
          unexcavated
context descriptions



[150]     cut with steep sides and flat base at 9.35m OD.
[151]     grey-brown silty clay with some mortar, bone, tile 

and chalk, fill of [150]



14.6 possible funerary structure and robbing
Figure 249
location  trench 3, section 12, plan 2
stratigraphic sequence
(14.7)          [153]
******************|***********************
          ________|_________
         |        |         |
         |      [163]  =  [152]
(14.6) [158]      |         |
         |        |         |
       [157]  = [164]  =  [160]
*********|********|*********|*************
          unexcavated     [151](14.5)
context descriptions 
[157]=[164]=[160]   linear cut orientated E-W 3.20m long and 

0.50m  wide  (where  visible).  Cut  unexcavated  but  lowest 
point visible at 9.34m OD. On E side of cut small recess 
in cut edge.   

     
[158]     fragment of in situ tile and mortar structure seen 

in section 0.15 x 0.10m the top of which is at 10.09m OD.
[163]=[152]    grey-brown silty clay with some mortar, bone, 

CBM and chalk frags. 1.00m thick with top at 10.50m OD. 
Fill of [157].

14.7 ?robber cut
Figure  249
location trench 3, section 12, plan 2
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)    [136]
************|************
          [154]
            |
(14.7)    [156]
            |
          [153]



************|************
         (14.6)
context descriptions
[153]     cut with steep sides, base not visible.

[156]     brown sandy silt with some mortar, CBM and 
ragstone. Fill of [153].

[154]     brown sandy silt with chalk and CBM flecks. Fill of 
[153].

discussion of (14.6) and(14.7)
(14.6) is  a grave with the remnants of a tile and mortar 
structure as a grave lining or funerary structure foundations? 
It 
appears to have been ?robbed by (14.7).
These  sub  groups  were  outside  the  area  of  subsequent 
excavation.

14.8 layers/dumps
Figure 249
location trench 3, section 3A
stratigaphic sequence
(12.12)   [325]
************|**********
          [326]
(14.8)      |
          [327]
************|**********
          natural
context descriptions
[326]     ?layer of brown silty clay with glass frag (SF 16), 

0.20m thick with the top at 10.90m OD.
[327]     yellow "brickearth" with occa. CBM and pottery, 

1.00m thick with the base at 9.45m OD.
discussion



These layers are  probably part of a larger feature that is 
not ascertainable from the trial work eg. ditch fills.



14.9 ?related to ditch cut (4.22)
Figure 249
location trench 3, section 3B
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)        [32]
*****************|**************
               [346]
          _______|_______
         |               |
       [347]           [348]
         |_______________|
                 |
               [349]
                 |
(14.9)         [332]
                 |
               [350]   = [851](4.25)
                 |
               [351]   = [782](4.24)
                 |
               [352]
*****************|***************
             unexcavated
context descriptions
[352]     orange-brown sandy silty, top at 9.43m OD. Natural?
[351]     brown sandy silt with occa. oyster, charcoal and 

mortar, 0.30m thick, top at 10.33m OD. Ditch fill =[782]
(4.24).

[350]     brown sandy silt with occa. oyster, CBM and lots of 
mortar, 0.25m thick, top at 10.43m OD. Ditch fill =[851]
(4.25).

[332]     cut with vertical E edge and shallow W edge and flat 
base at 9.33m OD. Ditch cut = (4.22) or one of its recuts.

[349]-[346]    fills of [332] with the uppermost at 10.40m OD.



14.10 ?related to ditch (4.22)
Figure 249
location  trench 3, section 3B
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)   [32]
************|*************
          [344]
(14.10)     |
          [343]
            |
          [345]
************|************
       unexcavated

context descriptions
[345]     ?layer of orange-brown sandy silt with occa. oyster, 

top at 10.23m OD.
[343]     cut with base at 9.73m OD.
[344]     brown sandy silt with oyster, pottery, charcoal and 

mortar flecks. Fill of [343].
discussion of (14.9) and (14.10)
(14.9)  relates  to  ditch  cut  (4.22)  in  the  excavated  area, 
(14.10) appears to be a continuation of this ditch outside the 
area of excavation, seen in the trial work.

4.11  ?part of ditch (4.4)
Figure 249
location trench 4, section 2
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)   [13]
************|***********
          [15]
            |
(4.11)    [16]



            |
           [3]
************|***********
        unexcavated



context descriptions
[3]       cut =[434], base not seen.
[16]      orange sandy clay with top at 9.32m OD. Fill of [3].
[15]      brown silty clay with occa. disarticulated human 

bone and pottery, top at 10.10m OD. Fill of [3].
discussion
Part of E end of excavated ditch (4.4).

4.12 dumps
Figure 249
location  trench 4, section 11
stratigraphic sequence
(12.13)   [177]
************|***********
          [179]
            |
          [180]
            |
          [181]
************|**********
          natural
context descriptions
[181]     disturbed natural
[180]     brown silty sand, o.20m thick and top at 10.03m OD.
[179]     brown silty sand with ragstone and mortar, 0.30m 

thick and top at 10.23m OD.
discussion
Roman deposits overlying natural at 9.60m OD.



4.13 dumps
Figure 249
location  trench 5, section 4
stratigraphic sequence
(12.13)[169]   [165](5.117)
********|********|************
        |________|
            |
          [167]
(14.13)     |
          [168]
************|*****************
          unexcavated
discussion
Two  dumps/layers  of  brown  sandy  silt  with  some  ragstone, 
mortar that are cut by a possible grave (5.117).

14.15 and 14.6 two intercuttting pits
Figure 249
location trench 5, section 17
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)        [32]
****************|*********************
               [249]
                |
               [251]  (14.15)
                |
               [250]
****************|*********************
               [252]
                |
               [253]
                |
               [254]     (14.16)
          ______|_______
         |              |
         |            [258]
         |              |



         |            [257]
         |              |
         |            [259]
*********|**************|***************
(5.118)[255]         unexcavated



discussion
Two intercutting pits later than grave (5.118). Top of [249] 
at 10.70m OD base of [259] at 9.60m OD.

4.17  layers
Figure 249
location trench 5, section 17
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)    [32]
************|*************
  __________|______
 |        |        | 
[278]   [284]    [287]
 |        |        |
 |        |      [288]
*|********|********|*****
      unexcavated
discussion
Series  of  layers  located  between  graves  (5.119-132),  no 
obvious relationship or function.

14.18 layers
Figure 249
location trench 6, section 5B
stratigraphic sequence
(11.2)    [290]  
************|********************
     _______|_____ ___  
    |             |   |
  [291]        [292] [296]=[1172](6.8)
    |            |    | 
    |          [295]  |
    |            |    |
    |          [293]  |
    |            |____|



    |          [294]
****|************|*****************
      unexcavated

discussion of (14.18)
A  series  of  layers  sealed  by  [290]  but  not  possible  to 
accurately assign to an excavated sub-group.

14.19 cut
location trench 6, section 5B
stratigraphic sequence
(11.2) [290]
*********|**********
       [299]
(14.19)  |
       [300]
*********|**********
   unexcavated
discussion of (14.19)
Small cut and fill sealed by [290].

14.19 ?layers
location  trench 6, section 5B
stratigraphic sequence
(12.12)   [32]
************|*********
          [362]
            |
          [363]
(14.19)_____|_____
      |           |
    [364]       [365]
******|***********|****
        unexcavated
discussion of (14.19)



Series of deposits of brown sandy silt with pebbles. Top of 
the deposits at 10.00m OD and 1.00m deep. Relate to either 
(13.29) and (4.26) in excavated Area B, bit it is not possible 
to equate this contexts accurately.



14.21 pits
location trench7, section 7
stratigraphic sequence
(11.3)    [231]
************|************
     _______|________
    |                |
  [240]            [243]
    |                |   (14.21)
  [239]            [242]
    |________________|
            |
************|**************
(3.8)     [232]
discussion of (14.21)
Two small shollow cuts and fills sealed by (11.3) and cut into 
(3.8). Possibly part of (3.8).

14.22 pits
location  trench 10, section 14
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)        [199]
*****************|*******************
     ____________|______________
    |            |              |
  [205]        [203]          [201]   (14.22)
    |            |              |
  [204]        [202]          [200]
****|************|**************|***********
    |____________|______________|
                 |
             unexcavated
discussion of 14.22
A series of cuts and fills seen in section that may relate to 
grave (5.110) or irregularities in the natural deposits.



14.23 layer/dump
location trench 10, section 14
stratigraphic sequence
(10.42)   [199]
************|***********
(14.23)   [211]
************|***********
         ___|___
        |       |
(14.24)[206]   [197](6.48)
discussion of (14.23)
Layer or dump that appears to be related to the upper fills of 
(14.24) and (6.48).

14.24 pit
Figure 249
location trench 10, section 14
stratigraphic sequence
(14.23)   [211]
************|************
          [206]
            |
          [208]
            |
(14.24)   [207]
            |
          [210]
            |
          [209]
************|************
          natural
context descriptions
[207]/[209]    recorded as two cuts but may be part of the 

same cut seen in section 0.30m deep and 0.30m wide.
[210]     dirty gravel, fill of [209].



[208]     articulated animal in cut [207].
[206]     brown silty clay with occa. charcoal flecks. Fill of 
[207].
discussion of 14.24
Small cut seen in section with a small articulated animal in 
it. 


